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"'The luxurious vegetative cover led to the early assumption that the supporting soil
was extremely rich. However, once it was realised that such growth is based largely
on a closed nutrient cycle on top of the soil, and in view of the failure of agricultural settlements in the region, this opinion was completely reversed. Indeed, the
great majority of the Amazon soils are foor' in the chemical sense."

Introduction

The name 'Amazonia' immediately conjures up visions of damp, vine-entangled
greenery, infested with preying tarantulas and snarling jaguars. Such notions of 'the
green hell' or'the steamingjungle'are widespread among the average European and
American, but also among many an inhabitant of southern Brazil.They havebeen fed
on vast numbers of fictional impressions on the region, through vivid pictures on
school walls,lush descriptions innovels,popular magazines,and impressive illustrated
books. When their authors did not entirely draw on their own imagination, or simply
copy from previous narratives, they often only peeped through riverside vegetation
or a patch of secondary forest and took their pictures at the Belém zoo. They did a
disserviceto thoseinterested inthispart oftheworld. Allthe more admiration isdueto
such early explorers of Amazonia as COUDREAU, BATES, KATZER and LECOINTE for
their perseverance and theveracity oftheir publications.
One'sfirstsensation on actually penetrating theprimevalforest ofcentral Amazonia
is one of deception. There are no entangling vines, hardly any wildlife, no steaming
atmosphere. One soon discovers that the dangers of snakes,jaguars and wild Indians
(the cobras,onçase indiosof the indigenous caboclo)are very limited. The everlasting
drone of insects isthe only real nuisance. It takes some time before one becomes fully
aware of the cathedral-like majesty of the high forest with its choir of rasping cigarras
and howlingguaribas,and begins to marvel at the delicate igapógrowth along the cool
rivulets.
The present soil study isthe result of three years of plodding along straight transects
through primeval forest, accompanying an experienced forest inventory team. Very
divergent evaluations have been made of the Amazon soils. The luxurious vegetative
coverledtotheearly assumption thatthe supporting soilwasextremely rich. However,
onceitwasrealized that suchgrowthis based largely on a closed nutrient cycle on top
of the soil, and in view of the failure of agricultural settlements in the region, this
opinion was completely reversed. Indeed, the great majority of the Amazon soils
are 'poor' in the chemical sense. But until recently the only factual information on
whichto base such aconclusion wasthe 1926report of MARBUTand MANIFOLD, whose
investigations were an aftermath of the famous rubber boom. After its collapse, no
new data on the Amazon soils were gathered until well after the second world war,
when theSPVEA,the Federal Brazilian Development Board for Amazonia,wassetup.
Drawing on the pioneering work of DAY, this book gives a new description and
evaluation of the main Amazon soils based on present-day standards of soil study. It
is endeavoured to combine the advantages of the morphometric method, as now

applied in the U.S.A., with those of the more physiographical approach of certain
European soil scientists. Thus, on the one hand, detailed morphometric descriptions
are given of representative profiles and classification of the main soils isfully checked.
On the other hand, much attention is given to the pedogenetic factors. Several
of these factors as exhibited in Amazonia, have been little described, unlike those in
such comparable regions as the central Congo basin. It was therefore necessary to
relate extensively our own and others' data on such aspects as geomorphology, which
is found to be of great importance for the understanding of the local pattern of soils.
The purpose of the study is twofold.
On the one hand it is a release of scientific data of more than regional interest - on
the Amazon soils themselves, the genesis of tropical soils in general and on soilplant relationships in a tropical region with limited human influence. But it is hoped
that this publication will also serve as a kind of handbook for those Brazilians, and
their associates, who are directly concerned with the Amazon soils and their use. An
attempt istherefore made to facilitate future soil surveys in the region by providing a
legendto allthe soilshitherto encountered and bydescribingtheir geographic pattern.
All existing data on the qualities of the main soils and their management is also
provided.
The availablefieldand laboratory data only cover a part ofthe region and they often
giveless information than might bewished. Moreover, conclusions on local pedogenesis and soil-plant relationships are often only tentative. The resulting picture of the
Amazon soils is therefore far from complete, but it may well open the way to further
soil studies on the immense region known as Amazonia.
Finallyitshould bestatedthat theopinions and conclusions expressed inthis publication are the author's responsibility, and may not be taken to represent the official
opinions or policies of either the SuperintêndenciadoPianode ValorizaçàoEconômica
da Amazonia or the Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations.

Some terms and abbreviations

Amazonia: The Amazon region.
Amazon planalto (LIT. Amazon high plain): The Plio-Pleistocene plateau land of
Amazonia, usuallyat 150-200m altitude.
Planicle (LIT. flat area of very large extent): Allthe upland in the axial part of Amazonia, comprising the Amazon planalto and the Pleistocene terraces.
Terra firme (LIT. stable terrain): All the upland, i.e. all non-flooded terrains, comprising the Planicie and the older géomorphologie units.
Vârzea (LIT. low, grassy land): Holocene lowland, intermittently waterlogged.
Igapó (LIT. marsh): Holocene lowland, or bottom lands, permanently waterlogged.
Massapé (LIT. sticking-to-the-feet) :Strongly mottled, clayey soil; also used to denote
terrains slightly above level of flooding, presumably of Early Holocene age.
Belterra clay:Very heavy, kaolinitic clay, deposited on top of the Amazon planalto.
Reworked Belterra clay: Belterra clay nowadays on terrains below the level of the
Amazon planalto.
TerraPrêta (LIT. black earth):Soil of Pre-Columbian Indian dwelling sites.
Hiléia (or hylaea, LIT. the great forest):The vegetative cover of Amazonia as phytogeographic unit.
Cipoal (LIT. cipó-orlianavegetation): Forest type composed largely of creepers and
climbers.
Tabocal (LIT.taboca-or bamboo vegetation):Forest type composed largely of Guadua
species.
Campo(LIT.field): Type of savannah.
Campina (LIT. small campo):Type of savannah.
Campina-rana (LIT. false campina):Type of savannah-forest.
Caatingaamazônica (LIT.Amazon caatinga, i.e.openforest):Type of savannah-forest.
Capoeira (LIT. the forest that was):Young secondary forest.
FAO:Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
SPVEA: Superintendência do Piano de Valorizaçâo Econômica da Amazonia, the
Federal Brazilian Development Board for the Amazon Region
IAN: Instituto Agronômico do Norte, the Federal Brazilian Agricultural Institute
for Amazonia (as from October 1962, IPEAN: Instituto de Pesquisas e Expérimentales Agropecuârias do Norte)
IQA: Instituto de Quimica Agricola, the Soils Laboratory of the Federal Brazilian
Soils Commission

I. The Environmental Factors

1.1The Geographic Location
The extent of the Amazon region, later referred to as Amazonia, varies according to
the criterion used.
Most of the catchment area of the Amazon river system is situated within Brazilian
territory, but it also comprises considerable parts of Bolivia, Peru and Colombia.
Compared to this, the phytogeographical area of Amazonia is smaller to the south
and more extensive on the northern hemisphere, where it includes the Guianas and a
part of Venezuela (Fig. 1).

Fig. I Alguns dadosgeogrdficos da Amazonia

80 W
Fig. 1. Some geographical data of Amazonia
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As a geologic basin Amazonia is much smaller. It consists of a relatively narrow
stretch at the lower part ofthe river system, and a fan-like area towards the Andes.
This study deals with the Brazilian part of Amazonia. The limits of Brazilian
Amazonia are partly arbitrary. In this publication, the transitions from the belt of
equatorial forest to the savannahs ofNorth-Eastern and CentralBraziland to those of
Rio Branco - British Guiana are taken as boundaries. Brazilian Amazonia thus consists of all of the StatesParä,Amazonas and Acre, the federal Territories Amapä and
Rondônia, and parts of the States Maranhào, Goiâs and Mato Grosso.
References to the Amazon river in general include the Solimôes, which is the name
given to the upper part of the central river in Brazilian territory. The axial part of
Brazilian Amazonia may be divided into four areas, as follows:
1. the Upper Amazon region, from the frontier with Peru-Columbia to Manaus.
2. the Middle Amazon region, from Manaus to the boundary between the States
Amazonas and Para (Faro).
3. the Lower Amazon region, from Faro to the mouth of the Xingü river.
4. the Estuary region, including Marajó island, from the mouth of theXingü river to
the Atlantic Ocean.

1.2The Climate
The climate of Brazilian Amazonia is humid and hot. The number of weather
recording stations is small and they are far from evenly distributed. In the huge
watershed areas at the north and the south side of the Middle and Lower Amazon
region they are very rare. Nevertheless, the climate in its entirety isfairly well-known.
Much relevant data and many maps are produced in a recently published book on the
geography of Brazilian Amazonia (GUERRA, 1959). Therefore only the main characteristics are described.
The rainfall in Brazilian Amazonia is generally high. There is nevertheless much
variation in total annual rainfall, as well as in the annual distribution. The data for
total annual rainfall are givenin Fig.2.Highest recordings (over 3000mm/year) are in
the extreme east and the extreme west, namely in the north-eastern part of Amapâ
Territory and in the north-western part of Amazonas State. The Figs. 3 and 4 show
the number of dry months - less than 50 mm and less than 100 mm rainfall per
month -, and the central month of the dry season.
With regard to the temperature, Brazilian Amazonia shows high, but not excessively
high values. The mean annual temperature varies from 23.5°C to 26.9°C. The rainy
season (inverno) is generally slightly less warm than the dry season (veräo). The
annual amplitude inthe mean temperatures of the months ishowever very small at all
stations of the region, namely below 5°C, and in most places even below 2.5°C. The
12

Fig. 2 Os tipos climâticos da
Amazônia brasileira conforme a classificaçào de
Koppen, e a precipitaçào
anual total (de GUERRA,
1959; cf. I. 2)

Fig. 2 The climates of Brazilian Amazonia as per the
classification of Koppen, and
the total annual rainfall (from
GUERRA, 1959; cf. I. 2)

Fig. 3 Numéro de meses sêcospor ano, e mês central da
estaçào séca, sendo critério
de urn mês sêco uma precipitaçào de menos de 50 mm
(coligido de dados de GUERRA, 1959)

Fig. 3 Number of dry months
per year, and central month
of dry season, taking less than
50 mm rainfall as criterion
for a dry month (compiled
from data of GUERRA, 1959)
Fig. 4 Numero de meses sêcospor ano, e mês central da
estaçào séca, sendo critério
de um mês sêco uma precipitaçào de menos de 100 mm
(coligido de dados de GUERRA, 1959)

Fig. 4 Number of dry months
per year, and central month
of dry season, taking less
than 100 mm rainfall as criterionfor a dry month (compiled from data of GUERRA,
1959)
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temperature of the coldest month is everywhere above 18ÜC. The absolute maximum
temperature ever measured is only 44°C (Tefé). There is a distinct difference in
temperature between day and night; high amplitudes are known for instance for
Belém (9.6°C), Manaus (8.7°C), and Sena Madureira in Acre State (13.5°C).
The relative humidity is high. The variation over the region in the annual mean is
between 73%and 94%.In the central part of Brazilian Amazonia the values are above
80% everywhere. The highest percentages are found near the Ocean coast, and in
Acre and western Amazonas State.
The windsare usually weak, exceptfor thecoastalregionwheretheymay be moderate
(vento geral). Storms such as typhoons are unknown, but gusts of strong winds are
frequent before afternoon rain showers. Exact data are lacking.
Figures for evaporation, cloudiness and dew are not available, as no systematic
recording has been carried out.
With KÖPPEN'S classification, Brazilian Amazonia has three types of climate (Fig.2).
Type Af (hot and humid, without dry season) is found in the north-eastern part of
Amazonas State, and in apocket ofas yet undetermined sizearound Belém. Type Am
(humid and hot, with a short dry season) comprises the main part of the region, while
type Aw (humid and hot, with a pronounced dry season) occurs on the south-eastern
fringes of forest covered Amazonia, in the boundary area with British Guiana, and in
a part of the Lower Amazon region.

1.3 The Geology
The geology of Amazonia was studied already at the end of the nineteenth century,
for instance by DERBY (1877) and KATZER (1903). In recent years much more has
become known, especially from the extensive surface and subsurface prospections of
the national oil company Petrobras. On the Figs. 5 and 6, this Company's data are
given schematically, while useisalso made ofthe most recent geological map of Brazil
1
(LAMEGO, I960).
The Amazon valley constitutes a low, sedimentary area between the shields of
Central Brazil and the Guianas. These shields consist of crystalline basement complexesofoldage,namelyofthePre-Cambrianperiod.Therocksareprincipally granites,
gneisses and mica schists. For the Guiana shield north of the Lower Amazon region,
KATZER (1903) indicates that the granites are concentrated at the frontier zone with
the Guianas, the gneisses occur in a band along this zone and the mica schists - with
x
)The area of the Brazilian shield within Amazonia is verylittle explored. Omitted from
Fig. 5 are several parts indicated as Cretaceous on early geology maps, and mainly as
Carboniferous on the 1960 map (areas along the middle Tapajós, the middle Xingü and
the lower Tocantins river).
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intrusions of granites and syenites - occupy the southernmost part of this crystalline
shield. Innorthern Amazonas State, as well as along the Tapajós river, granites seem
to be dominant.
The comparatively young Andean mountain range, which is bordering Amazonia on
the west side, consists of folded sedimentary rock, predominantly of Paleozoic or
Mesozoic age. Much volcanic activity took place here.
The sedimentary part of Amazonia is not one basin, but consists of several: the
basin of Acre, the large basin of the Amazon proper, the basin of Marajó, and the
basin of Maranhào, which latter has two sub-basins, namely those of Säo Luis and
Barreirinhas (cf Appendix 5). The first three basins are relatively deep, while the
Maranhào basin is shallow. The Amazon basin is narrow in its eastern part, but very
wide upstream, in the western part. The schematised stratigraphie sections of the
main basins are given in Appendix 8. It can be seen that both in the Amazon, the
Maranhào and the Acre basins a part of the beds was deposited under marine or
lacustrine conditions.
In the Maranhào basin the deposits are largely Paleozoic or Mesozoic.They outcrop
over extensive areas. The youngest deposits of considerable thickness are of Late
Cretaceous or Tertiary age (Itapecurü or Serra Negra beds). They occupy the northern part of the present surface of the basin.
In the Amazon basin proper, the deposits are for a large part Paleozoic or Cenozoic.
The Paleozoic deposits only outcrop on the edges of the basin in its narrow eastern
part. At one place they form a Dome (Monte Alegre). Apart from the edges, the
basin surface consists of Late Tertiary deposits (Alter do Châo or Barreiras beds).
The Acre basin consists of Cretaceous and Tertiary deposits for a large part. Their
composition is different from that of the deposits of the same periods in the Amazon
basin proper.
The Marajó basin has only deposits of Cretaceous and younger age.
Seen in its entirety, the sedimentary part of Amazonia has at its surface a large
proportion of Cretaceous or Tertiary sediments. They are of varying textures and
colours, consist of kaolinitic clays and quartz sands, and are little consolidated.
The thickness and the extent of the Pleistocene deposits proper, which consist also of
kaolinitic clays and quartz sands, are apparently limited, especially inthe western part
of Amazonia. At Nova Olinda, near the confluence of the Amazon and the Madeira
rivers, the Pleistocene sediments comprise only several metres. On the banks of the
Amazon river between Manaus and Monte Alegre, the Tertiary Alter do Châo or
Barreiras beds are well exposed. The contact of these beds with the overlying Pleistocene sands is found at varying heights above the river. The thickness of the Pleistocene deposits reaches a maximum of 50 m, namely at Monte Alegre (SAKAMOTO,
1960). The approximately flat terrains east and south of Belém (zona Bragantina,
zona Guajarina) are covered with Pleistocene sediments, but only in a thin layer
(5-10 m).The only thick Pleistocene deposits are in the Marajó area. Here they reach
about 250 m thickness and consist of grey silts (Appendix 8).
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Fig. 5 Mapa geológico esquemâtico da Amazônia brasileira. Do mapapreliminar da PETROBRÂS (1961)
e o ultimo mapa geológico do Brasil (LAMEGO, 1960). O Holoceno foi esboçado de mapas bdsicos preliminares da AAF (1942), mapas de Inventdrio Florestal e observaçôes pessoais
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1. Pre-Cambrian/Pré-cambriano
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Pre-Silurian/Pré-siluriano

3. Silurian/Siluriano
4. Devonian/Devoniano
5. Carboniferous/Carèow/en?
6. Jura-Triassic/ywra-Tridsico
7. Jurassic (diabase)/Jurâsico
(diabase)
8. Mesozoic undifferentiated,
probably largely Cretaceous/
Mesozóico näo diferenciado,
provàvelmente mormente Cretdceo
9. Tertiary and Pleistocene/
Tercidrio e Pleistoceno
10. Cretaceous, Tertiary and
Pleistocene/Cretóceo, Tercidrio e
Pleistoceno
11. Holocene and inland water/
Holoceno e dgua no interior
Fig. 5 Schematic geological map of Brazilian Amazonia. From preliminary map of PETROBRÄS (1961),
and the latest geological map of Brazil (LAMEGO, 1960).The Holocene sketched from AAF preliminary
base maps (1942), Forest Inventory maps, andpersonal observations

1.Pre-Cumbrian/Pré-cambriano 2.Pre-Silurian and Silurian/Pré-siluriano e Siluriano 3. Devonian/
Devoniano 4. Carboniferous/Carbonifero 5. Jura-Triassic//Hra-rn'a.s'i'co 6. Jurassic (diabase)/
Jurdsico (diabase) 1. Cretaceous/Cretdceo 8. Tertiary and Quaternary/TeraaV/o e Quartendrio
Fig. 6 Schematic cross-section of theprincipal sedimentary basins of Amazonia. From preliminary map
of PETROBRÄS (1961). For location of cross-sections see Fig. 5
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For geologists, truly Pleistocene deposits aretherefore restricted in occurrence. But
it will be shown that Pleistocene eustatic changes in sea level and Pleistocene river
regimes have hadavery great influence inreworking of the Tertiary deposits andthe
topography ofthe Amazon land {cf.1.4).
It should beborne inmind that considerable parts ofAmazonia which are indicated
ascrystalline orPaleozoic onthegeologic map, are,infact, covered withthin layersof
Tertiary or Pleistocene sediments. This applies, for instance, tothelower Gurupi area
and the whole region ofthe Rio Negro.
The Holocene sediments consist largely of silts andclays. They cover the floodplain
areas along theAmazon river proper andthelower parts of its main tributaries, and
are also found in the Estuary region (Fig. 5). However, the Holocene areas, all
together, comprise only about 1-2% of the total land surface of Amazonia. This is
much less than assumed by early explorers. Asthey only travelled on the rivers they
rarely sawanyupland, andtherefore obtained awrong impression ontheexpanse of
the floodplains.

1.4TheGeomorphology
1.4.1 Sketch of proto-Amazonia
Due to theabsence of major orogenetic movements since thePre-Cambrian period,
other geomorphogenic factors were allowed to play amarked roleinthe development
of the landscapes of Amazonia. The evolution of Amazonia as discussed below, is
illustrated inthe sketches of the Figs. 8and9.
A very extensive denudation and peneplanation1 must have taken place after the
Pre-Cambrian. The Andean mountain range did not then exist. Instead, a Peruvian
trough was present. Because of the existence of marine Paleozoic deposits in the
above mentioned Amazon sedimentary basin, DERBY (1877) assumed that there was
no superficial connection between thetwo crystalline shields in those early periods.
The shields would have constituted twoseparate islands atthenorthern and southern
side ofanAmazon trench2, atrench which would have been connected with the Peruvian trough andthe proto-Atlantic until the Tertiary. KATZER (1903), however, concluded that such an Amazon trench had no connection with water masses east of
present Brazil. He stated that there must have been a superficial connection between
the eastern parts of the shields, running over the present-day Estuary region. The
existence of such a connection has been recently confirmed by the presence of the
*)It may concern actually 'pediplanation', as this term is applied more recently, for
instance by KING; theexisting geomorphologist's controversy on this subject is evaded
by adhering to the old term 'peneplain' for an erosional surface, whatever its modeof
formation.
2
) 'trough ofsubsidence' according to SOARES(1956).
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Gurupâ arch (Fig. 6), and the fact that the Marajó sedimentary basin constitutes a
Graben which has been acting only from the Cretaceous onwards. A connection with
the Peruvian trough will have existed, although for several Paleozoic periods sills and
land barriers are supposed to have occurred (KATZER, 1903; SAKAMOTO, 1960).
During the Paleozoic the erosion products of the shields were transported from the
north and the south to the Amazon trench, and in a western direction to the Peruvian
trough. Transport to the Maranhäo basin also took place.
Permean, Triassic and Jurassic deposits are not found in the Amazon basin, except
for some basic intrusions. KATZER (1903) supposes that during theseperiods there was
a superficial connection between the Guianas and Central Brazil over a broad front.
Asrelated, for instance, by OLIVEIRAet al.(1956),a general subsidence, accompanied
by an intensive levelling, took place at the end of the Jurassic or the beginning of the
Cretaceous.Cretaceous flat lying sand-stones, of continental origin, are found widespread in the interior of Brazil. From their reddish colour, and the presence of eolian
elements, SAKOMOTO(1960)concluded that these sedimentswereformed in a relatively
warm and dryclimate,and spread over the plains closeto theirsource.The sand-stones
now apparently still cap many of the plateaux of the watersheds between the main
rivers. Examples are the Chapada de Parecis, Serra do Roncador, Serra do Cachimbo
on the Brazilian shield, and parts of the Serra de Tumucumaque, the Serra de Acarai
and the Serra de Pacaraima on the Guiana shield. These plateaux are often at an
altitude of 400-600 m. Apart from capping these plateaux, Cretaceous sediments are
found in parts of the basins, where they may be marine (Acre, Maranhäo).
SAKAMOTO(1960)and VARGAS(1958)distinguish also an Early Tertiary peneplanation
surface on the crystalline shields, at 250-400 m altitude. To this level for instancs
would belong the Campos de Ariramba (90 km north of Óbidos), the Campos Geraie
de Óbidos (200 km north of Óbidos), and the table lands of Almeirim-Prainha'
amongst which isthe Serra de Paranaquara. 1 The savannah areas in the region of the
upper Paru river, near Surinam, probably belong also to this Early Tertiary peneplanation surface (cf. quotation of KATZER on p. 164),soalso dothe savannah areas of
the middle course of the Tapajós (Campos de Cururü, Campos de Mucajazal) that
arereported by LECOINTE (1922). The geologic material of the floor of this surface is
not necessarily Pre-Cambrian crystalline. SIOLI and KLINGE (1961) mention that the
substratum of the Campos de Ariramba consists of sand-stones of possibly Devonian
age, and that of the Campos de Cururü of sand-stones of Cretaceous age.
Little can be said with certainty about the above mentioned peneplanation surfaces.
The correlation with the surfaces in Central and Southern Brazil, as established by
*)From the geologic description of this table land by KATZER (1903) it seemslikely that
its top issimilar to that of theplanalto south ofSantarém (Belterraclay overlpixuna-like
plinthiteconcretions;cf.1.4.2and 1.4.5).It seemstherefore moreprobable that the topsof
the Serra de Paranaquara and the adjoining table lands belong to the Plio-Pleistocene
Amazon planalto level, and that their relatively high altitude is due to a Post-Tertiary
relative uplift of the area between Almeirim and Prainha. Thisisin agreement with SIOLI
(1957) who deduced from the absence of rias{cf.1.4.3) in this area, that such an uplift
occurred.
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KING (1957),also awaitsfurther study.It ispossible that the above mentioned Amazon
ones are related to KING'S Post-Gondwana and Sul-Americana levels respectively.
It is generally accepted {cf. OLIVEIRA et al., 1956)that, from the Middle Tertiary on,
a general uplift of Amazonia took place, except for the Marajó area (Graben of
Marajó, see above). The extraordinarily extensive Tertiary sediments of the Amazon
basin, known as the Alter do Châo or Barreiras beds, were probably deposited largely
during the Miocene, under continental conditions. Until recently it was assumed that
this had been done by the then westward flowing proto-Amazon river. BARBOSA
(1959), however, casts doubt on the truly fluviatile character of the deposition. He
states that the sedimentation took place with an endoreic drainage, related to what
seems to have been a semi-arid climate of great extent, and that the Amazon river
system proper originated only afterwards, during a subsequent humid climate.
Contrary to the general situation, the Tertiary deposits in the Acre basin, as well as
those in the area east of Belém, were for a part laid down under marine conditions
(Pirabas beds, Pebas beds.)
To sum up, the watershed regions on the north and the south sides of the Amazon
river system may be divided into the following géomorphologie units:
1. Undulating terrains with outcropping crystalline basement.
2. Undulating terrains with outcropping Paleozoic, Mesozoic or Early Tertiary
deposits.
3. Two peneplanation surfaces within the area designated as crystalline on the
geologic maps, supposedly of Cretaceous and Early Tertiary age respectively.

1.4.2 The Planicie. The Plio-Pleistocene Plateau or Amazon Planalto
Throughout the eastern part of Amazonia can be found a flat, terrace-like surface, at
100or more metres above the levelofthe main rivers.The upper layers ofthis surface,
about twenty metres thick, consist of uniform, yellowish, very heavy, kaolinitic,
sedimentary clay without any visible stratification. After exposure to the weather, the
clay falls apart into characteristic fine structure elements that are very resistant to
destruction (see Photo 1).This particular material is scarcely mentioned in literature
about Amazonia. The material willhenceforth becalledBelterra clay, after one of the
localities where its occurrence isvery conspicuous. Before dealing with the problem of
its origin, an extensive description willbe given of the occurrence of plateau land with
Belterra clay cover.
1.4.2.1 Description of Occurrenceof Belterra Clay {cf.Fig. 7)
A Belterra clay covered flat surface is very widespread in the upper Capim - upper
Gurupiarea,inmostplaces at an altitude ofabout 200m,but inthesouthernmost part,
the Serra de Gurupi, at an altitude ofabout 350m (cf.cross-sectionsoftheBR-14highway,Appendices 4and5).Intheregion betweentheriversXingüandTocantins,thesurface ispresentapparently onlyfar south oftheAmazon river;itoccurswest of Tucurui,
20

Foto 1 Argua de Belterra exposta à superficie. Apùs ser exposta as condiçôes climdticas, a argua caolinitica muito pesada, denominada de Belterra, desagrega-se em elementos maciços bem finos e muito
resistentes à destruçào
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clay, termed Be/terra clay, falls apart into very fine hlocky elements that are very resistant to destruction

atari estimated altitude of 160 m (Serra deTrocara). Betweenthe riversTapajós and
Xingü however the surface with Belterra clay cover isfound near to the Amazon river.
Directly south of Santarém the altitude is about 130m (GOUROU, 1949). At Belterra
Estate, about 40km south of Santarém, the altitude isabout 175m. At the Curuâ-una
centre, about 80 km east-south-east of Santarém, the altitude is 180 m.1 Near the
Xingü the altitude is less and the surface seems in most places not flat. For the region
west of the lower river Tapajós HEINSDTJK (1958c), who knew its characteristics well
from a survey in the Curuâ-una area, reports that the Belterra clay covered surface is
also present, although much attacked. The plateau fragments in the area (Serra de
Parintins, Serra de Balaio, and others) are reported to occur at about 150 m altitude
(LECOINTE, 1922).

On the north side of the Amazon river the Belterra clay is also found. The clay
occurs inthe southern part of Amapä Territory, namely in the headwater region of
Igarapé do Lago (about 60 km northwest of Macapâ), at an estimated altitude of
100m. The clay has been reported to occur at 'some distance' north of Prainha. The
presence of Belterra clay was also established at a short distance north of the towns
') In this area, the surface has a slight dip in an easterly direction.
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Fig. 7Ocorrência de argila de Belterra
70° W

60°

x
Locations/Zocapoes
30 Locations with established altitude (above sea level)/locaçôes com altura determinada (sobre
nivel do mar)
+
Height above high-water of local river or rivulet/altura sobre nivel do rio ou igarapé local

Fig. 7 Occurrence of Belterra clay

Terra Santa and Faro, between the rivers Nhamundä and Trorabetas, there at a relatively low altitude, about 60 m. It seems probable that the terrain further north,
which forms a plateau - Serra de Chinelo, Serra de Cunurü - at about 200m altitude
(KATZER, 1903) has also a cover of Belterra clay. A similar plateau is very conspicuously present east of the river Uatumä, forming the Serra de Santa Rita, Serra de
Santa Rosa and others (VARGAS, 1958).The same author mentions a plateau of 150m
altitude directly north of Óbidos. Large parts of the stretch traversed by the recently
constructed Manaus-Itacoatiara road (AM-1) have a cover of Belterra clay. The
altitude of the approximately flat sections of plateau in this area, locally called
chapadas,is about 120m in the central stretch of the road (about 40 km north of the
Amazon river). Near both Manaus and Itacoatiara the terrain tops are less flat and
their altitude is somewhat lower.
There are few data about the occurrence of Belterra clay on plateau land in the
western part of Amazonia. MARBUT and MANIFOLD (1925) report the existence of a
plateau east of Humaitâ on the Madeira river. Southeast of Porto Velho large flat
stretches occur, at about 40m above local river level, with a cover of Belterra clay. It
has, however, a slightly less heavy texture than that in the eastern part of Amazonia.
It seems probable that the western part of Acre State has a terrain cover similar to
that near Porto Velho. Indications from AAF and CNG topographical maps are that
22

the terrains in the central part of Amazonas State (Juruä-Purüs-Madeira) have very
little topographical differences and are relatively low lying, both with regard to
altitude and to height above local river level. The textures of the surface materials
seem to be mainly heavy, for instance around Tefé. MARBUT and MANIFOLD report
that from the Catuâ river (about 250 km west of the mouth of the river Purüs) to the
west, a dissected plateau is present. Tt seems to extend westward to at least within
50 km of the frontier (1925, p. 642), and also far southward (1926, p. 440). They
estimate the level of this plateau to be about 30 m above the river Solimöes. For this
region they report soilsthat are similar, alsotexturally,to those ofthe plateau south of
Santarém. In the frontier region there are apparently more topographical differences
than inthe Juruä-Purüs-Madeira region. For the area south of Benjamin Constant, on
the frontier, the existence is reported of sections of plateau similar to that of the
Curuâ-una centre (internal reports FAO/SPVEA Mission, Belém). The only available
data about the adjoining parts of Peru are those of MARBUT and MANIFOLD, who
mention a similarity with the Brazilian part of the region. For the Madré de Dios
area in Bolivia widespread presence of plateau land isestablished (DREWES, 1961). No
reliable data are available on the texture of the covering sediments.
In summarising these data, it may be said that over all of the axial part of Amazonia
flat plateau land occurs with a cover of Belterra clay. The limited number of textural
analysisdata suggestthattheheaviness of the clay slightly increases towards the east.
Moreover, the lower part of the Belterra clay layer seems to be less heavy textured
than the upper part. 1
In the eastern part of Amazonia the blanket of Belterra clay on plateau land is
underlain by a layer of plinthite ( = latérite) concretions. The plinthite layer seems to
constitute the weathered upper stratum of the sediments of the Barreiras or Alter
do Châo bedswhich composes the base ofthe sectionsofplateau {cf.1.4.5).
1.4.2.2. OriginofBelterra Clay{cf. Figs. 8and 9)
Neither datingnor explanation of the occurrence ofthe Belterra clay onplateau land
has been found inliterature. Thedeposition of theclaymust have taken place after the
first uplift of the Andean Cordillera and the flattening of the Amazon land by de*)The percentage of clay (separate <2\i) varies between 85 and 9 5 % . Within the silt
fraction (2-50[x), there is apparently no clear top; two samples gave the following granulometric data (by courtesy of D R . FAVEJEE of the Geology Department of Wageningen
University):
>50[x 50-32 (J. 32-16 (J. 16-8 fj. 8-2 [x <2y.
(BR-14, km 366; 5-40 cm depth)
4.2
2.2
1.6
2.7
2.7
87.0
(Curuâ-una, km 14; 95-150cm depth) 2.6
2.2
1.6
2.8
4.9
85.9
The percentage of silt and/or fine sandisslowly increasing with depth, at the cost of the
percentage of clay. This is illustrated on the lowest horizons of Profile 24 (III.2), as well
on sample XI-1-6 of CATE (1960) from 280 cm to 470 cm depth on the planalto of Curuâuna Centre.These samplesmoreover show that the lower part of the Belterra clay 'blanket'
is indeed kaolinitic in character, as was already believed because of the similarity in
morphometric characteristics between the upper and the lower parts of the layer of
sediment. It therefore does not concern a kaolinitisation by soil formation.
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Fig. 8 Esbôço que demostra aformaçâo doplanalto amazônico
PLIO-PLEISTOCENE (CALABRIAN)
PLIO-PLEISTOCENO
a — Gurupâ archJArco Gurupd
b -•= Marajó 'graben'/'Graben' de
Marajó
c = Shore linejLinha da costa

PRESENT
ATUAL

D =, Devonian/Devoniano
C = Carboniferous/Carbonifero
Tr =; Triassic/Triasico
Cr = Cretaceous/Cretdceo

Paleozoic-Mesozoic deposits
undifferentiated
Depósitos Paleozóicos-Mesozóicos,
nâo diferençiados

H t t t ü Outcropping crystalline shields
Contrafortes cristalinosadorantes
Early Tertiary peneplanation surface
on thecrystalline shields
Superficiedepeneplanaçào do Terciârio
Inferior nos contrafortes cristalinos
, I++++I Crystalline covered with thin layer of
I++++I Pleistocene deposits
Cristalina coberta de camada delgada
de depósitos do Pleistoceno
Cretaceous peneplanation level and
deposits
Superficie depeneplanaçào e depósitos
doCretâceo
Fig. 8 Sketch showing theformation of the Amazon planalto
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Plio-PleistoceneAmazon planalto
(broken hatching: subsided) with
Belterra clay
Planalto amazônico doPlio-Pleistoceno
(sombreamento auebrado: a fundado)
comargiladeBelterra

•

Pleistocene terraces (6 -f 7:Planicie)
TerracosdoPleistoceno (6 -i 7:
Planicie)
Holocene seoiments
Sedimentos doHoloceno

Fig. 9 Cortes transversais esquemäticos da Amazônia nos sentidos Nordeste-Sudeste e Norte-Sul respetivamente, demostrando asvarias unidadesgeomorfolôgicas (para alegenda ea locaçao dos cortes veja
a Fig. 8)

J

400-600m

250-400m

150-200m

+ + j

400-600m

250-400m

150-200m

I Cretaceous peneplanation suda.ee/Superficie depeneplanaçào Cretdcea
II Early Tertiary peneplanation surface/Superficie depeneplanaçào do Tercidrio Inferior
III Plio-Pleistocene Amazon planalto/Planalto amazônico Plio-Pleistoceno
IV Pleistocene terraces/Terraços do Pleistoceno
(III + IV:Planicie)
S = Silurian/Sï/unano;D = Devonian/üevonKwo;C = Carboniferous/Carbonifero; Cr = Cretaceous/
Cretdceo; T = Terüaiy/Tercidrio
Fig. 9 Schematic cross-sections of Amazonia in northeast - southeast direction and north-south
directions respectively, showing the various géomorphologie units (for legend and situation of sections
see Fig. 8)
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position of Tertiary (Miocene) sediments of the Barreiras or Alter do Châo beds, and
also after the upper stratum of the latter sediments became laterised in at least part of
the region. The composition of the Belterra clay and its horizontal and vertical very
gradual changes in texture lead to the assumption that this sediment was deposited in
a huge, shallow lake or sea bay, and that the flow of suspensed material was in an
easterly direction. The tentative conclusion drawn is the following: Kaolinitic, little
consolidated deposits uplifted in theAndes region, eroding easily, gave sediments that
were spread widely throughout the enormous inland sea or bay that a large part of
Amazonia constituted during a time when the sea level was high. The coarsest
sediments were laid down in thick layers near the foot of the Cordillera, and the
minuscule kaolinitic clay particles were suspended in the bay water. Whilst being
borne towards the east these particles were gradually deposited, thus forming a very
regular thin blanket on the shallow and flat bottom of the inland sea (see the upper
sketch of Fig. 8).
Thepresent altitude oftheplateau withthe Belterra claycoverisusually 150-200min
the eastern part of Amazonia. This corresponds approximately with the Calabrian sea
level as given in Table 1.The deposition of the clay therefore probably took place in
the Pliocene (according to ZEUNER'S classification) or in the Early Pleistocene (according to the classification of WOLDSTEDT). In the western part of Amazonia altitudes
are generally lower. There a subsidence must have occurred after deposition of the
clay. In the transitional areas between the Amazon trench proper and the crystalline
shields a continuing gradual uplift ofthe shields has affected the altitude ofthe plateau
with Belterra clay. The latter is illustrated in the southern part of the BR-14 crosssection (Appendices 4 and 5).
The non-eroded plateau with Belterra clay cover is referred to in the following as
Amazon planalto.
As may be seen from the description of occurrence of Belterra clay, there are in the
eastern part of Amazonia also terrains with Belterra clay at an altitude considerably
lower than theplanalto of 150-200 m, namely at 50to 100m (Igarapé do Lago; Faro;
the western bank of the lower Xingii; near Manaus). These terrains are usually not
quite flat and often occur near the main rivers. It is assumed that the clay in these
places was re-deposited, with little or no admixture of lighter textured sediments, at
these lower levels during the Early Pleistocene (Sicilian and Milazzian sea levels
mainly; cf. Table 1and the discussions in 1.4.3). A good example of such a terrain is
the km 130-km 190section of the Guamä-Imperatriz area (Appendices 4 and 5).The
Belterra clay on such terrains will be referred to in the following as reworked Belterra
clay.
1.4.3 The Planicie. The Pleistocene Terraces
1.4.3.1 Originof Terraces
In the Early Pleistocene the river Amazon and its tributaries originated. They
provided for drainage of Amazonia to the Atlantic and started cutting into the Plio26

Table 1 Coastal terraces of PUocene-Pleistocene-Holocene age (compiled from WOLDSTEDT, 1958
and ZEUNER, 1959)

Chronology/crano/o^/a
Strand lines
linhas costeiras

Fla.ndna.il/Flandriana

Sea
levels (m)
niveis domar
(m)

American
Americano

Recent

+ 2 ca. |

West European
Europeio Ocidental

British
Britânico

WOLDSTEDT

ZEUNER

Holocene

Holocene
Holoceno

PLEISTOCENE/P/mtoCe/JO

- 100 ?

\

Wisconsin

Würmian

Last Glaciation
Ultima glaciaçào

Sangamon

Rissian-Würmian
Interglacial
(Eemian)

Last Interglacial
Ultima interglacial

-200?

lllinoian

Rissian

Penultimate Glaciation
Penûltima glaciaçào

+30-40

Yarmouth

Mindelian-Rissian
Interglacial
(Holsteinian)

Great or Penultimate
Interglacial
Grande ou penûltima
interglacial

Kansan

Mindelian

Ante-Penultimate
Glaciation
Ante-penûltima glaciaçào

Aftonian

Günzian-Mindelian Ante-Penultimate
Interglacial
Interglacial
(Cromerian)
Ante-penùltima
interglacial

Nebrascan

Günzian

Epi Monastirian
Epi-monastiriano

+ 3.5 ca.]

Late Monastirian
Monastiriano superior
Main Monastirian
Monastiriano principal

+ 7.5 ca. )

Tyrrhenian
Tirreniano

Milazzian
Milaziano

+ 17.5 ca.)

-60 ca.

Early Glaciation
Primeira glaciaçào
PuoCENE/Plioceno

Sicilian
Siciliano

+ 100 ca.

. . . ?
Calabrian
Calabriano

+ 180ca.

. . . ?

Pre• Nebrascan

Danubeian-Günzian
Interglacial
(Waalian)?
Danubeian
Biberian-Danubeian
Interglacial
(Tiglian)?

Villafranchian
Vilafranquiano

Biberian?

Tabela 1 Terraços costeiros de idade Plioceno-Pleistoceno-Holoceno (compilado de WOLDSTEDT,1958
e ZEUNER, 1959)
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Pleistocene Amazon planalto. Below the level of the planalto, the land was shaped
into terraces of various levels above the rivers.
It is generally accepted that during the Pleistocene glacials of Europe and North
America thesealevelwasmuch lower than today, sincemuch ofthe world's water was
tied up as enormous masses of ice in the polar and subpolar regions. During interglacial ages, on the other hand, the sea level was higher than at present. Comparisons and correlations of ancient strand lines all over the world have been made.
Mention is made of thestudies of ZEUNER (1959) and WOLDSTEDT (1958) who arrived
at several specific heights,which they named. These heights, and their correlation with
the various ages of the Pleistocene, are given in Table 1.Many discussions have arisen
as to whether or not glacials coincided with pluvials - i.e. times with humid climate in the equatorial and subequatorial regions, and whether interglacials with interpluvials - i.e. times with dry climates - in these regions. For Africa and the Middle
East much relevant data has been assembled. Many authors have accepted the above
mentioned coincidences for these regions, but there are otherswhose opinions differ.
In comparison, little is known for South America. Recently VAN DER HAMMEN and
GONZALES (1960) established from pollen analysis at the Sabana de Bogota that for
this region of South America a coincidence of glacials with pluvials exists. WILHELMY
(1952) mentions a pluvial, correlated with the last glacial, which would have occurred
from Venezuela to Parana.
The glacio-eustatic oscillations in sea level during the Pleistocene may be traced on
ancient strand linesand marine coastalterraces.1Oscillationsinthe sealevelcause also
changes in the erosion base of rivers. At the same time differences in climate related
with these oscillations normally cause differences in discharge and load of the rivers.
Loweringofthe erosion base of a river (regression time)normally resultsin entrenchment in its lower course until the river reaches a new equilibrium in its longitudinal
profile (graded profile). The surrounding land, the valley bottom, is modelled into a
floodplain with the same longitudinal profile. Subsequent raising of the erosion base
(transgression time) requires normally another graded longitudinal profile of the
river. In that case another, differing floodplain is formed. Along the lower course of
the river, sedimentation on the old floodplain takes place normally, whilst more upstream entrenchment of the former floodplain may occur, resulting in terrace formation. Inthat case,present-day remnants ofupstream terrace deposits arepossibly of
ages with low erosion base of the river-or glacials-,while present-day remnants of
downstream terrace deposits are generally of ages with high erosion base - or
interglacials. Therefore, terrace levels of different age may cross, at a certain point
along the river course ('terrace intersection point', cf. scheme of Fig. 10).Bymeans of
careful studies, which bear in mind the above factors, it may be possible to trace the
changes in sealevelnot only from coastal terraces, but also from fluviatile terraces as
far as these latter have been formed under influence of changes in the erosion base.
1

) Referencemaybemadetothestudy of RUELLAN(1945),whodistinguished the following
levelsin the surrounding of Rio de Janeiro: 80-100 m, 50-65 m, 25-35 m, 15-20 m, less
than 15-20 m.
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Fig. 10 Conexâo possivel deterraços fluviais, na situacäo em que um nivel baixo domarprécède um nivel
aho do mar

High Sea Level
(Interglacial)
nivel do mar alto
Present Sea Level
nivel do mar atual
Low Sea Level
(Glacial)
nivel do mar baixo
l a , l b Fluviatile terrace deposits of interglacial time
Depósitos de terraço fluvial de época interglacial, naspartes inferiores doperfil transversal do
vale
2a

Buried fluviatile terrace deposits of glacial time
Depósitos de terraço fluvial de época glacial, cobertos

2b

Fluviatile terrace deposits of glacial time, at the outer sides of the cross profile of the valley
Depósitos de terraço fluvial de época glacial, no exterior doperfil transversal do vale

3

Terrace intersection point;terrace deposits of glacial and inter-glacial times on the same level
Ponto de intersecçào de terraços; depósitos de terraço de épocas glacial e interglacial no mesmo
nivel

Fig. 10 Possible relationship of fluviatile terraces, with low sea levelpreceding ahigh sea level

These studies may be carried out at the different depths of the present burial of the
deposits, or at the stillpresent remnants of terraces at different heights onthe upland.
Conversely, if Pleistocene sea levels are taken as established data, then the age of
present coastal and fluviatile terrace deposits may be assessed, which is of importance
for discussion of soil genesis.
River surroundings far upstream, above resistant sills in the river course which are
well above the highest ancient sea levels, are not affected by changes in the erosion
base of the river. Here, the conditioning factors for terrace formation are only the
water discharge and the load of the river on the spot. These factors are very much
dependent on the climatic conditions. The terraces concerned are 'climatic' fluviatile
terraces, in contrast to the fluviatile terraces of rivers downstream that are formed
under influence of movements ofthe sea level('thalassostatic' terraces inthe terminolgy of ZEUNER, 1959).
It will be shown below that Pleistocene terraces of one kind or another have a
great extent in Amazonia. As already mentioned in 1.3, the sediments which for
geologists are truly Pleistocene are apparently of limited expanse in Amazonia. The
changes in the regimes of the rivers during that epoch have in many parts resulted
apparently only in the re-working of Tertiary and/or older deposits.
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1.4.3.2 TerraceLevels in the Guamâ-lmperatriz Area
During the reconnaissance soil survey of the Guamâ-lmperatriz area it was possible
to study in detail the geomorphology of an extensive Tertiary-Pleistocene region,
namely along the upper part of the newly opened BR-14 highway, which forms
the spine of the survey area, 470 km long. For a considerable part of this section, the
data of the constructors (Rodobrâs) regarding the original topography of the line
of the highway were studied. Fortheother parts the altitudes given on the kilometre
posts were copied, and the height differences between these posts estimated. This
permitted the drafting of a slightly schematised cross-section of the traversed terrain
(Appendix 4),whichwasfurther schematised inAppendix 5.For discussion the stretch
is divided into a northern (km 0-195) and a southern half (km 195-415).
The northernhalf, with land-units Santana, Candirü,Medio Guamâand Alto Guamâ,
belongs to the catchment area of the rivers Guamâ and Capim. These rivers join at
their lower course and make a large curve to the West before they reach their present
erosion base in the Baia de Marajó. The southern half,with land-units Cunhantâ,
Gurupi-mirim,Planalto and Itinga, belongs to the catchment area of the Gurupi river,
which drains in almost straight line into the Atlantic Ocean.
In the northern half,the following levels can be distinghuished (very concretionary
tops excluded because of their resistance to erosion):
A completely flat terrace, covered with Belterra clay, is present from km 195 on, at
an altitude of about 200 m (planalto terrace, cf. 1.4.2). North of km 195 very gentle
undulating terrain - also covered with Belterra clay - is present, which flattens out, in
the north, to a terrace of about 100 m altitude. It is found, for instance, around km
120,but onlyeast oftheroad itselfitisconspicuously flat and extensive. Furthermore,
a terrace may be discerned at about 65-70 m altitude (km 5- km 15; km 70-km 90).
Remnants of a somewhat lower terrace, of 40-45 m altitude, are also visible, for
instance around km 20,km 33and km 45.Allthese terraces have specific altitudes and
appear to be unrelated to the present day drainage pattern. However, parts of the
latter terrace may be,infact, a terrace related to the present day leveloflocal rivulets,
allaffluents of theriverGuamâ. Considered assuch,thelevelof theseparts is20m + . 1
The terrain directly around km 172 may also represent this terrace level of 20 m + .
At varying altitude, but positively related to the present day detailed drainage system
is a terrace at 8-10 m + . It is conspicuously present along all the rivulets between
km 75 and km 160. Between km 15 and km 75 another well-defined terrace can be
distinguished. It is situated in narrow bands along the rivulets, at 3-4 m + . At the
same height as the present rivulets the valley bottom exists (vârzea or igapó). In
summarising it can be said that in the km 0-km 195 section the following terrace
levels are present: 200 m altitude; -* 100 m altitude; 65-70 m altitude; 30-35 m
altitude (20 m +); 8-10 m +; 3-4 m+.
*)With + ismeant the height above the high-water level ofthelocalriver orrivulet.With
'altitude'(alt.) theheight abovesealevel.
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In the southern half,the section between km 195 and km 415, the situation is as
follows: The completely flat planalto terrace is present at 200-220 m altitude in the
northern 100 kms, and gradually increasing in altitude from 220 m to 360 m in the
southern220kms. 1 Theterraces below thishaveavarying altitude.They are apparently related to the present day level of the local rivulets, allaffluents of the river Gurupi.
Terrain tops occur at about 70-80 m + , in the stretch km 320-km 405. They are
probably the remnants of a terrace at this or a slightly higher level. Another terrace
occurs at 30-40 m + . This one isfairly well-defined in the southern part (km 320-km
405), but poorly defined in the northern part (km 195-km 320). In the latter part also
a terrace level of about 10 m + may be traced, but this is also fairly poorly defined.
Terraces at still lower levels are absent. In summarizing, it can be said that in the
km 195-km 415 section the following terraces are present: 200-220 (^360) m
altitude; 80 m + ; 30-40 m + ; 10m + .
A tentative correlation willnow be given of the established terrace levels in the Guama-Imperatriz area with past sea level oscillations.
Of the northern section, the upper four terraces, with their constant altitude, are
most probably marine coastal terraces of which the deposits were laid down during
ages with high sea level.The 65-70 m one may befor a part deltaic coastal because
on this terrace there was found, in the km 70-km 90 section, a horizontal alternation
of light and heavy textured sediments. The three lower terraces are fluviatile terraces.
To establish whether the deposits of the latter are of interglacial age (high erosion
base) or of glacialage(low erosion base),it should be considered that the river Guamâ
has at km 0a rocky bottom, consisting of hard sand stonesof probably Paleozoic age,
which is exposed at lowtides.Owingto the presence of this sill, low sea levels will not
themselves have influenced the longitudinal profile of the Guamä and its tributaries
above km 0 (all the rivulets that drain to the east). Only sea levels higher than the
presentonewillhavepermitteddeposition ofsediments.Therefore, theterrace deposits
oftherivulets draining to the east are of interglacial age. For thelower Capim and the
Guamâ downstream of the confluence of the latter, resistant sills are unknown. Low
erosion base deposits might therefore be present along the rivulets that are discharging via the Capim (all those running to the West, between km 60 and km 150).
If so,then terrace intersection points, if present, would probably be located upstream
of the road, in view of the small gradient of the rivulets from the road on. The Jabotfmaior-at-km-75-Capim-Guamä-Baia deMarajó section has a fall of only 30 m over
340 km. The Ipixuna-at-km-107-Capim-Guamâ-Baia de Marajó section has a fall
of 35 m over 390 km, and the Candirü-Acü-at-km-145-Capim-Guamä - Baia de
Marajó section a fall of 65 m over 420 km. It is therefore probable that also the
l
) It should bementioned that the altitudesinthe southern half of theBR-14cross-section
are not quite reliable, due to the uncertainty of the altitude of Imperatriz (probably
assessed in excess),and the incongruency in the altimetric data for the central part of the
stretch,asprovided bytheRodobrâs survey teams; oneworkingform km0,onefrom km
467.The relativeheights over short and intermediate distances, however, may betaken as
certain.
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terrace deposits of the rivulets draining to the West are of ages with high erosion
base.
The preliminary conclusion istherefore that allterrace deposits inthe km 0- km 195
section are of ages with high erosion base, or interglacials. Comparing the terrace
levels with the established interglacial sealevels (Table 1),a rather striking conformity
isfound. This leads to atentative dating ofthe terrace deposits inthe section shown in
Table 2.

Table 2 Age of the terraces in the northern part of the Guamâ-Imperatriz area
Terrace level (m) and Origin
nivel do terraço (m) e
origem

Sediment
sedimento

High sea levels (m)
niveis do mar
altos (m)

Age
idade

3-4 +
fluviatile//7«vra/

more or less sandy
mais ou menos
arenoso

3.5
Epi Monastirian
Epi-Monastiriano

Lower interstadium of
Würmianglacial (Wisconsin)
Interstudio inferior da glacial
Wurmiana

8-10 +
fluviatile//7«v;'a/

more or less sandy
mais ou menos
arenoso

7.5
Late Monastirian
Monastiriano
superior

Upper part of RissianWürmian interglacial
(Sangamon)
parte superior da interglacial
Rissiana- Wurmiana

(20+)
fluviatile//?«v/a/

more or less sandy
mais ou menos
arenoso

18
Main Monastirian
Monastiriano
principal

Lower part of RissianWiirmian interglacial
(Sangamon)
parte inferior da
interglacial RissianaWurmiana

40-50 alt.
marine coastal
costeiro marinho

more or less sandy
mais ou menos
arenoso

32^4-5
Tyrrhenian
Tirreniano

Mindelian-Rissian interglacial (Yarmouth)
Interglacial MindelianaRissiana

65-70 alt.
marine coastal or deltaic
coastal
costeiro marinho ou deltaico

more or less sandy
mais ou menos
arenoso

60
Milazzian
Milaziano

Giinzian-Mindelian interglacial (Aftonian)
Interglacial GunzianaMindeliana

-> 100 alt.
marine coastal
costeiro marinho

reworked
Belterra clay
argila de Belterra
remodelada

100 ca.
Sicilian
Siciliano

Plio-Pleistocene
(Pre-Nebrascan)
Plio-Pleistoceno

200 alt.
(planalto terrace)
(terraço de planalto)
marine-lacustrine
marinho-lacustrinho

Belterra clay
argila de Belterra

180
Calabrian
Calabriano

Plio-Pleistocene
(Pre-Nebrascan)
Plio-Pleistoceno

Tabela 2 Idade dos terraços naparte Norte da area Guamâ-Imperatriz
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For the southern section of the Guama-Imperatriz area (km 195- km 415), draining
to the Gurupi, the situation is as follows: In the lower Gurupi a rocky bottom of
Pre-Cambrian age occurs, slightly above present day sea level, hampering navigation
during time oflowtidesinconjunction withlow water (GLERUM, 1960).Because of the
existence of this resistant sill, low sea levels in themselves will not have influenced the
longitudinal profile of the middle and upper Gurupi and its tributary rivulets. Only
sea levels above the present one will have permitted deposition of sediments in the
upper Gurupi system. Therefore, the deposits of established terraces in the km 195km 415 section willbe of interglacial age. No attempt will be made to date them fully
as was done for the km 0-km 195 section, because of an apparent relative raising
of the Gurupi head-water region, as is deducible from the position of the planalto
terrace there.1 The height of the terraces above the present rivulets would not have
been as high without such a raising. The 30-40 m + and 10m + terraces of the
km 195-km 300section may be related to the Tyrrhenian and Late Monastirian levels
respectively of Table 1.
1.4.3.3 TerraceLevels throughout the Amazon Valleyproper
Large scale topographic maps with detailed annotation of the contours do not exist
for Amazonia. Severalearly explorers have however, written notes on the levels of the
upland alongthe rivers.In recentyears,more systematic studieshave been undertaken,
for instance by GOUROU (1950) and GUERRA (1954, 1959).Both SAKAMOTO (1960) and
VARGAS (1958) attempted to correlate their observations with the various Pleistocene
ages. The observations on terrace levels throughout the Amazon valley proper are
listed in Table 3. In this table, many of the written notes are combined with personal
observations and those deducible from the maps and reports of the FAO/SPVEA
Forest Inventory Group. The latter surveyed a broad stretch of land at the south side
of the Amazon river, from the river Madeira in Amazonas State to the river Maracassumé in Maranhào State (Fig. 22).
Many difficulties arise in attempting to correlate all the levels mentioned and determine their dependence on past sea level movements.
First of all, the data mainly concern scattered observations only. It is therefore not
quite possible to establish whether the terrace level concerned has a constant altitude
or follows the river leveJ. If the terrains concern fluviatile terraces, absolute altitudes
havelittlevaluefor our purpose. The sameappliesto relativeheightsabovethe present
river level of coastal terraces.
The data themselves are often not very reliable. When altitudes are given, they are
estimations in part. If instruments are used, errors of several metres are quite conceivable in view of the vast distances (remarkable are the differences in indicated
altitudes for Amazon towns, when comparing several descriptive atlases). When
relative heights are given it isnot always clear whether they relate to maximum annual
high-water or high-tide level, to mean annual high-water or high-tide level, to the
l

) See note on page 31.
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Table 3 Observations on terrace levels throughout the Amazon Valley proper
Location
locaçào

Estimated terrace
levels(m)
niveis avaliados
de terraço (m)

Source
fonte

SCATTERED OBSERVATiONs/oôien'afôei espalhadas
North of Monte Alegre/oo Norte de Monte Alegre

80 +

North of Prainha/ao Norte de Prainha

80 +

North ofÓbidos (Serra deEscama)/ao Norte de Óbidos
(Serra de Escama)

80 +

KATZER (1903)

Guajarina :central course Capim, upper course Mojü,
Acarâ-grande and Acarâ-mmm/Guajarina:
curso
central do Capim, curso superior do Mojû, Acarâ-grande
e Acarà-mirim

100 ait.

HEINSDIJK (1958b)

Tomé-Açû

50 +

VARGAS (1958)

Curuâ-una (cf. Fig.11)

(90) +

Bragantina Kgionjregiâo Bragantina

< 60 alt.

Manaus; along thelower courses ofthe rivers Negro,
Solimöes, Tocantins and Madeira/ao longo dos cursos
inferiores dos rios Negro, Solimöes, Tocantins e Madeira

35^10 +

GOUROU (1949)

Santarém (terraço de Santarém)

30+

GOUROU (1949)

Southern part ofCanhumâ and Maués regions (slightly
undulating)/pa/-/£ Sul das regiöes de Canhumd e
Maués (levemente ondulada)

20-30+

HEINSDIJK (1958c)

Curuâ village (70km East of Santarém)//>ovoafôo de
Curud (a 70km aoLeste de Santarém)

15-20 +

VARGAS (1958)

Marajó island (highest parts), surroundings Belém,
Manaus (Ponte Pelada)/r7Aa de Marajó (partes mais
altas), arredores de Belém, Manaus (Ponte Pelada)

15-20 +

GOUROU (1949)

Pariço (Monte Alegre) and Tomé-AçûlPariço
Alegre) e Tomé-Açû

8+

VARGAS (1958)

Belém, Icoroacf, Gurupâ andother places/Belém, Icoroaci, Gurupà e outros lugares

6-8 +

GOUROU (1949)

Cametâ and Parintins, Maués, Codajàs, Rosarinho
(mouth ofthe river Madeira),opposite Itacoatiara : the
'Marajó leveV/Cametâ e Parintins, Maués, Codajâs,
Rosarinho (bóca dorioMadeira), emfrente de Itacoatiara: o 'nivel de Marajó'

8+

MARBUT and

Northern part of Canhumâ and Maués region/a parte
Norte dasregiöes de Canhumâ e de Maués

5-8 +

HEINSDIJK (1958)

Between the Baia de Pracupi and the Camaraipi
(slightly undulating)/e«/re a BaiadePracupi eo Camaraipi (levemente ondulada)

5+

HEINSDIJK (1958a)
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(Monte

VARGAS (1958)

MANIFOLD (1925)

Table 3 ContinuedITabela 3 Continuado
Location
locacäo

Estimated terrace
levels (m)
niveis avaliados
de lerraço (m)

Source
fonte

Between the Oeiras and the lower Tocantins (slightly
undulating)/?«?^ o Oeiras eo curso inferior do Tocantins (levemente ondulada)

4-6

HEINSDIJK (1958a)

South of Igarapé-mirim (northwestern part of the
Guajarina zone)/'ao Sul de Igarapé-mirim (à parte
Noroeste da zona Guajarina)

5-10

HEINSDIJK (1958b)

Narrow strips along therivers, e.g. Santarém; villages
on the islands of theEstuary region; along theriver
Para; the lowest course of the Tocantins; patches
(tesos) within the lowland of eastern Marajó island/
faixas estreitas aolongo dosrios,p.e. Santarém;povoaçôesnasilhasdoEstuàrio; aolongo dorio Para; o curso
inferior do Tocantins; tesos dentro da baixada do
Leste da ilha de Marajó

1-4 +

Marajó (4 levels; if taken on local high-water level
these heights areless)/Marajó (4 niveis; caso de serem
determinados em nivel de enchente local, estas alturas
sào menores)

20 alt.
15-16 alt.
10-12alt.
4 alt.

GUERRA(1959)

Amapâ Territory (upland banks along the Amazon
and the Ocean cos&t)jTerritório do Amapâ (falésias
ao longo do Amazonas e na costa do Oceano)

4-7 +

GUERRA (1954)

TOPOGRAPHIC STUDIES OFCOHERENT LARGE AREAS/

estudos topogrdficos de vastas areas coerentes
Caeté-Maracassumé area (cf. Fig. 19)
Maracassumé association (3 levels)/
associaçào de Maracassumé (3 niveis)
Pitoró association (3levels)/
associaçào dePitoró (3 niveis)
Gurupi association/assocràpao de Gurupi

DAY (1959)
10-15+ ; 5-8
1-3 +
10 + (partly to 15 + ) ;
1-2 + ; one in-between
/um entre estes
2-5 +

30+

North ofPitoró (an'oldrelatively high terrace', also
existing in themap unit 'Agricultural Soils, undifferentiated')/^ Norte de Pitoró (um 'terraço velho
relativamente alto\ que também existe na unidade de
mapeamento 'Solos Agricolas, indiferenciados')
Savannah region north of Macapàjregiào dos campos
ao Norte de Macapâ
Manaus and surroundings/Ma«awi e arredores

80-100, 50-65, 25-35, GUERRA (1954)
10-15, 5-7 alt.
58 + , 31

SOARES(1956), dataof
RVELLAN/dados de
RUELLAN

Tabela 3 Observaçôes sobre niveis deterraço detodo o valeamazônico pràpriamente dito
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floodplain level, or to the annual low-water or low-tide level. Upstream, the differences between the annual high and low-water levels may be enormous (the mean
difference at Manaus is 11 m). Differences between high-tide and low-tide level are
often several metres in the Estuary region (2-3 m in the Baia de Marajó).
Another difficulty lies in the possibility of raising or subsidence of areas during the
Quaternary. In the Estuary region one may expect a tendency for the terraces to
drown, owing to the existence of the Marajó Graben {cf.1.4.1).In the Upper Amazon
region a general gradual Quaternary subsidence is probable, in view of the low
position of the planalto terrace in this region {cf. 1.4.2). If not subject to general
subsidence,the Middleand the Lower Amazonregionhave probably experienced local
vertical movements {cf. SOARES, 1956; SIOLT, 1957). STERNBERG (1950) assumed the
existence of minor faults from the pattern of drainage around Manaus.
The strikingly low level of the floodplain, and the abundance of lakes, inthe Itacoatiara-Oroximinä area may be due to some special subsidence in this part. On the
edges of the crystalline shields a tendency to gradual raising may exist, as illustrated
on the southernmost part of the Guama-Imperatriz area.
As explained above, the question of the interglaciality or glaciality of fluviatile
terraces deposits and the possible crossing of terrace levels at some spot along the
longitudinal profile of the river, has to betaken into account aswell.
At present, the longitudinal profile of the Amazon river proper is extremely flat.
Entering Brazil, 3000 km from the Atlantic Ocean, the river has an altitude of only
65 m. At Manaus, 1500 km from the Ocean, the altitude of the river is 15m during
the low-water season. Consequently, tidal differences are detectable to beyond
Santarém, about 700 km from the Ocean. In view of the assumed gradual subsidence
of the central part of Amazonas State, the longitudinal river profile was probably less
flat during the Pleistocene. The difference however willnot surpass 100m(which isthe
estimated difference in altitude between the planalto terrace in Para and that in the
central part of Amazonas State) for the oldest part of the Pleistocene. The entire
Brazilian part, therefore, belongs tothe flatter lower part of the longitudinal profile of
the river, where fluviatile terrace deposits are liable to be of ages with high erosion
base, i.e. the interglacials.
Additional support for the interglaciality of the river terrace deposits isgiven by the
existence ofrias.This isthe name for thestrikinglywide,funnel-like mouthsof manyof
thetributaries ofthe Amazon river, for instance theTocantins, the Xingü,the Tapajós,
the Rio Negro, the Trombetas. Several of these mouths are very deep, for instance
that of the Tapajós (80 m - ) . An adequate explanation of the existence of the rias is
that they were excavated during the last glacial (the Wisconsin, Wurmian), when the
sea level dropped to 70-100 m below the present-day one (Table 1).The erosion base
of the tributaries, i.e. the bed of the Amazon proper, also will have been much lower
during that age. Due to the very restricted load of several of the tributaries in
Holocene times, contrary to that of the Amazon proper, these excavated mouths are
only partly silted up (SOARES, 1956; SIOLI, 1957; SAKAMOTO, 1960). Having been so
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many tens of metres lower, the Amazon cannot have left glacial deposits above its
present level.
As yet,the data available on fluviatile terrace levels are not systematic and reliable
enough to correlate and date them fully, in relation to the Pleistocene high sealevels.
VARGAS (1958) made an attempt, butitisthought that both hisgrouping oflevelsand
their dating arenot quite correct. Heassumed the highest levels, those of 80-50 m -j-,
to beofYarmouth age, andthelower ones, those of20-30 m — and of4-10 m + , to
be of the two sub-phases of the Sangamon age. Only MARBUT and MANIFOLD'S
'Marajó level' (8m + ) seemsto becertain, andwidespread. These authors report this
level to extend as far asthe mouth of the Japurâ on the Solimöes, and Borba onthe
Madeira. The Marajó level ismost probably identifiable with the Late Monastirian
phase of Table 1-1)
It islikely that alargeproportion oftheterraces inthe Estuary region and along the
Ocean coast aremarine coastal or deltaic coastal. This iscertainly thecase for at least
the upper ones of GUERRA'S terraces of the savannah region of Amapä Territory.
It isnot yetpossibletodrawthe geographic boundary between coastal and fluviatile
terraces.
The Plio-Pleistocene Amazon planalto and the Pleistocene terraces of the Amazon
valley proper will bereferred to asPlaniciewhen considered in conjunction.
1.4.3.4 TerraceLevels inRelatively High Situated Areas
Very few data are available on the occurrence of Pleistocene fluviatile terraces in
areas situated well above the highest Pleistocene sea levels, and separated from the
lower course of rivers by erosion resistant sills.
On the latest geologic map of Brazil (LAMEGO, 1960), extensive areas of Pleistocene
deposits aremapped intheregion oftheupperXingü andalongtheAraguaia. During
the reconnaissance soil survey of the Araguaia Mahogany area, large tracts of flat
land werefound atalevelof5-10 mabove local riversandrivulets.Theyarecomposed
of very sandy sediments and arefully under forest cover(cf. Appendix 6,soil mapping
unit KLS, F). There can be little doubt that a Pleistocene terrace is concerned. The
whole survey area is located at 150 to 300 m altitude, separated from the Amazon
valley proper by a long chain of rapids, both in the Araguaia river itself, and inthe
Tocantins river below the confluence of the Araguaia. Hence Pleistocene sea level
movements cannot themselves have exerted an influence on the formation of the
terrace.Theterrace isprobably a'climatic' fluviatile terrace. Thesediments must have
deposited under a river regime that favoured deposition of coarse textured sediments
over large expanses. This will have been possible only if the protecting forest cover
in theregion wasabsent, which indicates arelatively dryclimate. Theterrace material
*) SOARES (1956) refers to an unedited conference of RUELLAN in 1954at Riberäo Preto,
in which thelatter links terraces at 80-100 m, 50-65 m, 25-35 m, 18-20m, 8m and 4m,in
the vicinity of Marajó and Belém with the Bas Monastirien and the Pré-Flandrien of
Europe.
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therefore will have been deposited during, or at the end of, an interpluvial, when there
was not enough rainfall to sustain forest growth, but torrential masses of water
occurred during the wet season, which fiercely eroded uplands further upstream and
deposited the coarse fraction of the erosion products in the area under discussion.

1.4.4 The Holocene Terrains
Next to the uplands of Pleistocene age, there are also, in a limited area within the
Middle and Lower Amazon regions, terrains only slightly above normal high-water
level (1-2 m + ) , which have clayey and reddish mottled soil. These massapés are
found, for instance, onthe savannah areas between Oroximinâ and Faro (SUTMÖLLER
etal., 1963).VARGAS (1958) reports their existencearound Parentins and Barreirinhas.
The terrains are not recent, if only because the soils are fairly strongly weathered
(compare Profile 3 of II.3.2). Already VARGAS (1958) suggested that these clays were
deposited in a time between the deposition of the Pleistocene uplands and that of
the recent floodplain. They are assumed to have been laid down during the Atlantic
age of the Holocene, when the sea level was relatively high (Flandrian, Table 1).
The lowlands of eastern Marajó island are probably also of Early Holocene age,
because they consist of sub-recent deltaic sediments. This can be deduced from the
patternsof recentand ancient drainage, the meso-relief, and the soil characteristics on
these terrains (see the section of an aerial photograph in SUTMÖLLER et al., 1963, and
SOMBROEK, 1962b).
The floodplains and the valley bottoms are certainly of Holocene age. They are
commonly divided intotwo groups: the vdrzeasand theigapós.Although the literature
concerned is not quite unanimous, they may be defined as follows: The vârzea is
lowland that is intermittently waterlogged, while the igapó is lowland that is permanently waterlogged. Defined as such, the former is found usually on extensive
lowland areas, and the latter usually near or within upland areas. The vârzeas may be
subdivided according to the character of the variation of the water level and the
quality of the water, namely:
1. Lowlands, along rivers, where the variation in water level is due to differences
within the year of the river discharge (vârzea do rio).
2. Lowlands, away from rivers, where the variation in water level is due to differences within the year of the rainfall (vârzea da chuva).
3. Lowlands, in the Estuary region, where freshwater tides cause the variation in the
water level (vârzea do mare).
4. Lowlands, along the Ocean coast, where sea or brackish water tides cause the
variation in water level (vârzea do mar).
Thevärzeasarepredominantly heavytextured (silts,siltyclays,clays),theigapós often
peaty. Together with the massapés and the lowlands ofeastern Marajó, the floodplains
are therefore strikingly different in their sedimental composition from the Pleistocene
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uplands in eastern Amazonia. The latter contain coarse sandy, and in several places,
even stony elements.
The floodplains have the customary pattern of river basin lands (back swamps or
vârzeasbaixas) andlevees (river ridges or vârzeasaltas). Thelatter aresometimes very
narrow andthen often run parallel (point bars orrestingas). Elevated floodplains that
are almost well-drained arerare. They have been found only along theupper Madeira
and along the lower Araguaia. This scarcity is related to the fact that at present the
load of the Amazon river system is small {cf. LECOINTE, 1945), although with the
enormous water discharge the total amount is enormous (SOARES, 1956). Several
tributaries are practically without load, for instance the Rio Negro and the Tapajós.
These are rivers of humic acids containing black water (rio deâguaprêta), or clear
greenish or bluish water (riodeâgua limpa). In contrast, rivers such asthe Amazon
proper andtheMadeira which haveaconsiderable load ofsediments andare therefore
turbid, areoften called rivers ofwhite oryellowish brown water (riodeâguabranca);
SIOLI(1951, 1956).

1.4.5 Levels of Occurrence of Fossil Plinthite (Latérite). TtsGrouping and
Its Dating
Throughout Amazonia, andespecially intheeastern part, layers ofreddish, iron-rich
stony material can befound. They occur at varying altitudes andheights above local
river levels, and are often accompanied by layers of highly reddish mottled, compact
and soft material. Both materials areknown aslaterite, andmore recently as plinthite.
The origin ofthe Amazon plinthite willbediscussed inII.3. Thematerial isconsidered
to betheresult ofthe accumulation and segregation of Fe(andAl) largely in subsoil
horizons under influence of intermittently imperfect drainage. In the same chapter it
will be considered howto decide whether such plinthite is still in formation or isof
fossil character. Also,ifthelatter isthecase,whetheritoriginated insituorwas carried
along, colluvially or alluvially, from other places.
With thisinmind,the study offossil hard andfossil soft plinthite mayhelptoform a
picture offormer land surfaces andclimaticconditions.Thisisdealtwith inthepresent
sub chapter.
1.4.5.1 FossilPlinthite intheGuamâ-Imperatriz Area
The situation ofAmazon fossil plinthite wasstudied indetail inthe Guamâ-Imperatriz survey area, namely on the BR-14 highway proper, which had many deep and
fresh road cuts and ofwhich a complete cross-section wasavailable (Appendix 4).In
this area, five main types of concretionary elements of hard plinthite were distinguished, each with a certain establishable area of occurrence1. The distinctions
1

) notincluded arethevery smallplinthite concretions ('shot') found insmallquantitiesin
a few soil profiles just above a non-plinthitic B horizon (cf.Profile 38,lit.2). They are
apparently of recentage.
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between the types were only made according to morphological field characteristics,
since no laboratory analyses are available on relative contents of elements as Fe, Al,
Mn and Ti, and on the form in which these elements occur. The names employed are
taken from local settlements. The types are listed in Table 4 (see also Photo 2):

Table 4 The five main types of concretionary elements of hard plinthite in the Guamti-lmperatriz area
Name/some

MAE DO RIO

IPIXUNA

PARAGOMINAS

L1GAÇÀO

CAMPINHO

Size of elements
(diameter)
tamanho dos
elementos
(diametro)

small to very
medium
large (0.5-50 cm; ) (2-10 cm)
pequeno até
medio
(2-10 cm)
muito grande
(0.5-50 cm)

very small
(0.5-2 cm)
muito pequeno
(0.5-2 cm)

medium
(2-10 cm)
medio
(2-10 cm)

rather small
(0.5-5 cm)
bastante
pequeno
(0.5-5 cm)

Form of
elements

platy, angular
prismatic to
or subangular
reticulate
blocky, or
prismatic reticulate
laminar, em
prismdtico
blocos angulares até reticular
ou subangulares,
ou reticular-prismdtico

subangular
blocky

irregular
blocky,
usually
subangular

irregular
subangular
blocky to
prismatic

em blôcos
subangulares

em blôcos
irreguläres,
usualmente
subangular

em blôcos
subangulares
até prismdtico,
irregularmente

medium

usually fine

medio

usualmente fino

forma dos
elementos

Grainage

fine to very
coarse ('ironcemented quartzite')
fino até muito
grosso Cquartzito
cimentado de
ferro')

granulaçào

red, dusky red
or black
vermelho,
vermelho escuro
ou preto

Colour

car

Arrangement (if usually
not displaced)
horizontal
usualmente
arranjo (caso de
näo ser deslocado) horizontal

fine, with
fine
scattered
medium sized
quartz grains
fino com gräos fino
dispersos de
quartzo de
tamanho medio )
red and light
red
vermelho
e vermelho
claro

dusky red
vermelho
escuro

black or very
dusky red
dusky red
vermelho
preto ou
vermelho muito escuro
escuro

vertical

not specific

not specific

not specific

vertical

näo especificado

näo especificado

näo especificado

Tabela 4 Os cinco tipos principals de elementos concreciondrios de 'plinthite' duro da area GuamdImperatriz

For discussion, it is proposed to divide the studied section into the northern and
the southern half.
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Foto 2 Os principals tipos de elementos concreciondrios de 'plinthite' duro da area Guamd-Imperalriz

mäe do rio

ïpixuna

f^
ligaçâo

paragominas

campinho

Photo 2 The main types of concretionary elements of hard plinthite of the G'aamà-I'mperatriz area
NORTHERN HALF

In the northern half, km 0-km 195, three types of plinthite concretions are found,
namely the Mae do Rio, the Ipixuna and the Paragominas type.
Mäe do Rio type concretions are present only north of km 78.The concretions form
almost everywhere a layer of about 1m thickness, and have a horizontal arrangement
in the lower part of this layer. Below this, soft plinthite occurs, to which the transition
is gradual, and which has predominantly a laminar pattern (Photo 15). The concretionary layer is commonly overlain by a layer of fairly sandy sediments without
concretions. In the latter layer no 'pédologie' A2 horizon, immediately above the
concretionary zone, can be distinguished.
It may be concluded that the concretions were formed in situ. A former Ground
Water Laterite soil profile must be concerned which was truncated and afterwards
buried with sediments. The latter, in their turn, were stripped off in severalparts. The
topographic dataof thecross-sectionindicate that the upper level of the concretions is
at about 65-70 m altitude.
Ipixuna type concretions occur mainly between km 75 and km 150. They form a
layer of 0.5-1 m thickness, and have a vertical arrangement in the lower part. This
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layer isunderlain by a thick layer (up to 10m) of soft plinthite,to whichthe transition
is gradual. The soft plinthite has a coarse reticulate to prismatic-tubular pattern. The
concretions are often outcropping, but locally are overlain by a thin (less than 5 m)
layer of sediments without concretions, in most places of very heavy texture (reworked Belterra clay). In this sedimentary cover no 'pédologie' A2 horizon, immediately above the concretions, can be discerned (Photo 18). It may be concluded that
the concretions were formed in situ, and that a former Ground Water Laterite soil
profile is concerned. This profile was truncated and soon afterwards buried with
Belterra clay.The latter, inits turn, was stripped off in many places. An exception has
to be made for a few stone-lines of the concretions, which are found in the sediments
of a relatively young terrace in the section concerned (Photo 3). These will be of
colluvial-alluvial origin. The stone-lines occur at varying depth and may therefore
be designated as 'geologic stone-lines'.
Foto 3 Concreçôes do tipo Ipixuna queparcialmente cobrem 'plinthite' macio eparcialmente formam Unnasdepedra em terrafridvel e nàomosqueada. As concreçôes das linhas depedra sào depósitos aliivianos
oucoluvianos. As concreçôes à esquerda, porém, originaram-se principalmente in situ de 'plinthite' macio
anterior acima do 'plinthite' macio atual (abaixo à esquerda). Eprovdvel que ocorreu algum movimento
lateral destas concreçôes, vista a delimitaçào bastante pronunciada entre as concreçôes e o 'plinthite'
macio (BR-14, km 125)

<> •

Photo 3 Ipixuna-type concretions, partly capping soft plinthite, partly forming stone-lines in unmottled,
friable earth. The concretions of the stone-lines were deposited alluvially or colluvially. The concretions
at left, however, mainly originated in situfrom former soft plinthite on top of the present soft plinthite
(bottom left). Some lateral movement of the latter concretions is likely to have taken place owing to the
fairly sharp boundary between the concretions and the soft plinthite (BR-14, km 125)
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In a few places both Ipixuna type and Mâe do Rio type concretions occur (km 78,
km 63, km 30). There, the Ipixuna type always overlies the Màe do Rio type, and is
sometimes vertically separated from it by soft plinthite. This indicates that Ipixuna
type concretions originated inalessancient timethan the other type.
The upper level of Ipixuna type concretions is at about 75 m altitude at km 78,
gradually increasing to 190 m altitude at km 195.
Paragominas type concretions are found predominantly south of km 150, although
they have a scattered occurrence north of this (thin layers - less than 0.5 m thick above the Ipixuna type; usually not indicated in the cross-section). These concretions
form a layer of 0.5-1.0 m thickness. This layer is usually underlain by soft plinthite,
to which the transition is gradual in most places. The soft plinthite is present only in
thin layers - generally less than 5 m - and has a fine reticulate pattern. The Paragominas concretions are partly outcropping, partly overlain by Belterra clay. In the
latter case no 'pédologie' A2, immediately above the concretionary zone, can be
discerned.
The Paragominas concretions may therefore be taken to have predominantly
originated in situ.
At places where the Paragominas and the Ipixuna type concretions occur together
(for instance at km 171, km 194), the former overlie the latter, indicating that the
Paragominas ones are of later date.
The Paragominas type concretions are believed to have originated mainly within the
Belterra clay. Their size and form is similar to the structural elements of the clay.
Recent reddish mottling (i.e. the pre-stage of concretions) in the Belterra clay is
related to these structural elements, by being fine spotty or fine reticulate. This
type of mottling is found in a few places above the layer of Ipixuna concretions, and
very distinctly in the Bhorizon of present Ground Water Laterite soil profiles in
Belterra clay (cf. Profile 8 in II.3.2.1). In fact, transitions between Belterra clay
mottling and the loose Paragominas concretions are found at several places.
The position and the form of the Ipixuna type concretions lead us to assume that
they did not originate in Belterra clay, but in the upper layers of the planalto base
material(medium to heavytexturedsedimentsofthe Barreiras or Alter doChâo beds).
The upper level of the Paragominas concretions is varying. Where they are not
underlain by Ipixuna type concretions, the level is between 110 and 170 m altitude,
30-50 m above local river level.
SOUTHERN HALF

In the southern half of the stretch, between km 195-km 467, Ipixuna, Ligaçao,
Campinho and Paragominas concretions are found. In general, the amount of concretions and soft plinthite is much less than in the northern stretch.
Ipixuna type concretions are outcropping at the planalto scarps in the km 195—
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-km 250section1. They occur immediately below the Belterra clay,atabout 10m below
the level ofthecentral sections of planalto.They arefound inlayersof2-3 mthickness,
and are underlain by their soft plinthite (see under northern section). It may be
concluded that they were formed in situ.
South of km 250, Ligaçào type concretions are found at the scarps of planalto, 1
also immediately below the Belterra clay, at about 20 m below the level of the flat
central sections. These concretions, forming a layer of 1-2 m thickness or less, are not
underlain by soft plinthite (except at a few spots around km 270 and km 405), but by
uniformly reddish coloured sediments of sandy clay loam to sandy clay texture.
Normally the boundary is sharp (Photo 4). The Ligaçào concretions are more or less
rounded, and have no pattern of arrangement. It is therefore concluded that the
Ligaçào concretions are of alluvial (fiuviatile) origin in most places.
The level of the Ipixuna or Ligaçào type of concretions is increasing gradually from
north to south, together with the surface of the planalto terrace. At km 195 the
altitude2 is 190 m, at km 412 it is 330 m.
Paragominas type concretions are found scattered. Sometimes they occur in thin
layersjust above the Ipixuna or Ligaçào types at the planalto scarps, where they are
without soft plinthite. At lower levelsParagominas type concretions may form thicker
layers, and arethen insomeplacesunderlain bytheir soft plinthite (seeunder northern
section). At these latter places, for instance at km 269, they were certainly formed
in situ.
Concretions ofvarioustypes arefound collectively on severalslopes and terrain tops,
below the level of the planalto terrace (Ipixuna + Paragominas; Ligaçào + Paragominas).Attheseplacestheconcretions areverymixed.They mayoccur ina scattered
pattern in the sedimentary layers, but more often they are concentrated in thin
layers (0.5m)at the transition zone from theyellowish Ahorizon to the red B horizon
of the soil profiles (most probably they are concentrated there under influence of soil
biological activity, and may therefore be designated as 'biotic stone-lines'). Soft
plinthite is lacking. There is every indication that colluvia-alluvia from the planalto
scarps are involved.
In the stretches km 195-km 220 and km 250-km 260 concretions of the Campinho
type are found. They are partly outcropping, partly covered by sediments that are
usually of sandy clay loam texture. These concretions form layers of about 0.5 m
thickness and, according to a limited number of observations, they are underlain by
') The concretions and the soft plinthite arenot confined only to the scarps. At several deep
road cuts it was established that both plinthite layers continue horizontally towards the
central sections of planalto. There are, however, indications that the layer of soft plinthite
has its greatest thickness near the scarps. It also seems that the Paragominas concretions,
when occurring on top of the Ipixuna or Ligaçào types, are concentrated at the scarps.
2
) See, however, note at page 31.
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Foto 4 Concreçàes do tipo Ligaçào que cobrem terra nào mosqueada e friâvel. A ausência de qualquer
'plinthite' macio, a delimitaçào inferior prommciada e irregular dacapade'plinthite' duro, aforma subangular dos mes/nos elementos concrecionârios e a ausência de qualquer arranjo dêstes elementos, em
conjunto indicam que a capade 'plinthite' duro nàofoi formada in situ, mas é de origem aluvial (BR-14,
km 370 m. ou m.)
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Photo 4 Ligaçào type of concretions capping immoltled, friable earth. The absence of any soft plinthite,
the sharp and irregular lower boundary of the layer of hard plinthite, the subrounded form of the concretionary elements themselves, and the absence of any arrangement of these elements, together indicate
that the layer of hard plinthite was not formed in situ, but is of alluvial origin (BR-14, km 370 ca.)

soft plinthite of only 1-2 m thick. It may be assumed that the Campinho type was
formed insitu and is the relic of a Ground Water Laterite soil on a land surface that
was at about 30 m above the present local river level.
South of km 415, concretions are sparse. They are of varying type (at several places
platy, similar to the Màe do Rio type of the northernmost stretch), and may grade
into some soft plinthite. The observations made in this section are however too
limited to warrant deductions as to the origin and level of the concretions.
An attempt will now be made to relate the different types of fossil plinthite with
times of Ground Water Latérite soil formation, i.e. with the former existence of
approximately flat land surfaces with intermittently imperfect drainage. The scarcity
of reliable data on the surface geology in this region of unconsolidated sediments, is
a serious drawback. There are, however, a few geological notes on outcropping older
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deposits at the extreme north and south sides of the part of the BR-14 studied1.
Personal observations on the characteristics of the substratum were made at deep
road cuts, and there are the conclusions about the age of terrace deposits {cf. 1.4.3.2).
These together enable a sketch to be made of the geologic-geomorphologic genesis of
the region. This is done in Appendix 5, from which the age of the fossil plinthite may
be established as follows:
After deposition during the Miocene of quartz sands and kaolinitic clays of the
Barreiras or Alter do Châo beds, a time of stability existed, when neither sedimentation nor erosion took place. During this time, an approximately flat land
surface, which would be nowadays at 65 to 70 m altitude, permitted Ground Water
Latérite soil formation in the northernmost part of the area (km 0-km 70) because of
imperfect drainage of the surface. This was followed by a time of erosion during
which these profiles were truncated. The Mäe do Rio type concretions originated by
hardening of the soft plinthite at the surface: Late Miocene (?). There are indications,
for instance at km 30, that the Mäe do Rio concretions are the relics of at least two,
superimposed, Ground Water Latente soil profiles. This would indicate the existence
of more than one time with imperfect drainage of former land surfaces before, or
at thebeginningof, thePliocene.Suchasituationwould alsoaccount for the variability
in the characteristics of the Mäe do Rio concretions.
After this truncation a new deposition of sediments took place, similar to those
described above, during a transgression time: Pliocene{?).
Subsequently, there was another time of neither sedimentation nor erosion, but
soil formation. Imperfect drainage of an approximately flat land surface (which
would be nowadays at varying altitude; generally increasing from north to south:
70 m altitude at km 80, 120 m at km 145, 145 m at km 195, 320 m at km 405)
resulted information of Ground Water Laterite soilprofiles inthepart km 70-km 300,
and possibly around km 400.This was followed by an erosive time (probably short,
because of the flatness of the concretionary layer), during which truncation of these
profiles and formation of Ipixunaand Ligaçâo concretions took place. At the same
time, the land surface in the section between km 300 and km 400 was covered with
alluvial Ligaçâo concretions: Late Pliocene ('?).
This was followed by a regression time, during which in several parts all the
concretionary land surface was stripped off, especially in the km 150-km 195 section
(Alto Guamä): Late Pliocene or Earliest Pleistocene: Biberian (?).
A new transgression time, with lacustrine - marine conditions, caused the deposition all over the area of very heavy textured sediments (Belterra clay) in a thin
layer (20 m thick at km 400, 10m thick at km 200):Plio-Pleistocene (Calabrian); cf.
1.4.2.
Subsequently, a regression time caused strong erosion, resulting in a landscape of
table lands (the present day sections of planalto terrace). This erosion was most
J

) For details cf. SOMBROEK (1962a).
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pronounced in the central and southern parts of the area. The sharp edges are due to
the presence of the erosion resistant layer of concretions. The same erosion gave
gentle undulating terrains in the stretch km 150-km 195 (Alto Guamä) where this
resistant layer was largely absent: Early Pleistocene: Danubeian ('?).
Renewed raising of the general erosion base resulted in flattening of the Belterra clay
covered land surface until it became a terrace of about 100 m altitude (re-worked
Belterra clay): Sicilian level of Early Pleistocene; cf. 1.4.3.2, Table 2).
Resumed erosion during a regression time hereafter resulted in sharpening of the
tablelandfeature ofthe general landscape: glacial age of Pleistocene: Nebrascan (?).
Alternating transgression and regression times during various interglacials and
glacials of the Pleistocene followed. During the transgressions, sedimentation took
place at various levels (cf. 1.4.3.2).
In one of these ages, possibly the Yarmouth interglacial, a short time of stability
existed during which a land surface with imperfect drainage in the stretch km 200km 260, which would be nowadays at about 30 m above the local drainage system,
gave Ground Water Laterite soil formation. These profiles, after truncation by a
subsequent erosion, resulted in Campinho type concretions.1 At the same time, or
shortly before, the main part of the Ground Water Laterite soil profiles that gave
Paragominas concretions, developed, predominantly inthe stretch km 150-km 195,at
a level 30-50 m above the present day local river level. The age of the latter type is,
however, difficult to assess as a whole, because it is found in some places also immediately above the Ipixuna or Ligaçào concretions at the scarp of unattacked
sections of planalto. For these, Plio-Pleistocene age seems plausible. On the other
hand, the Paragominas concretions appear to be formed in present times too, as
pointed out before.
Summarising, it may be said that a large proportion of the fossil plinthite in the
Guama-Imperatriz area was formed in situ, during and after at least two epochs of
the Late Tertiary (Miocene and Pliocene) with approximately flat land surfaces of
imperfect drainage. During a part of the Pleistocene plinthite of limited expanse was
produced.
1.4.5.2 FossilPlinthite throughout Amazonia
The classification and dating of the fossil hard plinthite elsewhere in the region
requires further research. For full comparison with the situation in the GuamâImperatriz area, itwould also benecessary to uselaboratory data on fossil plinthite as
a means of identification. Provisionally the following may be said:
') Their formation during a time of the Early Tertiary or even of the Late Cretaceous
might be considered. This old age is however more likely to be true for the blocks of
'iron cemented quartzite' that are encountered on afewplacesin thestretch km 195km 220, but not along the highway itself. Should this be the case, comparable fossil plinthite
would occur deep down (about 100m)under the sections of planalto terrace. This could
not be checked.
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1. The fossil plinthite situation in the region southeast of Santarêm was studied to
some extent. For Curuä-una centre,the data ofthe road from the river to the planalto
are given in Fig. 11. Concretionary elements are outcropping at the scarp of planalto.
This hard plinthite is found immediately below a 15 m thick cover of Belterra clay.
The layer isabout 1 mthick, and has inmany placesa gradualtransition to underlying
soft plinthite, 1-2 m thick. The concretions are of a type very similar to the Ipixuna
type of the Guamâ-Imperatriz area. Their arrangement is vertical in the lower part,
sometimes strikingly disturbed in the upper part of thelayer. Immediately above the
Ipixuna-like concretions, namely in the lowest part of the layer of Belterra clay, a
thin layer (about 0.5 m) of concretions resembling the Paragominas type are found.
On the lower slope of the planalto escarpment, Ipixuna-like concretions are also
present, but inthin, irregular, superficial layers.These arewithout soft plinthite, being
underlain by homogeneous reddish, unconsolidated sandy sediments (planalto base
material, Barreiras or Alter do Châo beds).
Throughout the length of the road before the planalto escarpment, plinthite is
completely absent in any of its forms. Only in close proximity of km 0 a degree of
plinthitic material is found. At an upper level of about 16 m above the river level, a
superficial layer of hard plinthite of about 1 m thickness ispresent. The concretionary
elements are resembling more or less the Campinho type concretions of the GuamäImperatriz area. The concretionary layer has a gradual transition to a layer of underlying soft plinthite, which is 1.5 m or more thick and has a fine reticulate pattern of
mottling. Nearby, but at a lower level, namely 9 m above local river level, also
concretions are found at the surface, however of quite another type. They resemble
portions of the Màe do Rio type of the Guamâ-Imperatriz area. No arrangement was
observed. Whether they are underlain by soft plinthite or not, was not established.
It may be concluded that the Ipixuna-like concretions at the upper planalto scarp
were formed in situ, and are probably of Late Pliocene age. Those at the lower slope
are colluvial. TheCampinho-like concretions near the river were formed also in situ,
possibly during some time of the Pleistocene. Their formation at this spot may be
due to an impervious substratum of older concretions, that possibly were formed - or
deposited - there at some time of the Tertiary, before the Pliocene.
Similarity in type as defined in the foregoing does not necessarily imply an identic
time of formation of fossil hard plinthite. The similarity between the whole fossil
plinthite situation at Curuâ-una and that in the Guamâ-Imperatriz area, in particular
the stretch around km 200, does however suggest that with morphometric studies
correlations can be made over large areas within Amazonia. The conditions as they
exist on the planalto scarps in the Guamâ-Imperatriz area and at Curuâ-una centre,
were found also at Belterra Estate along the lower river Tapajós, and behind Tucurui
on the river Tocantins. One isforced to believe that all of the original planalto terrace
in eastern Amazonia has, below its blanket of Belterra clay, a layer of fossil plinthite
with Ipixuna (or Ligaçào)-like concretions.
The conditions may be different for the remnants of planalto in the western part of
Amazonia. Two examples will be given. In the Manaus-Itacoatiara area, the lower
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boundary of the Belterra clay is only locally marked by concretionary elements, there
as thin (1-3 dm) stone-lines, often without any soft plinthite. The concretions have
similarity to the Paragominas type. The absence of Ipixuna-like concretions may be
related to local re-working of the Belterra clay during the Early Pleistocene (cf. 1.4.2).
East of Porto Velho, at cascalheirasalong the highway BR-29, thick (3-5 m) layers of
hard plinthite were observed. The concretionary elements thereof resemble the
Ipixuna type, and often have a (sub)vertical arrangement. Soft plinthite is seldom
found. The hard plinthite is present at a slightly higher level than the planalto at the
spot (cf. 1.4.2), thus forming hilly outcrops (cf. GUERRA, 1953).
2. Tnthe Bragantina area,located directly north of the Guamâ-Imperatriz area, fossil
plinthite is very frequent. The concretionary elements here often have the aspect of
quartziticsand stonewith abundant ferrugenous cementing ('iron cemented quartzite';
grés do Para or pedra-Parâ of several geologists) and seem to be predominantly
similar tothe Màe do Riotypeofthe Guamâ-Imperatriz area. Asinthe latter area, the
present day land surface is undulating to rolling where this type of fossil plinthite
occurs at a shallow depth. This in contrast to the almost flat surface in the stretch of
the Ipixuna or Ligaçào types. It is therefore likely that in the Bragantina area a large
proportion of thefossil plinthite is of Miocene and/or older age. Here also, the complexity of the characteristics of the concretionary elements indicate more than one
epochs of Ground Water Latérite soil formation in those epochs. On one location,
namely Pirelli Estate, about 20 km east of Belém,even a complete and undisturbed
buried Ground Water Latérite soil(A 1 ; A 2 ; B2 of-soft-plinthite) was found, at 4-5 m
depth. On top of this Màe do Rio-like concretions were found, grading downward
into soft plinthite.
3. In the area of the upland savannahs of Amapâ Territory, plinthite both hard and
soft, isalsoveryfrequent. CARNEIRO (1955)produced photographs oflateritavesicular,
laterita pisolitica, arenito lateritica (grés do Para) and argila lateritica, all from this
area. Also GUERRA (1954) studied the crusts and sub-surface horizons of plinthite in
this Territory, calling them canga cavernosa,piçarra or arenito-Parâ. From a limited
number of personal observations in the area it is concluded that, although existing
Ground Water Latérite soils occur, most of the plinthite is fossil. Part of the fossil
hard plinthite wasformed insitu because it isunderlain by related fossil soft plinthite.
After truncation, it was partly buried by Pleistocene sediments. However, fossil hard
plinthite of alluvial-colluvial character also occurs. The fossil plinthite in Amapâ
Territory is probably of various ages in the Tertiary and the Pleistocene. A small
proportion of the hard concretionary elements there is apparently not fossil but
recent: thevesicular blocks at thefalésias of Macapäfortress and some other locations
are the laterally exposed and therefore hardened parts of plinthite which is still in
formation. The same seems to be the case with much of the pedra-preta on other
beaches and banks in the Estuary region (cf. II.3.2.1;plinthite-in-formation below the
solum). GUERRA (1959, p. 34-37) gives data on the occurrence of several horizons of
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fossil plinthite, below the present day ground water level, in SESP drillings at Soure
(Marajó island). From his limited descriptions of the horizons encountered, it is
deduced that the fossil plinthite involved partly constitutes truncated Ground Water
Laterite soil profiles and partly alluvial deposits.
4. Fossilplinthite seems to be frequent on the strip of uplands in the Lower Amazon
region directly north of the river. The age is probably diverse, in view of the variability in type. This may however be only related to the outcropping of Paleozoic
deposits of varying character in this region.
5. Other areas of frequent occurrence of fossil plinthite are indicated to be the
Early Tertiary and Cretaceous peneplanation surfaces {cf. 1.4.1) in the watershed
regions of Amazonia. The fossil plinthite would conservate the table land feature of
these terrains. On the presumably Cretaceous plateaux on the watersheds of Para,
Rhondônia and Mato Grosso, fossil plinthite seems to form a sub-superficial crust,
outcropping at the edges (cf. notes of GUERRA, 1953, about the Serra de Parecis in
Rhondônia Territory). Further data on these plinthites is not yet available.

1.5 The Vegetation
The vegetative cover of Amazonia in its entirety is often called hileia after VON
HUMBOLDT. DUCKE and BLACK (1954)mention many families, genera and species that,
to a greater or lesser extent, are characteristic for the hileia. AUBRÉVILLE (1958)
specifies some of the differences in structure and composition of the hileia in comparison withtropicalforests inAfrica. DUCKE and BLACKfound thelimit of dispersion
of the genus Hevea, its most famous trees, to constitute a well-fitting boundary of the
hileia (Fig. 13). The hileia is present not only in northern Brazil, but covers also the
main part of the Guianas, the northern part of Bolivia, the eastern parts of Peru and
Colombia, and a part of Venezuela. Within Brazilian territory the hileia comprises
about 3.500.000 km2. The latest determination of its southern and eastern boundaries
was carried out by SOARES (1953), from aerial photograph analysis.
Contrary to many popular descriptions of Amazonia, the hileia is largely far from
impenetrable. On theuplands inthe axialpart ofthe region, the forests predominantly
consist of high trees. Below the tree layers, the vegetation is relatively open. Shrubs,
vines and palms are generally sparse. Consequently, it is not difficult to traverse the
forest. The atmosphere below the canopy isfairly pleasant because of its coolness.
Although Amazonia contains the world's largest expanse of primeval tropical
forest, there are within the region several parts with savannah or savannah-forest.
Near the population centres there are terrains under cultivation or covered with
secondary shrub and/or-forest. This isthe casenotably in the Bragantina area (east of
Belém), along the lower Tocantins river (Cametâ), around Manaus, Santarém and
Amapä (Fig. 12).
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Fig. 12 Mapa provisional da vegetaçào daAmazônia brasileira
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Apart from the collected information on the phytogeography of Amazonia by
D U C K E and BLACK (1954), the FAO/SPVEA Forest Inventory Program has provided
lately for many systematic data (cf. HEINSDIJK and M I R A N D A BASTOS, 1963). Con-

tinuously from 1954to 1962,exploratory surveys were carried out over the vast areaof
200.000 km 2 .T h e areas constitute together a n almost uninterrupted, longitudinal
strip, 1700 km long, atthe south side of the Amazon river, from the tributary Madeiras
in Amazonas State t o theriver Maracassumé in M a r a n h ä o State. A latitudinal strip
was surveyed along theforested, upper part ofthe newly opened BR-14 highway. As
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well as this, two special surveys were performed. They were to determine the dispersion and thetimber volume oftwovaluable species.One took place onthe lowlands
along the lower Tocantins river for the species Ucuubabranca (Virola surinamensis),
and the other along the lower Araguaia river for the species mahogany or Mogno
(Swietenia macrophylla).
A provisional vegetation map is given in Fig. 12.

1.5.1 The Forest Vegetation
The coverage of primeval forest is far from homogeneous. The most conspicuous
differentiating factor is the drainage condition. The following formations may be
distinguished:
1.5.1.1 Lowland Forests
The forests of the terrains with poor drainage may be divided into three main
formations:
1. Mangue: mangrove forest. The forest of the lowlands that are under influence of
sea or brackish water (vârzea do mar; cf. 1.4.4). The formation is present along the
Ocean coast and in narrow bands along the Baia de Marajó and the Rio Para. Its
composition isapart ofthe generalflora ofthe coasts oftropical America (Rhizophora
mangle, Avicennia sp.) and does not have relation to the composition of the hileia.
2. Mata de vârzea: fresh water marsh forest1. The forest on the lowlands that are
intermittently water logged with fresh water (vârzea dorio, vârzeadachuva,vârzeado
mare: cf.1.4.4). It has fewer species than the dryland forest, and the timbers are often
lighter (more floaters). Salient species arefor instance the Sumauma (Ceibapentandra)
and the Andiroba (Carapâ guianensis), and in some areas Ucuuba {Virola sp.).
Several subformations may be distinguished. They are determined by the length and
frequency of flooding and the quality of the flooding water. Upstream, and on the
highest parts, the levees and point bars, of the floodplains in the lower courses of
rivers,whereflooding occursonlyduringthepeak ofthe high water time,the quantity
of species is largest. The formations concerned are nearing the dryland forest as
regards their composition. In the region with tidal influence the quantity of species is
low, especially on the noodplain parts that are flooded daily. The forest on the latter
have a rather close resemblance to the formation 3.There is also a difference in composition and timber volume of the forests on the vârzeas along rivers with transparent
water (âguaprêta or âgua limpa; cf. 1.4.4) and those on the vârzeas along rivers with
x
) The applied distinction between swamp and marsh corresponds with the distinction
between vârzea and igapó. It isin agreement with theclassification of BEARD(1955),with
the exception that lowlands flooded only during high tides (vârzeadomare)are included
with the marshes in the present publication.
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turbid water (âgua branca). The former generally have species of harder and better
distinguishable kernwood ( D U C K E and BLACK, 1954).
3. Mata de igapó: fresh water swamp forest: The forest on the lowlands that are
permanently water logged with fresh water (igapó; cf. 1.4.4). This forest formation has
few tree species;palms are often frequent, sometimes constituting the entire vegetation.
Characteristic species are for instance the Ucuuba (Virola sp.) and the Anani (Simphonia globulifera) and the palms Açai (Euterpe oleracea) and Paxiuba (Iriartia exorrhiza).
The boles and crowns of the trees are usually laden with epiphytes.
1.5.1.2 Upland Forests (matas de terra firme)
These are the forests of the freely draining terrains of low altitude, in general all the
land older than Holocene. These dryland or upland forests are characterised by an
enormous variation of tree species, mainly of heavy timber. Palms are generally
sparse, although many species of them are known (AUBRÉVILLE, 1958).
The forests are not quite uniform. There are differences in mean gross timber volume,
and several species have a distinct optimum in some part of the immense region or are
even restricted to specific areas. D U C K E and BLACK (1954), although admitting 'we
cannot establish phytogeographical subregions in the hileia, because the flora of the
high land between the navigable rivers is still almost completely unknown', made a
tentative and schematic division of the hileia into subregions (Fig. 13). Each of their
subregions has specific distinguishing species. Their sub-region 'Norte' is richest in
species, but the trees are generally less high and the leaves smaller and darker than in
the other regions. The subregion 'Norteste' contains several stretches of relatively dry
and low forest.
The FAO/SPVEA Forest Inventory Program, already mentioned, has provided
much quantitative data on the 'Sul' and 'Sudeste' regions. Several units, with geographical nomenclature, have been separated and mapped (cf. HEINSDIJK and MIRANDA
BASTOS, 1963, and Fig. 22). An inventory unit was defined by:
1. the presence or absence of one or more tree species, in contrast to the situation in
surrounding units.
2. the difference in mean gross timber volume, and
3. the degree of anthropogenic influence.
The characteristics for each unit were obtained by grouping of one hectare sampling
units, which were laid out scattered (unbiased), as much as was possible at the mode
of penetration. F o r the exact tracing of the geographic boundaries of a unit, the
topography and the soils of the area with the most representative sample units were
also taken as critera to some extent (for more details on the inventory system used
cf. IV, Introduction).
It may be seen that the inventory units 1-15 do not vary greatly in mean gross timber
volume. There is no clear change in the botanical composition of these fifteen units.
HEINSDIJK (1960), after noting the tendency to increase and decrease respectively in
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Fig. 13 A subdivisäo provisional da hileia em regiöes fito-geogrdficas conforme a DUCKE and BLACK
(1954) e os limites fixados por estes autores da dispetsäo do género Hevea
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Fig. 13 Theprovisional subdivision ofthe hileia intophytogeographical regions according to DUCKE and
BLACK (1954), and these authors'" boundaries of the dispersion of the genus Hevea

frequency of several botanical families from east to west, states 'a regular change
in representation of the families in the forest types sampled, in one direction can,
except for the questionable examples given, be regarded as non-existent'. In fact,
these units form together one forest type, called 'Pouteria association' by HEINSDIJK,
after its most stable constituent. The various inventory units are facies of this one type
(for their naming cf. HEINSDIJK, 1960). Nearing the south-eastern boundary of the
hileia (units 16-24), there are more differences, not only in mean gross timber volume
but also in the botanical composition. The latter units for a part form other types than
that established for the centre of the valley. For the units 16,17and 18, for instance,
the name 'Eschweilera Pouteria association' is proposed.
In the transition area which is located along the lower Araguaia river, unit 26, with
soils different from those of the other inventory units,the composition of theforests is
strikingly different from those near the Amazon river {cf. GLERUM and SMIT, 1962b).
The number of tree species is considerably smaller. Parts of the area bear an almost
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pure stand of mahogany {Swieteniamacrophylla), which tree isreported to occur also
in other parts of the southern and southwestern transition zone of the hileia {cf.
DUCKE and BLACK, 1954).

1.5.1.3 Special UplandForest Types
1. Cipoal (creeper forest). This is a kind of upland forest that is very difficult to
traverse, contrary to the predominant situation. It consists of a dense clew of many
thick creepers and climbers, with only few, big, emerging trees, often in small groups
and ladenwithclimbers ('climber-towers'). Thetransition ofthistypeto the high forest
is called cipoalicforest {cf. Photo 22).
Cipoal proper is present in patches on the central sections of the planalto south-east
of Santarém (within units Planalto I and Planalto II), in rather extensive areas on the
central sections of the planalto in the Guama-Imperatriz area (units Ligacäo,
Açailândia), and in very extensive areas between the rivers Jaraçu and Xingii (units
Planalto II baixo, and especially Planalto II baixo cipoal; cf. HEINSDIJK, 1957and the
Figs. 22and 24).The inventory unit Upper Guamâ consists mainly of cipoalic forest.
A vegetation somewhat comparable to the cipoal is found in the western part of the
Araguaia Mahogany area. There however creepers and climbers are generally thin,
the field layer is dense and palms abound. There are indications that other parts of
southern Para and parts of northern Mato Grosso have also cipoal-like forest. The
cipoal may be taken to represent the real 'jungle'.
2. Tabocal (bamboo forest). This is a type of upland forest which consists predominantly of Bambü and/or Taboca, both Guaduaspecies. They form an almost impenetrable cover of 3-10 m high. Emerging trees are practically absent, except for small
patches. The tabocal vegetation is present, in broad strips, along the headwaters
of the river Gurupi'. {cf. GLERUM and SMITH, 1962a; cf. Fig. 23). Bamboo species
are lacking elsewhere in area of the hileia, except for the extreme southwestern part
{Guaduasuperbaof Acre State; cf. DUCKE and BLACK, 1954).
3. Cocal (palm forest). In part of the transition zone between the hileia and the
savannahs of North-Eastern Brazil, palms are very frequent. Often these palm forests
arepredominantly ofBabaçû (Orbygnia speciosa). Thisupland forest typeisknown as
cocal, its area as zona dos cocais.

1.5.2 The Savannah and Savannah-Forest Vegetation
In this publication, 'savannah' is considered to be the vegetation type which consists
of grasses with or without scattered small trees or clumps of trees ('open savannah'),
as well as the vegetation type which consists mainly of shrubs, of variable density
('shrub savannah'). 'Savannah-forest' is considered to be that vegetation type which
consists of trees that reach maximally about 20 m height and have thin boles (less
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than 0.25 m diameter at breast height). It seems actually to be more equivalent to
'savannah-wood' than to 'savannah-forest' as these vegetation types have been redefined recently. LINDEMAN and MOLENAAR(1959), for instance, describe the savannahforest as having two storeys of which the upper one reaches about 25-30 m height, and
the savannah-wood as having one storey, 8-15 or 20 m high, the trees having all thin
boles.
The vegetation type here considered as 'savannah-forest' is discussed together with
the savannahs, in view of its edaphic relationship with the latter (cf. Chapter IV).
The savannahs and savannah-forests of considerable expanse are mapped in Fig. 12.
Only the boundaries of the ones near the main rivers are traced with a degree of
accuracy, because only of these parts reliable maps exist, from interpretation of aerial
photographs (AAF, 1942).
The boundaries of the savannahs of Marajó island, Amapâ Territory and the Lower
Amazon region are taken from A A Ftopographic maps, personal observation (cf.
SUTMÖLLER et al., 1963), and local information. The savannahs and savannah-forests
of the lower Gurupi and those of the Rio Para and the lower Tocantins (App. 7) are
copied from forest inventory maps (HEINSDUK, 1958a; 1958b; GLERUM, 1960). The
savannahs and savannah-forests between the medium courses of the Punis and the
Madeira are copied from BRAUN and RAMOS (1959). The savannah areas in the surroundings of Manicoré along the lower Madeira (Fig. 26) and those south of the Rio
Negro, upstream of the confluence of the Rio Branco (Barcelos), are not reported in
any publication known, but sketched in from indications on A A F maps.The savannahs
of Rio Branco Territory are copied from GUERRA (1959). The savannah areas between
the Lower and Middle Amazon regions and the Guianas are copied from the m a p of
LECOINTE (1907), who bases his mappings on many observations of his own and those
made earlier. Those of the medium course of the Xingu are taken from BOUILLENE
(1926). The boundaries of the latter and, for that matter, even their existence, are
however far from sure. The savannahs along the middle course of the Tapajós are
reported by BOUILLENE (1926) as well as by LECOINTE (1922) which latter called them
Campos de Cururü and Campos de Mucajazal. Also D U C K E and BLACK (1954)
mention the existence of savannahs in this region, namely near Cachoeira de Mangabal. The whole southern and southeastern boundary of the hileia is copied from
SOARES (1953).

The savannahs and savannah-forests within Amazonia are far from homogeneous.
A well defined classification with full reference to similar vegetation types in other
countries is however lacking. D U C K E and BLACK (1954) give a preliminary classification with local nomenclature. Of part of the Amazon savannahs and savannahforests, the F A O / S P V E A Forest Inventory Program has provided for the geographic
coverage. Although such areas were by-passed during the forest inventories, and
any kind of 'key' to their identification is lacking, a preliminary classification of them
is given, based on aerial photograph analysis. SUTMÖLLER et al. (1963) give many
data on the habitat and the floristic composition of several savannah areas, in particular lowland savannahs.
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For the following short and provisional subdivision of the Amazon savannahs and
savannah-forests, the classification of DUCKE and BLACK is taken as a basis, and the
units of the forest inventories are tentatively fitted therein.
1.5.2.1 Lowland Savannahs and Savannah-Forests
Under this heading is grouped the grassy, shrubby, or low forest vegetation on
lowlands with intermittent or permanent waterlogging. Implied are the campos de
vdrzea of D U C K E and BLACK and the campo alagado, campo com arbusto alagado,
arbusto alagado, floresta com arbusto alagado or 'grassland on waterlogged soils' of
forest inventories. Three main subformations exist, namely:
1. Campo de vdrzea do rio. This is the grassy vegetation on river floodplains that are
half-yearly covered with turbid river water (dgua branca; cf. 1.4.4).
A very characteristic grass is the floating Canarana (Echinochloa polystachya, a.o.)
Shrubs and trees, especially on the highest parts (levees or point bars), are rather
frequent. This type of vegetation is present in the Lower Amazon region.
2. Campo de vdrzea da chuva. This is the grassy vegetation on lowland that is halfyearly submerged with rain water.
O n such lowland, trees and shrubs are usually absent (campo limpo). This type of
vegetation occupies for instance a large part of eastern Marajó island.
3. Campo de vdrzea do mar. This is the grassy vegetation on lowland that is regularly
flooded with sea or brackish water. The vegetation type is associated with mangrove
forest.
A special savannah-like lowland vegetation is still formed by the mondongos, which
are lowlands in a part of eastern Marajó island that are permanently submerged, and
therefore constitute a special type of igapó. Tall aquatic plants, like Aninga (Montrichardia arborescens), abound here.
On the coastal lowlands of Amapâ Territory all mentioned subformations are
apparently present.
1.5.2.2 Upland Savannahs and Savannah-Forests
Under this heading is grouped the grassy or shrubby vegetation of non-flooded
uplands of low altitude, in general all the Amazon land older than Holocene. Various
subformations may be distinguished:
1. Campo. This is savannah that covers often extensive areas, but is encircled by
forest. It is commonly located in watershed regions. Implied are the main parts of the
campo and campo com arbusto or 'grass covered terra firme' of forest inventories.
The greater part of the mapping unit 'upland savannahs and savannah-forests' of
Fig. 12 are of this type.
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The principal plants are Gramineae. Shrubs and small trees may be frequent (campo
coberto), scattered (campo law ado or campo sujo), or absent (campo limpo). The
trees and shrubs are stunted, have rough, thick rinds and xeromorphic leaves.
Characteristic woody plants are for instance Lixeira or Cajueiro do campo (Cwatella
americana), and Muriel (Byrsomina crassifolia). In part of the campos the Mangabeira
(Hancornia speciosa) is frequent. Fires frequently sweep the terrains. In spite of the
encircling by forest, the vegetation of the Amazon campos is not related to that of the
hileia, but resembles the vegetation of the campo cerrado of Central Brazil, according
to D U C K E and BLACK (1954).

The often used name campo firme is not quite adequate, because part of these
savannahs are submerged by a shallow layer of rain water during the wet season
{cf. IV.1.2). Really low parts (bottom lands) within campo areas are often forested. A
characteristic species in the latter parts is the palm-tree Buriti (Mauritia sp.).
The extensive campos of Rio Branco Territory and the adjoining part of British
Guiana are, in fact, outside the hileia region. Their floristic composition is different
from the campos within the hileia ( D U C K E and BLACK, 1954). N o further mention will
be made.
2. Campina. This name applies to small savannah patches in the middle of forest,
frequently with some swampy parts that are submerged by a shallow layer of rain
water during the wet season. Patches and windings of white sand alternate with
shrubs or small trees. Implied are some of the campo, and campo com arbusto or
'grass covered terra firme' of forest inventories. According to D U C K E and BLACK
(1954), the floristic composition of the campinas is different from that of the campos.
Gramineae are less numerous than Cyperaceae, and the species of the former are
different from those of the campos. The campinas have also a large diversity of wooden
plants; these belong to the flora of the hileia and are related to that of the caatinga
amazônica (see under 3).
The campinas are usually too small to be indicated on Fig. 12. The most numerous
and typical campinas are located in the area between the lower courses of the Rio
Negro and the Trombetas, where LECOINTE (1907) mapped them. They are especially
frequent east of the Lake of Faro (which is the widened mouth of the river N h a m u n dâ) : Campos do Tigre, Campos de Maracanà. Near Manaus several campinas were
observed, occurring as irregular strips along rivulets. Examples for the Estuary region
are Vigia, Colares, G u r u p â and Porto de Moz. F o r the lower Tocantins area, D U C K E
and BLACK (1954) mention the campina of Breu Branco and that of Arumateua near
Tucurui. Also for the lower Madeira region campinas are reported: Campo Grande
of Borba. The strip-like savannahs along the Marmelos and Manicoré rivers (Fig. 26)
are probably also campinas.
The nomenclature is not quite satisfactory, because sometimes the word 'campina'
is used for indicating a campo of small extent. On the other hand, areas with real
campina vegetation are locally called 'campo' or e v e n ' C a m p o Grande' (cf. examples
cited above). The situation is still more complicated by the fact that campo vegetation
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and campina vegetation occur sometimes beside each other, for instance in the savannah area of Cupijó, west of Cametâ, the savannah area of Mariapixi,west of the
mouth of the Trombetas, and that of Ariramba (DUCKE and BLACK, 1954).
3. Caatinga amazônica. This is a type of savannah-forest, which consists of low
trees and shrubs with interspersed high trees, or shrubs and very low trees of approximately uniform height. The woody plants are practically all evergreen.
Its flora definitely belongs to that of the hileia. According to DUCKE and BLACK
(1954), the caatinga amazônica isthe richest in species of any vegetative formation of
Amazonia. This savannah-forest occursin strips,and isfound inthe catchment area of
the upper and middle Rio Negro (tributaries Curicuriari, Içana and especially
Uaupés) in its most typical form. Another region with strips of caatinga amazônica is
the Upper Amazon region near Säo Paulo de Olivença.
4. Campina-rana. This is a type of savannah-forest which is isolated amidst the high
forest, or occupies transitional areas between campo or campina and high forest
(cf. Appendix 7). Most of the savannah-forests of Amazonia fall into this grouping.
Implied are the arbusto, as well as the floresta com arbusto or 'caatinga forest' c.q.
'savannah-forest' of forest inventories.
AuBRÉviLLE(1958)referstoforêts bassesetfourrés amazonienssursablesblancs. Both
thecaatinga amazônica and thecampina-rana areapparently grouped under this latter
heading.

1.6 Paleo Climate and Paleo Vegetation
Very little isknown ofthepaleo climate and the paleo vegetation ofAmazonia asyet,
contrary to those of Africa (cf. D'HOORE, 1959). It is often accepted that the climate
wasconstant sincethe Early Mesozoic, with only mild coolings during the Pleistocene,
and that also the type of vegetative cover remained almost unchanged. Great age of
the forest coverage has been deduced for instance from the great floristic richness of
the hileia.
Recently however, doubts have arisen as to such constantness. In 1.4.1the supposition of BARBOSA (1959) is already mentioned, namely that the sedimentation of the
Tertiary Barreiras beds took place in a semi-arid climate of great extent.
WILHELMY (1952) assumes that in the Late Tertiary a dry climate existed, during
which extensive latérite crusts were formed form the Caribbean coast to 30°S, and
open vegetation forms determined the landscape, including large parts of the area
of the present day Amazon hileia. AB'SABER (1959) states that the presence of
various terrace levels, conserved by hard latérite crusts, and the existence of islandlike campo in otherwise forest covered zones, presupposes that immediately before
present times Amazonia had drier and inferior climates. They would be more comparable to the Senegalese than to the Congolese climates of today.
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It can be seen in IV.l.2 that the island-like savannahs involved are edaphic predestined, and in II.3that the formation of latente or plinthite isnot necessarily related
to relatively dry climates. But it is true that truncation and burying of such plinthite
took place in times when no protecting vegetative cover existed, therefore during
relatively dry climates. In agreement with the tentative dating of the Amazon fossil
plinthite (cf. 1.4.5)this must have been during at least two epochs of the Late Tertiary
(Miocene and Pliocene), and on arestricted scale during apart of the Pleistocene.
The whole construction of the Amazon valley proper in well distinguishable terraces
of different levels and sedimentary materials, as described in 1.4.3, points also to
distinct changes in climate and vegetation. Present-day deposition comprises only
non-kaolinitic, mainly heavy textured sediments (cf. 1.4.4). This is quite reasonable
considering the present day climatic conditions where almost all of the surrounding
upland is covered with protecting tropical forest. Because of this coverage, erosion is
very limited. Onlybank falls (terras caidas) and afew sandy areaswherethe vegetative
cover has been artificially destroyed are involved. By far the main part of the load of
the large rivers comes from far upstream, outside the forest belt. For the Amazon and
the Madeira the main cource of sedimentary material is the Andean mountain range
(cf. SIOLI, 1951).

In contrast, the sediments of the Pleistocene fluviatile terraces are kaolinitic, often
lighttextured, and sometimes evencontain stony material (quartz pebbles, or plinthite
concretions as geologic stone-lines; cf. 1.4.5). In view of the small grade of the rivers,
the source of these sediments was certainly local. Principally involved was the basis
material of the Amazon planalto: kaolinitic clays and quartz sands of the Barreiras
beds, with one or more layers of fossil plinthite. The pronounced erosion of the
Amazon planalto and the accompanying formation, with the erosion products, of
well-defined floodplains (nowadays terraces) at lower levels seem plausible only when
the vegetative cover at that time was much sparser than the protecting cover of
nowadays. The climatic conditions in the valley proper, during the deposition of the
Pleistocene terrace materials,weretherefore probably of similar interpluvial character
as that thought necessary for the building-up of the 'climatic' fluviatile Pleistocene
terrace of the Araguaia Mahogany area (cf. 1.4.3). Those former climates must have
had a long and pronounced dry season which limited the growth of vegetation, and
a short but intense rainy season with a large erosional force. In view of the conclusion
in 1.4.3,namely that the fluviatile terrace deposits of thevalleyproper were laid down
during interglacial times, the foregoing also supports the view that interglacials and
interpluvials coincided in Amazonia.
The tentative conclusion regarding the sedimentation of the Belterra clay in a huge
inland sea during the Plio-Pleistocene (Calabrian) implies that all of the axial part of
Amazonia was devoid of any vegetation at that time.
In summarising, it isconcluded that during parts of the Tertiary and the Pleistocene
the forest coverage was absent or restricted to relatively small areas. For instance, it
must have been restricted to the higher parts of the Guiana and the Brazilian shields
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during the Plio-Pleistocene at the time of the Belterra clay sedimentation. During
the interglacials - interpluvials of the Pleistocene, real forest vegetation was probably
confined to the western part of Amazonia, near the Andes (all-year orographic rains).
This picture confirms the statements made by WILHELMY (1952), namely that the
hileia only developed during the Pleistocene, from pockets of forest of Early Tertiary
age 1 . Also very interesting in this respect are the conclusions of VAN DER HAMMEN
(1957), that are based on analysis of fossil pollen of the Colombian Andes area. This
author arrives at a distinct periodicity in vegetational and therefore also climatic
changes during the Late Cretaceous and the Tertiary, for the N . W . part of South
America. He also notes that the centre of the Guiana shield (the boundary area of the
Guinanas and Brazil) constitutes a centre of distribution of plant species, amongst
which several genera of the palm family Mauritiaceae.

x
) Quote : 'Der Urwald, der heute das Amazonasbecken erfüllt, hat sich erst im Pleistocän
aus kleinen alttertiären Restbestände entwickelt, nachdem noch im jüngeren Tertiär offene
Vegetationsformationen im wesentlichen das Landschaftsbild Amazoniens bestimmten. Aus
seinem äquatorialen Rückzugsgebiet heraus ist der Wald seit Beginn der Pluvialzeit allmählig
nach S vorgestoszen, ein Prozesz, derjedoch auf den laterisierten Böden der Tertiären Landoberfläche bei den im Postpluvial wieder abnehmenden Niederschlägen nur sehr langsahm und
unvollkommen vonstatten ging' (WILHELMY, 1952, p. 125).
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II. TheMainAmazon Latosols andPlinthitic Soils

II.1 Evolution of the Concepts of 'Latosol' and 'Latente' or
'Plinthite'
The term 'latente' was first used by BUCHANAN (1807), as descriptive of a highly
ferruginous deposit, observed in Malabar (India). It hardens upon exposure and is
therefore used as building material. Afterwards, apart from indicating building
qualities, the word latente became associated with red colour of soil material, either
soft or hard. Almost every reddish coloured material on the earth's surface in the
tropics and elsewhere was termed 'laterite'. The meaning of the term became more
narrow after the work of BAUER (1898) on the chemical character of hardened
material. The presence of free aluminum oxihydrates (Tonerde hydrat, gibbsite) was
taken as the criterion. Generally speaking, such aluminum oxides were assumed
to be present if the ratio Si0 2 :Al 2 0 3 (value Ki) of the quartz-free soil material was
lower than 2.Later authors assumed itto be generalcharacteristic ofweathering in the
tropics that the ultimate products are iron and aluminum oxides, and that therefore
even Si-Al products as kaolinite are not stable. HARRISON (1933) concluded from
studies in British Guiana that on basic rock primarily gibbsite is formed ('primary
laterite'), which can afterwards be resilificated into kaolinite, and that on acid rock
kaolinite is formed directly. HARRASSOWITZ (1926, 1930), also adopted the criterion
that 'allitic' constituents should be present to call a soil material lateritic. He could
therefore speak of lateritischer (allitischer) Rotlehm, but was obliged to exclude iron
oxide crusts that apparently had no free aluminum, for instance those formed in
'superficial' horizons of tropical savannah soil (Savanneneisensteine). HARRASSOWITZ
took it as proven that lateritic crusts develop by evaporation of sesquioxide rich soil
water and he made a scheme for the various 'latente profiles' {cf. II.3.1).
The HARRASSOWITZ concept was attacked by MARBUT (1932), who based his conclusions on findings in Cuba and in the Amazon valley. The Cuba data concern the
lateritischer Rotlehm, which HARRASSOWITZ had difficulty in placing in his scheme.
The Cuba soil,called 'Nipe series,'had developed on serpentine rock.It was considered
to be a true latérite in the sense that Ki values are below 2 (0.2-0.3 actually). It lacks
however a sesquioxide crust, as well as a mottled layer and a grey zone, all of which
HARRASSOWITZ considered to be essential constituents of the 'laterite profile'. Indications for the wandering of sesquioxides to the surface were not found. The
intensity of the red colour in the upper part of the profile would be due merely to a
greater degree of dehydration of the iron oxides than in lower horizons. MARBUT
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concluded that normal latentes develop under conditions of good drainage, free from
the influence of high ground water. Concentration of iron and aluminum oxides is
mainly, ifnot entirely, mere residual (no active upward movement), brought about by
the removal of silica, the alkalis and the alkaline earths. Sesquioxide segregation may
or may not take place in the form of concretions.
MARBUT found that all laterite profiles in the area of the unconsolidated sediments
of the Amazon valley have the HARRASSOWITZ horizons, but, below soil material. According to his observations the sequence only originates under the influence of fluctuating ground water level at shallow depth, resulting in a specific, imperfectly drained
soil. Sesquioxide crusts on dissected plateaux are fossil, and the relics of such a soil
after erosion ofthe surface layer (for details cf. II.3). MARBUT therefore distinguished:
1. 'laterite', as the lateritic red loam from Cuba;
2. 'ground water laterite', asthe leached soilswith mottled, and inpart concretionary,
subsoil of the Amazon valley.
Gradually, MARBUT'S concept asto the origin of lateritic soils and lateritic crusts was
accepted. It was fully adopted by the U.S. Soil Survey Staff. In 'Soils and Men'
(BALDWIN, KELLOGG and THORP, 1938), a clear distinction is made between the
intrazonal Great Soil Group of the 'Ground Water Laterite' and the zonal 'Yellowish
Brown Lateritic', 'Reddish Brown Lateritic' and 'Laterite' Great Soil Groups. For
the latter three Great Soil Groups, afterwards the term 'latosol' was preferred
(Yellowish Brown Latosol, Reddish Brown Latosol and Red Latosol respectively,
and some additional groups; KELLOGG, 1949).The Latosols therefore should comprise
'all the zonal soils having their dominant characteristics associated with low silica/
sesquioxide ratios ofthe clay fractions :low base-exchange capacities, low activities of
the clay,lowcontent of most primary materials, low content of soluble constituents, a
high degree of aggregate stability, and (perhaps) some red colour. KELLOGG proposed
to confine theword 'laterite' to such ferruginous materials as harden on exposure, and
to the relics of such materials. This includes:
1. soft mottled clays that change irreversibly to hardpans or crusts when exposed;
2. cellular and mottled hardpans and crusts;
3. concretions;
4. consolidated concretions.
Such materials, especially, but not exclusively, in fossil form, may be found in
several of the zonal soils, but their presence may be regarded as accidental at the
categorical level of the Great Soil Groups.
Only in the Ground Water Laterite soil, laterite is an essential feature. KELLOGG
(1949) describes the soil ashaving a'Gray or grayish-brown surface layerover leached
yellowish grayA2over thick reticulately mottled cemented hardpan 1 at a depth of one
') But a cemented hardpan and concretions are apparently not essential. KELLOGG and
D AVOL (1949) give Ground Water Laterite soil profiles of Central Africa, in which no
mention ismade of a hardpan character of theB horizon, and of which they state 'may have
concretions'.
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foot or more. Hardpan up to several feet thick. Laterite parent material. Concretions
throughout'.
Recently, namely in the VIIth Approximation for a comprehensive system of soil
classification, the U.S. SOIL SURVEY STAFF (1960) has introduced the terms 'Oxisol'
and 'Plinthite'. Oxisol includes 'the soils that have been called Latosols, and many, if
not most of those that have been called Ground Water Laterite soils'.1The diagnostic
characteristic of an Oxisol is that it has an 'oxic' subsurface (B) horizon {cf.11.2).
The term 'plinthite' replaces 'latérite'.
The clear distinction between lateritic soils or Latosols, and the material latérite or
plinthite, as made by the U.S. Soil Survey Staff, is nowadays also adopted in other
countries. PRESCOTT and PENDLETON (1952) relate that in Australia the word 'latérite'
is not used as a criterion in high-level soil classification, but retains its original
geological meaning as a complex parent material. Also MOHR and VAN BAREN (1954),
basing their conclusions on a large number of observations, mainly in Indonesia,
agree with the distinctions as originally made by MARBUT, although they object to the
term 'Latosol'. Recent French and Portuguese literature on classification of tropical
soilsalso takes aclear distinction between plinthite formation and Latosol formation.
AUBERT (1954), for example, distinguishes cuirassement versus ferralitisation.

II.2 Latosols
II.2.1 The Definition and Subdivision of Latosols as Applied in Brazil
The soil classification applied in Brazil by the national Soils Commission of the
C.N.E.P.A.2 is based upon the U.S.A. system. The classification of red and yellow
tropical soils in the U.S.A. system is not yet fully elaborated. The definition and
subdivision of the 'Latosols' or 'Oxisols' order is still greatly debated, in part because
of their rarity inside U.S.territory. Detailed soil surveys of the U.S. Soil Conservation
Service in regions with tropical soils are those of Puerto Rico (ROBERTS et al., 1942;
re-classification by BONNET, 1950) and of Hawaii (CLINE et al, published in 1955).
For some other regions exploratory studies were made, for instance of Congo
(KELLOGG and DAVOL, 1949).
Soilswithlatosolic appearance arefrequent inthevast land mass that constitutes the
Federal Republic of Brazil. In recent years, many systematic fields studies have been
carried out, particularly in the eastern and southern part of the country {cf. BARROS,
DRUMOND, CAMARGO et al., 1958; LEMOS, BENNEMA, SANTOS et al, 1960). A detailed
definition and classification of Latosols is being established in co-operation with,
amongst others, the FAO Soil Survey and Fertility Branch. The latest trend in the
U.S. system, as published in the Vllth Approximation (SOIL SURVEY STAFF, 1960)
x
) According to the concept of Ground Water Laterite soil as used in this thesis (cf.
II.3.2.1), most of them belong to the 'Ultisols' of the Vllth Approximation.
2
) Centro NacionaldeEnsino ePesquisas Agronômicas.
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has been considered, and the new definitions of diagnostic horizons (argillic horizon,
albic epipedon etc.) and other distinctive characteristics are discussed and applied to
some extent. But the new system is not taken as a basis by the Brazilian Soils Commission, one of the reasons being the above mentioned provisional character of the
definition of Oxisols.
11.2.1.1 The Modal Latosol
The first extensive description of the characteristics of the Brazilian Latosols as
recognized bythe Soils Commission, isgiven by BENNEMA, LEMOSand VETTORI (1959).
The elaborated concept, as presented at the ISSS Congress at Madison U.S.A. by
BENNEMA (1963), is fully discussed in the following:
The fundamental characteristics of the Latosols lie in the nature and constitution
of the mineral soil mass, indicating a thoroughly weathered soil. It consists of sesquioxides, silicate clay-minerals havinga 1:1 lattice,quartz and other mineralsthat are
highly resistant to weathering. Primary silicate minerals with less resistance to
weathering are either absent or are present in only a small amount. The same applies
to clay minerals having a 2:1 lattice, and those amorphous gels of Siand Althat have
high base exchange capacities. Free aluminum oxides are often present, but not
always. Concretions of iron, manganese, aluminum or titanium oxides may be
present. The silt content of the samples in the solum is generally low.
To this constitution can be ascribed a large number of the characteristics and properties of the Latosols. The most salient of them are the following:
1. Indistinct horizon differentiation, with often diffuse or gradual transition between
the horizons (except when an Ap is present).
2. Absence, or scarcity, of distinct silicate clay skins on peds or distinct silicate clay
linings in the channels.
3. Low cation exchange capacities of the clays.
4. Red, yellow or brown colours of the subsoil1 (B) horizon or part of the subsoil
horizon.
5. Absence, or near absence, of electro-negative 'natural clay'2 in parts of the subsoil
horizon that have a low percentage of Carbon (C/clay ratio less than 0.015).
Additionally, the typical Latosols have:
6. Absence of well-developed blocky or prismatic structure. The structural elements
are often very fine granules, which may be more or less coherent, forming together
a porous, friable, massive soil mass.
7. Deep solum (A + Bhorizon).
8. Very friable or friable consistency when moist.
9. High porosity and high permeability.
1

) Subsoil considered in the sense as described in the supplement to the U.S. Agricultural
Handbook No. 18, entitled 'Identification and Nomenclature of Soil Horizons' (1962).
2
) Natural clay = the clay obtained by shaking with distilled water, being a measure of
aggregate stability.
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Foto 5 O principal Latosolo amazônico. O per/il de
urn Latosolo Amarelo Caolinitico (,Orto), de textura
média, coin a sua transiçào carateristieamente difiisa
entre os horizontes A e B, e a macro-estrutura pouco
pronunciada naseccào sob-superficial

Photo 5 The main Amazon Latosol. The profile of
a Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol (,Ortho), of medium
texture, with its characteristic diffuse transition
between the A and the B horizons, and the little
pronounced macro-structure in the sub-superficial
section

10. Low base saturation in the whole profile, or, at least, in the subsoil.
11. Relatively high anion exchange capacity and high phosphorus fixing power.
12. Relatively lowamounts ofexchangeable aluminum, or lowactive cation exchange
capacity.
13. High resistance to gully erosion.
Soft or hard plinthite may be present in the lower part of the solum, or below the
solum, but it is not an essential characteristic of a Latosol (cf. IT.1).
II.2.1.2 The Distinction of the Latosols from other Soils; Latosolic-B versus
Textural-B
Besides the Latosols, the other main well drained red and yellow soils of tropics and
subtropics are the Red Yellow Podzolic soils (including Rubrizems), the Andosols,
the Red Yellow Mediterranean soils,and the Reddish Prairie soils.Ofthem, especially
the Red Yellow Podzolic soils are sometimes hard to separate in the field from
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Latosols (for the definition of the modal Red Yellow Podzolic soils cf. III.2). Latosols
and Red Yellow Podzolic soils often occur in close proximity in Brazil. Transitional
soils between the modal types of both are frequent. Both morphological and analytical
studies are then required to decide whether the soil concerned is a Latosol, intergrading to Red Yellow Podzolic soil, or a Red Yellow Podzolic soil, intergrading to
Latosol. The Brazilian Soils Commission has paid much attention to finding generally
valid quantitative boundaries between predominant latosolic and predominant
podzolic character. This is described in the following:
1. Textural differentiation. In the light textured soils (frequent throughout Brazil) the
presence of silicate clay skins and linings cannot always be used as a differentiating
characteristic. Peds are often absent, and consequently also the clay skins even when
the illuviation process is well advanced. Linings in channels also are not easily
formed, due to the small amounts of clay present and the relatively short life of the
channels. Also, many morphometrical characteristics of typical latosolic soils lose
their diagnostic importance because they are also characteristics of many sandy
podzolic soils. In this case the horizon differentiation is often the only reliable field
characteristic for the separation. The changes in texture within the profile are of
special importance. The subsoil horizon of many podzolic soilsisclearly distinguished
from the topsoil due to a rapid or rather rapid change in texture. A number of the
Latosols, namely those with relatively small percentages of sesquioxides, have also
a change in texture in the profile (see below), especially the sandy ones, but in this
case the change is gradual. If no other differentiating characteristics occur, for
instance the presence of small amounts of 2:1 lattice silicate clay minerals, it has been
proposed (BENNEMA, 1963) that the maximum textural gradient1 for sandy Latosols
should be as follows:an increase of 70%over 20 cm of the initial clay content which
should be at least 5%. However, few data about clay gradients exists as yet because
the available soil data refer predominantly to the mean of each different horizon, and
not to a change over a certain distance. Therefore an approximative value is used,
namely the textural ratio2, B/A. The value should not exceed 1.8 for the sandy
Latosols. This ratio has to be based on analytical data. In the field, therefore, experience in feeling textural differences has to be relied upon.
In the very heavy textured soils, an illuviation process does not lead so easily to a
distinct horizon differentiation as expressable in a textural ratio B/A (cf. BENNEMA, 1963). Heavy clay soils, however, when subject to an illuvation process, show
distinct clay skins. Therefore, absence of clay skins isthe most important morphometrical field characteristic for separation of the heavy textured Latosols from the
heavy textured Podzolic soils.
:

) Texturalgradient= the difference in texture, especially in clay content, over a certain
distance.
2
) Textural ratio B/A = the arithmetic mean of the clay content of the subdivisions of
the B horizon except the B3, divided by the arithmetic mean of the clay content of the
subdivisions of the A horizon.
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For the very sandy red and yellow soils, a classification as Latosol or Red Yellow
Podzolic soil is thought to be inadequate. In this case, the latosolic or podzolic
character is very difficult to assess, and has moreover little sense. The presence of
inactive quartz sand becomes by far the predominant characteristic, instead of the
constitution of the colloidal part. The structure, if present at all, isoften weak, the soil
mass consisting of bridges of sand grains only. Also those soils of which the very small
colloidal part is 'latosolic' may therefore be quite susceptible to (gully) erosion,
resistance to which is one of the practical properties of Latosols. In Brazil, for such
very sandy acid soilsthe name Acid Red Yellow(Quartz) Sand ispreferred, instead of
Latosol or Red Yellow Podzolic soil. For the upper textural limit of these Acid Red
Yellow Sands 15% clay sized particles in the subsoil1 horizon is taken: light sandy
loam and lighter textures (cf. LEMOS, BENNEMA, SANTOS et ah, 1960).When soils with
less than 15% clay still clearly exhibit important 'latosolic' or 'podzolic' characteristics,theymaybeclassified, withinthe described concept, asLatosolic Sand(or Latosolic
Regosol), and Podzolic Sand respectively. The former name is applied for apart of the
Amazon soils (see below).
2. Mineralogie composition of the clay fraction. The absence, or near absence, of
2:1lattice silicate clay minerals can bechecked byX-ray and DTA analysis, preferably
combined.This,however,iselaborateandexpensive. Dataonthechemical composition
of the clay fraction are therefore often used as an index of the presence or absence of
2:1 lattice silicate clay minerals. The molecular ratio of the chemically determined
silicium and aluminum oxides (Si0 2 :Al 2 0 3 = Ki)isoften used for this purpose. The
criterion for latosolic character isthen aratio below 2.Objections to this are made, for
instance, that a value above 2 does not necessarily mean the presence of 2:1 silicate
clay minerals, but may be due to presence of uncombined, colloidal, silica (cf. MOHR
and VAN BAREN, 1954). But many soil scientists working in tropical regions have
found the ratio to be a reliable characterisation tool.
3. Cation exchange capacity. An additional, and often more convenient, gauge for
determining the composition of the mineral soil mass are the cation exchange capacities of this mass, especially in view of the possible presence of amorphous gels of Si
and Al. A part of the latter, and 2:1 lattice silicate clay minerals, have higher cation
exchange capacities than those characteristic for the latosolic soils.In usingthe cation
exchange capacities as a scale, a correction has to be made for the organic matter
present which often accounts for the bulk of the determined cation exchange
capacities. Also, it has to be clearly kept in mindwhich of the cation exchange capacities is being determined. The typical Latosols so far found in Brazil have a cation
exchange capacity according to the NH 4 OAc method (pH= 7) varying from 0 to 8
m.e./100 g clay, while the ones that are intergrading to other soils have values up to
10-12 m.e./100 g clay (cf. BENNEMA, 1963).
') Seenote at page 66.
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Table 5 Principal characteristics of latosolic and textural

B horizons (after BENNEMA, LEMOS and

VETTORI, 1959 and LEMOS, BENNEMA, SANTOS et al., 1960)

TEXTURAL-B/B-textural
Normally very distinct contrast with the other
horizons. Thetransitions areeither abrupt, clear
or gradual
O contrasta com osoittros horizontes normalmente
é muito distinto. As transiçàes säo abrupta, clara
ou gradual

At least 15%clay-sized mineral particles, and
more clayey than the A horizon
Ao menos 15% defraçào argila, e mais argilosa
que o horizonte A

When thehorizon isheavy textured (clay, sandy
clay, clay loam), then thestructure isstrongly or
moderately subangular and angular blocky, or
prismatic,withwellor moderately well developed,
often continuous clay skins, and relativelylow
porosity

Se o horizonte é de textura pesada (clay, sandy
clay, clay loam), a estrutura é em blôcos subangulares eangulares, ouprismätica, fortemente a
moderadamente desenvolvida. A cerosidade é forte
ou moderada, muitas vezes continua. A porosidade
é relativamente baixa

When the horizon is medium textured (sandy
clay loam, loam, heavy sandy loam), then the
structure is weakly or moderately subangular
and angular blocky, with rather well developed
clay skins. Sometimes the structure is weak fine
granular associated with single grains, forming a
homogeneous porous soil mass with little
coherence. The textural ratio B/A is above 1.6
Se o horizonte é de textura média (sandy clay
loam, loam, heavy sandy loam), a estrutura éem
blôcos subangulares eangulares, fracamente a moderadamente desenvolvida, sendoacerosidade fraca
a moderada. As vezes, a estrutura é granular pequena, fracamente desenvolvida e associada com
gràos simples, formando umamassa porosa homogênea compequena coerência. A relaçào textnral
B/A é superior a1.6
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LATOSOLIC- B/B-latosôlico

Weak contrast with the other horizons. The
transitions arenormally diffuse or gradual
O contrasto comos outros horizontes éfraco. As
transiçàes säo normalmente difusas ou graduais

At least 15%clay-sized mineral particles
Ao menos 15% defraçào argila

When thehorizon is heavy textured (clay, sandy
clay), then the structure is generally of fine or
very fine granules, forming a porous homogeneous mass with very weak coherence. It also
may have a weakly or moderately developed
subangular and angular blocky structure, the
blocky elements being composed offine granules.
Clay skins, when present, are non-continuous
and of weak development. The porosity is
generally high
Se o horizonte é de textura pesada (clay, sandy
clay), a estrutura é, geralmente, em granulös
pequenos ou muito pequenos, formando uma
massa porosa homogênea com coerência muito
fraca. A estrutura apresenta-se também em blôcos
angulares esubangulares, fracamente a moderadamente desenvolvida, sendo os blôcos compostos de
granulös finos. Cerosidade, se épresente, éfraca e
nào continua. A porosidade égeralmente elevada

When the horizon is medium textured (sandy
clay loam, heavy sandy loam), then the structure
is fine or very fine granular associated with
single grains, forming a porous mass with very
weak coherence. Thetextural ratio B/A islower
than 1.8

Se o horizonte é de textura média (sandy clay
loam, heavy sandy loam), a estrutura é muito
pequena granular associada com gràos simples,
formando uma masssa porosa homogênea com
coerência muito fraca. A relaçào textural BjA é
em baixo de1.8

Table S continued / Tabela 5 continuada

TEXTURAL-B/B-textural
The consistence when moist is firm or friable
A consistência, quando ûmido, é firme ou friâvel

The 'natural clay' content can be relatively high.

O conteùdo de 'argila natural' muitas vezes é
relativamente alto

LATOSOLic-B/B-latosólico
The consistence when moist is friable or very
friable
A consistência, quando ûmido, é friâvel ou muito
friâvel
The 'natural clay' content is normally low. It is
less than 1% in the B 2 , except when the Ki value
is very low and the pH-KCl is higher than the
pH-H 2 0, or the carbon-clay ratio is relatively
high(C/clay > 0.015)
O conteùdo de 'argila natural'' é normalmente
baixo. No subhorizonte B2 é menor de 1 %, com
excessäo quando o Ki é muito baixo e opH-KCl é
mais alto que o pH-H20, ou a relaçào carbonoargila é relativamente alta (Cjargila > 0.015)

The Ki value (Si0 2 /Al 2 0 3 molecular ratio) is
normally above 1.8, less commonly between 1.8
and 1.6
O valor Ki (relaçào molecular Si02/Al2OJ é
normalmente superior a 1.8, raramente entre
1.8 e 1.6.

The Ki value (Si0 2 /Al 2 0 3 molecular ratio) is
normally below 1.8, less commonly between 1.8
and 2.0.
O valor Ki (relaçào molecular Si02jAl203)
é
normalmente mais baixo que 1.8, raramente entre
1.8 e 2.0.

The cation exchange capacity is often larger than
in the latosolic-B
A capacidade de permuta de cations é muitas
vezes maior que no B-latosólico

The cation exchange capacity is small. It is
below 12 m.e./100 g of clay (NH 4 OAc method)
A capacidade de permuta de cations é pequena. E
mais baixo que 12 m.e.jlOO g de argila (método
de NHiOAc)

Easily weatherable primary minerals may be
present

Weatherable primary minerals are practically
absent. They comprise less than 4% of the sand
fraction
Minerais primärios sujeitos ao intemperismo
sào prâticamente ausente. Compreendem em conjunto menos de 4% dafraçào de areia

Podem estar présentes minerais primärios pouco
resistentes ao intemperismo

The silt content is often higher than in the
latosolic-B
O conteùdo de silte é muitas vezes mais elevado
que no B-latosólico

The silt content is generally low. The silt/clay
ratio is normally below 0.25
O conteùdo de silte é geralmente baixo. A relaçào
de siltejargila é normalmente mais baixo que 0.25

Tabela 5 Carateristicas principals de Horizontes B-latosólico e B-textural (segundo BENNEMA, LEMOS
and VETTORI, 1959 e LEMOS, BENNEMA, SANTOS et al., 1960)
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4. Weatherable minerals. It is suggested (BENNEMA, 1963) that the amount of
minerals less resistant to weathering account for up to 4% of the sand fractions. The
amount of minerals with small resistance to weathering should, however, remain
considerably below this limit.
5. Silt content. As stated by VAN WAMBEKE (1962), the silt content of tropical soils
appears to be closely related to the actual amount of weatherable minerals. Silt/clay
ratios therefore are a helpful guide in distinguishing Latosols from less weathered
tropical soils. In Brazil, a ratio of maximally 0.25 for typical Latosols is proposed, in
agreement with D'HOORE (1960). BENNEMA (1963) however mentions that in some
Latosols, for instance the Terra Roxa Légitima (see below), secondary minerals such
as kaolinite and iron oxides form part of the silt fraction, as tiny concretions. In such
soilsthe ratio may be higher than 0.25.In handling this ratio as adistinguishing device
it should also be remembered that inaccuracies in determination of the mechanical
composition are frequent because of difficult soil dispersion. This is especially so in
early publications. Often alargeportionof thatwhich wasdeterminedassiltis actually
non-dispersed clay {cf. SOIL SURVEY STAFF, 1960, p. 53-54).
The set of characteristics inherent to a latosolic-B (as the diagnostic horizon for
Latosols), in comparison with that of a textural-B (as the diagnostic horizon of Red
Yellow Podzolic soil and others), is summarised in Table 5.
The described concepts on latosolic-B and textural-B are not quite identical with the
'oxic horizon' and the 'argillic horizon' respectively of the Vllth Approximation
(SOIL SURVEY STAFF, 1960).Latosolic-B and textural-B are mutually exclusive,which is
not necessarily the case with the oxic and the argillic horizons: an oxic horizon can
conceivably include an argillic horizon. With the applied maximum value for the
latosolic-B of the textural ratio B/A, a part of the group of latosolic-B horizons
falls under the argillic horizon. The lower textural limit (more than 15% clay) of
latosolic-B and textural-B is the same as for the oxic horizon, but the argillic horizon
can be lighter textured. An important difference between latosolic-B and oxic horizon
is that the latter should have 12% or more free sesquioxides in percentage of the 1:1
lattice silicate clay minerals. Acceptance of the latter criterion would imply that some
Latosols, for instance most of the Amazon ones (see below), fall outside the Oxisol
Order. Also, the maximum percentage of weatherable primary minerals is smaller in
the oxic horizon than in the latosolic-B, namely 1 %.
II.2.1.3 The Subdivision of the Latosols
INTRODUCTION

In 'Soils and Men' only three types of Latosol were distinguished (BALDWIN,
and THORP, 1938): Yellowish Brown Latosols, Reddish Brown Latosols,
and Red Latosol. After the reconnaissance of the Congo by KELLOGG and DAVOL
(1949), this was expanded to: Red Latosol, Earthy Red Latosol, Reddish Brown
Latosol, Black Red Latosol, Red Yellow Latosol, and Yellow Latosol. The distincKELLOGG
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tions were principally made on the basis of colour, structure and consistence. BONNET
(1950) subdivided the Latosols of Puerto Rico as follows: Coastal Plain Latosol,
Upland Latosol, Ferruginous Latosol, and Rain Forest Latosol. CLINE (1955)
discerned for Hawaï Low Humic Latosol, Humic Latosol, Ferruginous Humic
Latosol, and Hydrol Humic Latosol. In that publication also the composition of
the clay fraction wastaken into account in differentiating. BRAMÀO and DUDAL (1958)
mentioned Red Yellow Latosol, Dark Red and Dark Reddish Brown Latosol, Brown
Latosol, and LowHumic Latosol (or Terra Roxa). In presenting the first draft ofthe
'Soil m a p of South America', BRAMÄO and LEMOS (1960) mention, besides the above
mentioned, also Rego-latosols, Pale Yellow Latosols, Concretionary Latosols, and
Areno-Latosols. LEMOS, BENNEMA, SANTOS et al. (1960) report for Sào Paulo the

following Latosols: Terra Roxa Légitima, Dark Red Latosol (ortho, a n d sandy
phase), RedYellow Latosol (ortho, sandy, terrace, shallow phase), Humic Red Yellow
Latosol, and 'Solos de Campos de Jordào'. The differentiating characteristics, also
qua composition of the clay fraction, are described in extenso, and a comparison is
made with earlier discerned units (see above).
All this isa still rather confused picture of the variation within the Great Soil G r o u p
of the Latosols. Thewhole ofthe rapidly growing mass of field andlaboratory data on
latosolic soils isbeing sorted out, in order to arrive at clearly defined, mappable units
for all tropical regions. It forms part of the F A O 'Soil m a p of the World Program'.
Division according to colour alone is apparently not very valid, because this depends
often more upon the stage of dehydration of the iron oxides than upon the total
amount of Fe. Also, many morphometrical field characteristics vary little;all Latosols
are deep, friable, porous soils with indistinct horizon differentiation. F o r subdivision,
analytical data on the composition of the clay fraction have to be taken into
account. This composition, in relative amounts of silicate clay minerals (kaolinite),
Fe clay minerals (goethite), and Al clay minerals (gibbsite), is of much importance.
It determines the stability of the structure, the natural fertility, and the effect of
fertilizing. In Brazil, where a relatively simple and reliable method for characterising
this composition is included in the standard analysis of all soil samples, a useful
subdivision of Latosols mainly on the composition of the clay fraction has been
developed.
After a preliminary subdivision as mentioned by BENNEMA (1963), it was elaborated
at the Third Technical Meeting of the Brazilian Soils Commission (Rio de Janeiro,
Dec. 1961) and presented by CAMARGO and BENNEMA (1962). F o rthe tentative scheme
see Table 6.
DESCRIPTION OF THE SUBDIVISION OF TABLE 6

Ad I. To this group, the Acrox of the V l l t h Approximation, and representing the
most advanced 'laterisation', belong for instance the Nipe series of Cuba (cf.II.1),and
many of the soils around Brasilia (cf. BENNEMA, CAMARGO and W R I G H T , 1962). The
soils are usually found on old land surfaces with flat or gently undulating relief. In
that case theparent material isvarying. Thecolour also varies. Themorphology ofthe
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Table 6 Tentative subdivision ofthe Latosols (after CAMARGO and BENNEMA, 1962J

Groups and subgroups of the Latosols
grupos esubgrupos dos Latosolos

(I) LATOSOLS WITH LOW PERCENTAGES OF SILICATE
CLAY MINERALS (Acrox)

Molecular ratios of theclay fraction
relaçàesmoleculares dafraçào argila
Si0 2 /Al 2 0 3
Al 2 0 3 /Fe 2 0 3
soil texture
textura do solo
medium
heavy
média
pesada

Other
oxides
outros
óxidos

< 1.0

Latosolos com baixas percentagens de minerais-deargila deSilicato (Acrox)
(Still tobesubdivided, on Al 2 0 3 /Fe 2 0 3 ratio
and other characteristics/a sersubdividido, na
relaçào Al203/Fe2O3 eoutras carateristicas)
(II) LATOSOLS WITH INTERMEDIATE PERCENTAGES

1.0-1.6

OF SILICATE CLAY MINERALS (Normal Latosols)

Latosolos com percentagens intermediàrias de
minerais-de-argila desilicato (Latosolos Normals)
(Ha) with relatively high percentages of Fe clay
minerals and relatively high percentages ofMn
and Ti(Latosol Roxo)
com percentagens relativamente altas de minerais-de-argila deFe,e percentagens relativamente altas de MneTi(Latosolo Roxo)
(lib) with intermediate percentages ofFe clay
minerals (Dark Red Latosol)
com percentagens intermediàrias de mineraisde-argila de Fe (Latosolo Vermelho Escuro)
(He) with relatively lowpercentages of Fe clay
minerals (Red Yellow Latosol)
com percentagens relativamente baixas de
minerais-de-argila de Fe (Latosolo Vermelho
Amarelo)

<1.7

Mn02
>0.10%
Ti0 2
4-8%

2.0(?)-2.6

2.0-4.5

Mn02
<0.02%

2.9-5.5

4.6-8.0

2.0 ca.

3.0 ca.

(III) LATOSOLS WITH HIGH PERCENTAGES OF 1.6-2.0 ca.
SILICATE CLAY MINERALS (Kaolinitic Latosols)

Latosolos com altas percentagens de minerais-deargila de silicato (Latosolos Caoliniticos)
(Ilia) with relatively high percentages of Fe
clay minerals, and relatively high percentages
ofTi
com percentagens relativamente altas de minerais-de-argila de Fe,e percentagens relativamente altas de Ti
(Illb) with intermediate percentages of Fe clay
minerals
compercentagens intermediàrias de minerais-deargila de Fe
(IIIc) with relatively low percentages of Fe clay
minerals
com percentagens relativamente baixas de
minerais-de-argila de Fe

4.0 ca.

>4.6

Tabela 6 Subdivisào tentâtIva dos Latosolos (segundo CAMARGO and BENNEMA, 1962)
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Ti0 2
3^%

profile of these soils isabout the same as that of other Latosols. They have however a
very 'earthy' feeling (i.e.the aggregates feel raw).A reliable differentiating characteristic is the fact that the pH-KCl is higher than the pH-H a O if the organic matter
content islow, i.e. in the subsoil (B) horizons. Unlike other Latosols, the typical ones
of this group also have 'natural clay' in the B horizon (excess of electro-positive
charges). The soils have an extremely low cation exchange capacity and effective
fertilization is difficult.
Ad Ha. To this subgroup belong the Terra RoxaLégitima (also called Latosol Roxo)
of Säo Paulo (LEMOS, BENNEMA, SANTOS et al, 1960), and probably part of the
Ferruginous Humic Latosols of CLINE (1955). They develop on basalt and diabase.
The crushed dry soil sample is magnetic. The texture is clayey. The usual colours of
the B horizon are reddish with low values and low chromas (<4), for instance dark
reddish brown (2.5 YR 3/4) or dusky red (10R 3/4). The structure is fine granular
(pó de café) and the solum deep. The soils have often relatively high natural fertility
(coffee soils), but fertilization presents problems.
Ad Hb. To this subgroup belong many of the Dark Red Latosols and Dark Reddish
Brown Latosols1. The soils are found on igneous rocks and consolidated sediments
with considerable quantities of ferro-magnesium minerals. The crushed dry soil
sample isonly slightly magnetic. The texture isvarying. The common colour of the B
horizon is reddish, with low values (<3.5) but high chromas (5-7), for instance dark
red (10R 3/6,2.5 YR 3/6). The natural fertility isoften somewhat higher than those of
lie.
Ad He.Tothissubgroupbelongmanyofthe Red YellowLatosols (BARROS, DRUMOND,
et al., 1958; LEMOS, BENNEMA, SANTOS et al, 1960). They develop on
igneous rock and consolidated sediments with only fair amounts of ferro-magnesium
minerals. The texture varies, and there may be a slight difference in texture between
the Aand the B horizons.Thecommon colour ofthe Bhorizonisreddish or yellowish,
with high value (>3.5) and high chroma (6-8), for instance red (2.5 YR 5/8), yellowish red (5 YR 5/8) or strong brown (7.5 YR 5/8).
CAMARGO

Ad IIIc. To this subgroup belong the so-called Rego-Latosols; several Yellow
Latosols;many of the RegosolicYellow Latosolic Podzolic soilswhich are also called
'Rego-latosol Amarelo, fase Tabuleiro' or 'Tabuleiro' (BARROS, DRUMOND, CAMARGO
et al., 1958); the Red Yellow Latosol, terrace phase (LEMOS, BENNEMA, SANTOS et al.,
1960).These Latosols arefound on relatively youngland surfaces with unconsolidated
sediments. Gibbsite is absent or practically absent, and Fe 2 0 3 comprises often less
than 10% weight of the clay fraction. The texture varies and the B horizon is often
x

) The concept of these soils as used in Brazil is more narrow than the current concepts of
Reddish Brown Lateritic soils, and the Dark Red and Dark Reddish Brown Latosols of
BRAMÄO and D U D A L (1957).
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distinctly heavier than the A horizon. The common colour is yellowish, with high
chroma and high value. The colour is often paler in regions without a dry season
(10 YR or 7.5 YR 6/6, 6/7, 7/6) than in regions with a distinct dry period (7.5 YR 8/6
or 10YR 5/6). The structure isoften weakly subangular blocky, the porosity is lower
than in most other Latosols. When dry then the profile is hard or slightly hard in the
transition zone between the A and the Bhorizon (A2, Bj}. Plinthite is fairly common.
The natural fertility is normally low, except in transition areas to arid regions. The
response to fertilization is often favourable.
A further subdivision will be made both according to thethickness of the A5 horizon
(weak, intermediate, pronounced 1 ; the latter known to exist for units lib and He,
Ilia and IIIc), and the base saturation (low, medium, high; the latter known to
exist for units IIa, Illb and IIIc). To augment the practical application of soil surveys,
also 'phases' are used which are based often on variations of mesologic environmental
factors (geomorphology, vegetative cover).
In addition to these groups, there are Latosols, at relatively high altitudes, of brownish colour and relatively thin ( < l m ) solum, commonly called Brown Latosol (cf.
BRAMÀO and D U DAL, 1958).These have not yet been properly studied in Brazil, but it
isthought that atleastpart ofthem intergradetoAndosols orAcid Brown Forest soils.

II.2.2 The Main Amazon Latosol
The most prominent géomorphologie units of Amazonia are tne uplands, arranged
as terraces, of the Late Tertiary and the Pleistocene which together are termed the
Amazon Planicie {cf.1.4.2and 1.4.3).These uplands are composed of unconsolidated
acid sediments of varying texture. They consist very predominantly of kaolinitic clays
and quartz sands, and locally of fossil plinthite. The well-drained soils developed on
these sediments are for the main part very similar, considering the high categorical
level of classification as is used in this publication. This similarity applies to both the
morphometrical field characteristics and the analytical data. General occurring
morphometrical field characteristics are the following (for individual profile descriptions cf. Chapter III; cf. also Photos 6, 7 and 8).
1. A deep, permeable solum.
2. Little horizon differentiation, with diffuse or gradual transitions between the
horizons.
3. The texture is varying, from light to very heavy textured. The silt content is very
low, especially in the subsoil2 (B) horizon.
4. The structure is usually weak very fine granular, composing a slightly coherent
porous massive soil mass, which easily falls apart into weak or moderate fine or
0 Percentage of Carbon at 20cm depth larger than 0.3 + 0.057 x moisture equivalent.
2
) Seenote on page 66.
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Foto 6 O principal Latosolo amazónico. Uma vista de perto da estrutura da secçào sob-superficial do
perfil do Latosolo Amarelo Caolinitico (,Orto), de lextura meio-pesada. Os elementos estóveis nu/ito
finos da micro-estrutura constituera uma massa de solo poroso pouco coerente, massa que se desagrega
em blôcos sub-angulares fracos a moderados (para a escala veja opalito; fotografia Dr. J. Bennema)

Photo 6 The main Amazon Latosol. A near view of the structure of the subsuperficial section of the
profile of a Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol (,Ortho),of rather heavy texture. The very fine, stable elements of
the micro-structure form a weakly coherent porous soil mass that falls apart into weak to moderate
subangular blocks (cf. the upright match for the scale; Photo by Dr. J. Bennema)

medium sized subangular blocky elements (cf. Photo 6). No silicate clay skins or clay
linings are present, except for a few faint ones in the very heavy textured soils. Except
for the very light textured ones, the soils are little subject to gully erosion.
5. The consistence when moist is usually friable to very friable (loose in the lightest
textured soils); when dry it is often slightly hard, to hard, especially in the upper part
of the Bhorizon. In a number of the soils, the subsoil horizon is difficult to penetrate
with a soil hammer.
6. The porosity isgenerally high,but apparently not quite as high as in most Latosols
of Southern Brazil. In a number of the soils the subsoil horizon is compact or rather
compact.
7. The soils show practically always some degree of illuviation (lessivageor 'podzolisation'). The subsoil horizon isnamely slightly heavier intexture than the surface and
subsurface horizons: the textural ratios B/A are between 1.2 and 2.1 for relatively
light textured profiles, and between 1.1and 1.6for relatively heavy textured profiles.
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Foto 7 O principal Latosolo amazônico. A parte
superior (50 cm m. on m.) do perfil de urn Latosolo
Amarelo Caolinitico (,Orto), de textura muito pesada.
É notâvel o Horizonte Ax muito delgado (3 cm m.
ou m.)

Photo 7 The main Amazon Latosol. The upper part
(50 cm ca.) of the profile of a Kaolinitie Yellow
Latosol (,Ortho), of very heavy texture. Noteworthy is the very thin A1 horizon (3 cm ca.)

8. The colour of the subsoil horizon is mostly yellowish, less commonly reddish, but
has always high value and high chroma. The reddish colour may be found when fossil
hard plinthite is present, or in transition zones to arid regions.
9. Plinthite, hard or soft, is rather commonly present.
The following are the analytical data:
10. The content of 'natural clay' is low; in the subsoil horizon it is very often completely absent: for the A horizons the indices of structure are between 40 and 80,
and for the Bhorizons they are normally 100.
11. The soils are extremely or very strongly acid, with the pH-H a O between 4 and 5.
The pH-KCl is lower than the pH-H 2 0, but normally less than one unit.
12. The base saturation of the soils under natural vegetative cover is very low {ca.
15%). Only intransitional areas to arid regions it may below to medium.
13. Easily weatherable primary minerals are practically absent.The great majority of
the non-clay sized particles consists of quartz grains. The other ones are vegetal
detritus elements, some reddish coloured micro-concretions of plinthite, and cream
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Foto 8 O perfil de urnAreia Lalosólica Caolinitica. E notóvel o horizonte Ax relativamente
espesso e afimda penetraçào das raizes
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coloured pseudo micro-concretions of clay. Turmaline, staurolite, ilmenite and
weathering biotite and felspar, when present, form together only a trace.1
14. The potential cation exchange capacity of the soils (NH 4 OAc method at pH7)
variesfrom near zero to about 20m.e./100 gsoilinforest profiles. However,the cation
exchange capacity of the organic matter-free soil material is always very low. Calculated on the basis of the clay sized particles it only amounts to 1.5-5 m.e./100 gclay
(data obtained by extrapolation of relevant analytical data of individual profiles given
in Chapter III; see also Table 7 (other method of analysis) and V.3.1.1). The active
cation exchange capacity, or the exchangeable (Al)+, of the subsurface and subsoil
horizons is on the average only about 20-25% of the potential cation exchange
capacity.
15.Themineralogicalcomposition of the clayfraction is very uniform. The molecular
ratios between Si0 2 , A1203 and Fe 2 0 3 are very constant. For about fourty analysed
*) Only in the separate 2-16 pi felspar may be present in higher quantities (cf. samples
233-3, 300-4 and 210-4 of Fig. 14 a-e and Table 8).
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profiles scattered over the Planicie, the Si0 2 : A1203 values (Ki) are, with rare exceptions, between 1.7 and 2.1, throughout the profiles. Si0 2 : (A1203 + Fe 2 0 3 ) values
(Kr)areonly slightly lower - usually 0.2 unit -, and A1 2 0 3 : Fe 2 0 3 values correspondingly high, namely about 9.0. Fe 2 0 3 comprises 5-11 percent of the clay fraction.
It is only in concretionary soils and very light textured soils that this percentage may
become as high as 20.
From the fact that Ki values are not above 2, it may be deduced that the silicate clay
minerals are of 1:1 lattice structure. In view of the generally low cation exchange
capacity of the clay {cf. under 14),it islikely that kaolinite is involved, not halloysite.
From the fact that Ki values are only slightly below 2 the absence, or presence only
in a small percentage, of free aluminum oxides (gibbsite = hydrargillite) may be
deduced. It is likely that by far the majority of the determined A1203 is derived from
the silicate clay minerals. The low values for Fe 2 0 3 indicate the presence of only small
amounts of free iron oxides (goethite = limonite; hematite). In view of the low cation
exchange capacities one might assumethat parts of the determined SiOa and A1203 are
not from kaolinite, but from inactive gels of free SiOa and free A1 2 0 3 respectively.
However, full confirmation of the above deductions was given by several X-ray
diffractions, Differential Thermal Analyses (DTA), and an electron micrograph.
Subsurface (A3 horizon) and subsoil (B horizon) samples of four profiles of the soils
under discussion were analysed with X-ray at the Netherlands Soil Survey Institute
of Wageningen, Holland, together with samples of some other Amazon soils. The
results {cf. samples 233-3, 303-2, 303-4, 300-2, 300-4 and 210-4 of the Tables 7 and
8 and the Figs. 14a-e) show that indeed kaolinite isthe very predominant constituent
(80-85%) of the clay fraction1. Iron oxides account for up to 12% and aluminum
oxides up to 5% of the clay fraction, whilst clay sized quartz accounts up to 6%. An
electron micrograph was also made of the clay fraction of one of the samples {cf.
Photo 9). The pureness of the kaolinitic clay is remarkable; practically all of the
sample consists of strikingly clean and pronouncedly hexagonal, relatively large
kaolinite crystals. Comparison ofthe data for specific surfaces ofthe above mentioned
samples with their cation exchange capacities (Na-acetate at pH = 8.2) shows that a
specific surface of 100 m2 gives only about 8.0 m.e. cation exchange capacity, which
applies to both the total soilmass and to the clay fraction {cf.Table 7).
x

) The presence of kaolinite in the coarser fractions is due to incomplete dispersion, and
enclosing by cementing sesquioxides.
Fig. 14a-e X ray spectra of separates > 80\x(14a), 16-80 \i (14b), 2-16 (J.(14c), < 2 (x(14d), < 2 [Xtreated (14e) of the main Amazon Latosols (samples 233-3, 303-2, 303-4, 300-2, 300-4, 210-4) and
plinthitic soils (samples 96-2, 96-5, 302^4, 178-4) in comparison with the composition of some other
Amazon soils (cf. the Tables 7and 8and the electron micro-photographs 9, 10,11 and 12)
Fig. 14a-e Curvas de Roentgengramas de separados > 80 pt (14a), 16-80 \±(14b), 2-16 [x (14c),
< 2 jj. (14d), < 2 \i-tratados (14e) dos principals Latosolos amazônicos (amostras 233-3, 303-2,
303^4, 300-2, 300^t, 210^4) e solos de 'plinthitë (amostras 96-2, 96-5, 302-4, 178-4) em comparaçào
de alguns outros solos amazônicos (cf. Tabelas 7 e 8 e micrografias eletrónicas: fotografias 9, 10,
11 e 12)
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Fig. 14a (>80 {x)
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Fig. 14c (2-16 \x)
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303-4 - Curua-Una centretKaot YetLLatosol, very heavy text.)

210-4 - Guami-Imperatriz Area (Kaol.Yell.Latosol.very heavy textured)
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Foto 9 Micrografia eletrónica dafraçâo de argila (-'. 2 y.)
textura muito pesada (amostra 303-4; Curud-una)*

2 y.) de Latosolo Amarelo Caolinitico (,Orto) de

f

Photo 9 Electron micrograph of the clay separate (< 2 \L) of a Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol (,Ortho), very
heavy textured (sample 303-4; Curud-una)*
Foto 10 Micrografia eletrónica da fracäo de argila (-" 2 \±) de Solo Laterita Hidromórfica (amostra
96-5;

Caeté-Maracassumé)*
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Photo 10 Electron micrograph of the clay separate ( . 2 p)
06-5 ; Caeté-Maracassumé) *

of a Ground Water Laterite soil (sample

Foto 11 Micrografia eletrónica da fraçào de argila (< 2 y.) de Solo Glei Hümico (amostra 188-2;
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Mo/o 11 Electron micrograph of the clay separate (< 2 \±)of a Humic Gley soil (sample 188-2; Lower
Amazon floodplain) *
Foto 12 Micrografia eletrónica dafraçào de argila (<:2\x) de Solonetz Jase Costeira (amostra 154-2;
Leste da ilhade Marajó) *
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PAo/o 12 Electron micrograph of the clay separate (
154-2; Eastern Marajó island)*
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2 \J.) of a Solonetz, Coastal phase (sample

By courtesy of Dr. H. Beutelspacher, Braunschweig, W-Germany.
Por obséquioda Dr. H. Beutelspacher, Braunschweig,Alemanha.

Table 7 Classification, location and general analytical data of samples with special analysis

Classification
classificaçào

Location
localizaçào

Sample 1
amostra}

Deptl
profun
didadi
(cm)

Humic Gley soil
Solo Glei Hiimico

HG

Lower Amazon floodplain
Vdrzea do Baixo Amazonas

188-2***

20-7(

Low Humic Gley soil, Carbonate subsoil
phase
Solo Glei Pouco Hiimico, fase subsolo com
Carbonato

LHG, c

Lower Amazon floodplain
Vdrzea do Baixo Amazonas

190-2*

15-51

Solonetz, Coastal phase
Solonetz, fase Costeira

Sol, c

Eastern Marajó island
Leste da ilha de Marajó

154-2***

20-71

Solonetz, Coastal phase
Solonetz, fase Costeira

Sol, c

Eastern Marajó island
Leste da ilha de Marajó

175-3*

40-1.

178^*

55-11

Southern Marajó island
Sul da ilha de Marajó

Solonetzic Humic Gley soil, intergrade to
Ground Water Laterite soil
Solo Glei Hiimico solonétzico, ''intergrade'
para solo Laterita Hidromórfica
Hydromorphic Grey Podzolic soil, high
base saturation, Ortho
Solo 'Hydromorphic Grey Podzolic\ saturaçâo de bases alta, Orto

HPÄ;,, O

Araguaia Mahogany area
Area Araguaiana de Mogno

290-2**
290-4

7-2
52-li

Red Yellow Podzolic soil, low base sat.
Solo Podzólico Vermelho-Amarelo, saturaçào
de bases baixa

RPjs

Rio Branco do Acre
Rio Branco do Acre

320-2
320^**

3-2
60-8

Ground Water Latérite soil
Solo Laterita Hidromórfica

GL

Caeté-Maracassumé area
Area Caeté-Maracassumé

Red Yellow Podzolic soil, int. to Kaolinitic
Yellow Latosol, Concretionary phase
Solo Podzólico Verm.-Am., int. para Latosolo
Amarelo Caol.,fase Concreciondria

RP-KYL, CR Guamâ-Imperatriz area
Area Guamd-Imperatriz

302-4**

500-6

Kaol. Yellow Latosol, medium textured
Latosolo Amarelo Caol., textura média

KYLm

Guamâ-Imperatriz area
Area Guamd-Imperatriz

233-3**

70-1

Kaol. Yellow Latosol, very heavy textured
Latosolo Am. Caol., textura muito pesada

KYLKÄ

Curuâ-una centre
Centro Curud-una

303-2
303^***

22-6
95-1

Kaol. Yellow Latosol, medium textured
Latosolo Amarelo Caol., textura média

KYLm

Belém
Belém

300-2
300^*

32-7
150-2

Kaol. Yellow Latosol, very heavy textured
Latosolo Am. Caol., textura muito pesada

KYL„Ä

Guamâ-Imperatriz area
Area Guamd-Imperatriz

210^1**

60-1

') Number of field description and of horizon/numero da descricäode campo e do horizonte doperfil
tr.= traces!tracos( < 0.1 m.e./100 g)

96-2
96_5***

15-7
150-1

bêla7 Classificaçào, localizaçào e dados analiticos gérais de amostras com anâlise especial

ononte

Granulometric
separate
fracào granulométrica

P
°'

2

Ca + + Mg++ K+
(m.e./lOOg)

<16(xl6-80(A>80ix
(%) (%) (%) (%)
:19

82.6

16.5

:,„

63.9

35.0

\M

81.7

!22!,

0.9

Exchangeable cations
cations trocdveis

0.62

5.7

9.3

1.1

0.80

5.2

8.4

16.5

1.8

0.70

6.8

79.2

19.5

1.3

0.26

J21„

71.7

27.2

1.1

0.52

V2
h„

10.2

52.4

37.4

< 2000 (j. < 2\i
(m.e./lOOg)

< 2000 y. < 2[x
(m 2 /g)

0.3

0.5

20.7

40.3

111

185

6.3

0.5

1.7

20.5

40.3

93

178

4.0

16.5

0.4

3.3

26.7

43.6

126

175

7.7

3.4

11.2

0.6

9.6

26.6

43.8

109

188

4.3

0.3

tr.

0.3

0.3

19.0

34.3

100

168

2.03
5.0
0.27
5.0

7.8

Na+

Cation exchange
capacity
capacidade total
de troca
Specific surface
(Na-acet.pH = 8.2) superficie especifica

4.9

1.5

0.2

0.2

6.1
11.3

38
72

8.9
15.0

51
78

V2
i2

69.6

21.7

8.4

1.22
4.5
0.65
4.5

K2
J229

20.5
65.8

16.9
5.3

62.6
28.9

0.75
0.23

4.6
4.5

:

59.1

16.7

24.2 0.05

4.7

3.0

4.6

35

59

ii

25.3

2.4

72.3

4.6

1.8

6.5

22

73

î22

77.5

18.2

4.3

k,
ï22

18.6

5.5

75.9

33

70.6

26.5

2.9

*L3

0.32

0.1

2.04
4.7
1.06
4.7
tr.
0.39
0.13
0.76

5.0
4.7

tr.

0.1

0.1

2.6
5.9

26
45

6.7
tr.

0.2

tr.

5.3

65
4.8

1.6
1.2
2.9

90

50

54
22
18

4.8

48

81

* Mineralogical analysis only (cf. Table $)lsômettte anâlise mineralôgica(cf. Tabela 8)
** also X-ray curves (cf. Fig. 14a-e)/tomèe'm curvasde Roentgengramas (cf. Fig. 14a-e)
*** also Electron micrographs (cf. Photos 9-12)jtambém micrografiaseletrônicas (cf. Fotos 9-12)
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Table 8 Mineralogical composition of the various granitlometric separates

Sample 1
amostra1

Symbol
simbolo

188-2
190-2
154-2
175-3
178-4
290-2
320-4

HG
LHG, c
Sol, c
Sol, c

96-5
302-4
233-3
303^t
300-4
210-4

GL
RP-KYL, CR
KYL,„

HPftö, o
RPiö

KYUÄ

KYL m
KYUfc

Depth
Horiprofunzon
didade Hori(cm)
zonte
20-70
15-50
20-70
40-140
55-100
7-25
60-85
150-170
500-600
70-140
95-150
150-250
60-150

C 15 r

Clg
B2y
&22g
B 2 1<7

A2
B2
"220

c

B,
B 22
B22
B3

Separate//rapâo 16-80(j.

Separate///' açào > 8 0 ifi
Q

K

73
64
60
71
20
95
90

10
7
10
10
4

89
30
88
65
97
75

3
35
4
23
18

L

Ht

F= = 10
12
8
76
5
10
8
35
8
7
3
7

M Ch

Q

K

12
16
15
8

47
60
67
64
88
94
92

10
10
7
8
4

5
3
3
3

Hd= =5

62 15
18 45
86
5
10 77
100
17 69

L

Ht Hd

M Ch

16
12
10
10
4

15
10
8
10
4

6
8
15
30
6
5

8
7
8

6

8

3

Amorphous matter and heavy minerals (maximum 1 %) were neglected in the calculation of the minerals
(mentioned in %):'Materialamorfo e minerais pesados (mâximo 1%) foram desprezados no calcula dos
minerais, cujoresultado é dado em %
0 cf. Table Hcf. Tabela 7

Reference is made to the publication of CATE (1960). He studied, with both X-ray
and DTA, samples of all horizons of a very heavy textured and a very light textured
specimen ofthe soilsunder discussion, collected at Curuä-una centre.This author also
arrived at about 80-85% kaolinite in the subsurface and subsoil horizons, when
calculated on the clay fraction.
This description shows that the majority of the well-drained soils of the Amazon
Planicie have a subsoil horizon which constitutes a latosolic-B as described in II.2.1.
The main Amazon Latosols fall into group IHc of the tentative scheme of Table 6
elaborated bythenational Brazilian SoilsCommission. This, because of the relatively
rather weak macro-structure of the soils, the slightly hard, to hard consistence
in part of the profile when dry, the textural differentiation within the profile, and
especially the composition of the clay fraction as expressed inthe SiO a : Al 2 0 3 :Fe 2 0 3
molecular ratios.
The name 'Rego-latosol' might be applied for this subgroup of Latosols. This name
ishowever misleading,becauseit implies relatively young age,without development of
definite genetic horizons. The soils under consideration, however, have a distinctly
zonalcharacter. They aremature soils,becausethey aredeeply and strongly weathered
and show definite profile development, although the transitions between the horizons
are diffuse or gradual{cf. DAY, 1961). In discussions within the Soils Commission, it
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F

12
8
8
8

hela8 Composiçà o mineralógica das varias fraçàes granulométricas
Separate//)-.açào • < 2\i

Separate;Jraçào2- -16(X

Q

K

L

35
35
35
37
59
92
62

15
15
15
14
13
12

8

15
8
73
15
68
20

56
55
20
71
14
63

12
30

2

Ht

Hd

2

F

M

Ch

Q

K

15
15
15
17
3

20
23
20
17
18
3
7

15*
12*
15*
15*
3
5
3

20
20
20
20
25
30
24

22
26
25
25
35
30
24

10
7

2

2
3
3
2
6
3

92
85
84
85
84
80

8
It= 5

7
4
3

10

3
12

12
5

L

Ht

Hd

F
3
3
3
3

6
4
4
5
3
5
7

3

2

8

7

6
8
5
5
5

M

It

Sw

Ch

30
20
20
15
10
15
33

10
16
10
6
16
25

8
8
15
24

7
7
7
7
3

3
5
5
5

= quartz/e«a/7zo; K = kaolinite/coo/imïa;L = limonite (goethite)///mon(7a (goethita); Ht = hematite/
natita; Hd = hydrargillite/Aùft-argi'/iVa; F = felsparIfeldspato; M = mica (illite)/m;'cö (ilita); It =
ermediate (between kaolinite and illite)lintermediârio (entre caolinita e ilita); Sw = swelling illite
aexpansivel; Ch = chlorite/c/on'fa
äome swelling illite included//«c/«*o alguma ilita expansivel

has already been agreed upon that such a term should be rejected. 'Rego-latosol' will
not therefore be used, and a new term is proposed in view of the extent of these
Latosols.
For full characterisation it is considered the best plan to use the term Kaolinitic
Yellow Latosol (KYL), since apparently the most common colour of the subsoil
horizon is of a yellow hue.
As mentioned, in transition areas to arid regions the colour tends to be of reddish
hue, and the base saturation may be medium. For the time being, the term Kaolinitic
Red Latosol (KRL) is applied in this case. Another name might however fit better.
The light and very light textured profiles must fall outside the Latosols, and belong
to the Acid Sands. Such profiles, as far as they occur on the Amazon Planicie, are
otherwise very similar to the Kaolinitic Yellow Latosols. Therefore, the term
Kaolinitic Latosolic Sand (KLS) is applied for those profiles that have less than 15%
clay in the B horizon.
Besides the typical Kaolinitic Latosols, there are in the Amazon Planicie comparable
soils, in which however several of the characteristics of a textural-B horizon {cf.
II.2.1) are present. In this instance the names to be applied will be either: Kaolinitic
Yellow Latosol, intergrade to Red Yellow Podzolic soil, or: Red Yellow Podzolic soil,
intergrade to Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, depending upon the degree of presence of
these characteristics (for details cf. III.2).
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II.2.3. Comparison with other Classification Systems
Important other systems for classification of red and yellow soils of tropical and
subtropical uplands have been developed for Africa.
A. Theclassification for French speaking African countries (AUBERT and DUCHAUFOUR, 1956).

B. The classification forAngola, developed by Portuguese soil scientists (BOTELHO DA
COSTA et al, 1959).

C. Theclassification for Congo, developed byBelgian soil scientists (SYSetal., 1961).
D. The classification for thesoilmap ofAfrica south ofthe Sahara (D'HOORE, 1959).
No attempt will bemade togive afull comparison between theclassification system
as developed in the U.S.A. and in Brazil, and those mentioned above. Over-all
correlations are in execution, for instance by FAOfor its 'Soil mapof the World'
program. Reference ismadetothemany comparative notes givenby LEMOS, BENNEMA,
SANTOS et al. (1960) ontheclassification applied for Sào Paulo State.
In this publication, an attempt is only made to establish the place of the Brazilian
'Latosols',andmoreinparticular oftheKaolinitic Yellow Latosol andthe Kaolinitic
Latosolic Sand, in theAfrican systems:
A. AUBERT and DUCHAUFOUR (1956) distinguish Sols rouges mediterranes, Sols
ferrugineux tropicaux (oufersiallitiques) and Solsferralitiques. Thelatter arecharacterised bya'ferralitic' Bhorizon, with individualisation ofiron and aluminum, andare
about identical with the Brazilian concept of 'Latosols'. Within theSols ferralitiques
the following subgroups aredistinguished:
1. Solsfaiblement ferralitiques: Ki 1 1.7-2.0
2. Solsferralitiques typiques: Ki<1.7
3. Solsferralitiques humiques (ou humifères): more than 5% organic matter inthe
A horizon
4. Sols ferralitiques à cuirasse enplace: with hardpan of hard plinthite, formed in
flat terrain
5. Solsferralitiques àcuirassedebas depente: with hardpan ofhard plinthite, formed
at thefoot of slopes
The solsfaiblement ferralitiques arecomparable with theKaolinitic Yellow Latosol,
and perhaps also parts of groups 4 and 5.No special classification is given for the
sandy ferralitic soils.
B. The classification of BOTELHO DA COSTAetal.(1959)is comparable withthe French
one. Distinguished are Solos tropicais semi-dridos, Solos fersialiticos tropicais and
Solosferraliticos. The latter are approximately identical with the Brazilian concept
on'Latosols'.Anexceptiontothis is formed by a subgroup of the Solos ferraliticos
') Si0 2 : Al a 0 3 ratio - see before.
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which contains weatherable primary minerals, and is also called Solos para-sialiticos.
The subdivision of the Solosferraliticos proper is as follows:
1. Solo psamo-ferralitico:sandy
2. Solo fortemente ferralltico or levi-ferralitico: not sandy, Ki <1.33
3. Solo mediamenteferralltico: not sandy, Ki < 1.7
4. Solofracamente ferralltico: not sandy, Ki 1.7-2.0
Presence or absence of hard plinthite, and possible humic character, appears only in
the lower categories of the classification.
It is apparent that the Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol is comparable with the Solo
fracamenteferralltico, and the Kaolinitic Latosolic Sand with part of the Solo psamoferralitico.
C. The classification of SYS et al. (1961) is rather different from the two mentioned
above. For his classification he discerns B textural, B structural and B de consistence,
which are defined as follows:
B textural: horizon ofclayilluviation, whichisatleast onefifthheavier intexture than
the A and the C horizons, and has clay skins.
B structural: horizon which has no clay illuviation but nevertheless clay skins on an
appreciable part of the structure elements, and which has a firmer consistence than
the A and the C horizons.
B de consistence:horizon without clay illuviation or clay skins, but only with a firmer
consistence than the A and C horizons. It has a granular or weak to moderate subangular blocky structure, and contains often round pseudo-concretions of clay.
This B deconsistenceis not identical with the 'latosolic-B' as described in II.2.1; the
Latosols proper of the Congo are for a part described as A-C profiles. The B de
consistence seems to be identical with the transitional zone between the A and the
B horizon (A3, Bj), with stronger consistence, of some of the Brazilian Latosols {cf.
adMc of Table 6 of II.2.1, and II.2.2).
Recently, SYS(1962) defined also aBferralitique for the Congo. This one isalmost, if
not quite identical with the latosolic-B of Brazil. In the same publication it is stated
that the B de consistenceforms the upper part of some ferralitic-B horizons, and that
the Congolese 'C' horizon may form the lower part of this ferralitic-B horizon. The
B de consistencepoudreux applied to the soil survey of Rwanda-Burundi (FRANKART,
HERBILLON and VERHOEVEN, 1962) is believed to be identical with the latosolic-B.
The Congo soils fall into two large groups, namely (1) soils from recent materials,
and (2) soils from non-consolidated kaolinitic materials. The second group, called
Sols climatiques, is divided into Kaolisols and Kaolisols lessivés. The former have a
Bstructural or B deconsistence, the latter a B textural. The well-drained Kaolisols are
subdivided in hygro-, hygro-xero-, and xero-kaolisols. The hygro-kaolisols are found
under tropical forest, in regions with less than two dry months. The hygro-xerokaolisols are found under tropical savannah, in regions with more than two dry
months. Both groups areferralitiques (largely kaolinite and sesquioxides in the clay
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fraction), and have a base saturation that is below 40-50%; in part, they are humic
(humifères)1. The xero-kaolisols occur in dryer regions. They are fersialitiques
(besides kaolinite also appreciable amounts of silicate clay minerals of 2:1 lattice
occur), have a B structural, and a base saturation that is above 40-50%.
The subdivision of the hygro- and hygro-xero-kaolisols is according to the degree of
weathering of the kaolinitic material, and the texture. The subsoil horizon can be
ferrisolique or ferraholique. Contrary to the ferralsolique horizon, the former has
either:
1. an appreciable amount ofclay skins(more than 25%)on the horizontal and vertical
aggregate units, i.e. a B structural or
2. a silt/clay ratio larger than 0.2 or 0.15 (for sedimentary rocks and alluvia, respectively igneous and metamorphic rock), or
3. more than 10% weatherable minerals in the fraction 50-250 micron.
Three main groups within the hygro- and hygro-xero kaolisols emerge, namely:
1. Ferrisols. These are ferrisolique; gibbsite may be present in small amounts;
amorphic gels of silica and aluminum are present in appreciable amounts.
2. Ferralsols. These are ferralsolique, and have more than 20% clay in one of the
horizons above 1 m depth. Gibbsite is often present; small amounts of amorphic
gels of silica and aluminum only in a few cases.
3. Arenoferrals. These areferralsolique and have less than 20% clay in the horizons
above 1m depth.
It is evident that of the hygro- and hygro-xero-kaolisols the ones that are ferrisolique
fall outside the concept of soils with a iatosolic-B' horizon (cf. II.2.1). The Ferralsols
are however comparable with the Brazilian Latosols, and the greater part of the
Arenoferrals is comparable with the Latosolic Sands. The Ferralsolsand Arenoferrals
are not subdivided systematically according to the composition of the clay fraction
(no data on the Si0 2 : A1 2 0 3 : Fe 2 0 3 molecular ratios). Among the various Ferralsols
(e.g. JONGEN and JAMAGNE, 1959; SYS, 1960;in the latter publication all the Ferralsols
described have a B de consistence, and the Arenoferrals A-C profiles), the Kaolinitic
Yellow Latosol is most similar to the Ferralsols desplateaux du type Yangambi and
the Ferralsolsdesbas-plateaux dela Cuvette Congolaise. The KaoliniticLatosolic Sand
is similar to the Arenoferrals desplateaux du type Salonga.
The similarity in morphometric field characteristics between the Amazon Kaolinitic
Yellow Latosol and the Ferralsolsof Congo, more in particular those of Yangambi,
was already noted by D'HOORE and TAVERNIER on recent visits to Amazonia. The
Fe 2 0 3 /clay ratios of the Yangambi soils are approximately identical with those of the

') Recently, the kaolisols humifères, occurring in mountain areas, have been set apart
from, and placed at the same level as the hygro-kaolisols, the hygro-xero-kaolisols and the:
xero-kaolisols (SYS, 1962).
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Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol and the Kaolinitic LatosolicSand, but their cation exchange
capacity seems to be considerably higher (10-15 m.e./100 g clay; cf. DE LEENHEER,
D'HOORE and SYS, 1952, p. 37-41, and SYS, 1960, p. 74).
D. Recently, several drafts have been prepared for a general soil map of Africa, by
the Inter-African Pedological Service of the Commission for Technical Co-operation
in Africa south of the Sahara (C.C.T.A.). D'HOORE (1960),in explaining the legend of
the third draft of this map, distinguishes: 'ferruginous tropical soils' (or fersialitic
soils), 'ferrisols' and 'ferralitic soils.'The classifications mentioned above are therefore
combined to a degree.
His ferralitic soils, which closely resemble the sols ferralitiques of AUBERT and
DUCHAUFOUR, the solos ferraliticos of BOTELHO DA COSTA, and the Ferralsols +
Arenoferrals of SYS,arecomparablewiththe Brazilian Latosols. D'HOORE'S criteria for
subdivision of the ferralitic soils are not specifically the composition of the clay
fraction, but more the colour of the soil and the parent material.
The Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol is believed to compare most closely with his mapping
unit Kb: 'ferralitic soils with yellow-yellowish brown as dominant colour, and developed on unconsolidated, more or less clayey sediments'. The Kaolinitic Latosolic
Sand is the most like the mapping unit Ka: 'ferralitic soils, with yellow-yellowish
brown as dominant colour, and developed on unconsolidated sandy sediments'.

II.3 Plinthitic Soils
II.3.1 Origin of Plinthite
For the benefit of the following discussion plinthite will be subvivided into two
groups, namely:
Soft plinthite (mottled clay, Fleckenzone, argile tacheté, horizon bariolé):
A layer of soft (i.e. cuttable with knife), dense, usually clayey, humus-poor mineral
material with many, coarse, prominent mottles. The mottles are red or purple1, often
with admixture of some yellow, and occur in a white or fight grey matrix. In case of
predominance ofthereddish,the situationmaybedescribed asthe occurrence of white
and some yellow mottles in a red or purple matrix. The pattern of mottling is varying.
It may be reticulate (polygonal), prismatic (vesicular) or platy (laminar). The centres
of the red or purple parts are often indurated to some extent.
Hardplinthite (iron concretions, Eisenkruste, laterite, cuirasse,ferruginous quartzite,
canga,piçarrà): A slag-like (i.e. only breakable with hammer), humus-poor mineral
l

) Actually usually weak red in the Munsell notation.
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material, apparently largely consisting of indurated iron oxides; as well as the earth
between thismaterial, ifpresent. The indurated elements vary in colour (red to black),
size (from fine gravel to enormous boulders and crusts), shape (pisolithic, platy,
prismatic, massive, vesicular), grainage (fine to very coarse elements, usually of
quartz, around which the sesquioxides are cemented), and arrangement (vertical,
horizontal, irregular).
Thesetwo names will also be placed, between square brackets, after relevant terms
in the literature referred to below.
According to HARRASSOWITZ (1926, 1930), a fully developed 'latente profile' should
consist of the following sequence:
1. Eisenkruste (Zellenlaterit) : ironstone crust, i.e. indurated, slag-like, porous
sesquioxide [hard plinthite]
2. Anreicherungszone (Fleckenzone) : enrichment zone, mottled zone [soft plinthite]
3. Zersatzzone (Bleichzone): dissolution zone, grey zone
4. Frisches Gestein: parent material
Asalready mentioned inII.1,HARRASSOWITZtook itasproven that the concentration
of iron and aluminum occurs at the soil surface, due to evaporation after transport of
sesquioxide-rich soil water by capillary rise from the grey zone. He therefore assumed
that laterite [plinthite]formation doesnot, at least not fully, take place under tropical
rain climate or even monsoon climate, but requires a savannah climate. The laterite
[plinthite] would not even be able to support tropical forest, due to the crust formation ( Waldfeindlichkeit).
MARBUT (1932), however, observed in the Amazon valley that the HARRASSOWITZ
sequence, if occurring, is found below soil material. He noted the following succession:
nr. 1 :soil,nr. 2: iron oxide layer, porous and slag-like [hard plinthite], nr. 3: mottled
layer [soft plinthite],nr. 4: grey layer, nr. 5: unconsolidated clay and sand.
Thesecond1layer isoften lacking.The soil abovethe zone of iron concentration is always 'podzolized', in the sensethat it has a relatively light coloured and light textured
surface layer (A horizon), rich in Si0 2 . MARBUT concluded from extensive field
observations throughout the valley that the HARRASSOWITZ profile is due to a process
of segregation which takes place at shallow depth belowthe surface, under the influence of ground water, and may befollowed by the erosion of the overlying soil material.
The layers of sesquioxide accumulation and induration: mottled zone [soft plinthite]
and crust [hard plinthite], constitute essentially one horizon which develops at the
surface of the ground water. The thickness of the horizon depends largely on the
width of the zone over which the ground water surface fluctuates during the year.
*)In the publication concerned actually is written fourth. From its context it becomes,
however, apparent that MARBUT must have meant the second layer. Writing or printing
errorsarecommon inthatpaper.Theymayhavecontributed considerablytothe confusion
whichsubsequently arose on the subject.
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According to MARBUT, if the zone of fluctuation is deep no sesquioxide accumulation
takes place, because of a restriction in the access of atmospheric oxygen. The crust
[hard plinthite] develops in the top of the horizon where the mottled material [soft
plinthite] outcrops owing to erosion of the surface layer or at escarpments, or where
thematerial occurs below a shallow layer ofsandy soilmaterial. Crusts [hard plinthite]
on dissected plateaux which nowadays have no shallow ground water level, are considered to be fossil, and the relics of a mottled zone [soft plinthite] which developed
before relative raising of the terrain.
With his observations made in regions with a tropical rain climate, and in agreement
with thisconcept of thedevelopment of the crust, MARBUT found no reason to believe
that a climate with alternate wet and dry seasonswasarequisite.Moreover, he argued,
with the help of field observations, that formation of such a crust through capillary
rise and evaporation at the surface in any case ishighly improbable. That such a processisalso difficult to assume for purely physical reasons,was afterwards discussed by
MOHR and VAN BAREN (1954, p. 371). MARBUT concedes that 'the horizon of iron
oxide accumulation and induration may develop atthe surface, but onlyinthe evidentlyrare casewhentheground water surface liesattheearth's surface'.
Since MARBUT'S observations,manyfieldand laboratory studies have been published
on the subject. Many of them are in agreement with MARBUT'S conclusions. THORP
and BALDWIN (1940), for instance, adducing evidence from China and Thailand, are
convinced that the BUCHANAN'Slaterite [soft plinthite] develops in the lower part of a
soil called 'Ground Water Laterite'. This soil évoluâtes under intermittently shallow
ground water level, by transport of iron compounds from superficial horizons (A horizon) downward to the subsoil (Bhorizon) where they form reddish mottles that harden on exposure. They give a picture of how bleaching of the superficial horizon
occurs in such soils ('podzolisation', 'lixiviation'). They also state that 'erosion and
exposure of the laterite [soft plinthite] horizon isthe true explanation of the origin of
themuch discussed lateritecrusts [hardplinthite]'.
PRESCOTT and PENDLETON (1952), basing their conclusions mainly upon Australian
occurrences, state:'the evidence,therefore, isthat laterite [hard plinthite] is essentiallythe exposed illuvial horizon of an ancient soil'. They consider it likely that the concentration of iron in the zone of fluctuating ground water is due to both downward
movement from eluvial surface horizons, and the carrying upwards with arising water
tablefrom the greyzone(for whichlatter they prefer theterm 'pallid' zone).Practically
all laterite crusts [hard plinthite] in Australia are considered to be fossil and of Late
Tertiary age.Theyare believedtohavebeenformed whenclimaticand géomorphologieconditions weredifferent from thepresent dayones.
AsregardsAfrica, averyextensivestudy ofplinthiticmaterials {zonesdeaccumulation
desesquioxides), their different mode offormation, and their classification in a genetic
system, is given by D'HOORE (1954). According to him, the accumulation of sesquioxides followed by hardening can be relative or absolue.The former is a carrying off
(leaching) of other constituents, principally of Si,from the horizon concerned, whilst
the latter is an addition of sesquioxides into the horizon. The addition of sesquioxides
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at the absolute accumulation is believed to take place predominantly downward, by
soilsolutions that passvertically (intheprofile) or laterally (along slopes),while sometimes Fe isadded by flooding water. The first movement givesthe cuirassede l'horizon
B et Vhorizongleyifié, the second the cuirassedebassepente or cuirassedenappe. The
flooding givesthe cuirasse degalerie.
A similar classification isapplied by MAIGNIEN (1958). He supposes that Al accumulation horizons (bauxite horizons) generally belong to the relative ones, since Alis considered to be principally a residual material, and that Fe (and Mn) accumulation horizons are usually absolute. For West Africa, plinthite formation isthought to be greatest in thetransition zone between tropical rain forest and desert,where it is practically
independent of the parent rock. MAIGNIEN states also 'les cuirasses [hard plinthite]
s'édifientnormalement àVinterieurdesprofils.La miseàVaffleurementsefait parérosion
hydriquequidécapeleshorizonsmeublesdesurface. Unecuirasseaffleurante est lapartie
supérieured'unprofil tronqué.Elle représente unstade senil d'évolution.'
The most recent publication on plinthite isthereview by SIVARAJASINGHAM, ALEXANDER, CADYand CLINE(1962).They givealso apicture on the chemistry and the mineralogy ofsesquioxide concentration and hardening.

II.3.2. Plinthite in Amazonia
Sincethe observations of MARBUT, afewgeographers'descriptionshavebeen published, in Portuguese, on lateritic crusts [hard plinthite] in Northern and Central Brazil
(for instance GUERRA, 1953, 1954). But there has been no large-scale checking or elaboration of MARBUT'S findings. A detailed report on the widespread occurrence of
plinthitic materials in Amazonia, and a discussion in relation to soil classification, is
therefore thought to be useful, also in view of the fact that around the world still
relatively few complete data about 'Ground Water Laterite' soil are reported.
The formation of plinthite in Amazonia takes place predominantly on flat land surfaces with a cover of unconsolidated sediments of Tertiary or Quaternary age. There
are also a number of areas with Paleozoic-Mesozoic outcrops or peneplained PreCambrian crystalline basement which show formation of the material. As will be
demonstrated inthefollowing, theAmazon plinthiteformation is,withfew exceptions,
of the typecalled accumulationabsolueby D'HOORE (1954),more especially the formation of cuirassesdel'horizon B etl'horizon gleyifié. Afluctuating ground water level, or
pseudo ground water level, is indeed essential for the formation of by far the majority
oftheplinthitic materials of Amazonia.
Only a few instances wereencountered in which a fluctuating ground water levelmay
not be an essential factor in plinthite formation. Thisconcerns consolidated sediments
{cf.Profile descriptions 35 and 41, and the notes on Non Calcic Brown-like soil,
Gravelly phase and Acid Brown Forest-like soil, Gravelly phase in III.2.). The plinthite formation in these instances, which will not be further discussed, probably falls
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under D'HOORE'S accumulation relative. It may be a feature of a general weathering
process in the tropics under conditions of good drainage.
Thepossibility of accretion, without a fluctuating ground water tableproper, of fossil
plinthite layers in areas of unconsolidated sediments was suggested in one instance
(cf.page 115).
II.3.2.1 Plinthite-in-formation
The presence of a relatively shallow and fluctuating ground water level, or pseudo
ground water level or saturation zone, is frequent in Amazonia because of various
factors. There is a large expanse of flat land surfaces, which are moreover low lying
with regard to the local drainage levels: areas belonging to the Early Tertiary (?)
peneplanation surface, sections of the Plio-Pleistocene planalto, portions of the Late
Pleistocene terraces, and the Early Holocene terrains. There are, in many places, temporary difficulties in the discharge of therainwater, due to seasonally high water level
of many of the rivers and yearly peaks in rainfall distribution in a large part of the
region. It may be noted that fluctuations of theground water level are not necessarily
linked to the occurrence of wet and dry seasons. Such fluctuations are also governed
by differences in lateral drainage possibilities that are linked with seasonal differences
in water discharge of the river system in the area. In many parts of Amazonia, this
discharge is determined more by the amount of water drained from the Andes and
Central Brazil, which has a large seasonal variation, than by the rain falling in the
region itself. Another factor which favours the occurrence of shallow ground water
levels is the presence, at a number of places, of shallow-lying impervious layers, for
instance hard sand stone or fossil hard plinthite (cf.1.4.5).
The absence of anyenrichment ofthe above mentioned flat land surfaces through the
deposition of sediments of flooding, of volcanic ashes or of other windborne material
is noteworthy (cf. SAKAMOTO, 1960). This absence is another condition favouring the
formation of plinthite, which is essentially a highly weathered material.
FORMATION OF PLINTHITE BELOW OR IN THE LOWEST PART OF THE SOLUM

At several places, notably where light textured, loose sediments form the cover of the
land, it was observed that plinthite is formed in a zone of fluctuating ground water
levelwhich isrelatively deepbelow the surface (arbitrarily deeper than two metres). In
theseinstances, the solum proper ofthe soilprofile isnormally not affected bythis formation. The soil is well or moderately well drained, and constitutes for instance a
Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol. The zone of fluctuating ground water level is, apparently,
too deepto hamper full activity ofroots and soilfauna, which should helpto form and
maintainthelatosolicprofile asitis.
Such a situation was observed in several parts of the relatively low uplands that may
be found in the Estuary region (predominantly Epi- and Late Monastirian terrace
levels, cf. 1.4.3). The fluctuations in the ground water level in these parts are largely
determined by tidal movements, which take place at 2 to 5m below the surface. On
cliff faces, the soft plinthite formed in the fluctuation zone becomes exposed at low
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tide. The hardening relics, which in loco usually have a vesicular-reticulate form, are
often found on the beaches. They have a black surface due to the action of the estuary
water (pedra prêta of Soure, Mosqueiro and other places; Amapâ town; cf. the notes
of MARBUT and MANIFOLD, 1926, p.434). The following short profile description
illustrates such a situation:
Profile 1. (KAOLINITIC YELLOW LATOSOL, medium textured - over plinthite-in-formation)
Field description 185A (Sombroek)
Marajó-island, Soure, river cliff
Terrace 2-3 m above high water level (fluctuations in water level are 2-3 m, largely due to tides).
Ai
A3
B 21
B 22
C,f;

C2!7

0-25 cm: Dark brown (10YR 3/3) light sandy loam. Many roots, many pores. Transition
gradual.
25-70 cm: Yellowish brown (10YR 5/6) sandy loam. Many roots, many pores. Transition
gradual to diffuse.
70-150 cm: Brownish yellow (10YR 5/8) light sandy clay loam. Common roots, many pores.
Transition diffuse.
150-210 cm: Reddish yellow (7.5YR 7/8) sandy clay loam. Common roots, many pores.
Transition gradual.
210-260 cm: Pale yellow (2.5Y 8/4) light sandy clay loam, with common medium sized
distinct mottles of white (2.5Y 8/2) and red (2.5YR 5/8), especially in the lower part. Transition
gradual.
260-350 + cm: White (10YR 8/1) light sandy clay, with many coarse prominent mottles of
red (10R 4/6) and some yellow (10YR 7/8) and pink (5YR 7/4), the latter especially in the
lower part; mottling isin a vesicular to coarse prismatic pattern. On the cliff face itself the red
parts are hard (hard plinthite), but in from the bank the whole horizon is soft except for some
tiny centres in the red (soft plinthite).

In this case, the plinthite formation is more a geological than pedolgiocal process.
Most probably, there is no transport of sesquioxides and/or clay sized particles from
theupper 200cm.to the horizon ofplinthite formation.
Similar horizons of soft plinthite are reported to occur sometimes in the B3 and C
horizons of a few soilsof RiodeJaneiro and SäoPaulo Stateswhich arecomparable to
the Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol (cf. BARROS, DRUMOND, CAMARGO et al., 1958, p.
289; LEMOS, BENNEMA, SANTOSet al., 1960,p. 389).
FORMATION OF PLINTHITE WITHIN THE SOLUM: GROUND WATER LATERITE SOILS

The formation of plinthite nearer the surface was observed in many places. These are
terrains with an imperfect drainage, on which the zone of fluctuating ground water
level is shallow (arbitrarily at lessthan two metres depth). In these instances this zone
is shallow enough to restrict the activity of roots and soil fauna. No full homogenisation, which usually would result inLatosol formation, istherefore possible. Clay-sized
particles and sesquioxides are carried downward tothehorizon ofplinthite formation.
The latter, in effect, now forms the B horizon of a pedological profile. The Ground
WaterLaterite soil profile proper, as defined by MARBUT and successors, develops.
The first large expanse of these soilswas observed by DAY (1959)inthe Caeté-Maracassumé area. Afterwards, Ground Water Laterite soils were found to occur also in
many parts of the Lower Amazon region and on the Island of Marajó (DAY, 1961 ;
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SOMBROEK, 1962b).Scattered observations elsewhere led to the conclusion that the soil

is very common throughout Amazonia, often associated with areas of natural savannah or savannah-forest {cf. IV.l.2.2). Several phases of the soil,and intergrades of it to
other soils, have been distinguished to date. Apicture about the variability inthe profile characteristics may be obtained from the following short descriptions, partly based
on profile pits and partly on augerings. Most of these profiles were analysed. The analytical data that are thought to be of importance for the classification of the soils are
given inAppendix 9.
Above each profile description the provisional classification, as used in the survey reports, isprinted between brackets.Inthispublication, no attempt will be made to give
an elaborate scheme for classification of thevarious Ground Water Latérite soils.Tt is
evident, however, that the described profiles allcome outside the Latosol or the Oxisol
Order, because the plinthitic horizon has many of the characteristics of the 'texturalB', c.q.the 'argillic horizon'. The soils seemto constitute, infact, a kind of imperfectly
drained phase of the Red Yellow Podzolic soils. Many of them probably come under

Foto 13 O perfil de um solo Laterita Hidromórfica. Claremente visiveis säo o horizonte-A1
colorido de humo, ohorizonte A2 arenoso branco
e o horizonte B densa e de textura pesada de
'plinthite' macio, com seus numerosos mosqueados grossos e prominentes de matiz vermelha
numa matriz de cinzento claro. Neste perfil os
mosqueados têm padrào reticular. Por causa do
carâter muito alvejado de horizonte Az, o perfil
classifica-se entre ochamado soloLaterita Hidromórfica,fase Baixa (fotografia Mr. Th. H. Day)

Photo 13 Theprofile of aground Water Laterite
soil. Clearly visible are the humus stained A1
horizon, the white sandy A2 horizon, and the
dense, heavy textured B horizon ofsoftplinthite,
with its many coarse and prominent mottles of
red hue in a light grey matrix. The mottles have
a reticulate pattern in this profile. Because of
the strongly bleached character of the A2horizon,
the profile falls under the so-called Ground
Water Laterite soil, Low phase (Photo by Mr.
Th. H. Day)
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the 'Ultisols' of the Vllth Approximation, more especially the Ochraquultic Plintaquults (SOIL SURVEY STAFF, 1960, p.226-227). TheGround Water Latente soil,Low
phase seems to beidentical to the'Gray Ferruginous soil' as denned inthe Multilingual Vocabulary ofSoil Science (JACKS, TAVERNIER and BOALCH, 1960).

Profile 2 (GROUND WATER LATERITE soil, medium textured phase)
Field description 124 (Day, Sombroek)
Lower Amazon region, 20kmN N Wof Prainha (Lat.1°.48'S; Long. 53°.40'W)
Flat ;remnant ofterrace ca.50mabove local rivulet. Imperfectly drained because ofimpervious layer
of fossil plinthite at shallow depth (outcropping at sides); upper phreatic level - ?m,lowest phreatic
level below —1.1 m. Early Pleistocene sediments. Grasses and scattered shrubs; yearly burned.
Surface strewn with platy slabs of hard plinthite, stratified coarse and fine grained.
Ax
A2
Big

B20

0-10 cm: Yellowish brown (10YR5/4)light fine sandy loam.
10-30 cm: Brownish yellow (10YR 6/6)fine sandy loam.
30-60 cm:Reddish yellow (5YR 6/8)finesandy clay loam, with fewtocommon medium sized
prominent mottles of weak red(7.5R 4/4); also some white spots. About 15%small (2-3cm)
coarse grained plinthite concretions.
60-110 + cm: Light reddish brown (5YR6/4)clay, with many coarse prominent mottles of
dusky red(7.5R3/4),strong brown (7.5YR 5/8)andlight grey (N7/0).

Profile 3 (GROUND WATER LATERITE soil, medium textured phase)
Field description 136(Day, Sombroek)
Lower Amazon region, 5kmE of Terra Santa (Lat.2°.07'S; Long. 56°. 27'W)
Extensive flat terrain, 1-2 m above local river high water level. Imperfectly drained; upper phreatic
level - ? m, lowest phreatic level below —2.3 m.Early Holocene sediments. Grasses andpatches of
low trees; yearly burned.
A!
A2
Bai»
B22!7

0-10 cm: Dark grey brown (10YR4/2) very friable fine sandy loam, with a few fine faint
mottles of strong brown (7.5YR 5/8).Transition clear.
10-40 cm: Brownish yellow (10YR 6/8) friable fine sandy clay loam, with a few fine distinct
mottles of grey (10YR 5/1).Transition clear.
40-150 cm:Reddish yellow (5YR 6/8) firm fine sandy clay,with many coarse prominent mottles
of red (2.5YR 5/8). Within thered some dusky redhardening centres. Transition diffuse.
150-225 + cm: Light red (2.5YR 6/8) firm fine sandy clay, with many coarse prominent
mottles of light grey (N 7/0). Within thelight red several dusky red,hardening centres.

Profile 4 (GROUND WATER LATERITE soil, Low phase)

Field description 269 (Sampaio)
Lower Tocantins, 2 kmE of Curuçambaba (Lat.2°.9'S; Long. 49°.17'W)
Extensively flat; terrace, 8 m ca. above local river level. Imperfectly drained; upper phreatic level
+ 0 . 2 m ca. (rain water), lowest phreatic level below —3.3 m. Late Pleistocene sediments. Grasses
and scattered lowtrees andpalms; yearly burned.
Ai
0-40 cm: Very dark grey (N 3/0)very friable light sandy loam. Transition gradual.
A2
40-100 cm: White (10YR 8/1)friable sandy loam. Transition clear.
AB,, 100-150 cm: White (10YR8/1) friable light sandy clay loam, with fewto common medium
sized distinct mottles of strong brown (7.5YR 5/8). Transition gradual.
B2ig
150-220 cm: White (10YR 8/1) firm clay loam, with many fine distinct mottles of yellowish
red (5YR 4/8)and reddish yellow (7.5YR 6/8). Within thered very small hardened nodules.
Transition gradual.
B22,, 220-330 + cm: Red (2.5YR 4/8) firm light clay loam, with many medium sized prominent
mottles of white (10YR 8/1)and reddish yellow (7.5YR 7/8). Within thered small hardened
nodules.
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Profile 5 (GROUND WATER LATERITE soil)

Field description 96 (Day)
Caeté-Maracassumé area, Piria river (Lat. 1 = .32'S; Long. 46°.27'W)
Flat terrace, some metres above local river level. Imperfectly drained; upper phreatic level - ?m,
lowest phreatic level below —3.0 m. Pleistocene sediments. Young secondary forest.
Ap

0-75 cm:Very dark brown (1OYR2/2) very friable loamy sand. Structureless, orweak medium
sized granular. Transition gradual and smooth.
A1
15-70cm: Dark greyish brown (10YR 4/2) friable sandy loam, with afewfinefaint mottles of
brown (10YR 6/8). Weak coarse angular blocky. Transition gradual and smooth.
A2
70-110 cm:Yellowish brown (10YR 5/6)friable sandy loam, with common medium sized faint
mottles oflight yellowish brown (2.5Y 6/4) andreddish yellow (7.5YR 7/8). Very weak coarse
angular blocky.
AB 110-120 cm: Heavy sandy loam. Transition zone.
B21ff 120-140 cm: Yellow (2.5Y 7/6)firm light sandy clay loam, with many medium sized distinct
mottles of red (2.5YR 5/8). Weak very coarse subangular blocky. Transition abrupt and
smooth.
B2M<, 140-150 cm: Gravelly light sandy clay loam, with same colours as B 2 W . 50-75% quartz
pebbles (1-3 cm diam.). Transition abrupt and smooth.
II B 22g 150-170 + cm: White (10YR 8/1) firm heavy sandy clay loam, with many coarse prominent
mottles ofred (10R4/6). Inthered some dusky red hardening nodules.

Profile 6 (GROUND WATER LATERITE soil, intergrade to GREY HYDROMORPHIC soil)

Field description 83 (Day)
Caeté-Maracassumé area, Maracassumé river (Lat. 1°.40'S; Long. 45°.52'W)
Flat; terrace, some metres above local river level. Imperfectly drained; upper phreatic level probably
+ 0.2 mca.,(rain water), lowest phreatic level probably —2.0 m.Shallow Pleistocene sediments
over Pre-Cambrian granitic rock. Grasses.
Ai
A 21
A 22

0-5cm: Pale brown (10YR 6/3)loose sand. Single grains. Transition abrupt andwavy.
5-15 cm: White (10YR 8/2)loose sand. Single grains. Transition clear and wavy.
15-30cm:Yellow (10YR 8/6)very friable toloose sand, with common fine distinct mottlesof
reddish yellow (7.5YR 6/8). Weak coarse angular blocky. Transition clear andwavy.
(II)B 19 30^t0 cm:Pale yellow (2.5Y8/4) firm sandy loam, with many coarse distinct mottles of
reddish yellow (7.5YR 6/8).Weak tomoderate coarse subangular blocky. About 5 % small
(1-2 cm diam) plinthite concretions. Transition clear and irregular.
(II)B2£, 40-100 cm: White (N 8/0) firm heavy sandy clay loam, with common coarse prominent
mottles ofred (2.5YR 4/8). Moderate tostrong medium sized columnar.
(II)B3ff 100-140 + cm:White (N8/0)firmlight loam, with many coarse prominent mottles of reddish
yellow (7.5YR 7/8). Throughout theBhorizon afewmedium sized (3-5 cm diam.) angular
stones ofquartz and grano-diorite(?).

Profile 7 (GROUND WATER LATERITE soil)

Field description 162/173 (Day,Sombroek)
Cf. III.2, Profile43.

Profile 8. (GROUND WATER LATERITE soil)

Field description 199(Day, Sombroek)
Guamâ-Imperatriz area, km 129E (Lat. 2°.45'S, Long. 47°.25'W)
Slightly dipping part of extensive terrace, 50mca. above local rivulet level. Micro-relief of kauwfoetoes1. Imperfectly drained; upper phreatic level + 0 . 5mca. (rain water), lowest phreatic level below

*)Also called 'pocket' micro-relief (DAY, 1961), or canaletes (SOMBROEK and SAMPAIO,
1962).
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—1.5 m. Plio-Pleistocene lacustrine sediments (Belterra clay), reworked during Early Pleistocene.
Shrubby low forest.
At
\ w

0-3cm: Light grey (10YR 6/1) friable clay. Moderate fine subangular blocky. Transition clear.
3-20 cm: White (10YR 8/2) friable to firm heavy clay, with many fine faint mottles of brownish
yellow (10YR 6/8). Moderate toweak medium sized subangular blocky. Transition gradual.
B2ig 20-100 cm: White (10YR 8/1) firm heavy clay, with many medium sized prominent mottles of
red (2.5YR 4/8) and some yellow (10YR 7/8). Moderate to weak medium sized subangular and
some angular blocky; tendency toplaty. Afew faint clay skins. Transition gradual.
B22!7 100-130 -1- cm:Red (2.5YR 6/8) very firm heavy clay, with many medium sized prominent
mottles ofwhite (10YR 8/1) and some yellow (10YR 7/8).

Profile 9 (GROUND WATER LATERITE soil)

Field description 214 (Sombroek, Sampaio)
Guamä-Imperatriz area, km 252 (Lat. 3.42'S; Long. 47°.29'W)
Slightly dipping part in almost flat terrain ;terrace 5m ca. above localriver level.Imperfectly drained;
upper phreatic level - ? m,lowest phreatic level below —1.5 m.Late Pleistocene sediments. High
forest, oflow timber volume.
Aj
A2

Big

B2£,

0-5 cm: Brown (10YR 5/3) very friable fine sandy loam. Weak medium to fine subangular
blocky. Transition clear.
5-40 cm: Very pale brown (10YR 7/4) firm fine sandy clay loam, with common - in lower part
many - fine distinct mottles of strong brown (7.5YR 5/8). Moderate medium sized subangular
blocky. Transition clear.
40-80 cm: White (10YR 8/2) very firm clay, with many fine to medium sized distinct mottles of
strong brown (7.5YR 5/8) and light red (2.5YR 6/8). Weak to moderate coarse angular blocky.
Common faint clay skins. About 10% rather soft, only partly loose plinthite concretions,
small (0.5-2 cm diam.), rather fine grained and dark reddish brown (2.5YR 3/4) or red (2.5YR
4/8). Transition gradual.
80-150 + cm: White (2.5YR 8/2)very firm clay, with many coarse distinct to prominent
mottles of light red (2.5YR6/8) and some yellow(10YR 7/8). Massive, to weak coarse angular
blocky.

Profile 10 (GROUND WATER LATERITE soil,light textured phase- intergrade toKAOLINITIC LATOSOLIC
SAND); (SANDY GROUND WATER LATERITE soil)

Field description 151 (Sombroek)
Marajó island, 40 km NofMuanâ (Lat. 1°.09'S, Long. 49°.11'W)
Ridge-like terrain (teso), l - 2 m above submergeable lowland. Imperfectly to moderately well-drained;
upper phreatic level -1.7 mca., lowest phreatic level —2.5 mca. Late Pleistocene sediments. Grasses
and scattered low trees and palms; yearly burned; fertilized.
Au
A 12
A2
Big
B 219
B22?
C,,

0-20 cm: Grey (10YR 6/1) loose fine sand. Single grains. Transition gradual.
20-70 cm:Dark grey brown (10YR 4/2) very friable fine sand. Structureless, to weak fine
crumbly. Transition gradual.
70-140 cm: Pale yellow (2.5Y 7/4) loose loamy fine sand. Transition gradual.
140-170 cm: Brownish yellow (10YR 6/8) loose loamy fine sand, with common medium sized
distinct mottles ofred (10R 5/8). Afew small hard plinthite concretions. Transition gradual.
170-200 cm:Red (2.5YR 4/8) loose loamy fine sand, with many coarse distinct mottlesof
brownish yellow (10YR 6/8). Transition gradual.
200-230 cm: White (N 8/0) loose loamy fine sand, with many medium sized distinct mottlesof
light red (2.5YR 6/8) and yellow (10YR 7/8). Transition gradual.
230-325 + cm: White (N 8/0) loose fine sand.
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Profile 11 (GROUND WATER LATERITE soil, heavy textured phase); (GROUND WATER LATERITE soil,

Humic phase)
Field description 157 (Sombroek)
Mara.ió island, 40 kmNof Muanâ (Lat. 1°.09'S; Long. 49°.11'W)
Flat terrain. Imperfectly topoorly drained; upper phreatic level 1-0.5m(rain water), lowest phreatic
level -3.0mca.Early Holocene (?) sediments. Grasses, scattered lowtrees and palms.
A,
A2

0-30 cm:Black (N2/0), very friable humic clay loam. Strong fine granular. Transition gradual.
30-60 cm: Light grey (10YR 7/1) firm clay, with afew fine distinct mottles ofreddish yellow
(7.5YR 6/8). Transition gradual.
B2g 60-270 cm: White (N8/0) very firm clay, with many coarse prominent mottles of darkred
(7.5R 3/6)and some yellow (10YR 7/8). Throughout thehorizon inthedark red many small.
dusky red and half hard nodules.
Note: Asimilar profile intheneighbourhood showed inthe5 2 thefollowing structure: Weak to moderate
coarse prismatic, breaking into strong coarse subangular blocky. Presence ofclay skins.

Profile 12 ( G R O U N D WATER LATERITE soil, intergrade to KAOLINITIC YELLOW LATOSOL, or reverse)

Field description 317 (Sombroek, Falesi)
Porto Velho, km 72ofBR-29.
Extensive fiat terrace, 10mabove local rivulet level. Imperfectly tomoderately well-drained; upper
phreatic level -1.0mca., lowest phreatic level below —2.0 m. Plio-Pleistocene lacustrine sediments
(Belterra clay). Lowforest with many creepers.
Al
A2
Bx
B21

B22?

0-10 cm:Greyish brown (10YR 5/2) friable light clay. Moderate fine tomedium sized subangular blocky. Transition clear.
10-60cm: Light olive brown (2.5Y5/4)friable clay. Moderate medium sized subangular
blocky. Transition diffuse.
60-100 cm:Light yellowish brown (10YR 6/4) friable to firm clay. Weak tomoderate medium
sized subangular blocky. Transition gradual.
100-150 cm:Light yellowish brown (10YR6/4) firm clay. Weak to moderate medium sized
subangular andangular blocky. Common faint clay skins. Scattered (2%)small (1 cm diam.)
fine grained dark reddish brown (2.5YR 3/4) rather soft plinthite concretions. Transition
gradual.
150-200 + cm: Pale yellow (2.5Y 7/4) firm clay, with many medium sized prominent mottles
of dusky red(10R 3/4) andsome dark reddish brown (2.5YR 3/4), yellowish brown (10YR5/8)
and white (N8/0). Moderate medium sized to coarse angular and subangular blocky, with
tendency toprismatic. Common faint clay skins.

Profile 13 (GROUND WATER LATERITE soil, intergrade to L o w HUMIC GLEY soil)

Field description 146 (Sombroek)
Lower Amazon region, 20kmSofPrainha (Lat. 2°.02'S; Long. 53°.30'W)
Patch oflow upland (teso), 0.5m above high water level, within floodplain. Imperfectly drained;
upper phreatic level 0.0mca.,lowest phreatic level about -3.0mca.Early Holocene (?) sediments.
Grasses, scattered high trees.
Kx
A2

0-10 cm: Dark grey (10YR 4/1)loamy fine sand. Transition clear.
10-25cm: Light grey (10YR 6/1) loamy fine sand, with fewfinefaint mottles ofreddish yellow
(7.5 Y R 6/8). Transition clear.
ABy 25-60 cm: Light grey (10YR6/1) fine sandy loam, with many medium sized distinct toprominent mottles ofyellowish red(5YR5/8). Transition gradual.
Big
60-225 + cm: White (N8/0) firm fine sandy clay loam, with many coarse prominent mottles
of red (2.5YR 4/8),partly bounded with yellow (10YR 7/6). From 120-150cmalso some weak
red (10R4/3)mottles with hardening centres.
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Profile 14 (GROUND WATER LATERITE soil,intergrade to HYDROMORPHIC GREY PODZOLIC soil, Deep

phase)
Field description 289(Sombroek, Sampaio)
Araguaia Mahogany area, Bloco Piranha (Lat. 6°.01'S; Long. 48°.10'W)
Almost flat terrain, 1mca. above level of local intermittent rivulet. Micro-relief of kauwfoetoes.
Imperfectly drained ;upper phreatic level +0.3 mca. (rain water), lowest phreatic level below —4.0 m.
Triassic fine sand-stone (?). Lowforest with many creepers.
At
0-50cm: Very dark grey (10YR 3/1)loose light sandy loam. Single grains. Transition gradual.
A2
50-140 cm: White (10YR 8/1)loose light sandy loam. Transition clear.
ABy 140-175 cm: White (10YR 8/1)friable sandy loam, with common medium sized faint mottles
of brownish yellow (10YR 6/8). Transition clear.
B.iS
175-250 cm:White (5Y 8/1) firm light clay loam, with many coarse prominent mottles of dark
red (7.5R3/8) and reddish yellow (7.5YR 6/8). Central parts of dark redhalf hardened.
Transition gradual.
B39
250-420 cm: (Sampled 250-320 cm). White (5Y8/1) firm heavy loam, with many very coarse
prominent mottles of dark red(7.5R3/8), reddish yellow (7.5YR 6/8) and some palered
(10R 6/4). Central parts ofdark red somewhat hardened.

Profile 15 (GROUND WATER LATERITE soil,intergrade to HYDROMORPHIC GREY PODZOLIC soil, Clay

stone substratum phase - partly truncated?)
Field description 287(Sombroek, Sampaio)
Araguaia Mahogany area, near Bloco Piranha (Lat. 6°.02'S; Long. 48°.H'W)
Almost flat terrain, about 2m above level oflocal intermittent rivulet. Imperfectly drained; upper
phreatic level + 0 . 1m (rain water), lowest phreatic level below -1.2m.Jurassic-Triassic silty claystones. Lowforest with many creepers.
Ax
A2g

Big

B26r

B3g

Cg

0-5 cm:Palebrown (10YR6/3) veryfriable light loam, with many fine faint mottles ofyellowish brown (10YR 5/8).Weak to moderate fine subangular blocky. Transition gradual.
5-30 cm:Light grey (10YR 7/2) very friable loam, with many fine distinct mottles of yellowish
brown (10YR 5/8). Weak medium to fine subangular blocky. About 80% small ( < 1 cmdiam.)
hard, fine grained dark red(7.5R3/8)plinthite concretions. Transition clear.
30-50 cm: Light grey (10YR 7/1)friable clay loam, with many medium sized faint mottlesof
yellowish red (5YR 4-5/6). Moderate fine subangular blocky. Afew faint clay skins. Transition
gradual.
50-80 cm:Very pale brown (10YR 7/4) friable tofirm silty clay loam, with many medium sized
prominent mottles ofred (10R 4/6) andwhite (10YR 8/2). Moderate fine angular to subangular
blocky, compsing weak medium prismatic. Common faint clay skins. Thecentres ofthe red
parts somewhat hardened. Transition gradual.
80-100 cm: White (10YR 8/1) friable tofirmsiltyclayloam with many medium sized prominent
mottles ofred (7.5R4/8)and yellow (10YR 7/6). Moderate fine tomedium sized angular to
subangular blocky, composing weak medium prismatic. Common distinct clay skins. Transition gradual.
100-120 + cm: White (N8/0)friable silty clay loam, with many medium tocoarse prominent
mottles ofdark red(7.5R3/8)andyellow (10YR 7/6). Weak medium angular to subangular
blocky structure. Afewfaint clay skins.

Profile 16 (GROUND WATER LATERITE soil, intergrade to HYDROMORPHIC GREY PODZOLIC soil,

Micaceous phase)
Field description 274(Sombroek, Sampaio)
Araguaia Mahogany area, opposite Xambioâ (Lat.6°.29'S; Long. 40°14'W)
Narrow strip oflowland along intermittent rivulet. Imperfectly to poorly drained; upper phreatic
level + 0 . 5mca.(rivulet water), lowest phreatic level below —1.5 m. Colluvium-alluvium from surrounding Pre-Cambrian micaceous schists. High forest.
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A1
A2lJ
Boj,

B3ff

0-4 cm: Dark grey (10YR 4/1)very friable sandy loam. Fine crumbly, composing very weak
fine subangular blocky. Some tiny flakes of mica. Transition clear.
4-20 cm: Light grey (10YR 6/1)friable heavy sandy loam, with common fine distinct mottles
of brownish yellow (10YR 6/8).Weak medium subangular blocky. Transition gradual.
20-90 cm: Light grey (N7/0) firm clay, with many fine tomedium sized distinct mottles of red
(2.5YR 5/8) and yellowish red (5YR5/8). Moderate medium subangular to angular blocky.
Common very faint clay skins. Transition gradual.
90-130 + cm: Light grey (N 7/0) firm light clay, with many fine tomedium sized distinct
mottles of yellowish brown (10-7.5YR 5/8).

Profile 17 (GROUND WATER LATERITE soil, intergrade to LITHOSOL - partly truncated?)
Field description 145 (Sombroek)
Lower Amazon region, Monte Alegre, centre of Dome (Lat. 1°.57'S, Long. 54°.10'W)
Low part of gentle undulating terrain. Imperfectly drained; upper phreatic level 0.0 m ca., lowest
phreatic level —1.0 mca.Devonian fine sand-stone. Grasses andmany shrubs, locally cacti.
A!-A a 0-15 cm: Grey brown (10YR 5/2)friable fine sandy loam, with common fine faint mottles of
yellow (10YR 7/6). Transition abrupt.
B!
15-30 cm: Reddish yellow (7.5YR 6/8)friable clay loam. About 8 0 %loose andhard small
(0.5-2 cm diam.) fine grained very dusky red plinthite concretions. Transition abrupt.
B-Cy 30-80 cm: White (N8/0)very firm clay loam, with many medium sized prominent mottles of
dusky red (7.5R3/4)and some yellow (10YR 8/6). Transition abrupt.
R
80 + cm: Stratified hard sand-stone; upper part broken and ferruginous.

Profile 18 (Solonetzic HUMIC GLEY soil, intergrade to GROUND WATER LATERITE soil); (GROUND

WATER LATERITE soil, Humic phase)
Field description 178 (Day, Sombroek)
Marajó island, 8 kmN Wof Arariuna (Lat. 0°.59'S; Long. 49°.60'W)
Flat lowland. Imperfectly to poorly drained; upper phreatic level + 1 . 0m ca.(river water, almost
without load), lowest phreatic level —4.0mca. Early Holocene marine-deltaic (?)sediments. Grasses
and occasional shrubs.
A!

0-15 cm: Very dark grey brown (10YR3/2) firm clay with some strong brown (7.5YR 5/8).
Moderate medium sized prismatic, breaking into moderate coarse subangular blocky. Transition abrupt and smooth.
A2g 15-20 cm: Grey brown (10YR5/2) friable clay loam, with common fine distinct mottles of
yellowish red (5YR5/8). Moderate medium sized subangular blocky. Transition abrupt and
smooth.
B i r C 20-55cm:Dark grey (10YR 4/1) firm clay, with many fine distinct mottles ofred (2.5YR 4/6).
Weak fine prismatic, breaking into strong fine subangular blocky. Transition clear and smooth.
B21!/-C55-100 cm: Light grey (10YR6/1) very firm clay, with many fine distinct mottles of red
(2.5YR 5/6)andreddish yellow (7.5YR 6/8). Strong very coarse prismatic. Clay skins prominent onhorizontalped surfaces, faint to distinct onvertical ped surfaces.Transition diffuse and
smooth.
B 2 2 r C 100-180 + cm: Light grey (N6/0) firm clay, with many coarse prominent mottles of darkred
(10R 5/6)and reddish yellow (7.5YR 6/8). Weak to moderate coarse prismatic, composed of
strong coarse angular blocky. Clay skins prominent on both horizontal and vertical ped
surfaces.
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The main factors that cause the variations, as illustrated in the profile descriptions,
arethe following:
1. the character of the fluctuation of the ground water level (or pseudo ground water
level, or saturation zone),whichfluctuation may vary in depth and frequency.
2. the texture ofthe parent material.
3. the degree ofpre-weathering oftheparent material.
Ad J. The plinthite formation may take place at relatively shallow depth (the Profiles
6, 8, 15), or relatively deep (Profiles 4, 10, 12, 14).In the latter case, little influence of
the ground water fluctuation may be felt in the upper horizons; the A2 of the Ground
Water Latente profilemight then be takenas for instancetheA 3 or the Bjhorizon of a
shallow Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol c.q.Kaolinitic Latosolic Sand (Profiles 10,12).
Thethickness ofthe layer of soft plinthite (the Bhorizon) depends onthe thickness of
the zone of fluctuation. The lower boundary was established only in a few instances
(Profile 10); in the other cases no 'pallid zone' proper was reached during thefield
studies. It is evident however, that the upper boundary does not coincide with the
upper level of the ground water. At places where this level reaches the surface tempo-

Foto 14 Solo Laterita Hidromórfica, desenvolvido em sedimentos arenosos. Nêste perfil, os mosqueados vermelhos do horizonte B de 'plinthite'
macio, ocorrem comofaixas verticalmente arranjadas. O horizonte A arenoso lixiviado tern cor
relativamente escura em sua secçào central,
dévida a alguma cumuiaçào de humo naquêle
lugar (fase inicial de formaçào de Podzol
Hidromórfico dentro do horizonte A de solo
Laterita Hidromórfica)

Photo 14 A Ground Water Laterite soil, developed on sandy sediments. In this profile, the red
mottles of the soft plinthitic B horizon occur as
vertically arranged stripes. The leached sandy
A horizon is relatively dark coloured especially
inits central section, due to some humus accumulation there (initial stage of Ground Water
Podzol formation within the A horizon of a
Ground Water Laterite soil)
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rarily, or the terrain is evenshallowly covered with rain water for a part of the year
(Profiles 2, 4, 6, 8, 11, 14, 16, 18),the soft plinthite layer nevertheless only starts from
some depth on (0.5-1.5 m). One may expect the thickest layers of soft plinthite upstream of the main rivers, where seasonal differences in river level are greatest (Solimöes, Madeira, Araguaia). Also, since near rivers the fluctuation of the phreatic level
isgenerally larger than on watershed parts, one might find thicker layers at the former
locations.Apparently however Ground Water Laterite soilspredominate in watershed
regions {cf. IV.1.2.2). Near the rivers the zone of fluctuation is probably usually too
deep to cause plinthite formation (good drainage), or the sesquioxides are carried off
to the river.
Ad 2. Understandably, the textural differentiation between the A and the plinthitic
B horizon, as expressed in the textural ratio B/A, depends on the texture of the
parent material. If this texture was light throughout, then the plinthitic Bhorizon of
the genetically ultimate profile would be rather light textured (Profile 10).Ifthe parent
material was a clay, then also the ultimate A horizon would be at least rather heavy
textured1 (Profile 8).It seemsthat the upper boundary of the plinthite layer, with the
same drainage condition (for instance the ground water level temporarily at the surface, or standing rain water), depends on the texture of the parent material. If this is
sandy, then the plinthite develops relatively deep (Profiles 4 and 14 versus 8). The
pattern of mottling seems to depend on both texture and structure of the soil material
insitu{cf. II.3.2.2).
Ad 3. Per definition, the 'modal' Ground Water Latérite soil is a strongly weathered
soil and its clayminerals are 'lateritic', byconsisting only of silicate clayminerals with
1:1lattice structure (kaolinite), and sesquioxides (gibbsite, goethite, hematite). Such a
'lateritic' character of theclayfraction shows up in the SiOa:Al a 0 3 ratios (Ki values),
which should beabout or below2.
The parent material can be strongly pre-weathered ('rego-genetic' material), the only
mineral constituents being quartz, kaolinite and sesquioxides. In this instance, the
'modal' Ground Water Latérite soil can be established relatively rapidly, since only
the concentration of the kaolinite and the sesquioxides in the B horizon is involved.
This is likely to be the casewith all the Ground Water Latérite soils of the Planicie.
They havea Kivalue of about or below 2,a low silt/clay ratio in the Bhorizon and a
lowcation exchange capacity (Profiles 2,4, 7, 8,9,10,12).
Profile 5can also be called a 'modal' Ground Water Laterite soil. X-ray diffraction
wasapplied to the lower part ofthe Bhorizon ofthisprofile {cf. sample 96-5of Tables
7 and 8, and Fig. 14 a-e). The clay fraction of this sample is practically completely
kaolinitic (92%), with only 6% hematite and 2% quartz present. The percentage of
sesquioxides is understandably larger in the coarser fractions. They consist however
only ofiron oxides(hematite 8-15%),not aluminum oxides.That inthefractions 2-16
*)The texture of the plinthitic Bhorizon is often estimated too heavy in thefield,due to
the denseness of the horizon.
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micron and 16-80 micron also some other minerals, notably mica, are present is probably related withthefact that, inthearea oftheprofile, thecrystalline basement (mica
schists)isoften almost outcropping.The composition oftheclayfraction ofthe sample
is comparable, to a large extent, with that of the Bhorizons of the Kaolinitic Yellow
Latosol profiles (samples 233-3, 303-4, 300-4 and 210-4 of Table 8). An electron
micrograph (Photo 10) however shows that the kaolinite crystals are less well
developed than in these latter. The difference in crystallisation also shows up in the
different values for specific surface of the clay fraction of samples 96-5 and 303-4respectively (Table7).
When the parent material is relatively rich, easily weatherable primary minerals and
silicate clay minerals of 2:1 lattice structure forming part of it, then the formation of
the 'modal' Ground Water Lateriteprofile requires both aweathering to kaolinite and
sesquioxides,and aregrouping intheprofile.Thisislikelytotakemoretime. Apparenly, the modal type is not therefore reached on the Holocene sediments nor on some
Paleozoic-Mesozoic deposits. Lowlands which are still being enriched (flooding by
river water with a load of sediments, âguabranca, cf. 1.4.4)usually have Low Humic
Gley or Humic Gley soils. On the following sites, however, the formation of plinthite
wasinvariably observed:
1. The lowlands intermittently covered with only rain water (except for those in eastern-central Marajó islandwhich are alkaline).
2. The lowlands flooded with river water without load of sediments (âguaprêta, âgua
limpa, cf.1.4.4).
3. The terrains, along rivers, only slightly above high water level(massapés,cf.1.4.4).
Examples are the Profiles 3, 11, 13and 18.The weathering in these profiles is often
not yet very strong. Ki values are stillabove2.0,which indicates that also non-kaoliniticsilicateclayminerals arepresent.Thisissubstantiated bya sampleof Profile 18, to
which X-ray diffraction was applied (sample 178-4 of the Tables 7 and 8).In addition
to kaolinite (35%) and sesquioxides (11 %), the clayfraction contains also mica (illite,
10%), intermediate (16%) and some chlorite (3%). In the coarser fractions moreover
some felspar ispresent. The specific surface ofthe sample isstillhigh (Table7).
That the weathering in the profiles under discussion is still not very strong is also
shown by the fact that often no pronounced textural difference between the A and the
Bhorizons has developed asyet(Profiles 3, 11),andthat textural differences within the
parent material, dueto stratification, are often not yet quiteerased (Profile 18).
The Ground Water Laterite soils on relatively rich deposits of Paleozoic-Mesozoic
age, and on peneplained Pre-Cambrian basement have a large textural difference
between A and B horizons. Ki values are, however, still considerably above 2 (Profiles 6, 14, 15,16, 17).Alsothe silt/clayratiosareusuallystillhigh(Profiles 14,15).
Whatever the parent material, the ultimate stage of Ground Water Laterite soil formation is believed to be represented by the following profiles (cf. GL in Fig. 15): A
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thick, bleached and very sandy A horizon, grading sharply into a thick, relatively
heavy textured, dense, slowly permeable B horizon of soft plinthite. At the transition
zone of the two horizons, some plinthitic material occurs that has already hardened.
Such profiles, in this publication called Ground Water Laterite, Low phase, generally
have a poor vegetative cover (cf. IV.1.2). Any lowering ofthe drainage base and change in climate will result in erosion of the A horizon, followed by hardening of the
truncated soft plinthite ofthe Bhorizon.
II.3.2.2 Fossil Plinthite
INTRODUCTION

In Amazonia, it is common to encounter layers of hard or soft plinthite on well
drained sites, where the phreatic level occurs at many metres depth, and a shallow
pseudo ground water level does not exist. In view of the above described present day
formation of plinthite in Amazonia, and in agreement with the majority of the recent
literature on the subject, such plinthite is considered to be fossil. It was formed in
times when there existed, insitu or inthe surroundings, a land surface with a fluctuating ground water levelat shallow depth.
Fossil hard plinthite may occur underlain by fossil soft plinthite, or as an unconformable layer on top, or between non-concretionary sediments without any mottling.
Fossil soft plinthite without adistinct capping offossil hard plinthite wasrarely found.
Layers offossil hard plinthite occurring alone, ascrusts ontop of, or asstone-lines of
varyingthickness within, non-concretionary sediments without any mottling,were not
formed insitu, but carried along, alluvially or colluvially, from other places. Absence
of a regularity in the arrangement of the concretionary elements, and a more or less
rounded form of the elements, are complementary in establishing their alluvial-colluvial origin.
However, theapparently mostfrequent situation isthat alayer offossil hard plinthite
is underlain by a layer of fossil soft plinthite. In these instances, it is likely that both
plinthiticlayersconstitute therelics ofaGroundWater Laterite soil- or ofitsgeologic
relative, if the formation had taken place below the solum. After the conditions of
imperfect drainage ceased to exist the profile was eroded geologically to the point that
all the light textured and loose A horizon, and possibly part of the heavy textured
plinthitic Bhorizon, was stripped off. Whilst the lowerpart oftheplinthitic B(and the
C)horizonhasremained soft,theupper part hasbecomehardplinthite.Thered mottles
changed and became stony elements (pisolithic pieces, vesicular blocks or massive
plates, depending upon the original pattern of mottling), by dessication through alternate wetting and drying at the surface. The white and yellow parts of the dense material changed, under influence of roots and soilfauna, to become friable homogeneous
yellowish or reddish earth. It is normally only a lack of contact with the atmosphere
which prevents the hardening of that section of the plinthitic layer which is below the
present day crust. This was verified at many deep cuts excavated for the BR-14 highway, which were examined during the construction of the road, as well as at intervals
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Foto 15 O processo de endurecimento de 'plinthite'.
Apâs ser exposto por menos de dois anos, o sub-solo
original de 'plinthite' macio do corte de estrada tem
endurecido consideràvelmente. Foi levado pela àgua o
material caolinitico da matrix de car branca, enquanto
os mosqueados vermelhos endurecentes - aquiem padrào
laminar - ressaltam do corte. Na parte superior do corte
pode ver-se o 'plinthite' duro como era antes da excavaçào. Partes deste 'plinthite' duro ainda mantêm
um arranjo laminar (Tipo de concreçôes Mäe do Rio;
BR-14, km 40m. ou m.)

Photo 15 The hardening process of plinthite. After
being exposed for less than two years, the original soft
plinthitic subsoil of this road embankment has hardened
to a considerable extent. The kaolinitic material of the
white coloured matrix has been washed away, while the
hardening red mottles - here in a platy pattern - protrude from the face of the embankment. At the uppermost part of the embankment, the hard plinthite can be
seen as it existed before excavation. Parts of this hard
plinthite still have a platy arrangement (Mäe do Rio
type of concretions, BR-14, km 40 ca.)

during the 2-3years afterwards. Whiletheplinthite was soft during the excavating, the
wands ofthecutsbecame gradually hard asstone1(cf. Photo 15).
The sequence:fossil hard plinthite - fossil soft plinthite, normally indicates that the
material was formed insitu. But it is of course possible that the hard plinthite, or part
ofit,wascarried along and deposited ontop oftheplinthite whichwasformed in situ.
Certainty isobtained about the insitu origination oflayers offossil hard plinthite overlying soft plinthite ifthe sequence has the following features:
1. The character of the concretionary elements (size, form, grainage) is related to the
character oftheredparts ofthesoft plinthite
2. The arrangement of these elements in the lower part of the hard plinthite layer is
similartothepattern ofmottling inthe soft plinthite
3. The transition between hard plinthite and soft plinthite is gradual.
Afrequently occurring situation isthat fossil soft plinthite iscapped by related fossil
hard plinthite which in its turn is overlain by non-concretionary sediments of varying
thickness. Such a situation might be confused with present-day Ground Water Laterite formation, especially if the hard plinthite forms a layer near to and parallel with
1

) It is likely however, that the types of soft plinthite which have relatively high Ki values,
for instance those constituting the Zersatzzone of consolidated sediments and rocks, need
considerably more than a few years time for hardening, if they harden at all.
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the surface. But, as stated above, layers of hard plinthite are infrequent in present-day
Amazon Ground Water Laterite soils and are then always thin. One can establish the
fossil character ofthe plinthite from the absence, directly above the hard plinthite,ofa
relatively light textured layer with colours of little chroma and high value, and/or
mottling (pedologically an A2 horizon).
Suchanarrangement of: sediments- fossil hard plinthite - fossil soft plinthite, can be
explained by assuming that after truncation and hardening of aformer Ground Water
Laterite soil profile, the stony surface was buried with sediments. A disturbance of an
original arrangement of the concretionary elements in the upper section of the hard
plinthite layer isalso a sign oftruncation and subsequent burying.
Itmaystillbenoted that,withthesequence: sediments- hard plinthite - soft plinthite,
thereisagoodpossibilityfor newGround Water Laterite soilformation inthe covering
sediments. This is the case when the layers of fossil plinthite are impervious, thereby
causing apseudo ground water level.Thisnew soil,in itsturn, may become truncated,
resulting in another sequence of fossil plinthite above the earlier one (cf. 1.4.5). If the
zone of fluctuating ground water level is located within the layer of fossil hard plinthite, then the conditions for the formation ofplinthitic conglomerates are present.
The above considerations on the origin of the sequence sediments - hard plinthite soft plinthite holds for Amazon conditions. It is quite conceivable that in semi-arid
regions, for instance in North-Eastern Brazil, the sequence may constitute the whole
of a non-eroded fossil Ground Water Laterite profile, because there the soil may frequently dry out to a great depth, and the original A2may lose its aspect of lixiviation.
Amazon fossil plinthite not truncated at some time in the past, and consequently not
hardened over more than a few decimetres, is apparently uncommon. In the central
part ofthe Guamä-Imperatrizareahowever, awell-drained soilwasfound which may
be a fossil full Ground Water Latente soil profile. The soil, classified under Red
YellowPodzolicsoil,intergradetoKaolinitic YellowLatosol (cf. for instance Profile 39),
is found on terraces that are 30-10 m above the level of local rivulets. The soil has a
yellowish (hue 10YR) and friable A horizon and a reddish (hue 5 YR or 2.5YR),
rather firm and heavier textured Bhorizon. Betweenthese, atransitional horizon (AB)
occurs,20-50cmthick, ofwhichthe upper part has rather often small(1-2 cm diam.),
hard, round plinthite concretions which comprise about 5-20% of the soil mass. The
lower part of the transitional horizon has, within a matrix of yellowish hue, common,
medium sized and distinct mottles of yellowish red or red (5YR, 2.5YR). The indicationsarethattheparentmaterial oftheA,ABand Bisidentical.Thefeatures described
therefore make it likely that an originally plinthitic horizon has hardened in its upper
part, while inthelowerpart the mottlinghas been diminished by oxidation. Genetically speaking, the profile is likely to constitute a 'raised', but not truncated Ground
Water Laterite soilprofile,inwhichtheformation of plinthite was limited.
Intheforegoing discussion it was assumed that the soft plinthite1 below a capping of
J

) Thechromas and valuesofthematrix of soft plinthite wellabovetheground waterlevel
are usually lesslow and less high respectively than those of the matrix of soft plinthite in
the Bhorizon of present-day Ground Water Laterite soils.
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fossil hard plinthite is all of fossil character. However, the layer of soft plinthite is
sometimes often and more metres thickness. The lowest section of such thick layers
has only a concentration of sesquioxides into mottles (the form of which is often
directly related to the stratification of the parent material;cf. Photo 16),not a concentration of silicate clay minerals. This lowest part, after exposure, maintains also a
rather soft consistence.It is improbable that at thetime of Ground Water Laterite soil
formation the fluctuation of the ground water level was so great that all of the layer

Foto 16 A seqiiência de 'plinthite' duro fóssil e 'plinthite'' macio fossil que constitui o solo Podzólico
Vermelho-Amarelo, 'intergrade' para Latosolo Amarelo Caolinitico,fase Concreciondria. A camada de
'plinthite' duro que forma a parte superior do perfil se compöe de elementos concreciondrios discretos
em terra friävel näo mosqueada. A camada de 'plinthite' macio que constitui aparte inferior do perfil,
se compöe de material argiloso firme edenso com mosqueados prominentes e grossos de matiz vermelho
numa matriz branca ou cinzento claro. Neste perfil os mosqueados tern um padräo vesicular-prismdtico
eoselementos concreciondrios säo dotipo Ipixuna. As separaçàes ovais dentro do horizonte de 'plinthite'
macio säo compostas de terra näo mosqueada friävel sem concreçôes. Provàvelmente resultam de
homogenizaçào local do 'plinthite' macio por cupins (BR-14, km 115m. ou m.)

Photo 16 The sequence of fossil hard plinthite and fossil soft plinthite that constitutes a Red Yellow
Podzolic soil, intergrade to Kaolinitic Yellow Tatosjl, Concretionary phase. The layer of hard plintite
which makes up the upper part of the profile, consists of discrete concretionary elements in unmottled
friable earth. The layer of soft plinthite whichmakes up the lowerpart of the profile, consists of dense and
firm clayey material with aprominent coarse mottling of red hue in a white or light grey matrix. In this
profile, the mottling has a vesicular-prismatic pattern and the concretionary elements are of the Ipixuna
type. Thepockets andpipes that are visible in the layer of soft plinthite consist of unmottled, friable earth
without concretions. They areprobably the result of local homogenisation of the soft plinthite by termites
(BR-14, km 115 ca.)
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wasthen formed. Thethickness ofthe soft plinthite layer may be dueto avery gradual
lowering of the ground water level, related to a very gradual lowering of the drainage
base. In view of the fact that the layer seems to be thickest at the rims of crust-capped
plateau land (cf.1.4.5, note on page 44), it is however more probable that, once a
sequence of hard and soft plinthite is present in a well drained position, the soft plinthite may enlarge itself in a downward direction under influence of obliquely downward movinggroundwater. For suchpresent-day accretion offossil plinthite a fluctuating phreatic level proper would therefore not be necessary.
From the descriptions in 1.4.5, it can be concluded that the fossil hard plinthite of
Amazonia rarely constitutes massive, impenetrable and thick slabs (hardpans, carapaces), as reported for many areas in Africa, for instance N. Nigeria. Usually there are
only concretionary elements between loose earth. This general weakness of the developmentoftheAmazonplinthiticcrusts isbelieved to berelated, inpart,toagenerallow
Fe content of the main Amazon sediments, which also accountsfor thelowiron oxide
content of the main Amazon Latosol (cf. II.2.2). The variation in the characteristics
of the concretionary elements of fossil hard plinthite, as shown in 1.4.5,is related to a
variation of patterns of mottling of the original soft plinthite. The latter isbelieved to
have depended upon differences in texture and in stratification of the sediments, or
upon differences instructure ofthesuperficial layers(i.e.the soil) before, orduring, the
time when conditions of imperfect drainage caused the plinthite formation. It was
discussed in 1.4.5 that the Paragominas type of concretions is very likely connected
with the structural constitution of the Belterra clay. The reticulate-prismatic pattern
of the Ipixuna type may be due to a blocky to prismatic structure of the B horizon of
the original soil, before or at thetimewhen conditions ofimperfect drainage occurred,
or to action ofroots and soilfauna inthislayer during theplinthite formation. For the
Màe do Rio type, an origin innon-homogenized stratified sediments isplausible, especially for those elements that are platy and alternating coarse and fine grained, or
coarse grained throughout. Themore massive aspect, compared with othertypes, may
indicateaformation below the solum, lateral enrichment with sesquioxides, or both.
FOSSIL PLINTHITE BELOW THE SOLUM

Fossilplinthite occurring onlydeepbelowthe surface, arbitrarily below 1.50m,is not
diagnosticfor classification ofthesoilatthespot, unlessat averylowcategorical level.
At several places such a situation was observed. At the town of Belém fossil hard
plinthite is found from about 5m depth on, under sandy sediments that constitute a
Pleistoceneterrace.Near Itacoatiara, thin bands (30cm) offossil hard plinthite,in part
underlain with fossil soft plinthite (150 cm), are found at a local depth of 8m below
the surface (ETA-54 seringal,near river Urubu). On the planalto terrace in the region
south and southeast of Santarém, fossil hard plinthite is found at about 15m below
thelevel oftheflatcentral sections.Also inthe Guamä-Imperatriz area such situations
are common.
In these instances the solum is usually a Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol (KYL), which
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Fig. 15 Esbôço de alguns solos amazónicos com 'plinthitë (para os simbolos, veja Tabela 9)

RP-KYL.CR

KYL.CR

Fig. 15 Sketch of some Amazon plinthitic soils (seefor symbols Table 9)

developed on the overlying sediments. Imperfectly drained soils may however occur,
also where the land surface iswell above the levelofthelocalrivers,duetothefact that
the fossil plinthite can form an almost impervious substratum. In that case the profile
constitutes normally a recent Ground Water Latérite soil {cf.Profile 8of II.3.2.1).
FOSSIL PLINTHITE WITHIN THE SOLUM

Fossil plinthite at the surface or at a shallow depth (lessthan 1.50 m arbitrarily) is,of
course, an important characteristic of the soil insitu. In fact, theplinthite now acts as
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parent material for a soil. The characteristics of the soil depend on the degree of
weathering ofthe original soft plinthite. Asdiscussed before, thefinalproduct ofthis
weathering isthe hard plinthite, whichinAmazonia consists,withfew exceptions, ofa
mixture ofhard, concretionary elements, andloose, friable earth. The concretionary
elements are inactive, whilst the earth is,infact, similar tothat oflatosolic profileson
non-concretionary sediments inthesurrounding area (kaolinitic character ofthe clay
fraction; SiO^A^Og molecular ratios = Kivalues around, orslightly below 2).
This weathering may beonly relatively shallow, i.e.the dense layer ofsoft plinthiteis
still present near to the surface (arbitrarily lessthan 1m).Inthat casethe actual solum
consists of a friable, concretionary topsoil (Ahorizon) with subangular blocky or
granular structure, anda dense, firm subsoil (Bhorizon) with predominantly angular
blocky structure andpresence ofafewclay skins. Because ofthe morphometric field
characteristics ofthe Bhorizon the soilcannot be called aLatosol, although Kivalues
are around or slightly below 2. Such soils areclassified asRed Yellow Podzolic soil,
intergradetoKaolinitic YellowLatosol, Concretionaryphase (RP-KYL, CR).
If the weathering ofthe soft plinthite has progressed toagreater depth from the surface (arbitrarily tomore than 1m),then practically the whole solum, both the Aand
the B horizons, consists offriable, concretionary earth. Therefore, thesoilcan beclassified as a Latosol: Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, Concretionary phase (KYL, CR).This
classification hasto begiven, ofcourse,alsotothose concretionary and friable soils, in
which soft plinthite iscompletely lacking and the concretions werenotformed in situ,
but areofcolluvial-alluvial origin (stone-lines). Athickness ofthe stone-line ofminimally 30cm above 1mdepth istaken asacriterion foraConcretionary phase.
Profile 19 (RED YELLOW PODZOLIC soil,intergrade to KAOLINITIC YELLOW LATOSOL, Concretionary

phase - type ofconcretions: Ipixuna)
Field description 202 (Sombroek)
Guamâ-Imperatriz area, km109.6(Lat. 2°.35'S; Long.47°.28'W)
Approx. flat terrain; terrace, 55mabove leveloflocal rivulet. Slightly imperfect drainage. Pliocene
sediments,probablyformerly covered with Belterraclay.Highforest, withratherhightimber volume.
Ai

0-10 cm:Brown (10YR 5/3) friable clay. Moderatefinesubangular blocky. About 25% loose
hard plinthiteconcretions,mediumtosmallsized(10-0.5cmdiam.),prismatic, predominantly
finegrained, duskyred (10R 3/4)andlocallylightred (10R6/6).Transition cleartogradual.
A2 10-70cm:Brownish yellow(10YR 6/6-8) friable heavyclay.Moderatefinesubangular blocky
and locally angular blocky. Afew faint clay skins, largely atthesurfaces ofthe concretions.
About 75%loose hard plinthite concretions, similar tothose inA t . Transition gradual.
Bi
70-120 cm:Reddish yellow (7.5YR 7/6) firm heavy clay, with many medium sizedto fine
distinct mottles ofred (2.5YR 5/6)and yellow(10YR 7/8)inareticulatepattern; thered parts
are rather hard. Weak medium prismatic, composed ofmoderate medium tofinesubangular
blocky.Common faint clay skins. About 25% half loose,vertically arranged, hard orrather
hard plinthite concretions, similar tothose inA^ Transition gradual and irregular.
B2-B3 120-350cm: Reddish yellow (5YR 7/8)very firm heavy clay, with many coarse prominent
mottles of dusky red(7.3R 3/4), white (N8/0)andyellow (10YR 7/8); thedark red occurs
predominantly asverticalpipes,about 5-20 cmlong, which arerather hard. Weak mediumto
coarseprismatic,falling apart into moderatefinesubangular and angular blocky. Afew faint
clay skins. Transition gradual.
C
350-550+ cm: Reddish yellow (7.5YR 8/6)firmto very firm heavy clay, with many coarse
prominent mottles ofpalered (7.5YR 6/6), white(N8/0) andyellow (10 YR8/8).
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Profile 20 ( R E D YELLOW PODZOLIC soil, intergrade to KAOLINITIC YELLOW LATOSOL, Concretionary

phase - type of concretions : Màe doRio)
Field description 238(Sombroek, Sampaio)
Cf. III.2, Profile40.
Profile 21 (RED YELLOW PODZOLIC soil, intergrade to KAOLINITIC YELLOW LATOSOL, Concretionary

phase - type of concretions: Paragominas)
Field description 205(Sombroek, Sampaio)
Guamâ-Imperatriz area, km 175.6 (Lat.3°.06'S; Long. 47°.18'W)
Side of low hill in very gently undulating terrain. Slightly imperfect drainage. Plio-Pleistocene
lacustrine (Belterra clay) and older sediments; upper part of profile probably colluvial. High forest,
of lowtimber volume.
Ai

A2

B,

B2

B3

0-5 cm: Brownish yellow (10YR 4/2) very friable heavy sandy loam. Weak fine subangular
blocky. About 6 0 % loose, hard plinthite concretions, very small sized (0.5-1.0cm diam.),
subangular blocky, fine grained, dusky red(7.5R 3/4). Transition clear.
5-80 cm: Brownish yellow (10YR6/6) friable heavy fine sandy clay. Weak medium to fine
subangular blocky. About 80%loose, hard plinthite concretions, similar to those in An,but
somewhat larger (0.5-2.0 cm diam.). Transition gradual.
80-120 cm: Reddish yellow (7.5YR 6/8) friable to firm clay with common medium sized
distinct mottles of red (2.5YR 5/8),predominantly in a fine polygonal pattern. Moderate
medium sized subangular andangular blocky. Common faint clay skins, largely at the surface
of theconcretions. About 80% loose, hard concretions similar to those of A 1 ; but somewhat
larger (0.5-2.5 cm diam.).
120-220 cm: Light red (2.5YR 6/8) firm clay, with common to many medium sized faint
mottles oflight red(7.5YR 6/6) ina fine polygonal pattern, andhalf hard. Weak medium sized
subangular andangular blocky. About 50% half loose, hard orhalf hard plinthite concretions,
similar to those in the A 1; but somewhat larger (0.5-2.5 cm diam.). Transition clear.
220-280 + cm: Light red (2.5YR 6/8) friable to firm clay, with common coarse distinct
mottles ofpale red(7.5R 6/4), andwhite (N8/0). Massive, to weak medium sized subangular
and angular blocky.

Profile 22 (KAOLINITIC YELLOW LATOSOL, Concretionary phase)

Field description 114 (Day)
Cf. III.2, Profile28.
Profile 23 (KAOLINITIC YELLOW LATOSOL, medium textured - over bank of fossil plinthite)
Field description 337(Commissäo de Solos)
Amapâ Territory, along road Macapâ-Fazendinha (Lat. 0°.0'; Long. 51C.08'W)
Flat terrain, about 4 m above local river level. Well-drained. Pleistocene sediments. Grasses and
scattered shrubs; yearly burned.
Al
A3

B!
B 21
B 22
B2M

0-15 cm: Very dark greyish brown (2.5Y 3/2)friable sandy clay loam. Weak very fine to coarse
granular. Transition clear and smooth.
15-30cm: Olive brown (2.5Y 4/4) friable heavy sandy clay loam, with many fine faint mottles
of very dark grey brown (2.5Y 3/2). Weak very fine subangular blocky. Transition diffuse and
smooth.
30-50 cm: Yellowish brown (10YR6/5) friable sandy clay. Little coherent massive, easily
falling apart into fine earth. Transition diffuse and smooth.
50-75 cm: Olive yellow (7.5Y 6/5)friable light clay. Structure asin B^ Transition diffuse and
smooth.
75-110 cm: Brownish yellow (10YR6/6) friable light clay. Structure as in B ^ Transition
abrupt and irregular.
110-190 cm: Same material as B 22 but with about 80%loose, large (up to 20 cm diam.),
somewhat rounded, vesicular plinthite concretions, fine and medium grained and variegated
reddish coloured.
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The foregoing profile descriptions, and their analytical data (Appendix 9), illustrate
the variation in the characteristics of well or moderately well-drained soils with fossil
plinthite.
Another profile of Red Yellow Podzolic soil, intergrade to Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, Concretionary phase (RP-KYL, CR), located at km 30 of the Guamâ-lmperatriz
area, was also studied. A sample of the soft plinthite of the deep subsoil, beneath two
separate layers of fossil hard plinthite, was analysed by X-ray diffraction (cf. sample
302-4 of Tables 7 and 8, and the Figs. 14a-e). The clay fraction was found to be predominantly kaolinite (85%), iron oxides comprising only 12% and clay sized quartz
3%.Inthecoarser fractions more sesquioxides are present (30-35%), but they are only
hematite. This mineral apparently kept enclosed much kaolinite (35-55%). In the
2-16 micron and 16-80micron fractions moreover some mica (7%) occurs.The specificsurface of both the whole soil and the clay fraction isvery low. The clay fraction is
in fact quite comparable, also in its chemical activity, to that of Bhorizons of Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol profiles (samples 233-3, 303-4, 300-4, and 210-4 of Table 7).
In the Guamâ-lmperatriz area practically all concretionary soils contain soft plinthite at shallow depth. They therefore havebeen grouped asRP-KYL, CR.The impression is that the same situation exists in the majority of the concretionary soils elsewhere in Amazonia. However, those near Belém (Bragantina area) and Amapâ
(Savannah area) are, for a part, deeply friable: KYL, CR. It is often difficult, during
surveys,to establish the upper levelofthe soft plinthite, because ofthe stoniness of the
surface. It can only be easely done where recent deep road cuts are present, as was the
case in the Guamâ-lmperatriz area. Besides,for actual land usethedegreeof stoniness
may be more important than the morphometric-genetic characteristics of the subsoil
which determine the classification.
The genetic relationship between the Ground Water Laterite soils and the above
described concretionary soilsofAmazonia wasthereasonwhythelatterwereprovisionallytermed 'Ground Water Lateritesoil,Truncated phase'(cf. DAY, 1961 : SOMBROEK,
1962b). Such a term however refers to the genesis of theparent material of the soils,
not that of the present-day soils. Moreover, it suggests a drainage condition inherent
into the Ground Water Latérite soilprofile, i.e.intermittently imperfect drainage. The
soils concerned are however well or moderately well-drained. Also, the differences in
thickness ofthelayerwithfriable earth cannot beindicated asdecisive asissecured by
the distinction between Latosol and Red Yellow Podzolic soil.
The concretionary soils are, in fact, intergrading to Lithosols. When practically no
earth occurs between the mass of concretionary elements, or the fossil plinthite forms
a slab-like hardpan, a classification of the soil as 'Concretionary Lithosol' may be
the most appropriate (cf. CAMARGO and BENNEMA, 1962). Such senile soils are, however, rare in Amazonia.
A general scheme for the different soils that can be distinguished with the formation,
respectively thetruncation and the burying of Amazon plinthite isgiven in Fig. 15.
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III. The Soils Classified, and their Geographic Occurrence

III.1 TheMethodsofStudy
III.1.1 Field Studies
The soil data compiled in this publication were obtained from field studies by FAO
soil scientists during the years 1957-1962, partly in cooperation with members of the
Soils Section of the Instituto Agronômico do Norte (IAN) at Belém. During this
time, several reconnaissance soil surveys were executed, largely inthe eastern half of
the region. Also many observations scattered throughout the region were made {cf.
Fig. 16).Togetherwiththedata ofthe surveys,they enabled a picture to be obtained of
the soils of Amazonia, and their relative importance. A total of about 350full profile
descriptionswas assembled.
The reconnaissance soil surveys of the Caeté-Maracassumé area, the Guamâ-Imperatriz area and the Araguaia Mahogany area (2, 3and 4 of Fig. 16) were executed in
cooperation with an FAO/SPVEA Forest Inventory Team, which made forest inventories of the same areas at the same time.Aerial photographs were used for these surveys.Theywere onlypartly verticalswith full coverage oftheterrain (Araguaia Mahogany area). The majority were trimetrogon photographs of poor quality. Moreover,
they left gaps in the coverage. For the one area mentioned, aerial photograph interpretation wasvery helpful for soil mapping. For the other areas however, where vegetational differences were hardly noticeable, the photographs could only be used to
produce little more than topographic-planimetric maps, as prepared by the Forest
Inventory Team. It was therefore necessary to make comparatively many field observations. This was economically and technically possible because of the cooperation
with the Forest Inventory Team, which cut, for its measurements, a network of tenkilometrestransects all over the areaconcerned. Details on the location of these transects may be found on the maps of GLERUM (1960) and GLERUM and SMIT(1962a,
1962b).
The field studies were partly done on profile pits and partly on borings with a Dutch
soil auger, the Edelman auger. The profile descriptions were made according to the
standards established inthe SOIL SURVEY MANUAL (1951). The pH of the soil in the
fieldwas estimated with adapted fluids (Soil-texpH kit, La Motte-Morgan pH kit, or
Hellige pH kit). The Munsell Soil Color Charts were used to establish soil colours.
Unless stated otherwise, the colour noted are those of the soil in a moist condition.
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Fig. 16 Os estudos de campo utüizados para base desto publicacäo

Reconnaissance soil surveys
Levantamentosdereconhecimento dossolos

•

Concentration of other field studies
Concentraçâo dosoutrasestudosdecampo

1. Bragantina (FiLHO et al., 1963); 2. Caeté-Maracassumé (DAY, 1959); 3. Guamâ-Imperatriz (SOMBROEK, 1962a); 4. Araguaia Mahogany (SOMBROEK and SAMPAIO, 1962); 5. Manaus-Itacoatiara
(SANTOS et al., in execution/em execuçào)
Fig. 16 The field studies of Amazon soils which were used as a basisfor this publication

III.1.2 Laboratory studies
Samples ofabout 100ofthe studied soilprofiles were analysed inthe laboratory. The
analysis ofmost sampleswascarried out attheInstituto deQuimica Agricola (IQA)in
Rio de Janeiro, Brasil, under the supervision of the chemist Dr. Leandro Vettori. The
methods employed (IQA, 1949)are the same as those used for thelaboratory analysis
of the studies of the national Brazilian Soils Commission (cf. BARROS, DRUMOND,
CAMARGO et al., 1958; LEMOS, BENNEMA, SANTOSet ah, 1960), and are as follows:
PHYSICAL ANALYSIS

1. Apparent bulk density: Weighing of 100mlearth, compacted in a metal cylinder of
thesame capacity.
2. Real bulk density: A known weight offineearth ( < 2.0 mm), dried at 105 °C, is put
in a receiver of 50 ml,which isthen filled upwith absolute ethyl alcohol.
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3. Mechanical analysis: Sedimentation in a Koettgen cylinder, using NaOH as the
dispersion agent. Jn the samples with more than 1 % C, the organic material is first
destroyed by H 2 0 2 .
For aportion ofthesamples,the separation ismadeinfour fractions accordingto the
classification of the U.S. Department of Agriculture (fractions 2.0-0.2 mm, 0.2-0.05
mm, 0.05-0.002 mm and < 0.002 mm) and for the other samples according to the International Classification (2.0-0.2 mm,0.2-0.02 mm,0.02-0.002mmand < 0.002mm).
The textural class names generally used in thefieldare based on the subdivision of the
U.S. system. In case the data are provided according the International Classification,
the percentages of the 0.02-0.05 mm fraction are therefore estimated, by graphical
interpolation on a summation curve.
4. Textural relation B/A:The mean of the clay percentages of the subhorizons of the
B (exclusive B3), divided by the mean of the clay percentages of the subhorizons of
the A.
5. 'Natural' clay: The percentage of clay obtained by shaking with distilled water.
6. Index of structure: Obtained by comparing 'natural' clay content with clay content
after dispersion withNaOH. Indexofstructure = 100x ( 1 -naturalclay/totalclay)
7. Moisture equivalent, M.E. :Determination according to the process of BRIGGS and
MAC-LANE, centrifuging the moistened earth at 1000 g during 40 minutes.
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

8. Organic carbon, C: Oxidation of the organic material with potassium bichromate
0.4N (method of TIURIN).
9. Total nitrogen, N: Digestion with sulphuric acid, catalized with copper and potassium sulphate.After transformation of allN into ammonia salt, this isdecomposed by
NaOH and the distilled ammonia collected in a solution of boric acid 4% which is
titrated with H 2 S0 4 ,0.02 N.
10. Ratio C/N:Dividing organic carbon by total nitrogen.
11. pH-H20 andpH-KCl: Determination with potentiometer in a soilpastewith ratio
of soiltowater approximately 1:1,usingglass electrode.
12. Availablephosphorus, P205: Extraction according to the TRUOG method, (H 2 S0 4 ,
0.01 —0.001 N + (NH4)2 S0 4 , 0.05 M) using the 'Unicam' colorimeter, or according
to the BRAYmethod (HCl,0.1 N + NH 4 F, 0.5 M).
13. Attack by H2SOi (d = 1.47): Under a reflux cooler,2goffineearth are boiled for
an hour with 50ml H 2 S0 4 , d = 1.47. After boiling, the material is cooled, diluted and
filtered into areceiver of 250 ml capacity.
a. Si02: Theresidue ofthe sulphuric acid attack isboiled for half an hour with200ml
Na 2 C0 3 , 5%.The mixture is filtered, and in a measured part of the filtrate, the dis122

solved silica is precipitated by excess of concentrated H 2 S0 4 and heating in a sandbath until smoking.This silicaisdetermined gravimetrically.
b. Al203, totalaluminum: In 50ml ofthe filtrate of the sulphuric acid attack, the other
heavy metals are separated with an excess of NaOH, 30%.A measured part of the
new filtrate is gradually neutralized with HCl and the aluminum determined volumetrically with EDTA.
c. Fe203, total iron:Determination on 50mlof the filtrate of the sulphuric acid attack
by the bichromate method, using diphenilamine as the indicator and tinchloride as
the reducer.
d. Ti02: Determination in the filtrate of the sulphuric acid attack by the colorimetric
method of H 2 0 2 , after elimination of the organic material by heating with some
drops ofconcentrated KMn0 4 .
e. P205, totalphosphorus: Colorimetric determination on the filtrate of the sulphuric
acidattack, usingascorbicacidasthereducer, inthepresenceofammonium molybdate, sulphuric acid, and bismuth salt.
14. ValuesKi (Si02:Al203 ratio) andKr (Si02:(Al203 + Fe203) ratio): Calculation
on molecular basis from the data obtained under 13. It is assumed that Al and Fe are
determined totally with the sulphuric acid attack as described under 13.The data for
these two constituentstherefore represent the sums oftheportions ofFe andAl occurring inexchangeable form, theportions occurring asfree sesquioxides - including concretions - and the portions that are constituents of the silicate clay minerals. The determined Sicomprises allthat ofthesilicateclayminerals and alsothat whichispresent
in free colloidalform. Quartz and other primary minerals are not, however, attacked,
evenwhen ofclay-size.
TheIQA hasfound that the determination ofthe Kiandthe Kr onthefineearth fraction generally gives the same results as the internationally used determination on the
clay fraction (VETTORI, 1959). The Kr may be slightly different if concretions are present.
15. Exchangeable metallic cations:
a. Thesum of exchangeablemetallic cations, S: Determination by percolation of 12.5
gfineearth with 250 ml normal ammonium acetate at pH 7. 100grams of the percolate are evaporated,1calcinated, the residue dissolved in a measured excess of
HCl,0.1 N,and theexcessdeterminedwithNaOH,0.1N.ThevalueSrepresentsalso
the sum of the separately determined Ca ++ , Mg++, K+ and Na+.
b. Exchangeable calcium, Ca++, and magnesium, Mg++: A measured part of the
solution prepared for direct determination of S(cf. 15a) is used for determination
of Ca + + + Mg++ by EDTA, applying Eriochrome as the indicator. In another
measured part of the solution, Ca + + is likewise determined by application of the
indicator Murexide. With this analysis method, the Ca of possibly present free
carbonates isincluded inthevaluefor Ca++.
c. Exchangeable potassium, K+, and sodium, Na+: Direct determination inthepercolate of ammonium acetate with aflame photometer (see,however, 16).
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16. Solublesalts: Ifthe amount of Na+,determined under 15c, israther high, then the
presence offree salts in the soil solution is suspected. In that case, the quantity of free
anions,referred to as'soluble salts'or 'CI',isdetermined bymeasuringthe conductivity
ofthe saturation extract.
In the presence of soluble salts, the sum of the metallic cations as determined under
15a represents the exchangeable metallic cations together with the soluble metallic
cations. It is assumed that the latter are normally Na+ for a large proportion. In this
case therefore, the Na+ in the saturation extract is determined separately. This
amount of Na+ is subtracted from the amount determined under 15c, to obtain the
real amount of exchangeable Na+ on the adsorption complex. The value S, as determined under 15a, is also diminished withthe amount ofNa+inthe saturation extract,
to obtain the approximately correct sum of exchangeable metallic cations on the adsorption complex.
17. Exchangeablealuminum,(Al)+: Determination by shaking 10gfineearth with 200
ml KCl, 1 N, followed by décantation, and titration with NaOH, 0.1N, in the presenceofbrome-thymolblue.
In fact, this determination gives the 'active acidity'. Experience at IQA has however
shown that the data for exchangeable (Al)+, determined colorimetrically with aluminon after extraction with KCl, 1 N, are practically always equal to the data for active
acidity.
18. Potential acidity, H+ + (Al)+: Determination by extraction with normal calcium
acetate at pH 7.
This value represents the 'potential acidity'. Its includes the 'active acidity', or the
exchangeable (Al)+(see 17).H+alone represents thepH-dependent acidity.
19. Potential cationexchange capacity, T: Not determined separately but obtained by
the addition of S (see 15a) and H+ + (Al)+ (see 18). As such, it is equivalent to the
potential cation exchange capacity according the NH 4 OAc method at pH 7.
20. Base saturation, V: Obtained by comparing Swith T. V = 100 S/T.
The value represents the base saturation percentage of the potential cation exchange
capacity.
MlNERALOGICAL ANALYSIS

Mineralogie analysis by IQA involves only a few selected samples, of which only the
coarse sand fraction is studied. After separation of the minerals in groups with the
Brögger funnel, using bromoform and a mixture of bromoform and chloroform as a
separation fluid, the material isanalysed under the binocular loupe and the polarizing
microscope. Amounts lessthan 0.5 %weight are indicated as 'traces'.
Samples of a few selected profiles were analysed in laboratories elsewhere, namely
that of UNSF British Guiana Soil Survey at Georgetown, British Guiana, that of the
Royal Tropical Institute at Amsterdam, Holland, and that of the Netherlands Soil
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Survey Institute (STIBOKA) at Wageningen, Holland. For a description of their analysismethods cf. PLAISANCE and VAN DER MAREL (1960); DAY etal.(1964).

III.2 TheSoils Classified
The soils described in this publication are classified according to an international
system, so as to permit comparison of the Amazon soils with those of other tropical
regions.The classification systemfollowed isthat applied untilrecentlyin the USA, as
described first by BALDWIN, KELLOGG and THORP (1938), and revised by THORP and
SMITH (1949).The details of the classification of the zonal tropical soils agree with the
adaptations and elaborations made on the USA system by the national Brazilian
Soils Commission {cf. 11.2). The 'Guide to the classification of the Late Tertiary and
Quaternary soils of the Lower Amazon valley' (DAY, 1961) is followed as closely as
possible, the said guide also being based on the USA system. However, DAY'S classifying had to be done practically only on morphometrical field studies. Laboratory
data afterwards becoming available, expansion of the field studies, and more definite
correlation with the findings in other regions of Brazil, made it necessary to elaborate,
and inpart deviatefrom, this Guide.
The levels of classification are those of the 'Great Soil Group', its subgroups, and
phases of these. For practical soil mapping, the soil texture is often included in the
nomenclature.
In the following, the soil units found to date in Amazonia are described systematically. Afull description ofthe concept and the range incharacteristics of a unit is given
only for those ones of which frequent occurrence was established, for instance those
mapped in survey areas. Further details are given in direct survey reports (DAY, 1959;
SOMBROEK, 1962a; SOMBROEK, 1962b; SOMBROEK and SAMPAIO, 1962). The listing of
the soilsdiscussedisgiveninTable9.For analytical data on most individual profiles,
cf. Appendix 10.

(I) KAOLINITIC LATOSOLS AND KAOLINITIC LATOSOLIC SANDS (KL and

KLS)

A general discussion of the characteristics of this most important group of Amazon
soils is given in II.2.2.Their qualities are dealt with inV.3.
(la) KaoliniticYellow Latosol (KYL)
Generalconcept: This unit comprises deeply and strongly weathered soils,well-drained andpermeable,predominantly withcolour ofyellowishhue,and of varying texture,
but with at least 15% clay in the Bhorizon. The soils are very strongly or extremely
acid,having abasesaturation below 40%.
The profiles are well developed, having ABC sequence of horizons; the boundaries
between these horizons are gradual or diffuse. The soils have a latosolic-Bhorizon{cf.
II.2.1); the clay-sized particles consist very predominantly of silicateclayminerals of
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Table 9 Listing of the described Amazon soils

Soil name
nome de solo

(I)

Profile no. and
detailed symbol
numéro doperfile
simbolo detalhado

Symbol
simbolo

KAOLINITIC LATOSOLS AND KAOLINITIC LATOSOLIC
SANDS

Latosolos Caoliniticos e Areias Latosólicas Caoliniticas KL + KLS
(la) Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol
KYL
Latosolo Amarelo Caolinitico
(Ia.1) Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol (,Ortho)
KYL
Latosolo Amarelo Caolinitico (,Orto)
(Ia.2) Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, Compact phase KYL, c
Latosolo Amarelo Caolinitico, fase Compacta
(Ia.3) Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, Concretionary
KYL, CR
phase
Latosolo Amarelo Caolinitico, fase Concreciondria
(Ia.4) Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, intergrade to KYL-RP
Yellow Podzolic soil
Latosolo Amarelo Caolinitico, 'intergrade''
para solo Podzólico Vermelho-Amarelo
(Ia.5) Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, intergrade to KYL-DHL
Dark Horizon Latosol
Latosolo Amarelo Caolinitico, 'intergrade''
para Latosolo de Horizonte Escuro
(Ia.6) Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, intergrade to KYL-GL
Ground Water Laterite soil
Latosolo Amarelo Caolinitico, 'intergrade''
para solo Laterita Hidromórfica
(lb) Kaolinitic Red Latosol
KRL
Latosolo Vermelho Caolinitico
(Ic) Kaolinitic Latosolic Sand
KLS
Areia Latosólica Caolinitico
R E D YELLOW LATOSOLS

Latosolos
(III)

24 KYL,*
25 K Y L m
26 KYL, cVh
27 KYL, cru
28 KYL, CR

29 KYL-RP r A

30 KYL-DHL A

31 K R L m

RL

32 KLS, F
33 KLS, s
34 RL?

DL

35 DL, s

Vermelho-Amarelo

D A R K R E D LATOSOLS

Latosolos Vermelho Escuro
(IV)

R E D YELLOW PODZOLIC SOILS

RP

Solos Podzólicos Vermelho-Amarelo
(IV.1) Red Yellow Podzolic soil (,Ortho)
RP
Solo Podzólico Vermelho-Amarelo (,Orto)
(IV.2) Red YellowPodzolic soil, intergrade toKaolinitic RP-KYL
Yellow Latosol
Solo Podzólico Vermelho-Amarelo, 'intergrade'
para Latosolo Amarelo Caolinitico
(IV.3) Red YellowPodzolic soil, intergrade to Kaolinitic
RP-KYL, CR
Yellow Latosol, Concretionary phase
Solo Podzólico Vermelho-Amarelo, 'intergrade''
para Latosolo Amarelo Caolinitico, fase Concreciondria
(V)

R E D YELLOW MEDITERRANEAN SOILS

Solos Mediterrânicos
(VI)

LITHOSOLS

Litosolos
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RM

36
37
38
39

RP«
RPrt6
RP-KYL c f t
RP-KYL r „

40 RP-KYL, CR

41

RM

Vermelho-Amarelo
L

42 h

Table 9 continued ITabela 9 continuado

Soil name
nome de solo
(VII)

Profile no. and
detailed symbol
nümero do perfil e
simbolo detalhado

Symbol
simbolo

G R O U N D W A T E R L A T E R I T E SOILS

GL

43 GL

HP

44 HP Ä 6 , o

Solos Laterita Hidromórfica
(VIII)

HYDROMORPHIC GREY PODZOLIC SOILS

Solos 'Hydromorphic Grey Podzolic
(IX)

45 H P A 6 , D

GROUND WATER PODZOLS AND WHITE SAND REGOSOLS

Podzols Hidromórficos e Regosolos de Areia Branca
(X)

Low

HUMIC GLEY AND HUMIC GLEY SOILS

Solos Glei Hümico e Glei Pouco Hümico
(XI)

46
47
48
49
50
51
52

GP
WSR
LHG
HG

SALINE AND ALKALI SOILS

HP;«6 , s
GP
WSR
LHG
HG
HG, u
Sol, c

Solos Salinos e Alcalinos
(XII)

'TERRA PRÊTA' SOIL

TP

53

TP;

Terra Prêta
(XIII)

'TERRA ROXA LÉGITIMA' AND 'TERRA ROXA ESTRUTURADA'; GRUMOSOL; N O N CALCIC BROWNLIKE SOIL, GRAVELLY PHASE (NB, G ) ; A C I D BROWN FOREST-LIKE SOIL, GRAVELLY PHASE

(AF,

G ) ; ALLUVIAL SOIL; 'PARA' PODZOL; GREY HYDROMORPHIC SOIL; H A L F BOG SOIL AND BOG SOIL

Terra Roxa Légitima e Terra Roxa Estruturada; Grumosolo; Solo parecido com 'Non Calcic
Brown', fase Cascalhenta; Solo parecido com 'Acid Brown Forest', fase Cascalhenta; Solo
Aluvial; Podzol de Para; Solo 'Grey Hydromorphic'; Solos Orgdnicos
Applied soil textural classes
aplicadas classes texturais de solo
clay (%)
argila(%)
< 5%
15-15%
15-35%
35-50%
50-70%
>70%

class
classe
very light textured
textura muito leve
light textured
textura leve
medium textured
textura média
rather heavy textured
textura meio pesada
heavy textured
textura pesada
very heavy textured
textura muito pesada

Applied base saturation classes
classes de saturaçào de bases
symbol
simbolo

V(%)

vl

<50

low
baixa

lb

I

50-70

rather high
meio-alta

rhb

70-100

high
alta

hb

m

class
classe

symbol
simbolo

rh

h
vh

If the textural class is applied for the soil as a whole, the texture of the B2 horizon is taken as the
criterion
Se a classe textural é aplicada ao solo como urntodo, entâo a textura do horizonte B2 é a que prevalece
In generalisations, the first three classes are grouped together as 'relatively light textured', and the
latter three as 'relatively heavy textured'. The terms 'sandy' and 'clayey' for these two groups are
normally avoided
Ao sefazerem generalizaçàes, as trèsprimeiras classes säo agrupadas como 'textura relativamente leve'
e as ultimas très como 'textura relativamente pesada'. Os termos 'arenoso' e 'argiloso', para estes dois
grupos, säo geralmente evitados
Tabela 9 Os solos amazónicos descritos
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the 1:1 lattice structure, being kaolinite. The soilshave arather weak macro-structure,
at leastinthe subsurface horizon. When drythey areslightlyhard, orhard. The Bhorizon isgenerally somewhat heavier than theAhorizon, afact which isalso noticeable in
thefield,except whereveryheavytextured profiles are met.
Within the Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol group, various subgroups are distinguished.
For practical mapping purposes, these subgroups are, for the most part, further subdivided accordingtothetexture ofthe Bhorizon (cf.Table9).

(Ia.1)Kaolinitic YellowLatosol (,Ortho) (KYL)
The profiles of the Ortho type are characterized by the following features:
1. The transitions, both as regards colour and texture, between the horizons are diffuse, or gradual, exceptthe transition from the Ax to the A3. From top to bottom of the
profile, the colour gradually obtains more value, more chroma, and a redder hue;
mottles are absent.
2. The Bhorizon isneither compactnor firm.
3. The soilsare deeply porous and deeply rooted, tothe C horizon.
4. Hard plinthitic gravel is absent or nearly absent. If occurring scattered in the profile, it comprises maximally 5% of the soil mass;if concentrated in a layer, then this
layerislessthan 30cmthick above 1 m depth.
The range in characteristics of the veryheavy textured profiles is given below:
Theprofiles haveheavyclaytexture inallhorizons.TheAhorizon, consisting ofan Aiand anA3,is
between 20and 45cm thick; the Bhorizon, consisting of a B2and often a B3, is 80to 150cm thick;
theChorizonisofvaryingand often difficult todetermine,thickness.
The A1 subhorizonvaries considerably in thickness (from 2to 30cm). The colour is predominantly
darkyellowishbrown (10YR4/4)ordarkbrown tobrown (10YR4/3or5/3).Thestructureisusually
moderate,mediumtofinesubangular blocky,withoften weaktomoderate,veryfinegranulespresent.
Thesuperficial part may becrusted andclodded(cf. IV.1.1.2).
The A3 subhorizon is 15-40cm thick. Thecolour ispredominantly yellowish brown (10YR 5/6 or
5/4) or light yellowish brown (10YR 6/4). It hasusually a weak to moderatefinesubangular blocky
and moderate to weak, very fine granular structure. On a considerable part of the insect and root
channels,coatingsmaybepresent.
The subhorizons of theBhorizon arenormally strong brown (7.5YR 5/6),lessfrequently yellowish
brown (10YR 5/6) or reddish yellow (7.5YR 6/6 or 6/8). The structure isweak to moderate, mostly
medium subangular blocky, with weak, veryfinegranular elements present in varying frequency. A
portion ofthechannelsmayhavecoatings.
The C-horizon is reddish yellow (7.5 YR 6/6 or 6/8, 5 YR 6/8), or yellowish red (5 YR 5/8), and
massiveorwithaweak,mediumsubangular blockystructure.

The characteristics of the heavy, rather heavy, and medium textured profiles have the
following range:
Theprofileshaveheavysandyloam,sandyclayloam,sandyclay,orclaytextureintheBhorizon.The
Ahorizon,consisting ofan Ajand A3,is35to 75cm thick. TheBhorizon,consisting ofa B2 and B3,
and often aB1;is 100to250cmthick.TheChorizonisofvaryingandnoteasilydetermined thickness.
The A1 subhorizon ranges from 5to 30cminthickness.The texture variesfrom sand to sandyclay.
Thecolourhasvaluesof3 to5,achromaof3 or4,andahueof 10YR,lessfrequently 7.5YRor5YR;
most common are brown (10YR 4/3 or 5/3) and dark yellowish brown (10 YR 4/4). In the lightest
texturesthehorizonmaybestructureless(singlegrains),butmoreoften thereisa structure ofweak to
moderate,finesubangular blocky and veryfinegranules. Both under a cover ofprimevalforest, and
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under cultivation, the upper section of the A t often consists of a layer of loose, bleached sand (pepper
and salt colour), ranging in thickness from 0.1 to 5cm ('micro-podzol').
The A 3 subhorizon is normally between 20 and 50 cm thick. The texture varies from sandy loam to
light clay. The colour value is usually 5 or 6, the chroma varies from 4 to 8, and the hue is generally
10 YR; most common are yellowish brown (10 YR 5/6) and light yellowish brown (10 YR 6/4). The
structure is mostly weak to moderate, medium to fine subangular blocky, with very fine granules
present invarying frequency.
The Bj subhorizon, when present, is 50 to 80 cm thick. The texture is usually heavy sandy loam or
light sandy clay loam. The colour isbrownish yellow (10 YR 6/6) or yellow (10 YR 7/6), less frequently reddish yellow (7.5 YR 6/6 or 7/6). The structure isnormally the same as that of the A3.
The B 2 subhorizon, 70 to 150cm thick, varies in texture from heavy sandy loam to clay; the texture is
always noticeably heavier than that of the A horizon. The colour is normally reddish yellow (7.5 YR
6/6 or 6/8) or brownish yellow (10 YR 6/6 or 6/8). The structure isnormally a slightly coherent porous
soil mass, falling apart into weak, medium to fine subangular blocky elements and some very fine
granules.
The B 3 horizon is commonly slightly lighter textured than the B 2 , with the other characteristics
approximately identical.
The C horizon, in texture varying from sandy loam to sandy clay, is usually reddish yellow (5 YR
6/8) or yellowish red (5 YR 5/8). The horizon is massive, but has mostly a large number of fine pores.

Profile 24. KAOLINITIC YELLOW LATOSOL (,ORTHO), very heavy textured (KYLVh).
Field description 210(Sombroek)
Location: Along highway BR-14, km 247, S of Sâo Miguel do Guamâ.
Relief and drainage:Totally flat top of rather small section of high terrace (planalto). Alt. 200m. Welldrained.
Parent material: Plio-Pleistocene lacustrine sediments (Belterra clay).
Vegetative cover: Primeval tropical forest. Rather low timber volume (100 m 3 /ha ca.); rather few, but
thick trees; dense undergrowth, of thick creepers and climbers.
Oi
02
Aj

A3

B2

B3

C

8-5 cm: Undecomposed plant residues.
5-0 cm: Partly decomposed plant residues with many fine roots.
0-2 cm: Dark yellowish brown (10 YR 4/4) heavy clay. Moderate, medium to fine subangular
blocky and weak, very fine granular structure. Moist, friable. Sticky and plastic when wet.
Locally the horizon iscrusty, due to intense activity ofinsects,especially termites. Many pores.
Very many, mostly fine, roots. Transition clear.
2-20 cm: Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/6) heavy clay. Moderate, fine subangular blocky and
weak, very fine granular structure. Moist, friable. Sticky and plastic when wet. Soft when dry.
Many pores. Very many roots. Transition gradual.
20-60 cm: Strong brown (7.5YR 5/6) heavy clay. Weak to moderate, medium to fine subangular blocky and weak, very fine granular structure. A few, faint clay skins. Moist, friable.
Sticky and plastic when wet. Slightly hard when dry. Many pores. Many roots. Transition
diffuse.
60-150 cm: Strong brown (7.5 YR 5/6) heavy clay. Weak, medium sized subangular blocky
and weak, very fine granular structure. A few, very faint clay skins. Moist, friable to firm.
Sticky and plastic when wet. Slightly hard when dry. Common pores. Many roots. Transition
diffuse.
150-250 cm: Yellowish red (5 YR 5/8) heavy clay. Massive to weak, medium sized subangular
blocky structure. Moist, firm. Sticky and plastic when wet. Few pores. Very few roots.

For full mineralogical analysis and specific surface data of the A3and B2horizons of
a comparable profile: seesample 303-2and 303-4of the Tables 7and 8,Fig. 14a-e and
Photo 9. ForpF-curvesoftheB2ofcomparable profiles:seesamples 219-3and 303-3of
Fig.37.
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Profile 25. KAOLINITIC YELLOW LATOSOL (,ORTHO), medium textured ( K Y L m ) .

Field description 233 (Sombroek-Sampaio)
Location: Along highway BR-14, km 12.7 Sof Sào Miguel do Guamâ.
Relief and drainage: Flat topofterrace, about 55cmabove nearby river. Well-drained. Alt. 65m.
Parent material: Pleistocene fluviatile (?)sediments.
Vegetative cover: Tropical forest with medium timber volume (150 m 3 /ha ca.).At the spot probably
once ortwice attacked byfire.
C»!
6-1cm: Undecomposed plant residues.
02
1-0cm: Partly decomposed plant residues, with very fine roots.
Au
0-2cm: Loose bleached sand.
A12
2-20 cm: Brown (10YR4/3) coarse sand. Single grains anda few,weak, fine crumbs. Moist,
loose. Not sticky and not plastic when wet. Soft when dry. Very many, mainly fine roots.
Transition gradual.
A3
20-70 cm: Yellowish brown (10Y R 5/4)light coarse sandy loam. Little coherent massive, to
weak, medium to fine subangular blocky structure. Moist, very friable. Not sticky andnot
plastic when wet. Slightly hard when dry. Slightly more resistant to penetration than other
horizons. Common pores. Many roots. Some pieces ofcharcoal. Transition diffuse.
B,
70-140 cm:Brownish yellow (10 YR6/6)coarse sandy loam. Weak, medium to fine subangular blocky structure. Moist, very friable. Notsticky andnotplastic when wet. Slightly hard, to
hard when dry.Common pores. Many roots. Transition diffuse.
B 21
140-220 cm: Reddish yellow (7.5YR 6/6)heavy coarse sandy loam. Little coherent massive,
to weak, medium to fine subangular blocky structure. Moist, very friable. Not sticky and
slightly plastic when wet. Slightly hard, to hard when dry.Common, tofewpoers. Fewroots.
Transition diffuse.
B 22
220-320 cm: Reddish yellow (7.5 YR6/6)light coarse sandy clay loam. Little coherent massive. Moist, very friable. Not sticky andslightly plastic when wet. Hard when dry. Fewpores.
Veryfewroots.

For full mineralogical analysis andspecific surface data ofthe A 3andB2horizonsof
a comparable profile:seesample 300-2and 300-4ofTable 7and 8. For thepF-curveof
the B2ofa comparable profile: seesample 231ofFig. 37.

(Ia.2) Kaolinitic YellowLatosol, Compactphase (KYL, c)
The profiles ofthe Compact phase differ from those ofthe Ortho type inbeing compact andrather firm, especially intheBhorizon. This Bhorizon isrelatively slightly
porous; theroot development inthis horizon islimited. Thehueofthe profiles isyellower (often 2.5Y).Intheveryheavy textured profiles,theA.x horizonisextremely thin.
In the lighter textured profiles the textural difference between theA and the Bhorizons
isfairly great. Some mottlingmay also bepresent inthe Bhorizon ofthelatter profiles.
The very heavy textured andtherather heavy textured profiles were frequently encountered. Arange incharacteristics can therefore begiven.
Therangeforthe veryheavy textured profiles isasfollows:
The A horizon, consisting ofan A t andan A3, is30-50 cmthick. TheB horizon, consisting ofa B 2
and aB 3 , isbetween 100and 150cm thick. The Chorizon isofvarying thickness.
The A t subhorizon rarely comprises more than 2-3 cm. The colour value is5or6,thechroma 3or4,
the hue 10YR or 2.5Y. Light yellowish brown (10Y R 6/4)is the most common. The structure is
usually moderate, fine subangular blocky, composing weak, medium subangular blocky. Duetothe
thinness ofthe A 1; andthethinness orabsence ofan Ox and0 2 , theyellowish clay of theA 3 can often
be observed bare atthesurface. The A 3 subhorizon, varying from 30to50cminthickness, hascolour
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values of 6 or 7, chromas of 4 or 6, hues of 2.5 Y or 10 YR. Most common are very pale brown (10
YR 7/4) and pale yellow (2.5 Y 7/4). Thestructure isa moderate, fine subangular blocky and weak very
fine granular. The B, horizon, varying in thickness from 50 to 100 cm, has colour values of 6 or 7,
chromas of 6 or 8, hues of 10YR or 7.5 YR. Most common is yellow (10 YR 6/7). Mottling does not
occur. The structure is commonly weak to moderate, fine subangular blocky and locally weak, very
fine granular. The B3 subhorizon is about 70cm thick. The colour is generally reddish yellow (7.5 YR
6/8). The structure is usually weak, medium subangular blocky but sometimes a weak, medium sized
platy structure occurs. The C-horizon is generally reddish yellow (5 YR 7/6). The horizon is normally
massive.
F o r t h e rather heavy textured

profiles t h e r a n g e in c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s is a s f o l l o w s :

The A horizon, consisting of an A1 and an A 3 , varies between 20 and 60cm in thickness. The B horizon, consisting of a B 2 and a B 3 , is between 100 and 120cm thick. The C horizon is of varying thickness. The A horizon is often capped with a rather thick (up to 3 cm) layer of loose bleached sand
('micro-podzol').
The Ai subhorizon varies between 5and 20cm inthickness. The texture ispredominantly sandy loam.
The colour is grey brown (10 YR 5/2), brown (10 YR 5/3) or pale brown (10 YR 6/3). The horizon is
structureless, or has a weak, fine subangular blocky structure. The A 3 subhorizon is between 20 and
40cm thick. The texture ismostly sandy clay loam, sometimes sandy loam or sandy clay. The colour is
predominantly very pale brown or pale yellow (10 YR, resp. 2.5 Y 7/4), sometimes pale brown (10 YR
6/3). The structure is usually weak, medium subangular blocky. The B2 subhorizon is between 20 and
70cm thick. The texture ispredominantly sandy clay, sometimes sandy clay loam, or clay. The colour
iscommonly brownish yellow (10 YR 6/6), but also colours of lesschroma occur (10 YR resp. 2.5 YR
6/3-6/4). The latter is mostly the case if the horizon is of clay texture; then also common and distinct
mottles of yellowish red (5YR 5/8), may bepresent. The structure isnormally weak, medium subanguar blocky but sometimes a stronger structure (weak to moderate, medium angular blocky) is present,
accompanied by a few faint clay skins. The B 3 subhorizon is between 50and 100cm thick. The texture
is predominantly a light sandy clay. The colour is commonly reddish yellow (7.5 YR 6/6-6/8), but
yellow (10 YR resp. 2.5 Y 7/6) may occur. The horizon is massive, or has a weak, medium sized subangular blocky structure.
The C horizon has normally sandy clay or sandy clay loam textures. Its colour is predominantlyreddish yellow (7.5 resp. 5 YR 6/8-7/8).
Profile 26. KAOLINITIC YELLOW LATOSOL, Compact phase, very heavy textured (KYL, c v /,)
Field description 230 (Sombroek)
Location: Highway BR-14, km 69 of Sào Miguel do Guamâ, 6 km E.
Relief and drainage: Totally flat terrace. Well-drained. Alt. 70 m.
Parent material: Plio-Pleistocene lacustrine sediments, re-worked in early Pleistocene.
Vegetative cover: Primeval tropical forest, with medium (140m 3 /ha ca.) timber volume. Scattered thick
trees, often in small groups;dense undergrowth, largely consisting of thick creepers and climbers.
Ox
02
At

A3

B2

4-1 cm: Undecomposed plant residues.
1-0 cm: Partly decomposed plant residues with many very fine roots. Surface rough and
rather hard, locally bare and then with green cover (Algae).
0-3 cm: Grey brown (2.5 Y-10 YR 5/2) heavy clay. Structure of moderate, fine subangular
blocks, composing weak, medium sized subangular blocks. Moist, friable to firm. Sticky and
plastic when wet. Hard when dry. Many pores, many large insect channels. Very many, mainly fine roots. Transition clear.
3-40 cm: Light yellowish brown (2.5 Y 6/4) heavy clay. Moderate, fine subangular blocky and
weak, very fine granular structure. Moist, friable. Sticky and plastic when wet. Slightly hard
when dry. Rather compact. Many pores. Many roots. Transition gradual.
40-90 cm: Brownish yellow (10 YR 6/6) heavy clay. Structure of weak to moderate, veryfinesubangular blocks, composing weak, medium sized subangular blocks. Tendency to platy. A
few, faint clay skins. Moist, friable to firm. Sticky and plastic when wet. Slightly hard, tohard when dry. Compact. Very resistant to penetration with hammer. Few pores. Few rootsTransition diffuse.
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With Dutch auger:
B3
90-130 cm: Brownish yellow (10YR -7.5 YR 6/8)heavy clay. Moist, firm. Sticky and plastic
when wet. Very difficult topenetrate with soil auger. Transition diffuse.
C
130-180 cm: Reddish yellow (7.5YR 7/8) heavy clay. Moist, firm. Sticky and plastic when
wet. Very difficult topenetrate with soil auger.
Profile 27. KAOLINITIC YELLOW LATOSOL, Compact phase, rather heavy textured (KYL, crh)
Field description 194 (Sombroek)
Location: Highway BR-14, km63Sof Sào Miguel do Guamä, 7kmE.
Relie}'and drainage: Extensive, completely flat terrace, about 60mabove river level. Somewhat imperfect internal drainage. Alt. 60m.
Parent material: Early Pleistocene fluviatile (?)sediments.
Vegetative cover: Primeval tropical forest of low timber volume (75m 3 /ha ca.).Dense undergrowth,
predominantly of thin creepers andclimbers.
Oi
02
Au
A 12

A3

B2

B3

9-2 cm: Undecomposed plant residues.
2-0 cm: Partly decomposed plant residues with many fine roots.
0-1cm:Loosebleached sand.
1-30cm: Pale brown (10YR6/3)sandy loam. Weak, fine subangular blocky structure. Moist,
friable. Notsticky andnotplastic when wet. Slightly hard when dry. Slightly compact. Common tofewpores. Common roots. Transition diffuse.
30-60: Light yellowish brown (2.5 Y 6/4)heavy sandy clay loam. Weak, medium subangular
blocky structure. Moist, firm. Slightly sticky and slightly plastic when wet.Hard when dry.
Compact. Very resistant to penetration with hammer. Very fewpores. Fewroots. Transition
diffuse.
60-120 cm:Yellow (2.5 Y 7/6)light sandy clay. Weak tomoderate, coarse subangular blocky
structure Moist, firm. Slightly sticky andslightly plastic when wet. Hard when dry. Compact.
Veryresistant topenetration with hammer. Common pores. Few roots. Transition diffuse.
120-170 cm: Yellow (2.5Y 7/6) sandy clay loam, with few, medium sized, faint mottles of
yellow (10 YR 7/6). Massive to weak, medium sized subangular blocky structure. Moist,
friable to firm. Slightly sticky andslightly plastic when wet. Hard when dry. Slightly compact.
Less resistant topenetration with hammer than B 2 . Common pores. N o roots.

(Ia.3) Kaolinitic YellowLatosol, Concretionaryphase (KYL, CR)
The profiles ofthe Concretionary phase differ from those ofthe Ortho type owingto
the presence ofplinthitic gravel. This includes more than 5% ofthe soil masswhenit
occurs scattered in theprofile, or constitutes a layer in excess of 30 cmin thickness
above a depth of 1m. Soft plinthite is absent above a depht of 1m.Thecolour is
often, butnotalways, somewhat redder than that ofthe Ortho type.Forageneraldiscussion onthe genetics ofthis soil, please refer toII.3.2.2.
Profile 28. KAOLINITIC YELLOW LATOSOL, Concretionary phase (KYL, CR)

Field description 114(Day)
Location: Near Belém, 3kmSofIAN Headquarters (Lat. I°.27'S; Long 48°.26' W).
Relief and drainage: Undulating terrain (slope 2-5 %). Alt.less than 50m. Well-drained.
Parent material: Mio-Pliocenefluviatile (?) sediments.
Vegetative cover: Cleared from brush. Formerly forest.
Aj,

A3

0-25 cm: Dark reddish brown (5 YR3/2)gravelly sandy clay loam. Weak, coarse subangular
blocky structure, breaking into moderate, medium to fine subangular blocky. Moist, friable.
Gravels arecoarse grained iron-quartz plinthite fragments, of diameter 0.5-3 cm, occupying
about 75%ofthe soil mass.p H(Soiltex)4orbelow. Transition clear and smooth.
25-50 cm: Gravelly clay. Transitional horizon between A1P and B 2 i . Transition gradual and
wavy.
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B 21

50-100 cm: Yellowish red(5YR5/6)gravelly clay. Weak, coarse subangular blocky structure.
Moist, friable. Gravels are plinthite fragments, containing some medium or coarse grained
quartz. They areofdiameter 1-5cm andoccupy about 75%ofthe soil mass. pH (Soiltex) 4or
below. Transition diffuse and wavy.
B2,
100-170 cm: Red (2.5 YR 5/8) gravelly clay. Weak, very coarse angular blocky structure,
breaking into moderate, fine angular blocky. Moist, friable. Gravels areplinthite fragments,
fine, and occupying about 7 5 %ofthesoil mass.pH(Soiltex) 4orbelow. Transition diffuse and
wavy.
With Dutch auger:
Ci
170-230 cm:Red(2.5 YR5/8)clay, with common tomany, medium sized, prominent mottles
of yellow (10YR 8/8)and dark red (10R 3/6).Still a fewplinthite concretions, fine grained,
rather soft.
C>
230-290+ cm: Light reddish brown (2.5YR6/4) clay, with many, coarse, prominent mottlesof
pinkish white (7.5YR8/2)anddusky red(10R 3/4).

(Ia.4) Kaoliniiic YellowLatosol, intergradetoRed YellowPodzolic soil (KYL-RP)
The profiles ofthis group differ from those of the Ortho type in having a distinct
colour change from the A to the B horizon. Also, the textural difference betweenthe Aand the Bhorizons isslightly larger than that ofprofiles ofthe Ortho type
with thesame generaltexture. The change intexture is,however, diffuse togradual,as
inthe Ortho type.
Many examples were studied ofthe ratherheavy textured profiles. Therefore, a range
incharacteristicsforthistextural classcan be given:
The Ahorizon, consisting ofan Ax andanA 3 , isbetween 35and60cm thick. The B-horizon, consisting ofa B 2 anda B 3 , is 150to 180cmthick. TheC horizon isofvarying thickness. TheA horizon is
generally capped with only a thin layer ( < 1 mm)ofloose sand ('micro-podzol').
The A t subhorizon is between 5 and 10cm thick. The texture is predominantly sandy clay loam,
sometimes sandy loam, or sandy clay. Thecolour isgrayish brown or brown (10YR5/2resp. 10 YR
5/3). The structure isweak ormoderate, fine subangular blocky. The transition tothe A 3 is characteristically clear. TheA 3 subhorizon varies between 20and 50cm in thickness. The texture is normally
sandy clay loam orsandy clay. The colour valueis6or7,thechroma 4or6, the hue 10 YR, sometimes
2.5 Y. Most frequent isvery pale brown (10YR 7/4). Thestructure isweak to moderate, medium to
fine subangular blocky. The transition totheBhorizon ischaracteristically gradual, notdiffuse. Sometimes a transition zone (A + B)occurs, with colours both ofA 3 andB 2 . TheB 2 subhorizon is60to80
cm thick. Thetexture iscommonly a light clay, butsandy clays arealso rather frequent. The colour is
reddish yellow (7.5YR7/6, sometimes 7.5 YR7/8 or6/6). The structure isa weak, medium subangular
blocky. Afew, faint clay skins mayoccur. The transition totheB 3 isdiffuse. The B 3 subhorizon varies
between 50and 100cmin thickness. Thetexture isa sandy clay or,less frequently, a light clay.The
colour is reddish yellow (5Y R 6/8,5YR 7/8). Thehorizon hasa weak, medium subangular blocky
structure, if any. The C-horizon has commonly a sandy clay texture. Sandy clay loam or light clay
textures also occur. The colour isreddish yellow (5YR6/8)orlight red(2.5YR6/8), often with some
mottling ofyellow (10YR 8/6).Sometimes colours of rather yellow hueandlittle chroma (e.g. pink,
7.5 YR7/4) predominate.
Profile 29. KAOLINITIC YELLOW LATOSOL, intergrade to R E D YELLOW PODZOLIC soil, rather heavy

textured (KYL-RP,./,); theactual profile would come under theheavy texture class
Field description 197 (Sombroek)
Location: Along highway BR-14, km 136 Sof Sào Miguel do Guamâ.
Relief and drainage: Edge offlat terrace, 10m above level of nearby rivulet.Well-drained. Alt.80m.
Parent material: Pleistocene fluviatile sediments.
Vegetative cover: Primeval tropical forest ofrather high timber volume (200-250 m 3 /ha). Erect, open
undergrowth, nearly devoid ofcreepersandclimbers.
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4-0.5 cm: Undecomposed plant residues.
0.5-0 cm: Partly decomposed plant residues with very fine roots. Surface somewhat irregular
and hard, duetointense termite activity. Loose bleached sand grains form a very thin discontinuous cover.
Au
0-5 cm: Dark brown (7.5YR 3/2) heavy sandy clay loam. Moderate, very fine subangular
blocky structure. Many very fine granular insect outcasts. Moist, friable. Sticky and slightly
plastic when wet.Slightly hard when dry. Very many pores and large insect channels. Very
many, mainly fine, roots. Transition abrupt.
A 12
5-20 cm: Dark grey brown (10YR 4/2) sandy clay, with many, fine, faint mottles of pale
brown (10YR 6/3). Weak to moderate, fine subangular blocky andweak, very fine granular
structure. Moist, friable. Sticky and plastic when wet. Soft when dry. Many pores. Many roots.
Transition clear.
A3
75-50 cm: Very pale brown (10 YR7/4) clay. Weak tomoderate, medium subangular blocky
and weak, very fine granular structure. Moist, friable. Sticky and plastic when wet. Slightly
hard when dry. Many pores. Many roots. Transition gradual.
A + B 50-70 cm: Reddish yellow (5YR7/8)clay, with many, fine, faint mottles ofvery pale brown
(10YR7/4). Atransition zone between A 3and B2.
B2
70-140 cm:Reddish yellow (5YR 7/8) clay. Structure weak, coarse subangular blocky, falling apart into weak, fine subangular blocky. A few, very faint clay skins. Moist, friable.
Sticky and plastic when wet.Hard when dry. Many pores. Common roots. Transition gradual.
B3
140-190 cm: Reddish yellow(5YR7/8)clay,with many fine, faint mottles ofpink (7.5YR7/4).
Massive, to weak, coarse subangular blocky or medium prismatic structure. Moist, friable.
Sticky andplastic when wet. Slightly hard when dry. Common pores. Common roots. Transition gradual.
C
190-250 cm: Pink (7.5 YR8/4)heavy clay, with many, medium sized, faint todistinct mottles
of white (10YR 8/1).Massive, to weak, medium prismatic structure. Moist, friable. Sticky
and plastic when wet. Slightly hard when dry. Few, tocommon pores. Few roots.

(Ia.5) Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, intergrade to Dark Horizon Latosol ( K Y L - D H L )
The profiles ofthis group differ from those ofthe Ortho type byhaving inthe Bhorizon a layer of slightly darker colour (lower value) than theearth immediately above
a n d below. The classification isvery provisional, awaiting more field studies, and analytical data (for D a r k Horizon Latosol cf. R U H E and CADY, 1954; SOIL SURVEY STAFF,

1960, p. 241).
Profile 30. KAOLINITIC YELLOW LATOSOL, intergrade to DARK HORIZON LATOSOL, heavy textured

(KYL-DHL/,)
Field description 319(Sombroek, Falesi)
Location: 8kmEofPorto Velho; Experimental Station ofIAN, 2kmSof Headquarters.
Relief and drainage: Approximately fiat terrain, 30m ca. above larger rivulets. Well-drained. Alt.
100m ca.
Parent material: Pleistocene sediments.
Vegetative cover: High secondary forest.
O!
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A3

7-4cm:Undecomposed plant residues.
4-0 cm:Partly decomposed plant residues, and very many very fine roots.
0-5 cm:Dark yellowish brown (10YR4/4) fine sandy clay. Moderate, fine subangular blocky
structure. Moist, friable. Slightly sticky andslightly plastic,to plastic.jwhenwet. Many coarse
and fewfine pores. Very many roots. Afewpieces ofcharcoal. Transition clear.
5-45 cm: Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) fine sandy clay. Weak, fine subangular blocky and
weak to moderate, very fine granular structure. Moist, friable. Slightly sticky and slightly
plastic, to plastic, when wet. Few coarse andcommon fine pores. Manyroots.Afewpiecesof
charcoal. Transition gradual.
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45-85cm:Dark yellowish brown(10YR 3/4)finesandyclay.Weak,finetomedium subangular and weak, very fine granular structure. Moist, very friable. Slightly sticky and slightly
plastic,to plastic,whenwet.Littleresistance to penetration with hammer. Common to many
fine pores. Manyroots.Transition gradual.
85-/30 cm: Strong brown (7.5 YR 5/6) clay. Porous massive, to weak, medium subangular
blocky and weak, veryfinegranular structure. Moist, very friable. Plastic and slightly sticky
when wet. Little resistance to penetration with hammer. Many medium sized pores. Many
roots.Transition diffuse.
130-180+cm:Reddish yellow(7.5YR 6/8)clay. Porous massive,toweak, medium subangular blocky structure. Moist, veryfriable. Plasticand slightly sticky when wet. Little resistance
topenetration withhammer. Commonfinepores.Commonroots.

(Ia.6) Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, intergrade to Ground Water Latérite soil (KYL-GL)
The profiles of this group differ from those of the Ortho type in having in the lower
part of theprofile some softplinthite-in-formation: The B and C horizons have a fair
quantity ofreddish mottles ina matrix oflesschroma than the Ortho type.The Bhorizon has certain characteristics of a textural-B {cf. II.2), viz. relatively large textural
difference B/A, subangular to angular blocky structure, a few clay skins, and limited
porosity. TheA 3subhorizon is often slightlypaler (e.g. hue2.5Y,chroma 4to 6)than
that oftheprofiles ofthe other types.
The Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, intergrade to Ground Water Latérite soil seems to
be identical with what iscalled 'Planosolic Latosol' by the U.S.SoilConservation Service. This name refers to soils assumed to occupy about 40% of the area in western
Amazonia and described by STRIKER as: 'very highly acid, with greyish and yellowish
brown silty to silty clay surface horizons over yellow and reddish yellow, mottled,
moderately plastic or compacted, slowly drained clay subsoils' (KELLOGG, personal
communication). Seealso Profile 12(II.3.2.1).

(lb) Kaolinitic Red Latosol (KRL)
Generalconcept: This unit includes deeply and strongly weathered soils, well-drained
and permeable, predominantly of reddish hue and of varying texture but with at least
15%clay inthe Bhorizon. The soils arevery strongly to slightly acid, and have a base
saturation above40%.
Theprofiles arewelldeveloped, having an ABCsequence ofhorizons;the boundaries
between these horizons are gradual or diffuse. The soils have a latosolic-Bhorizon (cf.
II.2.1); the clay-sized particles consist very predominantly of silicate clay minerals of
the 1:1lattice structure, being kaolinite. The soilshave arather weak macro-structure,
at least inthe sub-surface horizon. When dry they are slightlyhard, to hard. The B horizon isgenerally slightly heavier than theA horizon.
The only frequently encountered profiles of this unit are of medium texture. The
range incharacteristics within thistextural classisgivenbelow:
The Ahorizon, consisting of an Kxand A3, isabout 70cm thick. The Bhorizon, consisting of a B2
and a B3, isabout 200cm. The Chorizon is of varying thickness. The Ahorizon isnormally capped
withathin( < 1 cm)layerofloosebleachedsand('micro-podzol').
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The A1 subhorizon is 5-20 cm thick. The texture varies between loamy sand and light sandy clay
loam. The colour value is4 to 5, the chroma 4 to 6, the hue 7.5 YR or 5 YR. Brown (7.5 YR 4/4 or
5/4) ismost frequent. The horizon is structureless (single grains) or has a weak, fine subangular blocky
structure. The A 3 subhorizon is40-60 cm thick. The texture isusually sandy loam or sandy clay loam.
The colour ispredominantly yellowish red (5 YR 4/6 or 4/8). Weak, fine subangular blocky is the predominant structure. The B 2 subhorizon is 50-100 cm thick. The texture iscommonly sandy clay loam,
sometimes sandy loam, or sandy clay. The predominant colours are yellowish red (5 YR 4/6 or 4/8)
and red (2.5 YR 4/6 or 4/8). The structure isa weak, medium to fine subangular blocky. The B3 subhorizon isabout 100cm thick. The texture is light sandy clay loam or sandy loam. The colour isthe same
as in the B2 horizon. The horizon is structureless (little coherent porous massive), or has a weak, medium subangular blocky structure. The C horizon ispredominently of sandy loam texture. The colour
is generally red (2.5 YR 4/8). The horizon is massive. Rounded quartz pebbles or rounded plinthite
concretions commonly occur, in small percentages.
Profile 31.KAOLiNiTrc RED LATOSOL, medium textured ( K R L m ) ; the actual profile is transitive to the
light texture class
Field description 226(Sombroek, Sampaio)
Location: Along highway BR-14, km 429 S of Sào Miguel do Guamâ.
Relief and drainage: Side of one several small hills in generally fiat terrain. Somewhat excessively
drained. Alt. 140 m.
Parent material: In Pleistocene reworked sediments of Cretaceous/Tertiary age.
Vegetative cover: Tropical forest, with low timber volume (75 m 3 /haca.). Low, thin trees;many palms
of various species. Rather dense undergrowth, in which thin creepers and vines are common.
Oj
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4-1 cm: Undecomposed plant residues.
1-0 cm: Partly decomposed plant residues.
0-0.5 cm: Loose bleached sand with many fine roots.
0.5-20 cm: Dark brown (7.5 YR 4/4) loamy sand. Single grains. Moist, loose. Not sticky and
not plastic when wet. Many roots. Transition clear to gradual.
20-70 cm: Yellowish red (5 YR 4/8) fine sandy loam. Weak, fine subangular blocky structure.
Moist, very friable. Not sticky and not plastic when wet. Soft when dry. Many pores. Many
roots. Transition diffuse.
70-180 cm: Red (2.5 YR 5/8) fine sandy loam. Weak, medium to fine subangular blocky structure. Moist, very friable. Not sticky and not plastic when wet. Slightly hard when dry. Many
pores. Many roots. Transition diffuse.
180-300 cm: Red (2.5 YR 5/8) fine sandy loam. Massive to weak, medium subangular blocky
structure. Moist, very friable. Not sticky and not plastic when wet. Slightly hard when dry.
Many pores. Many roots.
In A 3 and B 2 some quartz pebbles and rounded, black, medium textured plinthite concretions,
both partially as stone-lines.

(Ic)Kaolinitic LatosolicSand (KLS)
Generalconcept: This unit comprises highly and very deeply weathered soils, well or
somewhat excessively drained, with colours of yellowish or, less commonly, of reddish
hue. The soils are light textured, the percentage of clay-sized particles inthe Bhorizon
beinglessthan15%.They areveryhighly orextremely acid and havea base saturation
oflessthan 40%.
The profiles arewelldeveloped, having an ABC sequence ofhorizons;the boundaries
between these horizons are gradual or diffuse. The solum is generally very thick (2 m
or more). The few clay sized mineral particles consist very predominantly of silicate
clay minerals of the 1:1 lattice structure, being kaolinite. The soils are structureless
(single grains), or have a very weak structure. The Bhorizon is slightly less sandy than
the Ahorizon, which isoften also noticeable inthe field.
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Apart from texture and associated characteristics, the soils are comparable tothe
Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol (,Ortho).
Two main phases are distinguished, namely a Forest phase anda Savannah phase.
Many profiles ofthe Forestphase (F)were studied.Therefore, arange incharacteristics
can be given.
The A horizon, consisting ofan Aj andanA 3 , isabout 70cm thick. The Bhorizon isbetween 150and
200cmthick, andconsists normally ofa 1$! anda B 2 . TheC horizon isofvarying thickness.
The A t subhorizon is 10-40cmthick. Itstexture varies from sand tosandy loam. The colour value is
4 or 5,thechroma 2or 3,thehue 10or 7.5Y R ;dark brown to brown (10Y R4/3)is predominant.
The structure isusually weak fine subangular blocky. Thesubhorizon isgenerally capped with a thin
layer ofloose bleached sand. The A 3 subhorizon isbetween 30and60cmthick. Itstexture varies from
sand to sandy loam. Thecolour value is4to6,thechroma 3to 6,thehueis 10or 7.5YR,less commonly 5or2.5 Y R ;brown (7.5 Y R5/4)ismost common. The structure isweak medium tofine subangular blocky, orlittle coherent porous massive. The Bi subhorizon is70-150cmthick. Itstexture is
a loamy sand or light sandy loam. The colour hue is 10or 7.5YR,less commonly (forinstance in
relatively dryregions) 5or2.5 Y R ;value andchroma are6/6or6/8(brownish yellow, reddish yellow,
sometimes light red).The structure isnormally little coherent porous massive, to weak mediumsubangular blocky. The B 2 subhorizon, 50 to 100cm thick, varies between sand and sandy loam in
texture. Thecolours arepredominantly thesame as in theB,,sometimes of slightly redder hue.The
structure isusually porous massive. TheChorizon isgenerally somewhat lighter textured than theB 2 .
It hasthesame colour orisof slightly redder hue;some mottling, for instance light grey ina reddish
yellow matrix, may occur. Thehorizon is massive. Plinthite concretions or rounded quartz pebbles
may occuratvarying depth inthis horizon.

Only afewprofiles were studied ofthe Savannahphase (s). Except for thedevelopment oftheAj horizon and aslightlylarger difference intexture betweenAand Bhorizons, thephase seemstobelargelycomparabletothe Forest phase.
Profile 32. KAOLINITIC LATOSOLIC SAND, Forest phase (KLS, F)

Field description 296 (Sombroek)
Location: Araguaia Mahogany area, Rio Antonino, transect 6,stake 23(Lat. 6°21'S;Long.48° 16' W)
Relief and drainage: Extensive flat terrace, about 10mabove level ofnearby rivulet. Somewhat excessively drained. Alt. 200m.ca.
Parent material: Pleistocene sediments.
Vegetative cover: Primeval forest with lowtimber volume. Closed canopy of rather thin trees, and
palms. Open undergrowth, with afew thin climbers. Open field layer ofseedlings andscattered clumps
of grass.
Ot
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12-2cm:Undecomposed plant residues.
2-0 cm:Partly decomposed plant residues, andfineroots. Surface smooth, with scattered outcasts ofparasol ants.
0-0.2cm:Loosebleached sand.
0.2-10 cm: Dark brown (10YR 4/3)light loamy fine sand. Single grains, toweak, fine subangular blocky structure. Moist, very friable. Notsticky andnotplastic when wet. Soft when
dry. Many, mainly fine roots. Many large,andcommon fine pores. Transition clear.
10-70 cm: Yellowish brown (10Y R5/4)loamy fine sand. Little coherent porous massive, to
weak, medium to fine subangular blocky structure. Moist, very friable. Not sticky andnot
plastic when wet. Slightly hard, tohard andsomewhat brittle when dry. Many roots. Many
largeandfinepores. Transition gradual.
70-140 cm: Reddish yellow (7.5Y R6/6) loamy fine sand. Little coherent porous massive,to
weak medium subangular blocky structure. Moist, very friable. Not sticky andnot plastic
when wet. Common roots. Common fine pores. Some krotovinas ofA 3 . Transition diffuse.
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With Dutch auger:
B 12
140-220 cm: Reddish yellow (7.5-5 YR 5/8)loamy fine sand. Moist, very friable. Not sticky
and not plastic when wet. Fewroots. Transition diffuse.
B2
220-290 cm: Reddish yellow (5YR6/8)heavy loamy fine sand. Dry.Notsticky andnotplastic when wet. Afewfineroots. Transition clear.
B3(tj) 290-320 +cm: Reddish yellow (7.5YR6/8) lightfinesandy loam, with common, medium sized,
distinct mottles ofvery pale brown (10YR7/4). Moist, very friable. Notsticky andnot plastic
when wet.
Profile 33. KAOLINITIC LATOSOUC SAND, Savannah phase (KLS, s);theactual profile is transitive to
the medium texture class of the KAOLINITIC YELLOW LATOSOL

Field description 298 (Sombroek)
Location: Araguaia Mahogany area, Araguatins, 1.5km Eoftown (Lat. 5°38' S; Long. 48° 06'W)
Relief and drainage:Approximately flat upland, about 15m above level ofrivulets. Excessively drained. Alt. 150m ca.
Parent material: Reworked sand-stones of Sambaiba member of Pastos Bons beds (Jura-Triassic).
Vegetative cover: Savannah. Shrubs and rare low trees. Open field layer: scattered palmlets, some
grasses under the shrubs. Formerly frequently (?) burned.
Oi
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2-0 cm:Locally. Undecomposed plant residues.
Absent :Most ofsurface isbare andwhite sandy.
0-5 cm:Loose bleached sand.
5-30 cm:Dark grey brown (10 Y R4/2) coarse sand. Little coherent porous massive, to weak
medium subangular blocky. Some white sand around the structure elements. Moist, very
friable to loose. Notsticky andnotplastic when wet. Hard when dry;thehorizon stands out
as a bank in long exposed pits. Common roots. Fewlarge, and common to few, fine pores.
Transition gradual.
A3
30-65 cm: Light yellowish brown (10 Y R6/4)coarse sand, with krotovinas ofbrown (10YR
4/3). Verylittle coherent porous massive,toweak, medium tofinesubangular blocky structure.
Moist, very friable to loose. Not sticky and not plastic when wet. Slightly hard when dry.
Common roots. Common largeandfinepores. Transition gradual.
Bt
65-130 cm: Reddish yellow (7.5 YR6/6)loamy coarse sand. Little coherent porous massive.
Consistence asinA 3 . Very fewlarge, andcommon fine pores. Fewroots. Scattered pieces of
charcoal. Transition diffuse.
With Dutch auger:
B2i
130-220 cm: Reddish yellow (7.5YR 6/6-8) light coarse sandy loam. Consistence as in A 3 .
Common fine roots. Scattered pieces of charcoal. Transition diffuse.
B 22
220-320 cm: Reddish yellow (7.5 Y R 6/6- 8)light coarse sandy loam. Consistence as in A 3 .
A fewfineroots.

(II) RED YELLOW LATOSOLS (RL)

Generalconcept (cf.group lie ofTable 6):This group includes deeply and strongly
weathered soils,well-drained and permeable,withbelowthe surface layeracolour that
iscommonly ofreddish oryellowish hue, high value and high chroma. The soilsareof
varying texture, but with at least 15% clay in the Bhorizon. Theprofiles are well
developed, having anABC sequence ofhorizons. Theboundaries between these horizons are gradual ordiffuse. The Bhorizon isalatosolic-Bhorizon (cf. II.2.1).The clay
fraction iscomposed ofintermediate percentage ofsilicate clay minerals of 1:1lattice
structure, i.e.kaolinite, andrelatively lowpercentages ofFeclay minerals. Thesoils
have a moderately strong macro-structure. There maybe some difference in texture
between theAand the Bhorizon.
Only a few profiles of this group were encountered. A range of characteristics
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of the Amazon Red Yellow Latosols cannot therefore be given. The description of
only one profile follows. This profile, moreover, does not seem to be a typical one, if
only because of its colour.
Profile 34. R E D YELLOW LATOSOL (?)

(RL?)

Field description 308 (Sombroek)
Location: Serra de Navio, Amapâ Territory; top of ICOMI manganese mine.
Relief and drainage: Slope (15%) in hilly upland. Alt. 300 m. ca., well-drained.
Parent material: Undefined rock of crystalline basement.
Vegetative cover: Primeval forest, of rather high timber volume.
Al
0-40 cm: Dark brown to brown (7.5 Y R 4/4) light clay. Moderate to strong, very fine subangular blocky, or granular, structure. Moist, very friable. Sticky and plastic when wet. Soft
when dry. Many pores. Many roots. Transition diffuse.
A3
40-100 cm: Reddish brown (5 YR 4/4) clay. Moderate, very fine subangular blocky, or granular, structure. Consistence as in A-,. Many pores. Many roots. Transition diffuse.
B2
100-200+ cm: Reddish brown (5 YR 4/4) clay. Moderate, very fine subangular blocky, or
granular, structure. Consistence as in A t . Many pores. Many roots.
In all horizons small (diameter < 5cm), hard, round, black concretions of Mn (?), in a quantity of 5-10%.

(Ill) DARK RED LATOSOLS (DL)

General concept (cf. group lib of Table 6) : This group includes deeply and strongly
weathered soils,well-drained and permeable,withbelowthesurface layeracolour that
is commonly of reddish hue, low value and high chroma. The soils are of varying
texture, but with at least 15% clay in the Bhorizon. The profiles are well developed,
having an ABC sequence of horizons. The boundaries between these horizons are
gradual or diffuse. The Bhorizon isa latosolic-B horizon (cf. II.2.1).The clay fraction
is composed of intermediate percentage of silicate clay minerals of the 1:1 lattice
structure, being kaolinite, and intermediate percentages of Fe clay minerals. The soils
have a moderate to strong macro-structure. There is normally no textural difference
betweentheA and theBhorizon.
Only a limited number of profiles with Dark Red Latosol characteristics were encountered. A description of only one profile is given. This profile is moreover not
typical for the group, because of its hsallowness, and the considerable percentages of
silt present.
Profile 35. DARK RED LATOSOL, Shallow phase (DL, s)
Field description 279(Sombroek, Sampaio)
Location: Araguaia Mahogany area, Rio Corda, transect 8, stake O (Lat. 6°23' S; Long. 48°20' W).
Relief and drainage: Edge of almost flat terrain, about 10-15 m above level of nearby river. Well
drained. Alt. 200m ca.
Parent material: Dark shales of Pimenteiras beds (Devonian).
Vegetative cover: Primeval forest. Open canopy of a few thick trees, laden with climbers, and scattered
palms. Dense undergrowth, with many creepers and climbers. Dense field layer, consisting largely of a
fern species.
Oi
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4-2 cm: Undecomposed plant residues.
2-0 cm: Partly decomposed plant residues, with many fine roots. At the surface some worm
outcasts.
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A3

B2

C

0-15 cm: Dark reddish brown (2.5 YR 3/4) light clay loam. Structure of moderate, very fine
granules, composing weak, fine subangular blocks. Moist, very friable. Slightly sticky and
slightly plastic when wet. A few, small (diameter - 5 cm) plinthite concretions, similar to
those in A 3 . Very many roots. Transition diffuse.
15-40 cm: Dark reddish brown (2.5YR3/4)clay loam. Moderate, very fine granular structure.
Moist, very friable. Slightly sticky and slightly plastic when wet. About 20% small (diam.
< 5 cm), to a degree platy, hard, very fine grained, plinthite concretions, brownish yellow
(10 YR 6/8) in their outer parts, black (5 YR 2/1) in their centres. Many roots. Transition
gradual.
40-80 cm: Dark red (2.5 YR 3/6) clay loam. Structure of moderate to strong, very fine granules, composing weak, fine subangular blocks. A few, faint clay skins, for a large proportion
on the surface of the concretions. Moist, very friable. Plastic and slightly sticky when wet,
About 70% plinthite concretions, similar to those in A 3 , but slightly larger (diam. < 10 cm),
less hard, and with more brownish yellow. Many roots. Transition gradual, irregular.
80-120 +cm: Dark red (2.5YR 3/6)heavyclay loam. Structure and consistence as in B2. About
95% large (diam. 10-20 cm), platy, rather soft, fine grained, black and yellow concretions
(weathering dark shale?).

For the pF curve of the B2 see Fig. 37.
(IV) RED YELLOW PODZOLIC SOILS (RP)

General concept: According to BALDWIN, KELLOGG and THORP (1938) and THORP
and SMITH (1949), the modal Red Yellow Podzolic soils are well-drained soils with a
thin organictop overawell developed lighttextured surface horizon (Ahorizon) and a
heavytextured,blockyorprismatic subsoil (Bhorizon),with silicate clay skins present.
ThisBhorizon often has ared oryellowcolour inthe upper part and aredder colourin
the lower part, while at the transition zone with the C horizon a mottling is often
present.
Accordingtotheelaboration ofthisconcept asappliedinBrazil{cf.LEMOS, BENNEMA,
SANTOS et al, 1960) the clay-sized minerals should consist of silicate clay minerals
mainly of 1:1 latticestructure, and iron oxides.Thelatter are generallypresent insmaller quantity than in most Latosols, and there are few if any aluminum oxides. The
B horizon should have the characteristics of a textural-B as described in II.2.1. In
Brazil, the Red Yellow Podzolic soils are subdivided in those of low base status, and
those ofmedium and high base status.
(IV.1) Red YellowPodzolic soil(,Ortho) (RP)
Under thishead aredescribed those RedYellow Podzolic soilsofwhichtheBhorizon
has about allthecharacteristics ofatextural-B.
Only a few profiles were encountered of those with low base saturation. Therefore
onlya profile description is given.
Many profiles were encountered locally of those with rather high base saturation.
Therefore thefollowing generalisation can begiven:
The A horizon, consisting of an A t and an A 2 , is about 40 cm thick. The B horizon, consisting of a
B 2 and sometimes a B 3 , is 40 to 80 cm thick. The C horizon is about 30 cm. Below this, unweathered
rock (mica schists) occurs. The A : subhorizon is 5-10 cm thick. Its texture is usually a loam. The
colour value is about 4, its chroma 2 or 3, its hue 10, 7.5 or 5 Y R ; most common is dark brown (7.5
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Y R 4/2). T h e s t r u c t u r e is a m o d e r a t e , m e d i u m t o fine s u b a n g u l a r b l o c k y a n d fine g r a n u l a r . T h e A 3 s u b h o r i z o n is a b o u t 30 cm. Fts texture is p r e d o m i n a n t l y clay l o a m . Its c o l o u r value is 4 to 6, its c h r o m a
a l s o 4 t o 6, its h u e 7.5, 5 o r 2.5 Y R ; m o s t c o m m o n is r e d d i s h b r o w n (5 Y R 4 / 4 ) . T h e s t r u c t u r e is usually a m o d e r a t e , m e d i u m s u b a n g u l a r blocky (in p a r t c o m p o s e d of m o d e r a t e , very fine s u b a n g u l a r t o
a n g u l a r blocks). Clay skins a r e few a n d faint. T h e B 2 s u b h o r i z o n is a b o u t 40 c m . Its texture is a clay,
less frequently a clay loam. T h e c o l o u r value is 4 o r 5, the c h r o m a usually 6, the hue 5 Y R or 2.5 Y R ;
m o s t c o m m o n is red (2.5 Y R 4 / 6 ) . T h e s t r u c t u r e is n o r m a l l y m o d e r a t e , m e d i u m a n g u l a r , t o s u b a n g u l a r
b l o c k y (in p a r t c o m p o s e d of very fine a n g u l a r blocks). Clay skins a r e c o m m o n to c o n t i n u o u s , a n d
distinct. T h e B 3 s u b h o r i z o n , where existent, h a s usually a clay or clay l o a m texture. Its c o l o u r is
a p p r o x i m a t e l y identical t o t h a t of the B 2 . T h e s t r u c t u r e is s o m e w h a t w e a k e r . C l a y skins are m o s t l y
c o m m o n , a n d faint t o distinct. T h e C h o r i z o n h a s a l o a m o r clay l o a m texture. Its c o l o u r s a r e varieg a t e d red, b l a c k a n d r e d d i s h yellow. T h e h o r i z o n is n o r m a l l y massive.
F i n e shiny flakes of mica a r e f o u n d in all h o r i z o n s . A n g u l a r q u a r t z stones a r e often present.
Profile 36. R E D Y E L L O W P O D Z O L I C SOIL ( , O r t h o ) , with low b a s e s a t u r a t i o n ( R P w )
F i e l d d e s c r i p t i o n 320 ( S o m b r o e k , Falesi)
Location: R i o B r a n c o d o A c r e , k m 0.5 W of t o w n
Relief and drainage : L o w t o p in gentle u n d u l a t i n g terrain, Alt. less t h a n 100 m . Well-drained.
Parent material: T e r t i a r y (?) clay-stone.
Vegetative cover: S e c o n d a r y s h r u b .
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0-3 cm: D a r k b r o w n t o b r o w n (10 Y R 4/3) l o a m w i t h c o m m o n , fine, distinct m o t t l e s of s t r o n g
b r o w n (7.5 Y R 5/6). M o d e r a t e , m e d i u m s u b a n g u l a r b l o c k y s t r u c t u r e . M o i s t , friable. Slightly
sticky a n d slightly plastic w h e n wet, slightly h a r d w h e n dry. M a n y large, a n d few fine p o r e s .
M a n y r o o t s . Activity of e a r t h w o r m s . T r a n s i t i o n clear a n d s m o o t h .
3-26 cm: S t r o n g b r o w n (7.5 Y R 5/8) l o a m . W e a k , m e d i u m s u b a n g u l a r b l o c k y s t r u c t u r e . M o i s t ,
friable. Slightly sticky a n d slightly plastic w h e n wet, h a r d w h e n dry. F e w large a n d fine p o r e s .
F e w r o o t s . Activity of e a r t h w o r m s . T r a n s i t i o n clear a n d wavy.
26-60 cm: Yellowish red (5 Y R 5/8) clay l o a m . M o d e r a t e , m e d i u m s u b a n g u l a r t o a n g u l a r
b l o c k y s t r u c t u r e . C l a y s k i n s c o n t i n u o u s , faint. M o i s t , firm. Sticky a n d plastic w h e n wet, h a r d
w h e n dry. C o m m o n large a n d fine p o r e s . F e w r o o t s . T r a n s i t i o n diffuse a n d s m o o t h .
60-85 cm: Yellowish red (5 Y R 5/8) clay. M o d e r a t e t o s t r o n g , m e d i u m a n d fine a n g u l a r b l o c k y
s t r u c t u r e . C l a y skins c o n t i n u o u s , faint t o m o d e r a t e . M o i s t , firm. Sticky a n d plastic w h e n wet,
h a r d w h e n dry. F e w large, a n d c o m m o n fine p o r e s . F e w r o o t s . A b o u t 2 % small ( d i a m . <
0.5 c m ) , r o u n d , h a r d , fine g r a i n e d p l i n t h i t e c o n c r e t i o n s . T r a n s i t i o n g r a d u a l a n d s m o o t h .
85-130 cm: Light grey (2.5 Y 7/2) heavy clay, with m a n y , m e d i u m sized, distinct t o p r o m i n e n t
m o t t l e s of d a r k red (10 R 3/6) a n d s t r o n g b r o w n (7.5 Y R 5/8). W e a k t o m o d e r a t e , m e d i u m
s u b a n g u l a r , t o a n g u l a r b l o c k y s t r u c t u r e . C l a y skins c o m m o n , very faint. C o n s i s t e n c e as in B 2 .

Few pores. N o roots. Transition gradual.
130-300+ cm: White (2.5 Y 8/2) heavy clay, with many, coarse, prominent mottles of red
(2.5YR 4/8) and yellowish brown (10YR 5/8). Massive. Consistence as in B 2 . Material is used
for brick making.

No IQA analysiswasexecuted onthisprofile, but the SoilsLaboratory of the Royal
Tropical Institute in Amsterdam (Holland) kindly provided for analytical data.
Full mineralogical analysis was carried out on the B2 horizon, by the Netherlands
Soil Survey Institute,Wageningen (Holland).The data on sample 320-4intheTables7
and 8,and the Figs. 14a-e showthat the mineralogical composition isindeed distinctly
different from that of latosolic profiles. In the clay fraction even 33 % mica (illite)
occurs, more than kaolinite (24%); iron oxides comprise 12% and aluminum oxides
7%. The remainder is comprised of clay-sized quartz (24%). In the fraction 2-16 micron some felspar (8%) and chlorite (3%) are present. The coarser fractions contain
onlyquartz (90%) and hematite(10 %).
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For both the A2 and the B2 horizons also the specific surface was determined (samples 320-2and 320-4 of Table 7). A specific surface of 100 m2, on whole soil basis, gives
about 18m.e. cation exchange capacity, which isconsiderably more than in the Latosolprofiles (cf. 11.2.2).
For both the A2 and B2 horizons a p F curvewas determined on undisturbed samples.
The A2 proved to have 13.5 vol. perc. available moisture (50.1% moisture at pF 0.4;
32.4% at pF 2.0; 18.9 % at pF 4.2),the B2only 8.6 vol.perc.(50.4% moisture at pF 0.4
36.9% atpF 2.0;28.3% at pF 4.2);cf. V.3.1.1.
Profile 37. RED YELLOW PODZOLIC soil (,Ortho), with rather high base saturation (RP rht>)
Field description 282(Sombroek, Sampaio)
Location: Araguaia Mahogany area, Santa Isabel, transect 10,stake 11(Lat. 6°08' S; Long. 48°22' W).
Relief and drainage:Gentle sloping side of hill in undulating terrain. Well-drained. Alt. 200 m ca.
Parent material: Micaceous schists with veins of quartz, of Pre-Cambrian (Arquean) age.
Vegetative cover: Primeval forest of very low timber volume. Open canopy, of only a few trees, and
some palms. High undergrowth, consisting largely of a dense network of creepers and climbers. Very
dense field layer, consisting predominantly of a fern species.
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4-2 cm: Undecomposed plant residues.
2-0 cm: Partly decomposed plant residues, with fine roots and fungi. About half of the surface
iscovered with very dark grey worm outcasts.
0-8 cm: Dark reddish brown (5 YR 3/3) light loam. Structure of weak to moderate, fine granules, composing moderate, medium to fine subangular blocks. Moist, very friable. Slightly
sticky and slightly plastic when wet. Very many large and fine roots. Many pores. Common
very fine shiny flakes (mica). Transition gradual, smooth.
8-40 cm: Reddish brown (2.5 YR 4/4) clay loam. Structure of weak to moderate, very fine
subangular to angular blocks, composing moderate, medium to fine subangular blocks. Common, faint clay skins. Moist, friable. Sticky and plastic when wet. Many large and fine roots.
Common fine pores. Common very fine shiny flakes (mica). Transition gradual, smooth.
40-80 cm: Red to dark red (2.5 YR 4-3/6) clay. Structure of moderate, very fine angular
blocks, composing weak to moderate, medium subangular to angular blocks. Continuous,
distinct clay skins. Moist, friable to firm. Sticky and plastic when wet. Common roots. Common, fine pores. Common, very fine, shiny flakes (mica). Transition gradual, smooth. From
30to 70cm many (75%ca.), small to medium sized (2-20 cm), very hard, angular, milky white
stones of quartz, the surfaces of which are coated with clay skins.
80-110 cm: Red (2.5 YR 4/6) clay. Structure of moderate, very fine subangular to angular
blocks,composing weak to moderate, medium to coarse, subangular to angular blocks. Continuous, faint to distinct clay skins. Moist, friable. Sticky and plastic when wet. Few roots.
Few fine pores. Many fine shiny flakes (mica). A few quartz stones similar to those in B 2 .
Transition gradual, irregular.
110-140+ cm: Weathering micaceous schist:Dark red (10R 3/6) and black (N 3/0) soft rock of
heavy loam texture, horizontally very finely stratified. Angular milky quartz stones embedded
in a scattered way.

For the B2horizon apF curvewas determined on a undisturbed sample. The amount
of available moisture proved to be 9.0 vol. perc. (51.1%moisture at pF 0.4; 42.1% at
pF 2.0;33.1%at pF 4.2);cf. V.3.1.1.

(IV.2) Red YellowPodzolic soil, intergrade to Kaolinitic YellowLatosol (RP-KYL)
Under this heading are described Red Yellow Podzolic soils which have a B horizon
whose characteristics mostly belong to those of the textural-B, while a minor part of
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them are characteristics of the B horizon of the Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol. Those
belongingto thetextural-Barethe following:
1. a gradual to clear boundary between the A and the Bhorizons,
2. a distinct change in colour from the A to the Bhorizon or the presence of a transitional horizon that is mottled,
3. a distinct textural difference between the Aand the Bhorizons,
4. compactness and rather firm, tofirmconsistence ofthe Bhorizon,
5. a limited porosity and rooting inthe Bhorizon.
Asto the characteristics of the Bhorizon that belongto those ofthe latosolic-B, there
is in particular an absence of a well developed angular blocky or piismatic structure.
Clay skinsareweak and discontinuous, when present at all.The mineralogical composition of the clay fraction is largely comparable to that of the Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol.
The base saturation ofthe soilsislowthroughout the profiles ( < 40%).Plinthite concretions are absent or occur only in minor quantities. The group of soils is subdivided,
for practical mapping purposes, according to the texture of the Bhorizon. The qualitiesof the soilsare dealtwithinV.3.
Many examples were encountered and studied of both veryheavy textured and rather
heavy textured profiles. For both variants, therefore, a range in characteristics can be
given.
The veryheavytexturedprofiles haveanAhorizon of40-50cm thick, consistingofan A!and anA3
subhorizon. TheBhorizon, which consists generally ofa B2aB3, varies between 100and150cmin
thickness.ThethicknessoftheChorizon isundetermined.
The Ahorizon lacks acapping with loose bleached sand. TheAsubhorizon is2-5cmthick.The
textureispredominantly lightclayorheavysandyclay.Thecolour isusually dark greybrown(10YR
4/2). Amoderate, fine subangular blocky isthe common structure. The transition tothe A2 is generallyclear. TheA2subhorizon isabout40-50cmthick.Thetexture isaclayorheavyclay.Thecolour
hueis10YR, thevaluevaries between 5and 7,thechroma between 6and 8.Most frequent isbrownishyellow(10YR 6/6).Thestructure isusually moderate,fine subangular blocky and weak,veryfine
granular. The transition tothe B2isgradual orclear. Several timesathin (10-20cm)transition zone
occurs,withcolours bothoftheA2and theB2.The B2subhorizon isbetween 50and 70cmthick. The
textureisaheavyclay.Themaincolourhasahueof7.5YR,achromaof8and avalue between 5 and
7. Reddish yellow (7.5YR6/8)ismost frequent. The profiles have normally common, fine, distinct
mottles ofred (2.5YR5/8). The structure isnormally moderate, medium tofinesubangular blocky.
The presence ofa few, faint clay skins isgeneral. The transition totheB3isgradual to diffuse. The
B3subhorizon variesbetween 40and 80cminthickness.The textureisaheavyclay.Themain colour
isyellowishred(5YR 5/8,5YR 6/8). Secondarycoloursarelightred (2.5YR 6/8)and yellow(10YR
8/6),occurringasfewtocommon,fine,distinct mottles.Thestructure ismoderate,medium subangulartoangularblocky.Thestructureelementsarecoveredwithcommonfaint clayskins.Thetransition
to theCisdiffuse orgradual. TheChorizon has predominantly aclay texture. The colour isred or
light red (2.5YR5/6or5/8, resp. 2.5YR6/6or6/8). The structure ispredominantly weak, medium
angulartosubangularblocky. Clayskins,whenpresent,arefewandvery faint.
Rather common isthepresence,insmall quantities (5%ca.),ofvery smallfinegrained, redor dark
red plinthite concretions. They arehard intheAhorizon, half hard intheBhorizon. Afewlarger
concretionsmayoccur.
The rather heavytexturedprofiles have anAhorizon of40to70cmthickness which consists ofan
A[andanA3.TheBhorizon,consistingofaB21andaB22,isbetween 100and 150cmthick. Between
theAand theBhorizonatransitional horizon AB, of20-50cmthickness,occurs.TheChorizon isof
undetermined thickness.
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The A! subhorizon ismostly 5-10cm, sometimes 10-20cmthick. Thetexture ispredominantly light
sandy clay loam, but sandy loam andeven loamy sand textures maybefound. Thecolour hueis10
YR, thevalue 4 or 5,thechroma 3,4 or6. Yellowish brown (10YR5/4)ispredominant. Thestructure isa weak to moderate, fine subangular blocky. Thetransition to theA 2 isclear. TheA2 subhorizon varies between 20and60cminthickness. The texture ispredominantly a heavy loam clay or light
sandy clay, but also sandy loams do occur. Thecolour hueis 10YR,thevalue 5 or 6, rarely 7,the
chroma 4or6. Brownish yellow (10 YR6/6) isthemost common. Thestructure isweak to moderate,
medium to fine subangular blocky. Thetransition to theABisclear. TheABhorizon, 20to 50 cm
thick, has predominantly light sandy clay texture, butlight clay orsandy clay loam textures also occur.
The main colour isnormally identical to that ofthe A 2 , namely brownish yellow (10 YR 6/6). Secondary colour isyellowish red(5YR4/8, 5/8)orred(2.5 YR4/6or 5/6,sometimes 2.5YR4/8or 5/8),
occurring ascommon, medium, distinct mottles. Intheupper section of the horizon very small, hard,
round plinthite concretions (5-20%ofthe soilmass) occur rather often. The structure isusually a weak
to moderate, medium subangular blocky. Thetransition to theB 21 is gradual to clear. TheB2jsubhorizon varies between 40and80cminthickness. Thetexture isa sandy clay orclay. Thecolourhue
is5 YR,sometimes 2.5 YRor7.5 YR,the value is5or6,the chroma 8.The colour is therefore predominantly yellowish red or reddish yellow. Thestructure is weak to moderate, medium subangular to
angular blocky. Clay skins arefewand faint, if present at all.Thetransition totheB22 isdiffuse. The
B 22 subhorizon varies between 20and 70cm in thickness. The texture is a clay or sandy clay. The
colour isred(2.5 YR4/8 or 5/8). The structure isa weak, medium subangular toangular blocky. Clay
skins arenormally absent. Thetransition to theC is diffuse. TheC horizon wasexamined at only a
few profiles. There it showed a sandy clay texture, anda massive structure. Thecolour wasred (2.5
YR 5/8)with common, medium sized, distinct mottles ofred (10 R 4/8) andyellow (10 Y R7/8).
Included intheunit areprofiles with many, rather large plinthite concretions concentrated inthe AB
horizon, butwith otherwise similarcharacteristics asdescribed above. Theconcretions are apparently
colluvial, in contrast to the rather few,very fine concretions which occur commonly in the AB and
which are believed tohave been formed insitu (cf. II.3.2.2).

Profile 38. RED YELLOW PODZOLIC SOIL, intergrade to KAOLINITIC YELLOW LATOSOL, very heavy text-

ured (RP-KYL„ A )
Field description 236(Sombroek, Sampaio)
Location: Along highway BR-14, km232S ofSào Miguel doGuamâ.
Relief and drainage: Flat stretch of gentle undulating terrain, about 10m above level ofnearby intermittent rivulet. Moderately well-drained. Alt. 140m.
Parent material: InPleistocene redeposited material from Plio-Pleistocenelacustrine origin (reworked
Belterra clay).
Vegetative cover: Primeval forest, with medium timber volume (150 m 3 /ha ca.). Open undergrowth,
nearly devoid ofcreepers andclimbers.
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12-2cm: Undecomposed plant residues.
2-0 cm:Partly decomposed plant residues, with many fine roots. Surface rather irregularand
hard, slightly crusted duetointense termite activity.
0-2 cm: Dark greybrown (10YR 4/2)clay. Moderate, fine subangular blocky structure. Moist,
friable to firm. Sticky andplastic when wet. Slightly hard when dry. Many pores, andlargeinsect channels. Very many, mainly fine, roots. Afew, very small, fine grained, dark redplinthite
concretions. Transition abrupt.
2-40 cm: Yellowish brown (10YR 5/6) heavy clay. Moderate, fine subangular blocky and
weak to moderate, very fine granular structure. Moist, friable. Sticky and plastic whenwet.
Slightly hard when dry. Many pores. Many roots. A few plinthite concretions, similar to
those inA1. Transition gradual.
40-100 cm: Strong brown (7.5 Y R5/8)heavy clay, with common, fine, distinct mottles of red
(2.5 YR 5/8). Weak to moderate, medium to fine subangular blocky andweak, fine granular
structure. A few, faint clay skins. Slightly compact, tocompact. Moist, friable to firm. Sticky
and plastic when wet. Hard when dry. Common pores. Common roots. Transition gradual.
100-180 cm:Yellowish red(5YR5/8)heavy clay. Weak tomoderate, coarse tomedium, subangular and angular blocky structure. Tendency toprismatic. Common, faint clay skins. Com-
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pact. Moist, firm. Sticky andplastic when wet. Hard when dry. Few pores. Fewroots. Transition diffuse.
180-230-\-cm: Red(2.5YR5/8)heavy clay.Weak, medium sizedsubangularand angular blocky
structure. Slightly compact. Moist, friable to firm. Sticky andplastic when wet.Slightly hard
when dry. Common pores. Few roots.

C

Profile 39. R E D YELLOW PODZOLIC SOIL, intergrade to KAOLrNmc YELLOW LATOSOL, rather heavy

textured (RP-KYLrt)
Field description 237(Sombroek, Sampaio)
Location: Along highway BR-14, km205.8 Sof Sào Miguel do Guamâ.
Relief and drainage: Nearly flat remnant of terrace, about 30m above level of nearby stream. Welldrained. Alt. 101m.
Parent material: Pleistocene fluviatile sediments.
Vegetative cover: Primeval forest, ofmedium timber volume (130 m 3 /ha). Rather dense undergrowth,
with several thin creepers andclimbers.
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6-1cm: Undecomposed plant residues.
1-0 cm: Partly decomposed plant residues with fine roots, and some loose bleached sand.
0-10 cm: Dark brown (10YR 3/3) sandy loam. Weak to moderate, fine subangular blocky
structure. Moist, very friable. Notplastic andslightly sticky when wet. Soft when dry. Many
pores. Very many roots. Transition clear.
10-60cm: Brownish yellow (2.5 Y-10 YR6/6)sandy clay loam. Weak to moderate, medium
to fine, subangular blocky structure. Moist, friable. Slightly sticky and slightly plastic when
wet. Slightly hard, tohard when dry. Scattered (2%) very small, fine textured, dusky redplinthite concretions. Many pores. Many roots. Transition gradual.
60-1JOcm:Yellow (10YR7/8) fine sandy clay. Weak tomoderate, medium to fine subangular
blocky andweak, very fine granular structure. Moist, friable. Slightly sticky andslightly plastic when wet. Slightly hard, to hard when dry.About 2 0 %plinthite concretions, similar to
thoseinA 2 . Many pores. Common roots. Transition clear.
110-160 cm: Reddish yellow (5 YR 6/8) fine sandy clay, with few to common, fine, distinct
mottles of yellow (10 YR 7/8). Weak to moderate, medium sized subangular and angular
blocky andlocally weak, very fine granular structure. A few, faint clay skins. Moist, friable to
firm. Slightly sticky andslightly plastic when wet. Hard when dry. Common pores. Few roots.
Less than 1 %plinthite concretions, similar tothose inA 2 . Transition gradual.
160-220 +cm: Light red(2.5 YR6/8)heavy fine sandy clay. Weak, medium sized subangular
and angular blocky structure. Moist, friable to firm. Slightly sticky and slightly plastic when
wet. Hard when dry. Few pores. Noroots.

For thepFcurve ofthe B2 horizon ofa similar profile: see sample 213-3 of Fig.37.

(IV.3) Red Yellow Podzolic soil, intergrade to Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, Concretionaryphase (RP-KYL,CR)
This soilissimilartothat ofunit (IV.2),except that theAhorizon contains considerable amounts ofgravelly hard plinthite concretions. Moreover, theBhorizon isgenerally ofheavy texture, and has abundant prominent mottling ofred, yellow andwhite,
although thesoiliswellormoderately well-drained. The structural development ofthe
B horizon is normally slightly nearer tothat ofa textural-B horizon than that ofthe
(IV.2) unit. The soil hasa lowbase saturation percentage ( < 40%). The plinthite
concretions are ofvarying size,form, colour, grainage andarrangement. The mottling
inthe Bhorizon isofvarying pattern. Included inthe soilunit areprofiles inwhich the
concretions start only at some depth below thesurface (maximally 50cmarbitrarely).
The genesis ofthe soilisdiscussed inII.3.2.2,inwhich section additional profile des145

criptions are given. Reference may be made also to1.4.5. The qualities of the soil are
dealt with in V.3. Many profiles of the soil wereencountered and studied, enabling the
following generalisations to be made:
The A horizon, consisting ofan Al and anA 2 , comprises about 80 cm. The B horizon, consisting
normally ofa Bi, a B2 and aB 3 , varies inthickness between 200 and 250 cm. The Chorizon is often
many meters thick.
The A] subhorizon, 5-10 cm thick, has commonly a sandy clay loam texture, but also sandy loam,
sandy clay orclay textures occur. The colour ispredominantly brown (10 YR 5/2). The structure is
usually a weak tomoderate, fine subangular blocky. Loose, hard plinthite concretions occur inpercentages of 25-90% of the total soil mass. The transition to the A 2 isclear or gradual. The A, subhorizon, 50-70 cm thick, consists mostly ofasandy clay, sometimes of clay or heavy clay. The colour hue
is 10YR or 7.5 YR, the value 5or 6,thechroma 6 or8. Brownish yellow (10 YR 6/8) is predominant.
The structure isamoderate, fine subangular blocky and weak, very fine granular. Loose, hard plinthite
concretions comprise 50-80% ofthe soil mass. The transition tothe underlying horizon isgradual.
The E^ subhorizon, ifpresent, is about 50 cm thick. Its texture is generally aclay orheavy clay. The
main colour is predominantly reddish yellow (7.5 YR 6/8). Secondary colours, occurring as common,
medium sized, distinct mottles, are red {e.g. 2.5 YR 5/6) and yellow (e.g. 10 YR 7/8). The structureis
predominantly moderate, medium subangular to angular blocky. Faint clay skins are common, occurring especially at thesurfaces of the concretions. Half loose, hard plinthite concretions comprise
25-50% ofthe soil mass. The transition to the B 2 isgradual. The B 2 subhorizon varies inthickness
between 50 and 100cm. The texture isaclay or heavy clay. The main colour isnormally yellowish red
(5 YR 5/8) or red (2.5 YR 5/8). Secondary colours, occurring as many, coarse, prominent mottles, are
red (10 R 5/8), dusky red (7.5R3/4),yellow (10YR 7/8) and white(N 8/2). The structure isa moderate,
medium tofinesubangular and angular blocky, the latter sometimes composing aweak, medium prismatic. Clay skins are usually few and faint. The transition to the B 3 isgradual. The B 3 subhorizon
varies inthickness between 50 and 150cm. The texture ismostlya clay, sometimes a sandy clay. The
colours are generally identical tothose intheB 2 . The structure is usuallyaweak, medium subangular
to angular blocky. Clay skins are normally absent. The transition tothe Cis gradual or diffuse. The
C-horizon has mostly a sandy clay, sometimes a sandy clay loam texture. The predominant colour
is dark red (e.g. 10R 3/6). Secondary colours are often present, as mottles ofvariable quantity, size
and contrast. The horizon is massive.

Profile 40. R E D YELLOW PODZOLIC SOIL, intergrade to KAOLINITIC YELLOW LATOSOL, Concretionary

phase (RP-KYL, CR); type ofconcretions: Màe do Rio
Field description 238 (Sombroek, Sampaio)
Location: Along highway BR-14, km 43.8 SofSào Miguel do Guamâ.
Relief and drainage: Side oflow hill ingentle undulating terrain. External drainage good; internal
drainage slightly imperfect. Alt. 50 m.
Parent material: Fluviatile sediments of Late Miocene (?) age.
Vegetative cover: Primeval forest, of rather high timber volume (150-200m 3 /ha). Rather dense undergrowth, consisting partly of creepers and climbers, both predominantly thin.
Ot
02
Ax

A2

11-1 cm: Undecomposed plant residues.
1-0 cm: Partly decomposed plant residues,with fungi and fine roots.
0-10 cm: Brown (10 YR 5/3) sandy clay loam. Weak, fine subangular blocky structure. Moist,
very friable. Slightly sticky and slightly plastic when wet. Soft when dry. About 70% loose,
hard plinthite concretions ofvarious forms, sizesand grainage 1 . Many pores. Verymany roots.
Transition gradual.
10-80 cm: Strong brown (7.5 YR 5/8) clay. Moderate, fine subangular blocky and weak, very
fine granular structure. Moist, friable. Plastic andsticky when wet. Soft when dry. About
75% loose hard plinthite concretions of various forms, sizes and grainages (in lower part predominantly fine blocky). The concretions are very mixed, without specific arrangement. Many
pores. Many roots. Transition clear to gradual.
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B2

B3

80-160 cm: Yellowish red (5 Y R 5/8) clay, with m a n y , coarse, p r o m i n e n t mottles ofdusky red
(7.5 R 3/2), red (10 R 5/8), yellow (10Y R7/8) and white (5Y R7/1). Mottling partly in well
defined horizontal stripes, partly inpoorly defined vertical pipes. M o d e r a t e , fine subangular
and angular blocky structure. Tendency to prismatic. Afew, faint clay skins. Moist, very firm.
Sticky a n d plastic when wet. H a r d when dry, locally, namely the dusky red, very hard. C o m pact. M u c h resistance topenetration with h a m m e r . Very few pores. F e wroots. Transition
diffuse.
Within this plinthitic soil mass a fewsharp b o u n d e r e d pockets occur (diam. 20c mca.) of
yellowish red(5Y R 5/8) clay with a moderate, fine subangular blocky a n dweak, very fine
granular structure. Moist, friable. Slightly h a r d when dry. M a n y pores. M a n y roots. Probably
the result oflocal activity oftermites inthe plinthite.
160-250 + cm:Reddish yellow (5Y R 6/8)clay, with m a n y , coarse, p r o m i n e n t mottles of dusky
red (7.5R 3/2), yellow (10Y R 7/8), white (5 Y R 7/1) a n d red (10R 5/8). Mottling poorly defined laminar. Massive t o weak, m e d i u m to fine, subangular a n dangular blocky structure.
Moist, very firm. Sticky a n d plastic when wet. H a r d when dry. C o m p a c t . Moderate resistance
to penetration with h a m m e r . N o pores. Very few roots.

For mineralogical analysis of the lower part of the C horizon of a similar profile:
see sample 302-4 ofthe Tables 7 a n d8,and Fig. 14a-e.

(V) R E D Y E L L O W MEDITERRANEAN SOILS ( R M )

General concept (reference be made to BARROS, D R U M O N D , CAMARGO et al., 1958;
LEMOS, BENNEMA, SANTOS et al., 1960): T h e Red Yellow Mediterranean soils are rela-

tively shallow soils, well-drained andmoderately weathered. Theprofile hasan A B C
or ABR sequence ofhorizons. These horizons aredistinctly contrasting andthe transition between them is clear. The Ahorizon isthin, consisting ofan A 1 ; and occasionally also anA 3 . The horizon isdark coloured andhas often a granular structure. TheB
horizon is a textural-B (cf. II.2.1), with well developed angular blocky or prismatic
structure. Itisnormally reddish coloured andclayey. Itsbase saturation ismedium to
high. Thelower part of the B horizon and the C horizon contain still appreciable
amounts ofeasily weatherable primary minerals. Thesilicate clay minerals ofthe soil
are of the 2:1 lattice structure foragood part.
Few of such profiles were encountered in Amazonia. None contained allthe above
characteristics. The A horizon was often thick (more than 20 cm), consisting either of
a thick Aj only, orhaving asubhorizon with the appearance ofan A 2 , inwhich plinthiticgravel was arather common feature. The texture of the Bwas more often loamy t h a n
') Note page 146

The following concretions are present:
Large (>20 cm diam.), irregularly shaped, massive blocks; dusky red (10R3/4); coarse
grained: iron cemented quartz grains.
Medium sized (ca.20cm diam.), angular, massive blocks; dusky red (7.5R3/2), light red
(10R6/8) and black (N 2/0); medium grained.
Medium sized (ca. 10cmdiam.),platy;alternately dark red (2.5YR 3/6) veryfinegrained,
and black (N2/0) coarse grained.
Medium sized (ca.20cm diam.),vesicular; very dusky red (7.5R2/2) and red (10R4/8);
predominantly fine grained.
Rather small (ca. 5cmdiam.), prismatic; dusky red(7.5 YR3/3); predominantly fine
grained.
Very small (0.5-1 cm diam.),subangular blocky; dark red; predominantlyfinegrained.
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clayey, and the horizon sometimes showed considerable mottling. The amount of
easily weatherable primary minerals seemed often rather small.
A portion ofthe profiles encountered arelikely tobe,infact, intergrading to either
Reddish Prairie soil orto RedYellow Podzolic soil and Ground Water Laterite soil
respectively.
Profile 41. RED YELLOW MEDITERRANEAN-LIKE soil (RM)

Field description 225(Sombroek, Sampaio)
Location: Along highway BR-14, km457.5 SofSâo Miguel doGuamâ (km9N of Imperatriz).
Relief and drainage: Lowhill topin irregular, undulating terrain. About 10m above level of nearby
rivulets. Alt. 120m. External drainage good. Internal drainage slightly imperfect.
Parent material: Intimately interbedded shales and silt-stones, belonging to the Codó beds (Middle
Cretaceous).
Vegetative cover: Original vegetation largely destroyed. At present low shrubs and a few scattered
palms.
C^-O, 5-0 cm: Undecomposed andpartly decomposed plant residues, andsome loose fine sand.
A1
0-15 cm: Dark brown (7.5 YR 3/2),in drycondition light reddish brown (5Y R 6/3), heavy
very fine sandy loam. Weak tomoderate, fine subangular blocky, tocoarse granular structure.
Moist, friable. Notsticky andnotplastic when wet. Soft when dry. Many pores. Very many
roots. Transition gradual.
A 3 (A 2 ) 15-50 cm: Reddish brown (5YR 5/3^t) heavy very fine sandy loam. Weak tomoderate,medium to fine subangular blocky structure. Moist, friable. Notplastic andnotsticky whenwet.
Slightly hard when dry.Many pores. Many roots. From 20to 45cm depth common (20 %),
very small (0.5 cmdiam.), rather fine grained, redplinthite concretions. Transition clear.
B2
50-100 cm:Red(2.5 YR5/8)heavy very fine sandy clay loam. Structure moderate to strong,
coarse angular and subangular blocky, composing weak, coarse prismatic. Common, faint
clay skins. Moist, firm. Sticky andplastic when wet. Hard, tovery hard when dry. Few pores.
No roots. Transition gradual.
B3
100-160 cm: Reddish yellow (7.5YR6/8)very fine sandy clay loam, with many, fine tomedium sized (inlower part medium sized tocoarse), distinct mottles ofwhite (2.5Y8/2)andred
(2.5 YR5/8). Structure moderate tostrong, coarse angular blocky, composing moderate, very
coarse prismatic. Afew,faint clay skins. Moist, firm. Slightly sticky andslightly plastic when
wet. Hard, tovery hard when dry. Nopores. Noroots. Transition clear to abrupt, wavy.
Cig
160-230 cm: Weathering shale: white (5 Y 8/1) heavy clay with many, coarse, prominent
mottles, in horizontal stripes, of dark red(10R 3/6)andyellow (10YR 7/8). Moderate,medium sizedtocoarse,platy structure elements, falling apart into angular blocky. Moist, friable.
Upper part rather hard when dry, lower part soft when dry. Transition abrupt.
IIC2ff 230-270 cm:White (N8/0) loam, with many, very coarse, prominent mottles, invertical pipes,
ofred (2.5 YR4/8) andyellow (10YR7/8). Massive. Soft whendry.

(VI) LITHOSOLS (L)

General concept: Lithosols are shallow, often stony soils without horizon development, over consolidated rock. Other characteristics andtheproperties vary considerably dependingonthenature oftherock. They aretherefore commonly subdivided intophases according tothe geology ofthe substratum.
A Sand-stonesubstratum phase (L,ss), a Cherty substratumphase (L, CH), a Quartzite
substratum phase (L, QU)and a Kaolinite-stone substratum phase (L,Kor L) were
encountered. Of the latter, one profile will be given, which is actually less shallow
than normal.
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Profile 42. KAOLINITIC LITHOSOL (L); or Lithosol, Kaolinite-stone substratum phase
Field description 241 (Sombroek)
Location: Along highway BR-14, km 66.0 S of Sâo Miguel do Guamâ.
Relief and drainage: Edge of terrace about 30 m above nearby rivulet. Surface drainage good, internal
drainage slightly imperfect. Altitude 60 m.
Parent material: Consolidated kaolinitic sediments of Miocene age (?).
Vegetative cover: Recently cleared from primeval forest.
A,

0-15 cm: Grey brown (2.5 Y 5/2) sandy clay loam. Weak, fine subangular blocky structure.
Moist, very friable. Slightly sticky and slightly plastic when wet. Soft when dry. About 7 5 %
rather soft, somewhat rounded stones (diam. < 10 cm), white (10 YR 8/1), with very fine
veins of yellow (10YR 7/8). Many pores. Very many roots. Transition gradual.
A3
15-60 cm: Pale olive (5 Y 6/3) sandy clay. Weak to moderate, fine subangular blocky and
weak, very fine granular structure. Moist, friable. Slightly sticky and slightly plastic when wet.
Slightly hard when dry. 5 % stones similar to those in Au but not rounded, and somewhat
larger (diam. 20cm ca.). Many pores. Many roots. Transition gradual.
R ^ B j 60-110 cm: Pale yellow (2.5 Y 7/4) clay, with common, fine, distinct mottles of reddish yellow
(5 YR 6/8). Moderate, fine subangular blocky structure. Moist, friable. Sticky and plastic
when wet. Slightly hard when dry. About 90% of the horizon consists of hard, sharp edged
stones (diam. < 20 cm), white (5 YR 8/1) and with thin veins of pale red (10 R 6/4) in their
centres, reddish yellow (5 YR 6/8) and yellow (10 YR 6/8) at the break-lines. In the earth some
roots. Porous. Transition gradual.
R2
110-200 cm: Horizontally layered, broken, hard stone, with colours identical to that of the
stones of R i - B ^ Some krotovinas of very pale brown (10 YR 7/4) earth, with structure and
texture of the earth of Ri-Bj, and with much insect activity. Transition gradual.
R3
200-270+ cm: White (5 YR 8/1) clay-stone, with many, medium sized, distinct mottles of
pinkish white (7.5 YR 8/2), yellow (10 YR 8/8) and red (2.5 YR 5/8). Massive. Rather soft
when dry. No pores. No roots.

(VII)

GROUND WATER LATERITE SOILS (GL)

General concept (cf. also II.3.2.1). Ground Water Latérite soils are intermittently
imperfectly drained, highly weathered soils. They have a light coloured and usually
light textured A2 subhorizon. The B horizon consists of largely soft plinthite; it is
made up of dense, more or less clayey material, with prominent, coarse and abundant
mottles of red, and often also some yellow, in a white or light grey matrix. The base
saturation islowand the silicate clay minerals consist of kaolinite. The genesis and the
variation in characteristics of the soils are discussed in detail in II.3.2.1, which section
also includes many short profile descriptions. Only one full profile description follows.
Profile 43. GROUND WATER LATERITE SOIL (GL)

Field description 162/173 (Day, Sombroek)
Location: South-eastern part Marajó-island ;About 25km W of Soure (Lat. 0°.48'S ; Long48°.40'W).
Reliefand drainage:Slightly dipped part of extensive, flat, low upland, about 2-3 m above high water
level. Imperfectly drained: ground water level at 2,5 m depth during the dry season, at 1m depth during the rainy season.
Parent material: Late Pleistocene, or Early Holocene, fluvio-marine (?) sediments.
Vegetative cover: Grasses; scattered low trees and shrubs. Vegetation is burned in most dry seasons.
Formerly probably forest covered.
The profile islocated near a patch with traces of former Indian occupation (Terra Prêta).
At

0-30 cm: Black (10 YR 2/1) sandy loam, with white points of bleached quartz grains. Single
grains. Moist, loose. Not sticky and not plastic when wet. Soft when dry. Many pores. Many
roots. Transition gradual.
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A«

30-90 cm: White (10 YR 8/2) light sandy clay loam. Very little coherent porous massive
Moist, very friable. Not sticky and slightly plastic when wet. Slightly hard when dry. Many
pores. Common roots. Transition gradual.
B lf/
90-120 cm: Yellow (10 YR 6/8) light sandy clay loam, with many, medium sized to coarse,
distinct to prominent mottles of red (2.5 YR 4/8) and white (10 YR 8/1). Within the red a few
small plinthite concretions. Structure weak to moderate, medium sized prismatic, falling apart
into weak, medium sized subangular to angular blocks. Common, faint clay skins.
B.,g
120-260 cm: White (N 8/0) sandy clay loam, with many medium sized to coarse, prominent
mottles of red (10 R 4/6) and some brownish yellow (10 YR 6/8), in a reticulate-prismatic
pattern. Centres of the red half hardened. Structure moderate, medium sized angular blocky,
composing weak,medium sized prismatic. Common, faint to distinct clay skins. Moist, friable.
Slightly sticky and slightly plastic when wet. Hard when dry. Very few pores. No roots. Transition gradual.
With Dutch auger:
IIB3i, 260-300 cm: White (N 8/0) light sandy loam, with many, coarse, prominent mottles of pale
yellow (2.5 Y 8/4) and light red (2.5 YR 6/6). Scattered, large, loose plinthite concretions,
(fossil), especially in the lower part.

(VII) HYDROMORPHIC GREY PODZOLIC SOILS (HP)

Generalconcept: This name, which is not encountered in the literature, is tentatively
given to a locally frequently encountered group of imperfectly drained, moderately
weathered soilswith thefollowing characteristics:
The A horizon is grey or grey brown and rather light textured. The Bhorizon is a
textural-B(cf.II.2.1),withmottlesof yellowish hue in a greyish matrix. This B horizon
is dense, heavy textured, has a well developed prismatic to columnar structure, and
prominent signs of clay illuviation (clay skins).The silicate clay minerals are non-kaolinitic for a good part. The base saturation is medium in the upper part of the profile,
high to complete in the lower part. The pH of the lowest section of the profile (the
C horizon) is often relatively high, namely 6-8. The surfaces of the structure elements
inthe Bhorizon are often comparatively dark coloured. Slickensides are distinct in the
lower part of the Bhorizon. The soils differ from the Grey Hydromorphic soils in the
high base saturation and the composition of the clay fraction. The soils have, in fact,
several characteristics of Grumosols, of which they may constitute a kind of imperfectly drained phase. Morphometrically the soils are also similar to the Solodized
Solonetz.
Because of the base saturation status,the soilsarefurther classified as Hydromorphic
Grey Podzolic soil, with highbasesaturation (HP/,/,).
Three subtypes are distinguished, namely one that is (arbitrarily) called the Ortho
(HP/,/,, o), one called the Shallowphase (HP/,/,, s),and one the Dark phase (HP/,/,, D).
The Ortho sub-type has an A horizon of 40 to 80cm thick, which consists of an Aj and A2, and sometimes an A3. The B horizon is 80 to 150cm thick and consists normally of a B 2 and a B 3 . The C horizon is about 50cm thick. The A t subhorizon, 10 to 30 cm thick, consistspredominantly of light loam,
or loam. Ttscolour value is2 or 3,itschroma 6or 7, itshue 10Y R ; light brownish grey (10 YR 6/2) is
most common. A few, fine, faint mottles, usually of yellowish brown (10 YR 5/8), are often present.
The structure is weak, fine subangular blocky. The transition to the A 2 isgradual. The A2 subhorizon,
20 to 40cm thick, ispredominantly a loam or heavy loam. The main colour islight grey or light brownish grey (10 YR 6/1 resp. 6/2), with few to common, fine, faint mottles of yellowish brown or brownish
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yellow (10 YR 5/8). The structure is massive or weak, fine to medium subangular blocky. The transition to the B2 isclear or abrupt, and wavy. The B2 subhorizon, 30 to 80cm thick, has predominantly,
clay loam textures. The main colour is light grey (10 YR 7/1, resp. 6/1). Mottles with value 5, 6 or 7,
chroma 8 and hue 10 YR or 7.5 YR (predominantly reddish yellow: 7.5 YR 6/8) are common, medium sized and distinct. Also mottles of yellowish red (5YR 5/8)or red (2.5 YR 5/8) are often present,
but less conspicuous. The structure is usually moderate, medium prismatic, or columnar. Clay skins
are common and distinct. The transition to the B3 is gradual, wavy. The B3 subhorizon, 40 to 80 cm
thick, consists of clay loam or clay. The principal colour is light grey (10 YR 6/1, 10 YR 7/1, N 7/0),
with many, medium, distinct to prominent mottles of yellowish hue, as in the B2. Mottles of red (2.5
YR 4/8) are few and fine, if present. The structure is a weak to moderate prismatic. Clay skins are
common, and distinct to faint. Slickensides are general on the subhorizontal surfaces. The C horizon
consists mostly of silty clay loam. Its main colour ispredominantly light olive grey (5 Y 6/2). Mottles,
usually of brownish yellow (10 YR 6/8), are present in varying quantity, size and distinctness. Colourless crystals, of gypsum, are often found.
The Dark phase hasan A horizon of only 20to 40cm. The Bhorizon is30 to 80cm thick and is relatively dark coloured. The C horizon isabout 40cm thick.
The A1 subhorizon, about 10 cm thick, is loamy and grey or dark grey (10 YR 5/1, resp. 4/1). The
structure isweak to moderate, fine subangular blocky. The transition to the A 2 isgradual and smooth.
The A 2 subhorizon, 10-30 cm thick, consists of a loam or light clay loam. Its colour is normally grey
(10 YR5/1 or 6/1), often with some yellowish mottling. The structure isoften weak, medium subangular blocky. The transition to the B iscommonly gradual and irregular. The B 2subhorizon, 30 to 40 cm
thick, consists of a heavy clay. The main colour is dark grey (10 YR 4/1), with many, fine to medium,
distinct mottles, usually of brownish yellow (10 YR 6/6). The structure is strong prismatic. Clay skins
are common to continuous, and distinct. Slickensides are faint. The B 3 subhorizon, 10 to 40cm thick if
existent, is of clay or heavy clay texture. Its main colour is grey (10 YR 5/1), with mottles of yellowish
hue. The structure is moderate prismatic. Clay skins are common and faint; slickensides distinct. The
C horizon consists of a clay loam,with colours normally similar to those of the B 3 . Colourless crystals,
of gypsum, are general.
The Shallow phase has an A horizon of only 20 to 40 cm, a B horizon, being usually only a B 2 , of 20
to 40cm and a C horizon of 10to 30cm. Its total solum comprises 50to 70cm; below it, hard rock is
found.
The Ax subhorizon, 5 to 15cm thick, is of sandy loam texture. Its colour is dark grey brown or very
dark grey brown (10 YR 4/2 resp. 3/2), its structure weak to moderate, fine subangular blocky. The
transition is gradual, smooth. The A 2 subhorizon, 20 to 30 cm thick, has the same texture as the A1#
Its main colour ispredominantly light brownish grey (10 YR 5/2). Mottles of strong brown or reddish
yellow (7.5 YR 56 resp. 6/8) are many, fine and faint. The structure ismostly weak, medium subangular blocky. The transition isclear to abrupt, irregular. The B a subhorizon is of clay texture. The colour
of the matrix isgrey (10 YR 5/1 or 6/1), with many, fine, distinct mottles of reddish yellow or yellowish
red. The structure is strong, coarse prismatic, partly columnar. Clay skins are common and distinct.
Slickensides are invariably present, and distinct. The C horizon is silty, with a variety of colours, in
which olive grey predominates. Crystals of gypsum were not found.
Profile 44. HYDROMORPHIC GREY PODZOLIC soil, with high base saturation, Ortho (HP/,;,, o)
Field description 288(Sombroek, Sampaio)
Location: Araguaia Mahogany area, Bloco Piranha, southern half, transect 7, stake 38 (Lat. 6°01' S;
Long. 48°10' W).
Relief and drainage: Flat terrain, less than 1 m above levelof nearby, narrow, intermittent rivulets.
Very distinct micro relief of canaletes (kauwfoetoes). Imperfectly drained: the canaletes are filled
with non-stagnant rain water during rainy season. Profile studied in dry season, when ground water
level was below 150cm. Alt. 200 m ca.
Parent material: Gypsiferous and calcareous silty clay-stones of Motuca member of Pastos Bons beds
(Jura-Triassic).
Vegetative cover: Primeval semi-deciduous forest. Nearly closed, rather high canopy, consisting predominantly of rather big mahogany trees; also some palms. Rather open undergrowth, with a few thin
creepers and climbers. Open field layer of seedlings.
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2-0 cm: Undecomposed plant residues.
2-0 cm: Partly decomposed plant residues, with fine roots. At the surface many outcasts of
worms.
0-10 cm: Grey brown (10YR 5/2) light loam. Weak to moderate, fine subangular blocky structure. Moist, very friable. Not sticky and not plastic when wet. Rather hard when dry. Many
roots. Many, large pores. Transition gradual, and smooth.
10-50 cm: Dark grey brown (10 YR 4/2) light loam, with many, fine, faint mottles of yellowish red (5 YR 5/8). Porous massive to weak, medium to coarse, subangular to angular blocky
structure. Moist, friable. Not sticky and not plastic when wet. Very hard when dry. Many
roots. Common large and fine roots. Transition abrupt, wavy.
50-80 cm: Light grey (N 7/0) clay loam, with many, medium sized, distinct mottles of reddish
yellow (7.5 YR 6/8) and some red (10 R 4/8). Structure weak, very fine prismatic, composing
moderate, very coarse columnar. Common, distinct clay skins, somewhat darker coloured
than rest of soil mass. Moist, very firm. Very sticky and very plastic when wet. Few roots. No
pores. Transition gradual, wavy.
80-120 cm: Light grey (N 7/0) clay loam, with common to many, medium to coarse, distinct
mottles of reddish yellow (7.5 YR 6/8). Weak to moderate, medium to fine prismatic structure. Common, distinct clay skins, somewhat darker coloured than rest of soil mass. Distinct
slickensides on the (sub) horizontal surfaces. Moist, very firm. Very sticky and very plastic
when wet. No roots. No pores. Transition clear, irregular.
120-150— cm: Olive grey (5 YR 5-6/2) siltyclay loam, with many, medium to coarse, distinct
mottles of brownish yellow (10 YR 6/0) and some red (2.5 YR 5/6). Massive. Moist, very
firm. Slight sticky and slightly plastic when wet. Locally white (10 YR 8/1) spots, effervescing
with HCl :carbonates. Many, mainly very small (1 mm), colourless crystals: gypsum.

Full mineralogical analysiswascarried out onthe A2horizon of acomparable profile
{cf. sample 290-2of theTables 7and 8,and the Figs. 14a-e). Its clay fraction contains
15 % mica (illite),25%'intermediate', 30 % kaolinite and 30% clay-sized quartz. In the
fraction 2-16 micron, mica (illite) comprises 3 % and chlorite 5%; the rest is quartz.
Thecoarser fractions consist ofquartz (95%)only,withsome hematite.
Profile 45. HYDROMORPHIC GREY PODZOLIC soil, with high base saturation, Dark phase (HP/,;,,D)
Field description 291 (Sombroek, Sampaio)
Location: Araguaia Mahogany area, Bloco Piranha, southern part, transect 7, stake 25 (Lat. 6°01' S;
Long. 48°10'W).
Relief and drainage: Flat terrain, less than 1 m above level of nearby, narrow, intermittent rivulets.
Vague micro relief of canaletes (kauwfoetoes). Imperfectly drained: the canaletes are filled with nonstagnant rain water during rainy season. Profile studied in dry season, when ground water level was
below 150cm.
Parent material: Gypsiferous and calcareous clay-stones of Motuca member of Pastos Bons beds
(Jura-Triassic).
Vegetative cover: Primeval deciduous forest. Open canopy, consisting mainly of low, thin, stunted
mahogany trees,in a dense pattern. Rather open undergrowth, largely consisting of thin creepers and
climbers. Rather open field layer, of some seedlings,clumps of Cyperaceae, and Selaginellae.
Oi
02
At

A2

3-1 cm: Undecomposed plant residues.
1-0 cm: Partly decomposed plant residues, with fine roots. At the surface a few outcasts of
worms.
0-7 cm: Grey (10 YR 5/1), light grey (10YR 6/1) when dry, loam. Weak to moderate, medium
to fine, subangular blocky structure. Dry, slightly hard. Not sticky and not plastic when wet.
Friable when moist. Many roots. Many large, and few fine pores. Transition gradual and
smooth.
7-30 cm: Light brownish grey (10 YR 6/2), light grey (10YR 7/1) when dry, loam, with many,
fine, faint mottles of yellowish brown (10 YR 5/6). Weak to moderate, medium to coarse,
subangular to angular blocky structure. Dry, hard. Slightly sticky and slightly plastic when
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B3f/
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wet. Friable to firm when moist. Common roots. Few large, and common fine pores. Transition gradual, irregular.
30-75 cm: Dark grey (10 YR 4-5/1) heavy clay, with common, medium sized, distinct mottles
of reddish brown (2.5 YR 4-5/4). Structure moderate to strong, medium to coarse prismatic,
with tendency to columnar. Many, distinct clay skins. Faint slickenslides on the (sub) horizontal surfaces. Moist, firm to very firm. Plastic and very sticky when wet. Very hard when dry.
Few roots. A few, large pores. Transition gradual, wavy.
75-120 cm: Grey (10 YR 5/0) clay, with common, medium sized, distinct mottles of yellowish
brown (10 YR 5/6) and red (2.5 YR 6/6). Moderate, coarse prismatic structure. Common,
faint clay skins. Distinct slickensides on the (sub)horizontal surfaces. Moist, firm, to very
firm. Very sticky and veryplastic when wet.
120-140— cm: Light grey (N 6/0) clay loam, with many, coarse faint mottles of brownish
yellow (10 YR 6/6). Massive, Moist, firm. Very sticky and very plastic when wet. Scattered,
fine, white (N 8/0) points. Very many colourless crystals (gypsum).

Profile 46. HYDROMORPHIC GREY PODZOLIC soil, with high base saturation, Shallow phase (HP/,;,, s).
Field description 294(Sombroek, Sampaio)
Location :Araguaia Mahogany area,Rio Antonino,transect 1a, stake190(Lat.6°09'S;Long.48°14'W).
Relief and drainage: Flat terrain, about 1m above level of nearby, narrow, intermittent rivulet. Conspicuous micro relief of canaletes (kauwfoetoes). Imperfectly drained : the canaletes arefilled with nonstagnant rain water during the rainy season. Profile studied in dry season, when ground water level was
below 100 cm.
Parent material: Calcareous cherty silt-stones of Pedra de Fogo beds (Permean).
Vegetative cover: Deciduous hydromorphic shrub. A very few, thin, stunted, low trees emerge above a
dense layer of shrubs and thin creepers and climbers. Rather dense field layer (Gramineae, Cyperaceae,
Selaginellae, Araceae).
Oi
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5-0 cm: Undecomposed plant residues.
Absent. Surface very irregular, due to abundance of outcasts of worms.
0-8 cm: Dark grey brown (10 YR 4/2) sandy loam, with few, fine, faint mottles of yellowish
brown (10 YR 5/4). Moderate, fine subangular blocky structure. Dry, hard, slightly crusted.
Slightly sticky and slightly plastic when wet. Friable when moist. Many roots. Common large
and fine pores. Transition gradual, smooth.
8-25 cm: Grey brown (10YR 5/2) sandy loam, with many, fine, faint mottles of strong brown
(7.5 YR 5/6). Weak to moderate, medium to fine, subangular blocky structure. Dry, slightly
hard. Not plastic and slightly sticky when wet. Friable when moist. Common roots. Many
large and fine pores. Transition gradual, wavy.
25-37 cm: Grey (10 YR 6/1) light loam, with many, fine, faint to distinct mottles of grey
brown (7.5 YR 4/4).Weak, coarse, subangular to angular blocky structure. Dry, hard. Not
plastic and slightly sticky when wet. Friable when moist. Few roots. Few large, and common
fine pores. About 25% very small (diam. < 5mm), fine grained plinthite concretions. Transition clear, irregular.
37-57 cm: Light grey (10 YR 6/1) clay, with many, fine, distinct mottles of reddish brown (5
YR 4/4). Structure strong, very coarse prismatic, with tendency to columnar. Common to
general, distinct clay skins. Distinct slickensides on the (sub)horizontal surfaces. Dry, hard.
Very sticky and very plastic when wet. Very firm when moist. Very few roots. No pores. Transition gradual, wavy.
57-77 cm: Grey (5 Y 5/1) clay, with many, fine, faint mottles of yellowish brown (10 YR 5/6).
Strong, coarse prismatic structure. Common, faint clay skins. Strong slickensides on all
(sub)horizontal surfaces. Dry, hard. Very sticky and very plastic when wet. Very firm when
moist. Very few roots. No pores. Transition abrupt, irregular.
77-87 cm: Brownish yellow (10 YR 6/8) silt loam, with many, distinct horizontal stripes of
white (10 YR 8/1) and grey (10 YR 5/1). Moderate, medium platy structure. Moist, friable to
firm. Sticky, very plastic when wet. A few, fine roots. No pores. Transition abrupt, irregular.
87-102 cm: Bluish olive grey and purplish olive silty clay. Moderate, medium platy structure.
Moist, very firm. Very sticky and very plastic when wet. With white spots, which give effervescence with HCl.
J02+ cm: Paleyellow calcareous silt-stone.
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(IX) G R O U N D WATER PODZOLS AND W H I T E SAND REGOSOLS ( G P and WSR)

General concept: G r o u n d Water Podzols are imperfectly drained, highly weathered
soils. They are characterised by a light to very light texture t h r o u g h o u t the profile, a
bleached A 2 horizon of varying thickness, and a dark coloured B horizon with a concentration of humic material. This B horizon is usually, for a part, cemented by
sesquioxides, thus forming a h a r d p a n (Ortstein).
The thickness of the A 2 horizon in the A m a z o n G r o u n d Water Podzols varies from
20 cm t o 200 cm a n d more. The thickness a n d hardness of the Ortstein also vary considerably. There are indications that the cementing sesquioxides are aluminum oxides,
not iron oxides. This further classifies the soil as Ground Water Humus

Podzol.

Under White Sand Regosol are classified those soils that consist of bleached sand to a
great depth. The soil occurs commonly in a well-drained position.

Profile 47. GROUND WATER HUMUS PODZOL (GP)

Field description 234(Sombroek, Sampaio)
Location: Along highway BR-14, km38.8 SofSäo Miguel do Guamâ.
Relief and drainage: Approximately flat, narrow terrace, 3^4mabove level ofnearby rivulet. Alt. 25m
ca. Imperfectly drained.
Parent material: Pleistocene fluviatile sediments.
Vegetative cover: Secondary shrub.
At

0-70cm:Dark brown (7.5 YR3/2)sand, spotty bypresence ofvery many white sand grains.
Single grains. Moist, loose. Notsticky andnotplastic when wet. Soft when dry. Many roots.
Many pores. Transition clear and spotty.
A2
10-45 cm: Light grey (10YR6/1) sand. Single grains. Moist, loose. Notsticky and notplastic
when wet. Soft when dry. Many pores. Many roots. Transition gradual andsmooth.
BJA
45-60 cm: Dark grey (10YR4/1)sand. Weak, medium to fine subangular blocky structure.
Moist, friable. Not sticky and not plastic when wet. Slightly hard when dry. Many pores.Many
roots.Transition abrupt and irregular. Krotovinas of B^ penetrating into underlying horizon.
B21Am 60-80 cm: Ortstein: Brown to dark brown (7.5YR 4/2) loamy sand. Massive, indurated.
Moist, extremely firm. Extremely hard when dry.Not sticky andnot plastic when wet.N o
pores.N oroots. Transition abrupt and broken.
B22ftm 80-110 cm: Ortstein: Brown to dark brown (7.5 Y R4/4)loamy sand. Massive, stronglycemented. Moist, very firm. Very hard when dry. Notsticky and not plastic when wet. Nopores.
No roots. Transition gradual and irregular.
B3
110-150 cm: Light olive brown (2.5 Y 5/4)sand. Single grains to weak, medium tofinesubangular blocky structure. Moist, very friable. Soft when dry. Notsticky andnotplastic when
wet.Nopores. Noroots.

Profile 48. WHITE SAND REGOSOL (WSR)

Field description 131(Day, Sombroek)
Location: Lower Amazon region, about 10kmNofOroximinâ (Lat. 1°42'S;Long. 55°49'W)
Relief and drainage: Extensively flat, togently undulating terrain. Atl. 50mca. Excessively drained.
Parent material: Pleistocene fluviatile (?)sediments.
Vegetative cover: Dense andlow forest; burned inpreceding dry season.
02
A1
A2?

3-0 cm:Reddish brown, partially decomposed organic material, with very many fine roots
0-20cm:Grey (N6/0) sand. Single grains. Many roots. Transition gradual.
20-480+ cm:White (N8/0)sand. Single grains.Inupper part a few roots, inlower part none.
Sand grains areangular tosubangular. Little variation ingrain size distribution with depth.
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(X) Low HuMic GLEY AND HUMIC GLEY SOILS(LHG and HG)

Generalconcept: These are poorly drained soils from recent non-marine sediments,
with little profile development. Theyhave an Al horizon of varying thickness and prominence, overlying a mineral, gleyed sub-surface andsubsoil. The A1 horizon ofthe
Low Humic Gley soilsisthin and/or little humic. The A1 horizon ofthe Humic Gley
soils isprominent anddark, without being, however, an organic horizon proper.A
prominent Ax inthis respect isarbitrarily defined asbeing 20 ormore cm thickand
havingapercentage ofCarbon which surpasses 1.5+ 0.015 x %clay.
The gleyed sub-surface and subsoilhorizons of theprofiles of both Low Humic Gley
and Humic Gley soils encountered inAmazonia have a main colour ofgrey orlight
grey. Mottling isusually common, fine tomedium sized and distinct, and its colours
are predominantly yellowish brown orstrong brown (10YR 5/6-5/8 and 7.5 YR 5/65/8 respectively). Huesredder than 5YR arerare. The soilsare usually heavy textured
and often contain considerable percentages ofsilt. The structural development ofthe
subsoilismostly weak. Signsofclayilluviation (clayskins)areoften littleconspicuous,
if present atall. Because ofstratification ofthe original sediments, sudden changesin
texture withinaprofile may occur. The presence of one or more humic or peaty layers
inthe subsoil isnot uncommon. The soilsvary considerably inconsistence and degree
of subsoil compactness. The mineralogical composition of the soils variesfrom siteto
site, andthere arealso considerable differences in thebase saturation percentages.
Amongst the Low Humic Gley soils,aCarbonatesubsoilphase (LHG, c)is separated.
This phase ischaracterised bybeing strongly alkaline inthe subsoil, which also contains carbonate concretions. A very compact and usually dark coloured horizon
(laklaag, 'lacquer') isinvariably found just above this alkaline subsoil.
Amongst the Humic Gley soils, an Upland phase (HG, u) is distinguished. Itis
characterised bybeing extremely acid, having low amounts of silt, andsilicate clay
minerals of 1:1 lattice structure (kaolinite) only.
Profiles, intergrading to Ground Water Lateritesoil,are notuncommon, concerning
both theLowHumicGleyand theHumic Gleysoils(cf.Profile 18).
A few profile descriptions are given. More details about the soils, many profile descriptions,and analyticaldata arereported by SOMBROEK(1962b).
Profile49. Low HUMIC GLEYsoil(LHG)

Fielddescription 265 (Sombroek, Sampaio)
Location:Lower Tocantins floodplain, about 20km WNW ofIgarapé-mirim (Lat. 1°.58' S; Long.
49°.09'W).
Relief anddrainage:Flat lowland;floodplainoffresh water tidalcreeks.Poorlydrained: daily flooded
bywaterwithaconsiderable load ofsediments.Thedifference betweenhigh tideand lowtidelevelof
nearbycreekisabout3m.
Parentmaterial: Recent, fresh water deltaic sediments on older deposits.
Vegetativecover:Swampforest withmanypalms.
A,

0-7cm: Verydark grey (10YR 3/1) heavyclay loam. Moderate, medium to fine subangular
blocky,tocrumbly structure. Moist, veryfriable. Plasticand verystickywhenwet,hard when
dry.Verymanyroots.Transitionclear.
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With Dutch auger:
Clg
7-18cm: Lightgrey(10 YR6/1-7/1) siltyclay loam, witha few, fine, distinct mottless of strong
brown (7.5YR 5/8). Wet, very sticky and very plastic. Common roots. Transition gradual.
C 29
18-50 cm: Light grey to grey (N 6/0)heavy clay, with many, fine to medium sized, distinct
mottles of strong brown (7.5YR 5/8).Wet, very sticky and very plastic. Common roots.
Transition clear.
Cm
50-710 cm: Dark reddish brown (5YR 2/2) peaty sandy clay loam. Transition clear.
Gig
110-130 cm: Grey (N 5/0)silt loam. Wet,very sticky andvery plastic. N o roots. Transition
gradual.
C 59
130-240 cm: Light grey (N 7/0) silty clay, with few, coarse, distinct mottles of light olive
brown (2.5 Y 5/6). Wet, very sticky andvery plastic. No roots. Transition gradual.
I1C W 240-380 cm: Light grey (N 7/0)clay, with many, medium to coarse, prominent mottles of
dusky red (10R 3/4). Mottles slightly hardened in their centres. Wet,very sticky and very
plastic. Compact. N oroots.

Profile 50. HUMIC GLEY soil (HG)

Field description 188(Sombroek)
Location: Lower Amazon floodplain, about 20kmSofPrainha (Lat. 1°59'S; Long. 53°30' W).
Relief and drainage: Flat lowland; backswamp of floodplain ofriver Amazon and rivulet Purus. Poorly drained :during high water season flooded with about 1.5mwater which has a load of sediments.
Parent material: Recent fluviatile sediments.
Vegetative cover: Grasses, and other herbaceous plants.
At

0-25 cm: Grey (10Y R 5/1)silty clay loam, with some strong brown (7.5 Y R 5/8)along the
grass roots. Structure medium sized subangular blocky, of moderate strength. Surface hard
when dry, slightly cracked. Moist, friable. Sticky andplastic when wet. Transition clear.
With Dutch auger:
Clg
25-70 cm: Light grey (N 6/0) silty clay loam, with many, medium sized, distinct mottles of
reddish yellow (7.5R 6/8). Moist, friable to firm. Sticky and plastic when wet. Transition
abrupt.
C2!7_6 70-120 cm:Very dark grey (10Y R3/1) clay,with common, fine, faint mottles ofdark yellowish brown (10Y R 4/4). Moist, firm. Sticky andvery plastic when wet. Compact. Transition
gradual.
C3g
120-170 cm: Grey (N 4/0-5/0) clay withmany, medium sized, distinct mottles of reddish yellow (7.5Y R6/6). Moist, firm. Sticky and veryplastic when wet. Transition abrupt.
C46
170-190 cm: Very dark grey (10Y R 3/1) clay. Moist, firm. Sticky andvery plastic whenwet.
Transition gradual.
Cbg
190-210 cm: Grey (N 5/1)clay with common, fine, distinct mottles of yellowish red (5YR
5/8). Moist, firm. Sticky and very plastic when wet. Transition clear.
C66
210-220+ cm:Black (10Y R2/1) clay, with organic relics. Moist, firm. Sticky andvery plastic
when wet.

Afull mineralogicalanalysis was carried outonasample ofthe second horizon.The
data concerning sample 188-2ofTables 7and 8andFigs. 14a-e show that indeedthe
mineralogical composition isfavourable, forwhichtheKiand Krdata givealreadyan
indication. In the clay fraction, only 22%kaolinite is present, while mica (illite)
occupies 30%, 'intermediate' 10%, swellingillite 8%, and chlorite 7%. A considerable
amount offelspar (15%)occursinthe 2-16micron and16-80micron fractions. Photo
11illustrates thecomposition ofthe clay fraction.
Sample 190-2has approximately the same mineralogical composition; itisofa Low
HumicGley soil,Carbonate subsoilphase,ofthesamephysiographicunit(the horizon
sampled occursabovethelacquer andthealkalinehorizons ofthe profile).
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Profil.; 51.HUMIC GLEY soil, Upland phase (HG, U)
Field description 119(Day, Sombroek)
Location: Amapâ Territory, catchment area of Igarapé do Lago (Lat. (f 21' N ; Long. 51°38' W).
Relief and drainage: Bottom land in undulating upland with savannah cover. Poorly drained. Alt.
below 50 m.
Parer,I material: Colluvial deposits from heavy textured sediments of surrounding upland.
Vegetative cover: Tall grasses.
Au

0^40 cm: Black (5 YR 2/1) clay. Strong, very fine subangular blocky structure. Moist, friable.
Plastic and slightly sticky when wet. Apparently high in organic matter. Many roots.
With Dutch auger:
A]2» 40-60 cm: Olive brown (2.5 Y 4/2) clay, with common, medium sized, distinct mottles of dark
grey (N 4/0) and dark brown (7.5YR 4/4).Wet, sticky and plastic.
Cw
60-100 cm: Yellowish brown (10 YR 5/4) clay, with many, medium sized, distinct to prominent mottles of yellowish red (5 YR 4/6) and black (N 3/0). Wet, sticky and plastic, to very
plastic.
C2g
100-120+ cm: Pale brown (10 YR 6/3) clay, with common, medium sized, faint to distinct
mottles of yellowish red (5 YR 6/6).

(XI) SALINE AND ALKALI SOILS

Generalconcept: The Salineand Alkali soilsare characterised by either excessive concentrations ofexchangeable Na+and Mg++,or soluble salts,or both.
They aretermedsaline,iftheconductivity ofthe saturation extract exceeds 4mmhos/
cm at 25 °C, correspondingto about 0.15% salts inthe dry soil (SOIL SURVEY MANUAL,
1931, page 360).Assuming the soluble salts to be predominantly NaCl, this value corresponds to about 2.5 m.e. /100g'soluble salts', as this datum isprovided by IQA.
The Solonetz isa soilwith acloddy Bhorizon and aprominent prismatic or columnar
structure. The exchangeable cations of this horizon are Na + and/or Mg++for a good
part (Mg++ + Na+ > Ca+++ H+; cf. SOIL SURVEY STAFF, 1960,p.45).It has recently
been suggested that Mg++ may have a similar detrimental effect on the structure as
Na.+and this has been confirmed bylaboratory trials,for instance those of SCHUYLENBORGH and VEENENBOS (1951). Solonetzes are usually found in dry climates. They also
exist, however, along ocean coasts, independent of climatic conditions, where they
have developed on sediments with highpercentages of Mg++and Na+, due to deposition in marine-deltaic conditions. They are known as 'coastal Solonetzes' and are
described for instance by EDELMAN (1950) for Holland, where they have the local
namespik or knip clays.
The Amazon soils denoted as Solonetz, Coastalphase (Sol, c) have usually only a
moderate prismatic structure. A number of them have a thick humictop with a crumbly structure and slickensides in the subsoil horizons. These soils are, in fact, intergrades to Grumosols. Others, with only a thin humic top and moderate to weak prismatic structure, are intergrades toLow Humic Gleysoils. The soils may have a saline
subsoil.
IncoastalAmazonia alsothere aresalinesoilsthat haveno structure, or a weak, fine,
granular one. The water movement through the profile is rapid, contrary to the situation with the Solonetz, Coastal phase. These soils are classified as Saline soils. More
data about the Saline and Alkali soilsofAmazonia arereported by SOMBROEK(1962b).
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Profile 52. SOLONETZ, COASTAL PHASE (Sol, c)

Field description 175(Day, Sombroek)
Location: Eastern part of Marajó island, about 40 km NW of Soure (Lat. 0°32' S; Long. 48°47' W).
Relief and drainage: Flat lowland. Poorly drained.' during the rainy season submerged under about 1
m rain water.
Parent material: Subrecent marine-deltaic sediments.
Vegetative cover: Grasses, and other herbaceous plants.
At

0-20 cm: Dark grey (10 YR 4/1) with many, fine, distinct mottles of strong brown (7.5 YR
5/8), mainly along the grass roots. Trampled by cattle. Structure very coarse prismatic, of
moderate strength; breaking into coarse angular blocks, generally of weak, but in lower part,
locally, of moderate strength. Dry, very hard; strongly cracked. Very sticky and very plastic
when wet. The upper 10 cm has many insect channels; the lower part is massive within the
structure elements. Transition clear and irregular.
B2ig
20-40 cm: Very dark grey brown (10 YR 3/2) clay, with common, very fine, faint mottles of
strong brown (7.5 YR 5/8). Structure moderate, coarse prismatic, locally columnar. Faint,
locally distinct, clay skins on all vertical ped faces. Distinct slickensides on the sub-horizontal
surfaces. Dry,very hard. Very sticky and very plasticwhen wet.Scattered, small(2-5cm diam),
round, half-hard, black concretions, effervescing with H 2 0 2 : concretions of manganese.
Transition clear and wavy.
B229 40-140 cm: Dark grey (5 Y 4/1) clay, with many, fine, faint mottles of light yellowish brown
(2.5 Y 6/4). In the upper part the structure ismedium prismatic, of weak to moderate strength.
Common, faint clay skins on vertical ped faces. Distinct slickensides on the sub-horizontal
surfaces. Moist; lower part wet. Very sticky and very plastic. Concretions of manganese as
above. No effervescence with HCl. Transition gradual.
With Dutch auger:
B 39
140-210 cm: Light grey (5 YR 6/1) clay, with many, coarse, prominent mottles of yellowish
red (5 YR 5/8). In the yellowish red, half-hard plinthitic tubes. Wet, very sticky and very
plastic. No effervescence with HCl. Transition clear.
Cg
210-225+ cm: Grey (N 4/0) clay. Wet, very sticky and very plastic. No effervescence with
HCl.
Note: Sampling of the Ax at the beginning of the dry season, of the B2ig, the B2ig and Bsg at the end of
the dry season.

Full mineralogical analysis was carried out on a sample of the B22ghorizon. The data
of sample 175-3ofTable 7and8show that intheclayfraction kaolinite comprises only
25%, while 2:1 lattice silicate clay minerals comprise together about 50%. Of these,
'swelling illite' is particularly important (24%). Felspar is present in considerable
amounts (17and 10%respectively) in the 2-16 and 16-80 micron fractions.
To some extent sample 154-2has the same mineralogical composition (cf. the Tables
7 and 8and the Figs. 14a-e), which is of the B2g horizon of another Solonetz, Coastal
phase profile (intergrade to Low Humic Gley soil). Photo 12illustrates the composition ofthe clayfraction ofthe latter sample.

(XII)

TERRA PRÊTA SOIL (TP)

Generalconcept: Terra Prêta soil is a well-drained soilcharacterized by the presence
of a thick black, or dark grey, topsoil which contains pieces of artefacts.
As discussed in III.3.4, the Terra Prêta soilisa kind of kitchen-midden, developed at
the dwelling sites of Pre-Columbian Indians. A general discussion of its qualities is
given in V.3.1.2. Here, only one full profile description is given.
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Profile 53.TERRA PRÊTA, light textured (TP;)
Field description 39 (Day)
Location: Santarém, at Silviculture plots of Sawmill training centre.
Relief and drainage: Gentle undulating terrain (slope 1-3 %). Well-drained. Alt. less than 50 m.
Parent material: Pleistocene sediments.
Vegetative cover: Low secondary forest.
Ap
A3
B 21
B 22

0-35 cm: Black (N 2/0) loamy sand. Moderate, medium crumb structure. Moist, friable. Many
roots. Scattered pieces of old ceramics. Transition gradual, smooth.
35-70 cm: Very dark greyish brown (10 YR 3/1) loamy sand. Moderate to weak, medium
crumb structure. Moist, friable. Many roots. Transition diffuse, smooth.
70-100 cm: Dark brown (10 YR 3/3) heavy loamy sand. Weak, coarse subangular blocky
structure. Moist, friable. Slightly more compact than B 22 . Transition diffuse, smooth.
100-160+ cm: Dark brown, to brown (10 YR 4/3) light sandy loam. Weak, coarse subangular
blocky structure. Moist, friable.

(XIII) OTHER SOILS

A number of other soils were encountered in Amazonia. Since they have not been
properly studied and/or are of limited occurrence, they willbedescribed only in short.
One such a soil isafertile, red, clayey soil,locally known asTerraRoxa. Whether itis
predominantly a Terra Roxa Légitima (a Latosol, cf. group Ha of Table 6), or a Terra
Roxa Estruturada (asoilwithatextural-B), isnot established.
One profile studied 1 (Alenquer) proved to be more like the latter than like the former: The A horizon
of this profile is of clay loam texture and the B horizon of light clay texture, giving a textural ratio
B/A of ).43. The structure of the B horizon is moderate to weak, very fine to medium subangular,
with common and weak clay skins. Analysis revealed that the silt fraction (2-50 micron) is relatively
high (20-25%, while 45% clay is present). Ki data decrease from 2.0 in the topsoil to 1.5in the central
part of the Bhorizon. The A l 2 0 3 : F e 2 0 3 ratio increases in the same stretch from 1.6 to 1.9. TheT-value
decreases from 18m.e./100 g in the topsoil to about 3m.e. in the subsoil. The p H - H 2 0 is between 6.0
and 6.5 throughout theprofile down to 200 cm depth, and the base saturation is between 70and 90%.

Another fertile soil encountered is a black, very sticky and very plastic clayey soil,
denoted Grumosol.
One profile studied 1 (Monte Alegre) consists to 40 cm depth (A horizon) of black clay loam, of weak
or moderate, medium to coarse, mainly subangular blocky structure. Below this, olive grey clay or
heavy clay is encountered, with white specks of carbonates and presence of slickensides. Analysis of
this profile gave Ki data of 4.5 to 5.0, high amounts of natural clay, high T-value (40 m.e./100 g and
more) and high to complete base saturation, with C a + + as strongly predominant cation.

Awell-drained, moderately weathered soilwiththe following characteristics has been
tentatively classified as a Non Calcic Brown-like soil, Gravelly phase (NB, G):
Reddish brown colour throughout the profile; presence of much gravel and stones of
laterized chert; loam to clay loam texture, without much textural difference between
the A and the Bhorizons. The structure in both horizons ismoderate, medium to fine
subangular blocky.
An analysed example of such profiles (Araguaia Mahogany area) shows a low base saturation in both
the A and the Bhorizons, together 50cm thick, but high base saturation in the C horizon (50cm thick)
in which the Ca + + ion is very predominant. In all three horizons the Ki value is about 2.9 and the
percentage Carbon 1-2 %.
') Excursion Eighth Brazilian Congress of Soil Science, 1961.
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A well-drained, moderately weathered, shallow soilwith thefollowing characteristics
has been tentatively classified asan Acid Brown Forest-likesoil,Gravellyphase (AF, G):
Presence of many fine gravelly plinthite concretions (of laterized silt-stone) in the
lower part of the profile; yellowish brown to light yellowish brown colour below the
surface layer; siltyclay loam texture. The A horizon does not seem to be much lighter
textured than the B horizon, and the structure is moderate subangular blocky and
weak subangular blocky respectively.
Oneanalyzedprofile(Araguaia Mahoganyarea)showsabout35%clayintheAhorizon(40cmthick),
45% clay in the Bhorizon (40cmthick), high percentages ofsilt (40-50%),and much natural clay in
the Bhorizon. Ki and Kr data of the solum decrease with depth from 2.4 to 2.2 and from 1.7 to 1.5
respectively. Thecation exchangecapacity (T-value)of the solum decreases with depth from 12m.e,/
100gto 8 m.e.,and thebasesaturation from 40to20%,atpH-H 2 0valuesof 5.5-5.0.

Under Alluvial soilare classified well or moderately well-drained soils on recent sediments,withlittleprofile development.
The profiles ofthis soilencountered (Araguaia Mahogany area) are generally light or
medium textured, usually with colours of yellowish hue, and with flakes of mica in the
sand fraction. In one analysed profile, the distinguishable soil layers up to 350 cm
depth, vary intheir clay content between 10and 20%and intheir silt content between
20and 30%.Natural clay comprises about half of the total clay. The structure isweak
subangular blocky inthe upper part, massive in the lower part of the profile. Ki data
vary between 3.5 and 2.7 and Kr data between 2.8 and 2.1. The T-value varies between
3.7 and 5.0 m.e./100 g, and the base saturation decreases with depth from 60to 20%.
The name ParaPodzol has been given to a highly weathered, well-drained, very light
textured soil, with a thin bleached A2 horizon and humus accumulation, without
cementation, in the Bhorizon. A profile description is given by DAY (1961). No analytical data are available about thissoil.
Under GreyHydromorphic soilisclassified a stronglyweathered, imperfectly to poorlydrained soil,whichhas alighttextured, bleached A2horizon, that grades sharply into a relatively heavy textured, mottled, dense B horizon, which is not plinthitic. The
main colour of this horizon is grey or light grey, and mottles of reddish yellow or
strong brown are present invarying abundance and size.The silicate clay minerals are
supposedly of 1:1lattice structure (kaolinite), and the base saturation isthought to be
low,toverylow.
Organic soils have also been encountered in Amazonia. They are waterlogged and
very acid. A peaty horizon of varying thickness overlies mineral soil material that is
commonly very light textured, and bleached. For these soils, the names Half Bog soil
or Bog soil are applied, if the organic layer is between 30 and 60 cm thick, and more
than 60cmthick respectively.
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III.3 The Occurrence of the Soils in Relation to the Various
Geomorphologie Units
In this subchapter, a picture is given of the distribution of the soils as described and
classified in the preceding pages. The géomorphologie units described in1.4 are taken
asthe basis.The situation isillustrated, very diagrammatically, inFig. 17.For the soils
Fig. 17 Mapa esboçado dossolos amazônicos principals na suarelaçào com as unidades geomorfológicas

Holocene terrains - Saline and Alkali
soils
Terrenos Holocenos - Solos Salinos e
Alcalinos
Holocene terrains - Low Humic Gley
and Humic Gley soils
Terrenos Holocenos - Solos Glei Hümico
e Glei Pouco Hümico
Ground Water Laterite soils
Solos Laterita Hidromórfica
Pleistocene terraces - Kaolinitic Yellow
Latosols (of varying texture) and
Kaolinitic Latosolic Sands
Terraços do Pleistoceno - Latosolos
Amarelos Caoliniticos (de textura variada) e Areias Latosólicas Caoliniticas
Amazon planalto - Kaolinitic Yellow
Latosols of very heavy texture
(4 + 5: Planicie)
Planalto amazônico - Latosolos
Amarelos Caoliniticos de textura muito
pesada
(4 + 5: Planicie)

Outcropping crystalline basement and
outcropping Paleozoic, Mesozoic and
Early Tertiary deposits, as well as Early
Tertiary(?) peneplanation surface Red Yellow Latosols, Dark Red
Latosols, Red Yellow Podzolic soils,
Lithosols, Ground Water Laterite soils
Embasamento cristalino aflorante e
depósitos aflorantes do Paleozóico,
Mesozóico ou do Tercidrio Inferior, bem
como superficie de peneplanaçào do
Tercidrio Inferior(?) - Latosolos
Vermelho-Amarelo; Latosolos Vermelho
Escuro, solos Podzólicos VermelhoAmarelo, Litosolos, solos Laterita
Hidromórfica
Cretaceous(?) peneplanation surface Areno-Latosols
Superficie de peneplanaçào Cretdceaf'?)
- Areno-Latosolos

Fig. 17 Sketch map of the main Amazon soils in their relation to the géomorphologie units

of the Planicie, which have been comparatively thoroughly studied, the influence of
several soil forming factors is discussed in some detail. These factors are Time (degree
ofprofile development, depending upon terrace level), Man (Terra Prêta), andGround
Water (Ground Water Laterite soil versusGround Water Podzol).

III.3.1 The Soils of the Undulating Terrains with Outcropping Crystalline
Basement
Only a few data are available as to the soils in the regions where the Pre-Cambrian
crystalline basement, of the Guiana and the Central Brazilian shields, outcrops. In the
Araguia Mahogany area (cf. Appendices 2 and 6), on the outskirts of Amazonia, the
crystalline, western section consists of mica schists and quartzites. The mica schists,
which occupy undulating to hillyterrain, have resulted intheformation of shallow reddish soils which have been classified as Red YellowPodzolic soil, withrather highbase
saturation (RPrf,b', Profile 37). The quartzites are present in mountainous terrain
(Dome formations), and have resulted in Lithosol, Quartzite substratum phase (L, Q).
On the crystalline rocks elsewhere in Amazonia (granites, gneisses, syenites, mica
schists),the deep,friable, reddish or yellowish Red Yellow Latosols (RL) are probably
themostfrequent. Anexample ofsucha soilistheprofile from Serra deNavio inAmapâ Territory, which has probably developed on amphibole and mica schists (Profile
34). Examples of profiles on granites, gneisses and syenites arenot available. The comparatively small areas with basic effusions (gabbro, diabase, dolerite) have probably
Terra Roxa (Légitima or Estruturada) soils for the most part.

III.3.2 The Soils of the Undulating Terrains with Outcropping Paleozoic,
Mesozoic or Early Tertiary Deposits
The soils on these terrains, where consolidated and slightly metamorphosed sediments of a whole series of geological periods are found within short distances (cf.
Appendix 8 and the Figs. 5 and 6), are naturally very diverse. It has to be borne in
mind that a large portion of the areas indicated on the geological maps as having
these deposits, have in fact a thin cover of Late Tertiary or Quaternary sediments.
Areas with soils derived from Paleozoic, Mesozoic or Early Tertiary deposits are
therefore comparatively small. Lithosols, of hematized sand-stones and shales, are
apparently rather common among them.
No data are available on the soils of the Silurian and Pre-Silurian deposits of the
Amazon basin.
Alittleisknown about thesoilsderived from theDevonian deposits ofboththe Amazon and the Maranhào basins. In the Araguaia Mahogany area (Appendices 2and 6),
the principal soil on the Pimenteiras beds is a Dark Red Latosol, Shallow phase
(DL,s;Profile35).SAKAMOTO(1960)mentionsasoilontheMiacurüofbedstheAmazon
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basin, in the area of the lower Trombetas and the Erepecurü rivers. He describes it
as 'loose sands with alimited amount ofclay, light orange and brilliant reddish orange
coloured over more than 1 m'. It is possibly a Red Yellow Latosol. In describing
a red shale, occurring at the lower Jari river and supposedly of Devonian age, the
same author states that it weathers into yellow kaolinitic clay.
The Carboniferous deposits of the Amazon basin are very interesting economically
because of the presenceof lime-stones,evaporitesand diabase(the latter are Jurassic in
part). Inthe Monte Alegre-Alenquer area, a few studies of the soils derived from these
deposits have been made.The lime-stones have given a Grumosol,while a Terra Roxa
Estniturada has developed on the diabase (Excursion Eight of the National Brazilian
Soil Congress, 1961 ;cf. notes under (XIII) of III.2). The evaporites are likely to have
resulted inthe formation of soils similar to those present upon the Pastos Bons-Motuca beds of the Maranhäo basin (cf. below). No consistent data are available on the
soils on the less rich deposits within the Carboniferous strata of the Amazon basin
(cf., however, Profile 17of 11.3).
The Carboniferous strata in the Maranhäo basin are also very diversified. In the
Araguaia Mahogany area (Appendices 2 and 6), Acid Brown Forest-like soil, Gravelly
phase (AF, G)has been found to be the common soil on reddish brown silt-stones,
which are probably of the lower section of the Piaui beds. The presence of Lithosol,
Sand-stonesubstratumphase (L, ss)has been established on coarse grained sand-stones
which probably belong to the Poti beds. In the same area, Carboniferous lime-stones
occur, associated with very resistant chert (chalcedony) in the superficial layers
(Piaui beds, c.q. Pedra de Fogo beds and upper section of Piaui beds). The soil is
therefore only a Lithosol, Cherty substratum phase (L, CH), or a very gravelly Non
Calcic Brown-like soil (NB, G).On flat land surfaces, with the same substratum,
Hydromorphic Grey Podzolic soil, with high base saturation, Shallow phase (HP^6,
s; Profile 46) has developed.
Also a few data are available on the soils derived from the Lower Mesozoic deposits
of the Maranhäo basin. As to the Jurassic-Triassic deposits, it can be said that on
approximately flat terrains in the Araguaia Mahogany area, with a substratum of
silt-stones and clay-stones that are, in part, calcareous and gypsiferous (Pastos
Bons-Motuca beds; Piaui beds of other geological mapping), various hydromorphic soils have developed (mapping unit H of Appendices 2 and 6; cf. also Fig. 23).
Among them are Hydromorphic Grey Podzolic soil, with high base saturation, Ortho
and Dark phase (HP/,è, o and HP/,6, D; Profiles 44 and 45 respectively) and Ground
Water Laterite soil, intergrade to Hydromorphic Grey Podzolic soil (Deep phase and
Clay-stone substratum phase, GL-HP, D and GL-HP, c; cf. Profiles 14 and 15
respectivelyofII.3).Undulatinggroundcomposedofcoarsegrained sand-stones(Pastos
Bons-Sambaiba beds) was found to have KaoliniticLatosolic Sand profiles, Transition
phase and Savannahphase (KLS, T and KLS, s; cf. Profile 33for the latter).
The survey of the Guama-Imperatriz area (Appendices 1and 5) provides for some
clues asto the soils derived from the Cretaceous deposits of the Maranhäo basin. Red
Yellow Mediterranean-like soil (RM; Profile 41) isthe common soil of the undulating
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country, at the southern end of the area, which iscomposed of the relatively rich Codó
beds. In the same stretch, patches of Ground WaterPodzol (GP)have been found. This
soil is likely to have developed on the sandy Corda beds which occur immediately
below the Codó beds.
SAKAMOTO (1960) states that the sediments of the Itapecurü or Serra Negra beds
(Late Cretaceous, or Tertiary) contain a small percentage of volcanic elements, contrary to the sediments of the Late Tertiary Barreiras beds. He thinks it likely that the
soils derived from the former sediments have a higher content of bases. In the meagre
amount ofgeologicalliterature relevantto this area, itisassumedthat the Itapecurü or
Serra Negra beds occurs in a stretch of the Guamâ-Imperatriz area north of the zone
of outcropping of the Codó beds. In studying Appendices 4 and 5it is, however, evident that the land surface in this stretch was modelled during the Plio-Pleistocene
epoch (planalto with Belterra clay)and thePleistocene epoch (terraces at lowerlevel).
The characteristically rather highbasesaturation ofthe Kaolinitic Red Latosol occurring on the terraces in the stretch (cf. III.3.4), may however be an indication that the
modelling wasdone exclusively withthe above-mentioned, volcanic elements containingEarly Tertiary sediments.
The Cretaceous and Early Tertiary sediments of the Amazon basin are apparently
nearly everywhere covered with a thin layer of Late Tertiary and/or Pleistocene materials (cf. III.3.4). In contrast, the Cretaceous and Tertiary deposits of the Acre basin
outcrop, according to indications, in the eastern part of Acre State over considerable
stretches.Inthis area,the presence of Red YellowPodzolicsoil, withlowbasesaturation
(RPlb;Profile 36)has beenestablished. Also adark red, friable, clayey soil,provisionally classified as Dark Red Latosol (DL) occurs. It was not possible to make a definite
correlation ofthese soilswithknown geologicalstrata (cf.Appendix 8).

III.3.3 The Soils of the Cretaceous and/or Early Tertiary Peneplanation
Surfaces
No field data exist on the soils of the presumably Cretaceous plateaux in the transition zone between Amazonia and Central Brazil. On the FAO Soil Map of South
America, second draft, they are indicated to have Areno-Latosols or Rego-Latosols.
The supposedly Early Tertiary peneplanation surface, occurring about halfway between these plateaux and the Amazon river, are likely to have a predominance of
Hydromorphic soilsandLithosols. It is believed that the same soilspredominate in the
savannah covered areas ofthe boundary regionof Para Stateandthe Guianas (Cretaceous and/or Early Tertiary). According to indications, the terrains concerned are
extensively flat, withanumber ofcrystallineridges(cf.discussionsinIV.1.2).
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III.3.4 The Soils ofthe Planicie
Asdscussed in1.4, the uplands inthe broad axial part of Amazonia consist of unconsolidated kaolinitic sedimentslargely of thevaguely dated Alter do Châo or Barreiras
beds. They are shaped into a heavy clay covered Plio-Pleistocene plateau (the Amazon
planalto with Beltetra clay), and more or less sandy Pleistocene terraces at a lower
level. These uplands are collectively called Planicie. The soil data on this Planicie are
relatively numerous. A general discussion of the soil qualities in relation to the
agricultural capabilities isgiveninChapter V.
III.3.4.1 TheSoils of theAmazon Planalto
The soils of the Belterra clay covered Amazon planalto have an uniform profile
development over large areas. In the eastern part of the region, east of Manaus, the
soils are very predominantly Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol (,Ortho), very heavy textured
(KYLy/,; Profile 24). Its presence has been established in a considerable part of the
Guamä-lmperatriz area {cf.Appendix 1),near Tucurui on the Tocantins river, along
Curuä-una river(cf. Fig. 11), at Belterra Estate alongthe lower Tapajós river (cf. Fig.
20) and in the central section of the Manaus-ltacoatiaia area. There is a gradation in
the compactness of the subsoil, which has apparently an influence upon the quality of
theforest cover (cf. IV.1.1.2).Thethickness of theA 1subhorizon also varies considerably. TerraPrêta soil (TP^A) only occurs very locally onthe planalto (cf. Fig.20).
As discussed in1.4.2,the Belterra clay covered plateau isrelatively low-lying in western Amazonia (west of Manaus), and the clay itself probably slightly less heavy. The
plateau has been studied near Porto Velho, along a 100km stretch of the Acre - Brasilia highway (BR-29).The soilsin this stretch are,for a part, Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol
(,Ortho), heavy textured (KYL^) and Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, intergrade to Dark
Horizon Latosol, heavy textured (KYL-DHLfe). The central sections of planalto have,
however, heavytextured Kaolinitic YellowLatosol, intergradetoGround Water Laterite
soil (KYL-GL^; Profile 12). It is likely that about the same soil situation exists for
plateau land in western Acre State. On the low piateau land between the lower Punis
and the Catuâ rivers, (very) heavy textured Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, intergrade to
Ground Water Laterite soil(c.q.PlanosolicLatosol;cf.III.2)isprobably predominant.
The notes of MARBUT and MANIFOLD (1925, 1926) concerning the dissected plateau
land inalltheregion westofthe Catuâ river,pointtogood drainage.They suggest their
soil group 3:'clay loams and clays with red or reddish friable clay subsoils', to be the
most common on these plateau parts (cf. Fig. 18). Since this group comprises the soil
on the planalto south of Santarém, it may be assumed that the Kaolinitic YellowLatosol (,Ortho), (very) heavy textured (KYLWft or KYL^) is also predominant on the
planalto areas inthis part of Amazonia. The only available soil data asto the planalto
stretches in the Peruvian-Columbian part of Amazonia are also those of MARBUT and
MANIFOLD. They indicate a similarity to the adjoining Brazilian parts. In Bolivia,
however, much of the plateau land is imperfectly drained (Madré de Dios area; cf.
ARENS, 1963).
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Fig. 18 Mapa de MARBUT and MANIFOLD (1926) dos grupos de solos da Bacia Amazônica Interior
Fig. 18 The soilgroups of the Inner Amazon Basin according to MARBUT and MANIFOLD'S map (1926)

III.3.4.2 TheSoilsof thePleistoceneTerraces
Both the uplands with sediments of undisputedly Pleistocene age [cf. 1.3)and those
with supposedly Late Tertiary sediments that were however re-modelled into terraces
during thePleistocene [cf.1.4.3),have soilsthat arecomparatively well known because
oftheir easyaccess.
MAIN SOILS

In the eastern part ofAmazonia, allthe area east of Manaus, theprincipal soils on all
Pleistocene terracesareyellowish and deeply friable, and of varying texture. They are
classified as Kaolinitic YellowLatosol (,Ortho), medium, ratherheavy orheavy textured
[e.g.Profile 25 :KYLOT). Theyhavebeen mapped for large stretches ofthe Guama-Tm166
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peratriz area (Appendix 1). In the Caeté-Maracassumé area (cf. Fig. 19) and the Bragantina area they are the predominant soils (mapped as 'Yellow Latosol' by DAY
(1959) and FILHO et al. (1963) respectively; medium textures predominate). The light
textured relatives to these soils, classified as KaoliniticLatosolic Sand (KLS), are normally present near the rivers and are of frequent occurrence in the Lower Amazon
region. The uplands with Kaolinitic Yellow Latosols or Kaolinitic Latosolic Sand are
largely under forest. A number of the savannah terrains, however, also have these
soils(cf. IV.1.2.1). In that instance, 'Savannah phase' is applied.
PROFILE DEVELOPMENT IN DEPENDENCE OF TEXTURE AND TERRACE LEVEL

Many profiles of boththe Kaolinitic Yellow Latosols and the Kaolinitic Latosolic
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Fig. 19 O levantumento expedito da area Caeté-Maracassumé por DAY (1959)
Ll° W

46°30'

130
S

Association Maracassumé ('Yellow Latosol' + 'Ground Water Laterite' predominantly)
Associaçào de Maracassumé (predominantemente 'Latosolo Amareld' + 'Laterita Hidromórfica)
.
| Association Gurupi ('Ground Water Laterite, low phase' predominantly)
'
' Associaçào de Gurupi (predominantemente ''Laterita Hidromórtica, fase Baixa')
y///\
Association Pitoró ('Ground Water Laterite' + 'podzolised Ground Water Laterite' +
'Yellow Latosol' predominantly)
Associaçào de Pitoró (predominantemente LLaterita Hidromórfica' + 'Laterita Hidromórfica
podzolizada' + 'Latosolo Amareld')
,,,.,;.„.,„ 'Low Humic Gley soil'
^•-••:',:*™ 'Solo Glei Pouco Hitmico'

^

L--^---,-.] 'Saline soils'
'Solos Salinos'
'Ground Water Laterite, low phase'
'Laterita Hidromórfica, fase baixa'
'Agricultural soils, undifferentiated'
'Solos agricolas, nào diferenciados'
Fig. 19 The reconnaissance soil survey of the Caeté-Maracassumé area by DAY (1959)
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Sands have been studied. There is a general and clear tendency for the profiles of
heavier texture to have shallower B2 horizons, a smaller textural ratio B/A, thinner
Aj subhorizons, and thinner superficial films of loose bleached sand ('micro podzol').
[tisinferred that thereare also slightdifferences inthe morphometry and inthephysical and chemical properties of the profiles, which are related with the terrace level on
which the profiles occur. Since higher terraces are of greater age, this may enable an
evaluation to bemade ofthe influence of the soilforming factor Time onthese profiles
This isespecially possible, because other soilforming factors - Parent Material, Topography, Vegetation and Soil Fauna, Ground Water, and Climate - are fairly equal
throughout the Planicie of eastern Amazonia. The profiles on higher level,i.e. older,
terraces showthefollowing trends:
The superficial film of bleached loose sand is slightly thicker; the A1 subhorizon is
slightly thicker; the depth of the horizon of maximum clay accumulation and minimum silt content, i.e.the B2 subhorizon, islarger; the difference intexture between the
A and the B horizons, as expressed in the textural ratio B/A, is slightly larger; the
silt/clay ratio isslightly smaller; the activity ofthe clay-sized particles is slightly smaller; the C/N value oftheorganic matter issomewhat larger. The P-fixation and the percentageofexchangeable (Al)+maydepend also ontheterracelevel.
These trends are separate from the above-mentioned much larger differences in morphometry which are aconsequence of a difference inthe over-alltexture ofeach individual profile. For studying of the time factor therefore, profiles of similar general texture should becompared. A quantitative evaluation isnot possible becausenot enough
precise data are available on profiles with comparable texture from completely flat and
non-eroded parts oftheterraces at different levels.Moreover, the differences dueto the
time factor are so small that they cannot be measured with accuracy with the method
of horizon sampling used and the present day level of refinement of laboratory analysis. Minute differences in parent material, inthe forest cover, the soil fauna or in the
climate may also obscure oneor moretrends.Thementioned aspects ofprofile 'ageing'
are therefore only exemplified by two profiles of Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol (,Ortho),
medium textured(KYLOT).They occur both onflatand non-eroded sections of terraces
in the northern part of the Guama-Imperatriz area, and are both under primeval
forest cover(Table 10,thenumbers 233and231).
Thedata ofthreeprofiles of Kaolinitic Latosolic Sand (KLS) are also given, although
the terrace levels of these latter profiles are not well established. Parent material and
climate of Profile 296 are moreover probably slightly different from those of the
numbers 45and 169.
That under long existing and man-induced savannah growth (cf. IV.1.2.1),the trends
are stronger, becomes apparent from the data on number 337. The much clearer influence of the over-all texture on the variations in morphometry can bejudged from
the data of two profiles of Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol (,Ortho), very heavy textured
(KYL„ft) of the non-eroded planalto, also under primeval forest cover.
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Table 10 Variations in a number of data on soil profiles from terraces at different levels, showing the influence of Time
ClassificaNo.
tion
field
classificadescr.
çâo
decsr. de (cf. Table 9)
campo (cf. Tabela 9)

Location
hcalizaçào

Terrace
level
nivel de
terraço
(m)

Vegetative cover
cobertura vegetal

42/112

KYL„ ft

Curuâ-una, km 6.5

primeval forest
floresta primitiva
primeval forest
floresta primitiva

180

210

KYUÄ

BR-14, km 247.0

233

KYLm

BR-14, km 12.7

231

KYLm

BR-14, km 58.0

337

KYU

Amapä-Fazendinha,
km 8

anthropogenic savannah
savana antropogênica

45

KLS

Curuâ-una, km 5 ca.

169

KLS

Curuâ-una, km 2.5 ca.

296

KLS

Araguaia, Rio Corda

primeval forest
floresta primitiva
primeval forest
floresta primitiva
primeval forest
floresta primitiva

200

primeval forest
floresta primitiva
primeval forest
floresta primitiva

65
3-4
3-4
100 ca.
60 ca.
10 ca.

Age
idade
Calabrian
Calabriano
Calabrian
Calabriano
Milazzian
Milaziano
Epi-Monastirian
Epi-monastiriano
Epi-Monastirian
Epi-monastiriano
Sicilian?
Siciliano ?
Milazzian?
Milaziano!
Late Monastirian
Monastiriano superior

Constitution of B 2 horizon / constituiçào do horizonte B2

No.
field
descr.
descr. de
campo

Si02:
A1 2 0 3

SiO a :
(A1 2 0 3 +
Fe 2 O a )

Clay
argila
(<2[i)

Carb.

(%)

(%)

Cation exch. cap.
capacid. de troca
(NH 4 OAc-pH = 7)
(m. e./100 g)
T

Base
saturation
saturaçào
de bases

(%)
V

Moist.
equiv.
equiv.
de umidade
(g/100g)
M.E.

Ki

Kr

c.

C

42/112
210

1.90
1.77

1.71
1.48

88.0
88.5

0.83
0.69

4.81
4.56

10.8
14.0

35.8
34.0

233
231

1.85
1.82

1.63
1.63

20.4
23.9

0.16
0.22

1.69
2.14

23.0
18.7

9.8
13.2

337

1.83

1.63

53.8

0.30

2.07

17.9

25

45
169
296

1.60
1.50
1.77

1.23
1.24
1.53

10.0
14.9
10.9

0.22
0.08
0.09

1.06

37.7

4.7
6.7
6.0

-

-

1.61

25.5

') Silt-Int. fraction estimated, bygraphical interpolation on summation curve,with known silt-U.S. / Fraçàosilte-Int. estimada,
por interpolaçâo grâficaem curvacumulativa, com silte-U.S. conhecido.
")Depth of central part of B. /Profundidadedaparte central doB2
°' 20-2 v.
") a Estimated, by graphical comparison of horizons of the individual profile that have approximately identical percentags
of Carbon / Estimado, por comparaçàogrâfica de horizontes do perfil individualnue apresentam percentagem de Carbone
aproximadamente idéntica
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ibela 10 Vark'çàes em dados de perfis de terraços de diferentes niveis, mostrando a influêntïa do fator Tempo
Thickness
espessura
(cm)

Bleached
sand cover
cohertura
de areia
alvejada
(cm)

30

0

65

2

0

20

At

Depth
profundidade
B,2
(cm)

Textural
ratio
relacäo
textural
BfA

P-fix
in B,
fix. de
Pno JS;,

Int. silt
clay
C/N of /do

silte Int.

/ P-total \
\ P-Bray/

(Al) 'in
B„
(%ofT)
(Al) +
no B2

Classif.
(cf. Table 9)
(cf. Tabela 9)

argila*

At

B2

1.12

4.9

13.7

13.8

-

-

(CYLw«

40

1.12

5.4

10.9

8.6

150

23

KYUh

2.0

230

1.82

3.4

14.7

7.7

225

39

KYLm

20

0.5

100

1.15

16.7

9.7

7.3

75

25

KYL r a

15

-

> 90

1.60

7.41

15.4

15.0

130

16

KYL Ä

35

i

>120

1.85

2.0

17.2

22.0

-

-

KLS

20

?

350

2.07

2.7

14.6

8.0

-

-

KLS

10

0.5

255

1.31

34.9 1

9.7

4.5

66

20

KLS

Moilsture equiv. of pure
clay in B '2
equi valente deu imidade
da argila pura do B2
(m.e,/100 g)

Cation exchange cap. of clay in B
capacidade total de troca da argila do B2
NH 4 OAc-pH = 7
pure clay /argila pura
(m.e./100 g)

Spec. surf,
of clay 5in B 2
sitperf. espec.
da argilab
do ß 2
(m 2 /100 g)

a4

b4

c4

d*

NaO Ac p H = 8.2
clay / argila5
(m.e./100 g)

39
43

46.7
41.0

0.5
1.3

1.8
2.1

4.8
4.8

54
81

45
57

43.8
49.6

1.5
3.7

5.2
5.4

6.5

73

46

43.6

2.7

1.7

-

-

33
35
77

43.3
43.9
53.7

2.9
8.6
12.2

2.0

11.6

-

Classif.
(cf. Table 9)
(cf. Tabela 9)
KYUft
RYU*
KYLm
KYLm
KYU
KLS
KLS
KLS

b Calculated, using the factor 1.7 for the activity of the organic matter (cf. V.3.1.1) / Calculado, usandoo fator 1.7para a
atividadeda materia orgânica(cf. V.3.1.1)
c Estimated, by graphical comparison of horizons of the individual profile that have approximately identical percentage
of clay / Estimado,porcomparaçàogróficadehorizontes doverfil individualaueapresentampercentagemdeargilaaproximadamente idéntica
à Calculated, using the factor 3.9 for the activity of the organic matter (cf. V.3.1.1) /Calculado,usando o fator 3.9 para a
atividadedamateriaorgânica(cf. V.3.1.1)
Organic matter not destroyed / Materia orgânicanäodestruida
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OTHER WELL-DRAINED SOILS

Reworked Belterra clay is present on parts of the higher Pleistocene terraces (cf.
1.4.2).The main soildevelopedonthis clayismorecompact,andat the same time paler
thanthesoildeveloped on Belterraclayontheplanaltoproper.It isclassified asKaolinitic YellowLatosol, Compact phase, very heavy textured (KYL, cvn', Profile 26). The
presence of this soil has been established for a part of the Guamâ-Imperatriz area,
where peculiar hummocks, calledjabotis, are an associated terrain feature (cf. Appendix 1,km 130-km 190;Appendix 3and Photo 20). In the headwater region of Igarapé
do Lago in Amapâ Territory, the soil is found also, largely under savannah cover.
Also near both Manaus and Itacoatiara, where the reworked Belterra clay seems to
have a slight admixture with coarser sediments, the soil has a compact appearance.
Also relatively compact and pale profiles may be found which possess lighter textures.They seemto be restricted to the older Pleistocene terraces,for instance the one of
about 60m+(Milazzian). An example isthe Kaolinitic YellowLatosol, Compact phase,
rather heavy textured(KYL, crf,; Profile 27) of the terrains east of the stretch km 50km90ofthe Guamâ-Imperatriz area.
In the southern stretch of the Guamä-Imperatriz area, which has a pronounced dry
season although it has aforest cover, a soilmuch comparable to the Kaolinitic Yellow
Latosol (,Ortho), medium textured has been found. It is,however, of redder hue and
has a higher base saturation. This soil is classified as Kaolinitic Red Latosol, medium
textured (KRLm; Profile 31).
Well-drained soils were also found to occur which have a reddish subsoil (B horizon)
below a yellowish topsoil (A horizon). When these subsoils are friable, then such profilesare classified as Kaolinitic YellowLatosol, intergrade to Red YellowPodzolic soil.
This a common soil in the stretch km 90-km 140of the Guamâ-Imperatriz area (Appendix 1 and 3),wherethe subsoil islargely rather heavy textured (KYL-RP^; Profile
29). In part, these reddish subsoils are firm, and then also the textural ratio B/A is
rather large. Such profiles, which are classified as Red YellowPodzolic soil,intergrade
to Kaolinitic YellowLatosol, were frequently found to occur in the central part of the
Guamâ-Imperatriz area. The texture of the subsoil varies there from rather heavy to
very heavy (RP-KYLrft and RP-KYL v / ; ; Profiles 39 and 38 respectively). Similar
soilshave been described for the Caeté-Maracassumé area, more especially the southwestern part of the area of the 'Association Pitoró'. At that time, the name 'Red
Yellow Podzolic' was applied (DAY, 1959; cf. Fig. 19).
Many parts of the Planicieineastern Amazonia have fossil plinthite near the surface.
The well or moderately well drained soils which have a considerable quantity of such
fossil plinthite in the solum, are discussed extensively in II.3.2.2. They are classified
either asKaolinitic YellowLatosol, Concretionaryphase (KYL, CR; Profile 22,28),or as
Red YellowPodzolic soil, intergrade to Kaolinitic YellowLatosol, Concretionary phase
(RP-KYL, CR; Profiles 19,21, and 20,40).Theformer soilisfound in sizeable expanse
east of Belém (Latosol Concrecionàrioof FILHO et al., 1963). The latter soil occurs
frequently in the northern part of Guamâ-Imperatriz area.
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IMPERFECTLY OR EXCESSIVELY DRAINED SOILS

Imperfectly drained soils with plinthite-in-formation within the solum, i.e. Ground
WaterLaterite soils(GL), occur in a number of areas of eastern Amazonia. In watershed parts of extensive flat terrains, where savannah or savannah-forest forms the
vegetative cover, the profiles are often outstandingly hydromorphic, constituting the
so-called Ground Water Latérite soil, Lowphase. Many descriptions ofthe occurrence
of these hydromorphic soils are given in IV.1.2. Discussions on the variability in the
profile characteristics, depending on the character of the fluctuation of the ground
water level, the texture of the parent material, and the degree of pre-weathering of the
parent material, are given in II.3.2.1. The Profiles 2, 4, 5, 7/43, 8, 9, and 10 are of
Ground Water Laterite soils on Pleistocene terrains in eastern Amazonia.
Imperfectly to poorly drained soils with a bleached surface horizon and an Ortstein,
i.e. Ground Water Podzols, have also been encountered, commonly in strip-like
patches. The few analytical data suggest that Ground Water Humus Podzols (GP;
Profile 47) are involved.It canbe inferred from thedetailed descriptions inIV.1.2,that
thesesoilsoften bear savannah or savannah-forest ofa kind.
It may be mentioned that Ground Water Laterite soils and Ground Water Podzols
have a different position. The former predominate, as extensive units, on watershed
areas with flat relief, and the latter on narrow strips oflow upland along therivers and
on former river beds, when these terrains are sandy. This implies that on imperfectly
drained sites where lateral ground water movement does not take place, Ground Water Laterite soils develop, while on imperfectly drained sites where the ground water
can move laterally, Ground Water Podzols develop. It may be concluded that on
imperfectly drained watershed terrains there is merely a concentration, partly by
downward movement (bleachedtopof GL,Lowphase), of sesquioxides into mottles in
the zone of fluctuating phreatic level. On imperfectly drained sandy terrains along rivers, on the other hand, only the Al component of downward moving sesquioxides
concentrates,together withhumus,intoahomogeneous layer,whilethe Fe component
is carried away to the river (the latter conclusion maybedrawn onlywhen all Ground
Water Podzol profiles prove to have indeed only aluminum concentrated in their
Ortsteins).
An excessively drained soil which consists, to a great depth, of bleached sand and is
classified as White Sand Regosol (WSR; Profile 48), seems to have a restricted, patchlike occurrence, commonly on relativelyhighterraces with sandy parent material. This
soilusuallysupportssavannah-forest {cf.IV.1.2),but itmaybefound underhigh forest.
Shallow Podzols on sandy terrains in good drainage position were found to occur
also, but very locally: Para Podzol of DAY (1961). This Para Podzol occurs in close
association with, and often inaposition between the Kaolinitic Latosolic Sand and the
White Sand Regosol.The soil istherefore probably an intermediate stageina weathering process that may transform Kaolinitic Latosolic Sand into White Sand Regosol
{cf. DAY, 1961).
Because of the excessive thickness of the bleached sand layer of the White Sand
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Foto 17 Algumas das eerarnicas das tribos indias pré-colombianas que com freqüéncia se acham nos
solos de Terra Prêta. Vêem-se urn sapo, a trompa de iima anta, as cabeças de très pässaros e de urn
macaco e uma estatueta defertilidade
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.'*Photo 17 Some of the ceramics of Pre-Columbian Indian tribes that are commonly found in the Terra
Prêta soil. There can be seen atoad,the trunk of a tapir, the heads of three birds, a monkey and a fertility
symbol

Regosol, it can normally not be established whether or not a humus accumulation
occurs below the layer. The above mentioned physiographic position of the soil,
however, implies that the White Sand Regosol is likely to be actually very deeply and
strongly wheatered insitu. Instead of Regosol, a very deep Podzol or Ground Water
Podzol would be concerned. Even in the case that a layer of bleached sand was
deposited as such, alluvially or colluvially, one may assume that the layer will have
increased in thickness because of podzolisation, which seems to be the only possible
soil forming process on such a site. In any case, therefore, a name as 'Giant Podzol'
may be more appropriate for the soil than White Sand Regosol.
T E R R A

PRÊTA

SOIL

Throughout the Planicie ineastern Amazonia there can be found patches of so-called
TerraPrêtaor Terraprêta do indio(TP; Profile 53).This isan upland soil with a thick,
black or dark grey top, contains piecesofartefacts, and isfamed locally for its fertility.
GOUROU (1949) mentions anumber of places where the soil occurs.
The patches are invariably small, often not exceeding 1000 m2. They are usually
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located at sites where the upland is near the navigable waterways. They are especially
frequent at outer bends of the rivers, where no floodplains occurs between the water
and the upland, and where the waterway can be scanned freely. Many of the TP patches occur at, or near, present-day villages or towns. Their location implies that the
soi predominates on the Pleistocene terraces, not on the planalto. It is only where the
latter closely approaches the main rivers, being banded by only narrow strips of lower
terraces, that patches of TP may befound on its edges. The latter is the case in the
Santarém-Belterra area, where the planalto edges provide for an excellent view over
the area of the confluence of the rivers Tapajós and Amazonas. The patches of TP on
Belterra Estate havebeenmapped (cf. Fig. 20)1. On eastern Marajó island the TP soilis
found, likewise as small patches, on the ridgy elevations (tesos) within general lowland and onthe highest parts ofcontinuous low upland.
Apparently, all TP profiles contain, in their dark toplayer and/or just below this,
pieces of artefacts, in varying frequency. They can be identified with ceramics of preColumbian Indian tribes (cf. HILBERT, 1955).Thefantasy employed inproducing these
ceramics isillustrated inPhoto 17.
It can betaken for certain that thepatches were occupied bytheformer Indian population of Amazonia. Those small groups of wild Indians still in existence today, have
been driven far away from the means of communication and the population centres.
Fig. 20 Mapa desolosdoEstabelecimento de Belterra no baixo rio Tapajós (executado por JOSÉ BENITO
SAMPAIO,

1962)

54°55' W

KLS = Kaolinitic Latosolic Sand/Areia Latosólica Caolinitica
K Y L m = Kaolinitic
Yellow Latosol, medium
textured/Latosolo
Amarelo Caolinitico, de textura média
KYLtj, = Kaolinitic
Yellow Latosol, very
heavy textured/La/oso/o
Amarelo Caolinitico, de
textura muito pesada
TP = Terra Prêta
TM = Terra Mulatta

Fig. 20 Soil map of Belterra Estate on the lower Tapajós river (executed by J. B. SAMPAIO, 1962)
*) The mapping unit Terra Mulatta (TM), which is characterised by a slightly less dark
topsoil than theTP(TerraPrêta)and theabsenceof artefacts, occursin a broad band around
several of the TP patches. It seems likely that this soil has obtained its specific properties
from long-lasting cultivation. The gardens around the former Indian villages were probably situated here. No analytical data are however available concerning these TM soils,
which have not been observed outside the Santarém - Belterra planalto.
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At the time of the first European penetration, however, the then populous Indian
tribes used to dwell in well developed communities on dry terrains along the water
ways, which were the best sites for fishing, hunting and warfare strategy {cf. MILLER,
1954)i.
There have been many discussions on the subject of the origin of the TP fertility {cf.
GOUROU, 1949).Thefollowing two hypotheses predominate:
1. The Indians chose these settlements because of higher natural fertility ofthe soil.
2. The present day fertility is solely due to prolonged Indian occupation. Previously,
the soilswereno better than the surrounding ones.
Only the second hypothesis can be the right one, for the following reasons:
a. The texture of the TP profiles isvarying, but always comparable to that of immediately surrounding soils (usually more or less sandy; sometimes concretionary, or very
clayey ason Belterra Estate).
b. The composition of the clay fraction of the TP profiles is identical to that of the
surrounding soils. It consists very predominantly of kaolinite (Ki values between
1.7-2.0;Krvaluesabove 1.5).2
c. The deeper subsoil (C horizon) and the substratum of the TP profiles are the same
asthose ofthe surrounding soils.
Apparently, the TP soil is a kind of 'kitchen-midden', which has acquired its specific
fertility, notably much Calcium and Phosphorus, from dung, household garbage, and
the refuse (bones) of hunting and fishing. For detailed discussion of the TP fertility
please refer V.3.1.2.
THE PLEISTOCENE TERRACES OF WESTERN AMAZONIA

Only a limited number of actual data is available on the soils of the terrains with
Pleistocene influence inthe western part of Amazonia, the area west of Manaus. Indications are that the principial soilsare similar to those ofeastern Amazonia. However,
thetextures seemto be,onthewhole,heavier and the sand fraction finer, at least in the
area between the rivers Solimöes and Madeira {cf. the textural data of MARBUT and
MANIFOLD, 1926,and Fig. 18 for the area concerned). Only in the area along the Rio
Negro thetextures are believed to berelatively light.
Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol {,Ortho), rather heavy or heavy textured (KYL r ^, KYLft)
probably predominate. Rather heavy or heavy textured Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol,
intergrade to Red YellowPodzolic soil (KYL-RP) and Kaolinitic YellowLatosol, intergrade to Ground WaterLaterite soil(KYL-GL, or PlanosolicLatosol; cf. III.2) - seem
*)For southern Brasil such patches are not known. This may be because of nomadic
living conditions of the former tribes in that region. The Amazon tribes, in contrast, are
supposed tohavebeenofamoresedentary predisposition ortohavereturned repeatedly to
old dwelling sites.
2
) Other Ki and Kr data are to be expected for patches of TP in the non-Planicie part of
Amazonia.
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Fotc 18 O terraço superior daiinidade deterra Candirü. A superficie de''plinthite'fóssil é parcialmenie
entcrada sob uma camada de argila de Belterra remodelada, de uma espessura deI a2métros. Enotóvel
o arranjo vertical dos elementos concrecionórios (tipo Ipixuna) naparte superior da camada de 'plinthite1fössil, àaltiira domartelo. Também ecarateristico ofirn abrupto dacamada deargila de Belterra.
A diieita extrema vê-seaescarpa doterraço (BR-14, km 140m. oum.)
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Photo iS Theupper terrace of the land-unit Candirû. The surface offossil plinthite isfor a part buried
und?raoneto two metres thick layer of reworked Belterra clay. Noteworthy isthevertical arrangement
of the concretionary elements (Ipixuna type) intheuppermost part of thefossil plinthite layer, whichis
at the height of the hammer. Also characteristic is the sudden endof the layer of Belterra clay. The
scarp ofthe terrace can beseen at thefar right (BR-14, km 140ca.)

to )ealsorather frequent, the latterforinstanceatTefé. Itissupposed that soil group5
of VIARBUT and MANIFOLD (1926) which consists of'very fine sandy loams with reddish

or reddish yellow friable clay subsoils' (cf. Fig.18), largely applies tothethree mentioned soils. Also well developed Ground Water Laterite soil (GL) isapparently rather
frequent, especiallybetweenthe rivers Madeira and Purüs. It is,foi instance,themain
soil of the extensive savannahs of Humaitd - Lâbrea, as described by BRAUN and
RAMOS (1959). There can be little doubt that soil group 4 of MARBUT and MANIFOLD,

which consists of 'clays and clay loams with heavy, imperfectly oxidised clay soils
usually ata depth oftwo feet orless' refers largelyto Ground Water Laterite soils.
Ground Water (Humus) Podzol (GP) isalso present. It is,for instance,thesoilofthe
caatinga amazônica ofthe upper Rio Negro (VIEIRA and FILHO 1961;cf. IV.1.2.2).

Concretionary soils seem tohave a restricted occurrence,incontrast tothe situation
in eastern Amazonia (cf. MARBUT and MANIFOLD, 1926; p. 434).
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III.3.5 The Soilsofthe Holocene terrains
Asto the soils of the Holocene terrains in eastern Amazonia, many data are assembled inthe study of SUTMÖLLER et al. (1964), and in the related report of SOMBROEK
(1962b).Summarising thefollowing canbe said:
On the värzeas, intermittendly poorly drained and non-peaty soils, classified as Low
Humic Gleysoil (LHG; Profile 49)or Humic Gleysoil (HG; Profile 50) predominate.
Also Ground Water Laterite-like soil is found. Well or moderately well-drained soil
from recent alluvium, Alluvialsoil,seemsto berestricted to smallareasfar upstream of
the main rivers(cf. aportion of mapping unit F ofAppendix2).
The soilsoftheigapósarepermanently poorly drained, often peaty and normally very
acid.They are Bog soil,Half Bog soiland Humic Gleysoil, intergrade to GroundWater
Podzol{cf. SOMBROEK, 1962a).
The bottom lands within grass-covered upland, which physiographically are related
to the igapós, were found to have Humic Gleysoil, Uplandphase (HG, u; Profile 51).
A sizeable area with this soil has been mapped near Bragança, as 'Glei Hümico', by
¥\\Moetal. (1963).
Alongthe Ocean coast and ineastern Marajó island the lowland soils are characterised bysalinity and/or apredominance of Na + or Mg++at the adsorption complex. They
are grouped together asSaline and Alkali soils (for instance Solonetz, Coastal phase
(Sol, c; Profile 52).
The massapéterrains have well developed Ground WaterLaterite soil(GL; Profile 3).
Also other Early Holocene terrains have such soil. In part, they intergrade to Low
Humic Gley or Humic Gley soil(cf.Profiles 11and 13).

III.4 SoilAssociations and Land-Units
The above described soils may occupy stretches large enough to be mapped on the
scale of a reconnaissance soil survey. Usually however, they occur together with other
soils, with or without a specific pattern: soil associations and undifferentiated soil
units. The soil association is a group of defined and named taxonomie soil units,
regularly geographically associated in a defined proportional pattern. Ifthe taxonomie
units do not occur in a regular geographic association, or if they are not defined, the
mappable group isan undifferentiatedsoilunit (SOIL SURVEY MANUAL, 1951).
A soil association or an undifferentiated unit may occur on one and the same topographic unit, for instance aterrace. An example isthe association of Kaolinitic Yellow
Latosol (,Ortho), heavy textured (KYL^), Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, intergrade
to Dark Horizon Latosol, heavy textured (KYL-DHL^) and Kaolinitic Yellow
Latosol, intergrade to Ground Water Latérite soil, heavy textured (KYL-GL^)
which occurs ontheplanalto east of Porto Velho.
An example of an undifferentiated unit on one terrace isthe occurrence of Kaolinitic
Yellow Latosol (,Ortho),mediumtextured (KYLOT),Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, Com178

Foto 19 A base do terraço superior daunidade deterra Candirü. Ossedimentos caoliniticos nào consolidcdos queocorrem porbaixo dacamada de'plinthite\fóssil, podem mostrar pinturas peculiares em cortes
de estrada fundos. Isto c'devido aos diferentes coloridos das camadas sedimentârias, provàvelmente
dévidas à óguafreütica quepassa, rica em ùxidos deferro. Estas partes vermelhas nào endurecem em
pcitcos anos (BR-14, km 135m. oum., ladeira do jacaré)

Photo 19 Thebase of theupper terrace of theland-unit Candirü. Theunconsolidated kaolinitic sediments
tha. occur below the capoffossil plinthite may show peculiar pictures on deep road embankments. This
is d'ie to different colour staining of the sedimentary layers, presumably bypassing ground water rich in
irai oxides. These deep reddish layers do not indurate within a few reals (BR-14, km 135 ca.,crocodile
hill*

pact phase, rather heavy textured (KYL,(>/,), Ground Water Laterite soil (GL), and
Red Yellow Podzolic soil, intergrade to Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, Concretionary
phase (RP-KYL, CR) inthearea east ofthe stretch km60-km 90ofthe Guamâ-Imperatriz area{cf. Appendix 1).
U jually however, anassociation or undifferentiated unit covers several topographical
units which occur in a specific pattern and have each their specific soil, or group of
soils. Theparent materials ofeach ofthese topographic units are usually different. On
the Planicie part of Amazonia little more than differences intexture are involved, but
eveainthat casetheassociations ofsoilsona range ofrelief cannot becalled a 'catena'
in itsstrict sence. Itwould beallowed only when adopting the East-African conceptof
the latter ('second-class catena' of MILNE; cf. SOIL SURVEY MANUAL, 1951,p. 160).
During the combined forest inventory soil survey of the Guamâ-Imperatriz area, it
was thought desirable to introduce the'land-unif. This is defined asatract of country
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Foto 20 'Jabotis'. Estes monticulos sào carateristicos para muitos terrenos cobertos de argila de
Belterra na area Guamä-Imperatriz. Os monticulos sào provàvelmente os restos deenormes termiteiros,
construidos durante alguma época doPleistoceno. Morfomètricalmente operfildos monticulos nào difere
notàvelmente do daspartes planas dos terrenos (BR-14, km 372 m. ou m.)
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Photo 20 Jabotis. These hummocks are a c
,
. / • • ; . . , ._.rains with Belterra
clay cover in the Guamä-Imperatriz area. The hummocks are presumably the relics of huge termite
mounds, constructed during a time of the Pleistocene. Morphometrically, thesoilprofile of the hummocks
isnot noticeably different from that of the flat parts of the terrains (BR-14, km 372 ca.)

within which the geologic, topographic and hydrographie elements, the climate, the
pattern of vegetation, and the pattern of soils are approximately uniform. The description of such land-units can give, comprehensively, many data about an area
hitherto completely unknown. An insight into a surveyed area, for the purpose of
planning of forest management or agricultural settling, is likely to be obtained more
readily from comprehensive descriptions of land-units than from the very technical
data about soilsand soil associations. This isparticularly likely since, at the commonly
applied level of classification, the Planicie soilsthemselves are similar in many aspects.
The differences in topographical characteristics, and others, are then very important.
Future detailed soil surveys can also be facilitated by taking the characteristics of the
land-unit under consideration into account.
A land-unit may comprise only one soil. An example of this isthe Kaolinitic Yellow
Latosol (,Ortho), very heavy textured (KYLi,./,), on non-attacked planalto terrain in
the region south-east of Santarém. Usually however, a land-unit coincides with the
area, or part of the area, of an association of soils. In that case the land-unit is not
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Fig. 21 Esbôço da composiçào da unidade de terra Candirü (para alegenda, veja o Apéndice 4 e Tabtla 9dapagina 126)
SOILS:
SOLOS:

RP-KYL.CR

KYL-RP,-/,

(B)

KYL-RP r A

RP-KYL.CR
RP-KYL^/,
KYL.C,,/,

RP-KYL.CR

Fig. 21 Sketch of the constitution of the land-unit Candirü (see for legend Appendix 4 and Table 9 of
page 126)

identical with the association, but comprises many more characteristics of the area
concerned.
The three observed 'Associations' of the Caeté-Marassumé area (cf.Fig. 19 and
DAY, 1959) are, in fact, also land-units1, as are the mapping units of the Araguaia
Mahogany area (cf. Appendices 2 and 6, and the detailed descriptions in SOMBROEK
and SAMPAIO, 1962).

Ia the Guamâ-Tmperatriz area, eight land-units have been discerned: Santana,
Medio Guamâ, Candirü, Alto Guamâ, Cunhanta, Gurupi-mirim, Planalto, Itinga and
Imperatriz (cf. Appendix 4, and SOMBROEK, 1962a).
As to land-unit Candirü,see Fig. 21and the Photos 18, 19and 20. A small portion
of the area ofthisland-unit isgiveninAppendix3.

') As real associations the Pitoró and Maracassumé ones are, as D A Y himself states,
practically identical. Their separation largely took place because of the difference in the
composition of the vegetative cover.
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IV TheSoilsandthe Vegetative Cover

INTRODUCTION

An important part ofthe Amazon soil studies by FAO technicans concerned the relationships between the soils and the natural vegetative cover. In fact, the author's specific duty was to cooperate closely with the FAO/SPVEA Forest Inventory team. His
task was to establish to what degree differences in vegetative cover, as encountered
during the forest inventories, can be ascribed to differences in edaphic conditions.
Such a study necessarily implies the recognition and evaluation of the influence of the
non-edaphic factors climate and man.
The data collected on edaphic and non-edaphic factors and those on vegetative cover
are incomplete and onlycover asmall percentage oftheenormous area that constitutes
Amazonia. The data onthevegetative cover are also of limited value for the purpose of
the study of plant-soil relationships, since it was not possible to apply methods ofecologicalresearch proper.
For a thorough study, a clear picture of the position of the various components (tree
species, palms, climbers and creepers, epiphytes, shrubs) in the total structure of the
tropical forest isaprerequisite. The relative competition strength of these components
directly determines the timber volume. Tree species themselves vary much in their
reaction to conditions of micro climate,whether it be radiation, light, heat or humidity. Some species need full sunlight, or associated conditions, during their entire life,
some only when they are young. Others do not need full sunlight, or cannot even stand
it, during a part or the whole of their life. Commonly, two main groups of species are
discerned: 'light-demanding' or 'intolerant' trees (upper-storey trees), and 'shadebearing' or 'tolerant' trees (under-storey trees). The average life cycle of species varies
considerably. There areseveralnatural causesofdecay and death: old age, smothering,
direct or indirect windfall, sunburn, attack by (micro) flora or fauna. On the other
hand, a number of species require a special soil micro flora (Mycorrhizae) for their
development. The geographical distribution of a species depends not only on climate,
man and soil conditions, but also onthe length of timeelapsed since it first appeared
somewhere in the hileia, and the rate of distribution. The latter is directly related
to the mobility of the seeds. Possibly connected with this is the tendency of some
species to grow inpatches orcolonies,ofvarying size.
Although HEINSDIJK (1957, 1960) and PITT (1961) give many notes on the position of tree species in the total structure of the Amazon forest units, systematic researchinthisrespect isstill lacking.
Theforest inventories weremeant onlyto obtain, in a short time, general data on the
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economic value of the primeval forest cover over large areas (cf. HEINSDIJK and M I RANDA BASTOS, 1963). Its sampling units therefore comprise only about 0 . 0 3 % of the
fores :covered land surface under consideration. Within a sample unit, only trees were
considered, and only those with a DBH (diameter at breast height) larger than 0.25 m.
Only the merchantable bole, i.e. the part of the stem below the first major branching,
was considered in assessing the gross timber volume. Tree species with characteristic
thin stems therefore, and those with characteristic low branching, figure with relatively
low timber volume in the inventory tables. Stretches with swamp forest or secondary
forest were not sampled. Areas with savannah were avoided. Likewise patches of
savannah-forest and shrub-forest were not sampled, as it was assumed that such patches would not contain trees with D B H larger than 0.25 m.
In view of the near absence of published data on plant-soil relationships in Amazonia,
and the winding up of the FAO/SPVEA forest inventory - soil survey programme, the
conclusions of this programme are discussed in the present chapter, though in many
cases one would have preferred to await more definite and adequate data.

IV. 1 TheUplandswithForest Cover
IV.1.1 Evaluation of Non-Edaphic Factors
IV.1.1.1 The Influence of the Climate
It is likely that the difference in climate between the northwestern part of Amazonia
and the central and eastern parts (cf. Fig. 2) is responsible for some of the differences
between the general vegetative covers of the uplands in those parts. This is suggested
by the phytogeographic data of D U C K E and BLACK (1954) as related in 1.5. These differences apply not only to the timber volume and the occurrence of tree species, but
also to the composition of the undergrowth. For instance, it was observed that within
the 'pocket' area with Af climate around Belém (cf. Fig. 2), epiphytes are rather frequent on the tree stems in the upland forests. In regions outside this pocket, with Am
climate, epiphytes are found in considerable quantities in the patches of forest on the
permanently waterlogged igapó parts, but are practically absent in the forests of the uplands. It is supposed that the absence of epiphytes in the latter is due to a drop in the
relative humidity in the tree layer during the dry season. The plants can only flourish
in the igapó parts, where the waterlogging of the soil prevents such a drop. The absence or presence of epiphytes in upland forests may give an indication of the local
climate in areas where weather recording stations are absent.
TIMBER VOLUME

Higher annual amounts of rain and a more regular distribution of the rainfall over
the year (Figs. 3 and 4) apparently does not imply a higher mean gross timber volume,
edaphic conditions being constant. The FAO/SPVEA forest inventories apply to the
Planfcie for a large part, and the freely draining soils of this section of Amazonia are
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similar to a large degree (cf. II1.3.4). As Fig. 22 shows, the highest timber volumes
(inventory units Planalto 1, Planalto II, Planalto II Baixo, Portel, and especially
Caxiuana) are found in a stretch with about 2000 mm rainfall and afairly well defined
dry season. In a westerly direction the mean gross timber volume decreases, although
the rainfall is higher and also more regularly distributed over the year. In the area
where the Amazon enters Brazil, the timber volume on the uplands is still lower (100
m 3 /ha ca.; unpublished data of FAO/SPVEA Mission about the Benjamin Constant
area), although total rainfall is nearly 3000 mm and a dry season is absent. The description by DUCKE and BLACK (1954) of their 'Norte' region (cf. Fig. 13), much of
which islocated in a section of the Planicie with Af climate, also points to a relatively
low timber volume (for instance: 'less high trees than elsewhere inthe hileia').
Going from the mentioned stretch with maximal mean gross timber volume in easterly and south-easterly directions, the timber wealth begins to decrease substantially
only in the transition zone towardsthe savannahsofNorth-Eastern Brazil.Inthiszone
the dry season becomes fairly pronounced (4 months with less than 50 mm rainfall
each, although total annual rainfall is still, probably, about 2000 mm). This decrease
in timber wealth was studied in the Guama-Imperatriz area. The fact that the timber
volume inthe southern part of this area (inventory unitAçailândia) isverylow incomparison with that of areas north and northwest, must be largely due to a different
distribution of the rainfall overtheyear. This is,because the soils are similar or identical, and planalto parts with Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, very heavy textured ( K Y L ^ A )
in the area oftheinventory unit Açailândia have a distinctly lower timber volume than
planalto parts with the same soil in the area of the inventory unit Ligaçào. That the
timber volume in this region decreases with increasing seasonal drought is also
illustrated by the fact that in the southern half of the Guamä-Imperatriz area steep
slopesfacing the east, viz.the direction ofthe rains,generallyhave a better forest cover
than those facing the west. The latter often bear a low vegetation largely consisting of
shrubs. This phenomenon has not been observed in the areas of the inventory units
nearer tothe Amazon.
Also the timber volume situation in the inventory units Piriâ, Gurupi, and Maracassumé reflects the influence of an increasingly pronounced dry season. Although the
areasofthe units Piriä and Maracassuméhavethe samemain welldrained soil,namely
the Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, medium textured (KYLTO) of the Associations Pitoró
and Maracassumé respectively (cf. Fig. 19),there is a substantial difference in timber
volume between both units.1
As will be discussed below (IV.1.2), many differences in timber volume between the
*) DAY (1959) suggests that a larger extraction of timber throughout the years in the
Maracassumé unit may account for the difference. GLERUM (1960) however states that this
extraction concerns onlythe Cedro (Cedrela odorata) and theAndiroba (Carapd guianensis).
The first species contributes generally, and also in the Piriâ unit, hardly anything to the
gross timber volume of the Amazon forests. The occurrence of the second species is only
slightly higher in the Piriâ unit than in the Maracassumé unit (6.6 m 3 /ha and 4.3 m 3 /ha
respectively).
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Fig. 22 Inventdrios Florestais eRéservas Florestais. Extrato de MIRANDA BASTOS (1958), HEINSDIJK
(1)57,1958a, 1958b, 1958c), GLERUM (I960, 1962), GLERUM and SMIT (1962a, 1962b) eHF.INSDIJK and
MIRANDA BASTOS (1963)

Q

Unidadesdeinventärio florestah comvolume medio demadeira bruta em ntlha
Established orproposed forest (production) reserves, andsilviculture centres
Réservas florestais (de renda), e centros de sdvicultura

FOREST INVENTORY UNITS/Unidades de Inventärio Florestai

0. Amapari-Matapi-Cupixi; 1.Capim; 2.Acarâ; 3.Belém-Sul; 4.Cametâ-oueste; 5.Portel; 6 Caxiuana; 7. Flanco I I ; 8.Planalto II baixo cipoal; 9.Planalto II baixo; 10. Planalto I I ; 11. Flanco I ;
12. Planalto I ; 13. Arapiuns; 14. Maués; 15. Canhumâ; 16. Piriâ; 17. Gurupi; 18. Maracassumé;
19. Santana; 20. Candirû; 21. Médio Guamâ; 22. Alto Guamâ; 23. Ligaçào; 24. Açailândia; 25.Tocantins (Ucuuba); 26. Araguaia (Mogno)
Fig. 22 Forest Inventories andForest Reserves. Extracted from MIRANDA BASTOS (1958), HEINSDIJK
(1957,1958a, 1958b, 1958c), GLERUM (1960,1962),

GLERUM and SMIT (1962a, 1962b) and HEINSDIJK

and MIRANDA BASTOS (1963)

various inventory units may beascribed todifferences insoil qualities. Nevertheless,
the above comparison with climatical conditions gives a tentative conclusion that
highest timber volumes ofthe Planicie may befound inthose areas where the total
annual rainfall isnotexcessively high anda short relatively dryseason exists. Only
whenthis dry season becomespronounced (four ormore months with lessthan 50mm
rainfall each)itmay have anegative effect onthe growth ofthe forest.
OCCURRENCE OF INDIVIDUAL TREE SPECIES

A number ofthe differences established inoccurrence oftree speciesare also likelyto
bedueto differences inclimate,inparticular asregardsthe amount and distributionof
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rainfall. Comparison of the species composition of the unit Açailândia, which has a
fairly pronounced dry season, with those of inventory units located north and northwest of it confirms this impression (cf. GLERUM and SMIT, 1962a). Many species
found in one or more of the latter units are absent, or sparsely present, in the Açailândia unit, although the soils are comparable, and in parts even identical. This applies,
for instance, to the Angelim pedra (Hymenolobium excelsum) and the Pau amarelo
(Euxylophora paracusis). A few species, such as the Jutai-açù (Hymenaea courbaril),
have a higher timber volume per ha in the Açailândia unit than in the units with a less
pronounced dry season.
A further example is found in the Araguaia Mahogany area, which has a relatively
low total annual rainfall (about 1700mm) and a pronounced dry season. In some parts
of this area, the soil isfully comparable to those of the Planicie part of Amazonia. This
applies to the Kaolinitic Latosolic Sand, Forest phase (KLS, F ; cf. Appendix 2),
which occurs also in the region directly south and southeast of Santarém, in the
centre of the valley. The composition of the forest cover in the two localities is nevertheless very different. The type 1'high forest, closed canopy, no mahogany' and type 2
'high forest, closed canopy, dominant tree species: Umiri (Humiria floribunda), no
mahogany' of GLERUM and SMIT (1962b) may be compared with the unit Flanco I
of HEINSDIJK (1957). Many species of the Flanco I unit are not found in the forests on
the same soil in the Araguaia Mahogany area, while a few found in the former unit
occur more frequently in the latter. Absent, or nearly absent, in the Araguaia M a h o gany area are species such as the Abiuranas (Pouteria spp.), the Maçaranduba (Manilkera huberi) and Maparajuba (Manilkera paraensis) and the Freijós (Cordia spp.) ;
these are species which form the bulk of the canopy in the Planicie forests. At least a
number of these differences must be due to the difference in climate.
The fact that some species are more frequent in regions with a lower annual rainfall
and/or more pronounced dry season does not necessarily imply that they actually
grow better under these conditions. It may be that they only endure a restricted moisture supply better than other species, with the result that they are better able to withstand competition for a place in the forest.
IV.1.1.2 The Influence of Man
Although Amazonia as a whole is very sparsely populated, it is possible to discern
several traces of anthroprogenic influence on the characteristics of its forests.
SECONDARY FORESTS

The influence of man is of course very clearly visible in the areas with secondary
forests (for their location cf.Fig. 12). Young secondary forest (capoeird) can be recognized easily on aerial photographs, as well as in the field. The first is often difficult
with very old secondary forest (capoeiräo), but for the trained eye the differences from
primeval forest are clearly visible in the field. DUCKE and BLACK (1954) give data on
the differences in composition of the secondary forests, whether regenerating after
felling only, or after felling and burning.
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SELECTIVE CUTTING

Also seemingly primeval forest may have undergone anthropogenic influence, for
instance by selective cutting of certain very valuable tree species. This applies to the
M'acaranduba (Manilkera hüben'), a tree often present in large quantities, which is cut
for ts latex (HEINSDIJK, 1958a). Forests are often penetrated very deeply for cutting
the-"are Paw rosa (Aniba roseodora), which renders oil used in the perfume industry (HEINSDIJK, 1958c). The same applies to the rare Cedro (Cedrela odorata), which
has veryvaluable timber (HEINSDIJK, 1957; GLERUM, 1960).
HEINSDIJK (1960) notes, in agreement with observations elsewhere (Surinam), that
forests in regions which have long been under man's influence (occasional cutting of
trees, large areas of secondary forest nearby) often have more trees of certain species
than forests not influenced by man, but with otherwise similar growing conditions.
This applies to the species Cupiuba(Goupiaglabra) and the Quarubas( Vochysiaceae),
and isthe casewith the inventory units Belém-sul and Cametâ-ouest, both 'anthropogenefacies' ofthePouteria association (cf.1.5.1.2).
INDIANS

The original inhabitants of Amazonia, the Amer-Indians, are likely to have exerted a
considerable influence upon the Amazonian forests. These people were, apparently,
far from insignificant in number in pre-Columbian times. They used to dwell, in
sizeable communities, along very many of the navigable rivers and rivulets (cf. discussions on 'Terra Prêta' in III.3.4). Indications of their influence are present for instance
in the area south of Santarém, where many Indian settlements are known to have
existed (cf.Fig. 20). All the forest in this area was mapped, after aerial photograph
analysis, as 'cipoalic forest east of Belterra' thus distinguishing it from the real (?)
primeval forest east of the area (HEINSDIJK, 1957).Thevisual impression of the forest
parts onthe Belterra estate itself is distinctly different from that ofthe forest at Curuäuna centre, although both are growing on identical soil namely Kaolinitic Yellow
Latosol, very heavytextured (KYL s / ( ).
Pieces of charcoal inthe soil might also indicate former Indian influence. In this connection it should be mentioned that in all of three profile pits dug under Planalto II
forest at the Curuâ-una centre (cf. the numbers 112, 303 and 304 of Fig. 11) there
were found pieces of charcoal. These pieces mostly occurred at a depth of about 150
cm, and were surrounded bybaked clay. One may deduce that extensiveburning of the
forest took place in former days. It is unlikely that lightning is the cause of this. It is
true that burning of tap roots after a tree is struck by lightning sometimes occurs, but
suchfire seatswould not spread over anextensive area (incontrast totheconditions on
the lower, sandy terrains, with Flanco I forest, intentionally started fires of artificial
clearings onthis planalto stretch do not penetrate into adjacent forest parts). Human
interference is therefore likely. This must have taken place long ago, because the
present day planalto forest has one of the highest mean gross timber volumes known
for Amazonia and has hitherto been considered as real primeval. Large-scale burning
by a former Indian population is therefore likely to have occurred on the planalto of
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Curuä-una centre. It may be noted that a small patch of Terra Prêta, which is certain
indicator of former Indian settling, isfound at the riverside (point A of the cross section in Fig. 11).
TABOCAL

A peculiar example of human influence on the forest cover became apparent during
the survey of the Guamâ-lmperatriz area. As reported in1.5.1.2, a special forest type,
called tabocal,isfound inthe headwater region ofthe Gurupi, where it occupies broad
bands along the river and its tributaries (cf. Fig. 23). The composition and the gross
timber volume of the forests north, west and south of the tabocal-covered area, as
wellasofthepatches offorest withinthistabocal, areapproximately uniform. South of
the Serra deGurupi morepalms arefound than intheother parts withforest, but allof

Fig. 23 Vegetaçào nas cabeceiras do rio Gurupi.
De G L E R U M a n d S M I T

(1962a)

High forest
Mata alta

Shrubby creeper forest
with Guadua spp.
Tabocal

Rivulet
Jgarapé

Fig. 23 Vegetation in the headwater region of
the Gurupi river. From G L E R U M a n d S M I T
(1962a)

it belongs to the inventory unit Acailândia. The soils of the tabocal-covered parts are
nekher physically nor chemically different from those under forest cover (cf. data of
SOMBROEK, 1963a).Apparently, theGuaduaspecies of the tabocal die after two or three
years..During the pronounced dry season thedead stakesare very susceptable to burning. It was observed that,duringthat season ifburning isinitiated at one spot, thefire
sweeps veryrapidly over enormous areas of tabocal, also consuming considerable
parts of adjoining, relatively poor and dry, forest. The Guadua species have an extensive,fireresistentroot stock,and the tabocal vegetation therefore can re-establish itself
fully after burning. The burned forest parts, however, do not regenerate as readily
under the existing climatic conditions. The result isa gradual enlargement of the area
covered with tabocal.
It is supposed that anthropogenic factors have stimulated, if not caused, the occurrence of tabocal vegetation in the region. The facts that have lead to this supposition
are: the geographic distribution of tabocal; the uniformity of the adjoining forested
parts; the equality of the soils both under tabocal and under forest; the behaviour of
the vegetation under influence of burning, and the reported existence of considerable
former, and locallypresent-day, settlingofIndiansalongtheheadwaters ofthe Gurupi.
Indians have always used bamboo stakes, for arrows and other purposes. Probably
the Guaduaspecieswerealready aconstituent of the primeval vegetation, but their present occurrence as the dominant species over a large area is believed to be due to the
burning practices of Indians. Thetabocal therefore isa 'fire-subclimax'.

IV.1.2 Soilsand Forest Characteristics
Nearly allforest inventory areas arelocated inthe Planicie.It has already been shown
in 11.2.2and III.3.4 that the freely draining soils of the Planicie are similar to a large
degree, at the applied level of classification. Any differences in forest characteristics
within an area of uniform climatic conditions and non-existent or uniform anthropogene influences, are therefore apt to show a correlation with lower category soil differences. Among these are the moisture holding capacity, thetotal available amounts
of the various plant nutrients, and the penetration possibilities for roots. These qualities depend on such factors asthe soiltexture, the compactness of the subsoil, and the
presence of plinthitic materials. The coinciding of differences in forest characteristics
with differences in these latter factors are discussed below. The exact causal factors of
each of theestablished coincidences remains often uncertain.
Among the differentiating forest characteristics, the gross timber volume and the
occurrence ofindividual treespeciesareconsidered in particular.
IV.1.2.1 Land-Units andForestInventory Units
As related in 1.5.1.2, the geographical boundaries of FAO/SPVEA forest inventory
units were not solely established on the differentiating characteristics of the forests itself, but to a degree also on the topography and the soils. On the other hand, the geo189

Table 11 Forest inventory units and land-units in the Guamci-Imperatriz area
Number
of trees
per ha
numero de
ârvores
por ha

Mean gross
timber volume :
per ha
volume medio
de madeira
brutapor ha

Salient tree
species

Peculiarities

Landunit

Main soils
(cf. Table 9)

espécies
de ârvores
salientes

peculiaridades

unidade
de terra

solos principals
(cf. Tabela9)

Santana

106

152.5

Acapû ( Vouacapoua americana)

Locally
anthropogenic influences
influências
antropogênicas em alguns locals

Medio Guamâ

108

161.2

Candirü

124

191.6

Forest
inventory
unit
unidade de
inventdrio
florestal

Pau amarelo
(Euxylophora
paraensis)

Santana

KYL,„
RP-KYL, CR
(Màe do Rio)

Medio
Guamâ

KYLm
KYL, crh
RP-KYL, CR
(Ipixuna)

Candirü

KYL-RP r f t
RP-KYL, CR
(Ipixuna)

Pau roxo
(Peltogyne
lecointei)
Quaruba
( Vochysia
maxima)

graphical boundaries of land-units were established, in part, on the local pattern of
vegetation (cf.definition ofland-unit inIII.4). Therefore, acomparison between inventory unit and land-unit always gives a correspondence. For the Guamä-Imperatriz
area, the geographical boundaries of the inventory units coincide completely with
those of the land-units. A comparison between the forest data and the soil data of this
area is given, summarised, inTable 11.
The land-units under consideration are, for the most part, concerned with associations of two or three main soils. It can therefore be said that a degree of relationship
between the forest growth and the soils has been established for the Guamä-Imperatriz area. This istrue, even though the over-all differences going from North to South
may beascribed largely to a difference in climate, aspreviously discussed. That for this
area no relationship whatsoever has been established between a certain identified soil
and one or more characteristics oftheforest growing on it, iswithout doubt due to the
system offorest inventory.Ifthetotal structure ofthevegetativecoverhadbeen studied
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Tahle JI continued/Tabela 11 continuada
Forest
inventory
unit
unidade de
iiiventiirio
ßorestal

Alto Guamâ

Ligaçào

Açailândia

Number
of trees
per ha
numero de
ärvores
por ha

94

101

51

Mean gross
timber volume
per ha
volume medio
de madeira
brutaper ha

121.1

138.0

61.6

Salient tree
species

Peculiarities

Landunit

Main soils
(c/.Table 9)

especies
dedrvores
salientes

peculiaridades

unidade
de terra

solos principals
(cf.Tabela9)

Cedro
(Cedrela
odorata)

Many
'cipoalic'
parts

Breu preto
(Protium
opacum)

multas partes cipodlicas

Angelim Pedra
(Hymenolobium
excelsum)

Cedro
(Cedrela
odorata)
Jutai-açû
( Hymenaea
courbaril)
Itauba
( Mezilaurus
itauba)

Locally
'cipoalic'
parts
partes
cipodlicas
em a/guns
locals

Alto
Guamâ

KYL, cvh
RP-KYL,.*
RP-KYL, CR
(Paragominas)

Cunhanta KYL,„
RP-KYL r f t
RP-KYL, CR
(Campinho)
Planalto

KYL,*

Gurupimirim

RP-KYL r A

Locally
Itinga
'cipoalic'
parts
partes cipoalicas em T
.•
,
, . Imperatnz
alguns locals

KYL»
KYL B7j
KRLm
KRLra
RM

'Tabocal'
parts frequently
tabocais
fréquentes

Tabela 11 Unidades de inventai io florestal e unidades de terra na area Guamd-Imperatriz

(a practical impossibility), and the data from individual, or parts of individual, inventory sampling units had been compared with the soil in loco, then certainly several
relationships could have been shown.
IV.1.2.2 SoilsandTimber Volume
The gross timber volume of a forest will become of special interest once it is economically possible for the pulp and paper industry to utilise all or a great number of the
tree species from the highly mixed tropical forest. When forested areas are being
considered for agricultural settlement, the standing total timber isalso of importance;
it normally determines a good deal of the amount of organic matter that becomes in191

corporated into the soil at the time of clearing. The timber volume may also be
handled as a guide for the productivity of a soil. For these reasons it is not only of
purely scientific, but also of practical value, to consider the relationship between soil
and grosstimber volume,if any.
SOIL TEXTURE

Within the northern part of the Guamâ-Imperatriz area, the soil with the highest
mean gross timber volume isthe deeply friable, porous and well-rooted, rather heavy
textured soilwhich isclassified asKaoliniticYellow Latosol, intergrade to Red Yellow
Podzolicsoil(KYL-RPrft).This isamain soiloftheland-unit Candirü, which coincides
with the forest inventory unit Candirü. The gross timber volume of the forest on this
soil isestimated to be200to 250m3/ha,against 100to200m3/ha for the other main soil
occurring inthe area oftheland unit: RP-KYL, CR (Ipixuna).
The variation of timber volume with the texture of soils otherwise approximately similar was studied fairly closely by HEINSDIJK (1957) in the western half of the
Tapajós-Xingü inventory area. The conditions of climate and anthropogenic influence
are approximately uniform in this area. The differences in soil texture are very outstanding and consistent. The soils are namely either Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, very
heavy textured (KYLVh), or Kaolinitic Latosolic Sand (KLS). Theformer isthe soil of
the planalto parts and the latter the soil of practically all the terrain below this level
(flanco parts). The boundaries of the forest inventory units in the area coincide with
theboundaries ofthetwo mentioned soil units. On theplanalto ofthisarea, the occurrence of cipoal (a distorting factor in the comparison, seebelow) islimited. HEINSDIJK
(1957) established that the inventory units on the very heavy textured soil have a distinctlyhighermeangrosstimbervolumethantheunitonthelighttexturedsoil(Planalto
I unit with 227m 3 /ha. and Planalto II unit with 233 m3/ha against the Flanco I unit
withl32m 3 /ha).
The very timber-rich Caxiuana unit (271 m 3 /ha) occurs, according to HEINSDIJK
(1958a), on a 'transition from a planalto to a plain', the highest parts of which are
about 20 m above local river level. There are some parts with savannah or savannahforest coverage in the watershed region; these are most probably sandy (cf. IV.2.2).
The other parts, however, especiallythoseat the eastern side,according to indications,
are all similar and rather heavy to heavy textured. Actual soil data have been gathered
from the northeastern part, wherethe terrains are practically flat and 5to 10m above
local river level. The soil in question is a heavy textured Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol
(KYLA).
In discussing all forest inventory units 1 to 15together, HEINSDIJK (1960) mentions
as a general tendency, that heavier textured soils have a higher gross timber volume.
The basis for this conclusion are his own field observations concerning soil textures
(the units 1, 4, 7, 11 and 13 of Fig. 22 are believed to be located on 'sandy to pure
sand soils', and the units 6, 8, 9, 10and 12on 'definitely heavy soils').
The above data enable us to draw the tentative conclusion that for the Planicie a
relation exists between soil texture and gross timber volume. The rather heavy and
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Foto 2! O aspeto da floresta alla nos solos da Planicie, defdcil penetraçâo das raizes e relativamente
b-ja ar.-naienagem de umidade. Para o dossel sobem os troncos lisos de todas as espessuras efait am
quasepor completo os cipós (BR-14, km 130m. ou m.)

Photo 21 The aspect of the high forest on the Planicie soils which have easy penetrability for i
comparatively good moisture storage. Slender boles of all sizes tower towards the canopy, and
and cLmb.'rs arepractically absent (BR-14, km ISO ca.)

oots and
creepers
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heavy textured soils (35-70% < 2 micron in the Bhorizon) in particular, lend themselves to support forest with a high gross timber volume. A comparatively high moisture holding capacity of these soils is probably a major reason (cf. V.3.1.1).
SUBSOIL COMPACTNESSAND CIPOAL

That the areas with veryheavy textured freely draining soils tend to have a less high
timber volume than areas with similar soils but of slightly less heavy texture, is related
to an often higher compactness of the subsoil of the Belterra clay soils and the occurrence of cipoal and 'cipoalic forest' (cf. the descriptions in T.5.1.2). Because of the regularity in occurrence and the often large expanse of the vegetative types concerned,
the possibility that a normal regeneration phase of the adjoining high forest is involved, can be discarded. HEINSDIJK (1957) supposes the cipoal to be a 'para-climax' vegetation.
The occurrence of these vegetation types was studied in some detail in the GuamâImperatriz area. The completely flat central sections of planalto parts in the stretch
km 190-km315(unitLigaçào; cf.Photo 22)arecovered with cipoal or 'cipoalic forest'.
The very gently sloping edges, above the escarpment proper, bear however a heavy
forest cover.Thisconsists of bigtrees and an open undergrowth which isnearly devoid
of creepers and climbers. A similar difference in vegetative covers of the edges and the
central sections occurs on the southernmost planalto parts (stretch km 315-km 420,
forest inventory unit Açailândia)although the timber volume asawhole ismuch lower
there.The soil of both theedgesand the central sections isthe same,namely Kaolinitic
Yellow Latosol, very heavy textured (KYL^). Many planalto stretches were studied,
and analyticaldata of severalprofiles compared. Phycicaland chemical qualities of the
profiles are about identical for both sites.One detectable difference ishowever that the
central sections may have a conspicuously dark (dark grey to black), crusted, often
irregular and clodded, aquaphobe surface, with an intense activity of termites. The
pH-H a O of this surface (field testing) isinvariably slightly higher (about 6.0 instead of
4.0-5.0) than that of a non-crusted surface layer, as iscommon on the planalto edges.
Laboratory analysis of a few dark surface clods revealed a stronger predominance of
Ca++ in the adsorption complex than is common for the Planicie soils.Another small
difference between the profiles on the edges and those on the central sections of the
planalto is that, on the former, the Ax subhorizon is often not quite as thin (3-5 cm
against 2cm). The central sections have also a slightly more compact subsoil (B horizon), which manifests itself in a friable to firm consistence in contrast with the friable
to very friable consistence of the subsoil at the edges, and a larger resistance to penetration witha soil hammer.
'Cipoalicforest' isof general occurrence on the terrains with reworked Belterra clay
in the stretch km 150-km 195ofthe Guamâ-Imperatriz area. The soil ofthese terrains
isclassified as Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, Compact phase, very heavy textured (KYL,
cVh). It has characteristically averythin A1 subhorizon (0.5-3 cm),and iscompact and
rather firm, particularly in the B horizon. The frequency of fallen trees on the terrains
seemsto belarger than elsewhere.
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Foto 22 Floiesta cipodlica numa parte central inteiramente plana de um trecho de planalto. A ambos os
lados aesiu i'stradadefloresta recentemente aberta, vê-seclaramente afreqiiência de eipas que trepamas;
copas das à;vores (BR-14, km 295 m. ou m.)
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forest' on a completely flat central section of a stretch of planalto. On both sides of this
recently opened forest road, the frequency of climbers up to the tree crowns is clearly visible f BR-14,.
km 295 ca.)

T i e c.poal on the planalto and on the terrains with re-worked Belterra clay in the
region between the rivers Xingü and Tapajós (cf. Fig. 24) have been studied by HEINSDIJK (1957). He observed that under the cipoal the soil surface is much darker than
under the high forest. The local farmers consider the cipoal parts preferable for shifting cultivation. The author was unable to visit these areas with cipoal proper, but did
study the local changes in vegetative cover and soil qualities on the planalto at Curuâuna centre (cf. Fig. 11). One examined soil profile is located on the edge of planalto
(No. 112), where very timber-rich forest is found, with an open undergrowth. At 8km
distance from this edge, another profile (No. 303) was examined. The forest there is
slightly different in composition from that of the edge (cf. GLERUM and SMIT, 1960)
and the timber volume isprobably slightly lower. A third examined profile is located at
10 km from the mentioned edge (No. 304). This is an area where the timber volume is
distinctly lower and the composition of the forest quite different from that at the other
sites. Creepers and climbers are rather frequent. Many trees with stilt-roots occur,
for instance the Andiroba (Carapa guianensis) which is often considered to be an igapó
tree. Also, several tall herbs commonly found in igapó parts are present, for instance;
Guarumâ (Ischinosiphon aruma). The frequency of fallen trees is remarkable.
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The soil profile at the edge has a very loose appearance in its subsoil (Bhorizon). The
second profile is already somewhat dense, and the most interior one is considerably
compact and resistantto penetration with a soil hammer. While the colour of the A1
subhorizons isthe same(brownto dark brown) inalltreeprofiles, itsthickness decreasesfrom 30cmto 20cm and to 10cm respectively.
From the above described comparative observations it is tentatively concluded that
cipoal and 'cipoalic forest' grow on those very heavy textured soils that have a compact subsoil, and a thin Ax subhorizon, in comparison to soils of the immediately surroundings. Owing to the compactness, the maximum depth of rooting is smaller. The
soil istherefore, as regards the requirements of the forest vegetation, a shallow one, on
which high trees cannot compete with the apparently vigorously growing creepers and
climbers.Probably botha lack of ground support for the trees (fallen trees, stilt-roots)
and a limited moisture supply during the dry season (cf. V.3.1.1) are the causes of the
small competition force ofthe trees.The locally found intense termite activity, crustiness, higher pH and dark colour ofthe superficial layer is believed to be a consequence
rather than acause ofthecipoal growth.
There areafewfacts that support the abovetentativeconclusion asto thecause of the
cipoal and the 'cipoalic forest' on the Belterra clay terrains. In the Guamâ-Imperatriz
area, other types ofcreeper forest (in.general much lessvigorous than the Belterra clay
cipoal) and dense shrub vegetation are often associated with Ground Water Latérite
soil (GL) and Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, Compact phase, rather heavy textured
(KYL, crh). Both soils have shallow root penetration, because they have either an intermittently shallowground waterlevel or a compact subsoil.For the Araguaia Mahogany area, which is outside the Planicie, it has been established that the soils with
cipoal and 'cipoalic forest' are of varying natural fertility, but all o f them are shallow:
shallowness of the bedrock or of the ground water level. The soils in this area which
have a coverage of closed-canopy-forest are also of varying fertility (it is, in fact, usually low), but are deep (cf.Appendix 6). Apparently, the occurrence of cipoal or
'cipoalic forest' as opposed to closed-canopy-forest in this area is less determined by
the chemical than by the physical qualities of the soils. Considering the whole of
Amazonia, it may be a general rule that creeper forests prevail on soils with shallow
rooting,whether having lowor highnatural fertility.
It is evident that it is of much practical importance to study further the factors that
determine the occurrence of forest types with very low timber volume such as the
cipoal. A prerequisite for further study isa sound plant-ecological classification of the
various types of cipoal and 'cipoalic forest'. Of special interest is the checking of the
tentative conclusion as to the cause of the Belterra clay cipoal, since silvicultural methods are being tried out predominantly on planalto terrains (FAO/SPVEA silvicultureprogramme at Curuä-una centre).
The foregoing discussions have concerned the timber volume on the Planicie soils
that are freely draining. Generally speaking, the timber volume of the forests on the
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Fig. 2A Cipoal na regiào ao Leste do baixo rio Xingü. De HEINSDUK (1957)
52°30'

High forest
Floresta alta
p\ Creeper forest
22 Cipoal

52°15'

W

Escarpment
Escarpa
Rivulets and rivers
Igarapés e rios

Fig. 24 Creeper vegetation in the region east of the lower Xingü river. From HEINSDUK (1957)

imperfectly drained Planicie soils (Ground Water Laterite soil, Ground Water Podzol) is considerably lower. Large stretches with these soils even have a coverage of
savannah-forest (with DBH of the trees supposedly all smaller than 0.25 m) or of
savannah. It isstipulated that the situation isdifferent for thefreely draining soilswith
fossil plinthite, though they are genetically related to the Ground Water Laterite soils.
The soils in question, classified as Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, Concretionary phase
(KYL, CR) or Red Yellow Podzolic soil, intergrading to Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol,
Concretionary phase (RP-KYL, CR), have on the average a not lower timber volume
than adjoining non-plinthiticfreely draining soils,exceptintherarecaseswhen practicallyno earth is present betweenthe concretions.
Considerable differences in gross timber volume may occur on the various soils outside the Planicie part of Amazonia. This is already evident from qualitative observations inthe Araguaia Mahogany area {cf. GLERUM and SMIT(1962b) and Appendix 6).
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Measurements of mean gross timber volume were however not executed for those
areas.
IV.1.2.3 Soils andOccurrence ofIndividualTree Species
Several tree species arefound only ina part ofthehileia-covered area. In the introduction tothepresent chapter itwasstated that thestudy ofthe causes of established
differences in the occurrence of a certain tree species is a complex one. Some ofthe
differences are believed to be related to thenon-edaphic factors climate and man(cf.
IV.1.1).Tosaythat theothers arerelated with soil differences ishowever an oversimplification. Atypical controversial species istheAcapü (Vouaeapoua americana). This
tree,rendering much-used timber, isaconspicuous under-storey tree. It occurs usually
in colonies, ofvarying size.Averaged over larger areasthespeciescanoccupy asmuch
as 10% of the total number oftrees {cf. HEINSDIJK, 1957,1960). Onthesouth sideof
the Amazon riverthe treeisfound only east ofthetributary Curuâ-una; itforms there
one of the distinguishing features between the Planalto I and Planalto II inventory
units.Itseastern boundary ofoccurrence isformed bythemiddlereaches ofthe rivers
Capim andGuamâ,wherethespeciesforms oneofthe distinguishing features between
the inventory units Capim and Acarâ, and Candirü and Santana respectively. Atthe
North side of the Amazon river the tree is found, according to DUCKE and BLACK
(1954), onlyeastofthe largetributary Trombetas.Thespeciesisalsofound inSurinam
and there known asBruinhart. SCHULZ(1960)studied some soilsinthe Mapane region
of this country, where the tree is found in some sharply delimited stands and then
occupies 1/6-1/3 ofthe total canopy. Several analytical data ofthree profiles taken in
such stands were, when averaged, slightly different from those of profiles in adjacent
non-Bruinhart containing forest (the soil on both sites isred coloured, kaolinitic, and
predominantly medium textured). SCHULZ deducedfrom thesesoildatathattheuneven
occurrence ofthe species inthe Mapane region isdetermined bysoil factors.
For the Curuâ-una - Xingü region of Amazonia, HEINSDIJK (1957) noted that the
species ispresent inlarge numbers ontheplanalto, ontheclayish parts ofthe slopesof
the planalto, and onclayey terrains near therivers. Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, heavy
or very heavy textured (KYL/,, K Y L » Ä ) areinvolved, which soils arealso found west
of the Curuâ-una, on identical topographical units. HEINSDIJK states also that 'the
colonies ofAcapü never appear onsandy soils'.
Theauthor studied thegrowingsiteofthe speciesinthearea ofthe Santana unit ofthe
Guamâ-Imperatriz area. Colonies of the tree were found to occur here, equally frequently, onallthesoilsofthe area,forinstance ontheverycommon KaoliniticYellow
Latosol, medium textured (KYLTO), the few patches of Kaolinitic Latosolic Sand
(KLS), the scattered Red Yellow Podzolic soil, intergrading to Kaolinitic Yellow
Latosol, Concretionary phase (RP-KYL, CR) whether with thecommon MaedoRio
type ofplinthite concretions orwith the lessfrequent Ipixuna type.
The Amazon data therefore do not suggest a consistent coincidence with a certain
soil.There arenoindicationsthat theclimaticconditions ofthePlanalto Iarea aredifferent from those onthePlanalto IIarea. Thesame ismost probably true ofthe areas
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of the inventory units in the region of the eastern limit of occurrence of the species.
One likely explanation for the absence of Acapii west of the Curuä-una and east and
somit of the middle reaches of the Guamâ and the Capim isthat the species still has a
limited historical dispersion (SCHULZ states that Bruinhart grows very slowly and that
its heavy seeds need to be pressed into the ground to germinate). Some support for
this supposition isgiven bythefact that inthe southern part of the area of the Santana
inventory unit, which is a boundary area for the species, the colonies of Acapü are
infrequent, small, and consisting of small trees.
SOIL TEXTURE

Since soil textural differences are rather easily noticed by non-pedologists, the forest
inventorists paid attention to a possible coincidence of soiltexture differences and differences in occurrence of tree species.As to the Planicie (inventory units 1-15, cf. Fig.
22), HEINSDIJK (1957, 1960) reports that tree species found more abundantly on light
textured soils are Axuâ (Sacoglottis guianensis), Angelim rajado (Pithecolobium racemosum), Faveira bolacha (Vatairea cythrocarpa), Jutai-mirim (Hymenaea parvifolia),
ltauba (Mezilaurus itauba) and Macucü (Licania macrophylla). Speciesfound regularly on heavy textured soils, and not or only in very small numbers on sandy soils are
Inga(Inga alba),Tauari(Curatari spp.), Castanheira(Bertholletia excelsa) and Ucuuba
( Virolacuspidata, Virola cebifera).
It was not possible to check in the field if this is indeed a general rule, which also
applies to the Guamâ-Imperatriz area. A comparison in the office of inventory data
and soildata ofthis area didnot giveany clear indications.
One of the species that is easily noticed in the field by non-botanists, isthe Angelim
pedra (Hymenolobium excelsum). This is a conspicuous upper-storey tree, normally
occupying less than 0.5%, averaged over larger areas, of the total number of trees. In
the Guamä-Imperatriz area its occurrence is restricted to the area of inventory unit
Ligaçào. It was found that the tree is concentrated on the Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol,
very heavy textured ( K Y L ^ ) of the very gently sloping edges of planalto. Elsewhere
the tree occurs practically only, and less frequently, on very heavy textured soils at a
lower levelthan the planalto. These are Red Yellow Podzolic soil, intergrade to Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, very heavy textured (RP-KYL^), and, locally, Kaolinitic
Yellow Latosol, very heavy textured (KYL„/j). The species is not found on the fiat
centres of planalto (also with KYL„ft), nor on terrains with reworked Belterra clay
north of km 195,which have Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, Compact phase, very heavy
textured (KYL, cVk). These are sitesof cipoal or 'cipoalic forest' as already described.
The apparent concentration of the species on very heavy textured soils inthose parts
where the forest isnot 'cipoalic', nor where climatic conditions are adverse (the latter
in the area of inventory unit Açailândia), is more or less in agreement with observations in the Tocantins-Xingû region. HEINSDIJK (1957) states that 'Angelim pedra is...
found in patches on the planalto (not on planalto de Santarém) in the highest parts of
the forest. Found occasionally on the higher parts of the slopes, prefers clayey soil'.
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It should be borne in mind that an established predominance of a certain species on
sandy soil as against on clayey soil, does not necessarily mean that the species finds
better absolute growing conditions onthe former. It may well bethat the species isless
frequently found on clayey soil only because it falls short in competition force with
other species there. HEINSDUK (1960) even states 'all observations confirmed the fact
that atree speciesgrowing on sandy soilwas,on an average, always smaller and gave a
much poorer impression than the same speciesgrowing on heavier soils'.
PLINTHITE CONCRETIONS

That the occurrence of a tree species may coincide with the presence of fossil hard
plinthite concretions of a certain type, became apparent during the combined forest
inventory- soil survey ofthe Guamä-Imperatriz area. The valuable timber rendering
Pauamarelo (Euxylophora paraensis), which species only occurs inthe Atlantic sector
ofthe hileia,above Maranhäo (DUCKE and BLACK, 1954),seemsto have its maximum
frequence in the middle reaches of the river Capim. It is a low branching tree and
occupies maximally 1 %,averaged over larger areas, of the total number of trees in the
forest. Withinthe Guamâ-Imperatrizarea,the specieswasnot measured in theareas of
the Santana, Medio Guamä and Açailândia inventory units. The species occurs relatively frequently in the Candirü unit (4.0 m 3 /ha timber volume), and sparsely in the
Alto Guamâ unit (0.6 m 3 /ha). During the field work inthe area of the Candirü unit,
it was observed that the tree is concentrated in the uppermost reaches of the rivulets.
In view of this, one smallpart was studied in detail. It islocated within the area of the
Candirü unit, but near the boundary with the Alto Guamä unit, namely at km 130.
A semi-detailed soil survey was executed, while the forest inventorists made a 10%
survey of the Pau amarelo. The results are shown on Appendix 3 (only those Pau
amarelotrees wereenumerated that are within 10mdistance of alllatitudinal traverses
and the outer and innermost longitudinal traverses of each block, and within 5m
distance of the other longitudinal traverses). From this map it is apparent that
the species isconcentrated on the slopes and the approximately fiat edges of the upper
terrace, where plinthite concretions are frequent. The soil on these sites isclassified as
Red Yellow Podzolic soil, intergrade to Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, Concretionary
phase (RP-KYL, CR). The concretions aie all ofthe Ipixuna type (cf.1.4.5).Afew trees
are found on Red Yellow Podzolic Soil, intergrade to Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, very
heavy textured ( R P - K Y L „ A ) , which occurs locally alongside the concretionary parts.
Pau amarelo is absent, or practically absent, on the Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, Compact phase, very heavy textured (KYL, cvu) that has developed on the reworked Belterra clay of the central parts of the upper terrace, as well as on the Kaolinitic Yellow
Latosol, intergrade to Red Yellow Podzolic soil, rather heavy textured (KYL-RPrft)
of the second terrace (with the highest gross timber volume!),and on the soils of the
lowland stretches.
The coincidence isonlytrueof onetype of concretions. In the area of the Santana inventory unit, many parts have RP-KYL, CR soil, but usually with concretions of the
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Màedo Riotype.HerenoPauamarelotreeswereenumerated bytheforest inventorists.
In fact, some Pau amarelo do occur in the southern part of this area, as well as in a
few parts of the area of the Medio Guamâ unit,but the trees fell outside the inventory
sampling units. It was observed that in these places they are growing invariably on
RP-KYL, CR soil with Tpixuna type concretions, not on RP-KYL, CR with Màe do
Riotypeconcretions.Afewtrees werefound on RP-KYL^^ soil.
Also the few Pau amarelo trees in the area of the Alto Guamâ inventory unit were
found to occur either on soils with Ipixuna type concretions, which in this area are
only very locally present at the surface, or on RP-KYL«ft. The situation is somewhat
different further southward in the Guama-Imperatriz area, in the area of the Ligaçào
inventory unit. There the tree is found too, down to km 315, but in relatively small
numbers. South of km 260the Ipixuna type concretions give way to the Ligaçào type
concretions, which have the same relative position and age as the Ipixuna ones (cf.
1.4.5). The species occurs on the soils with either of these types. In the northernmost
part of the area with this unit, namely at km 195, another small tract was studied in
semi-detail.Theterrain isthistract consistsessentially of 1)anupperterrace(planalto),
which can bedivided intototallyflatcentralsections,andverygentlyslopingedges,and
2) very sloping terrain, below the level of the planalto, usually with plinthite concretions, ofthe Ipixuna type.ThePauamareloof the surveyed block isfound concentrated on the strongly sloping terrain, as well as on the gently sloping edges of planalto.
The flat central sections of planalto have a 'cipoalic forest' (seebefore), without the
species. The soil of the strongly sloping terrains is classified as Red Yellow Podzolic
soil, intergrade to Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, Concretionary phase (RP-KYL,CRIpixuna). That of the edges of planalto isclassified as Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, very
heavy textured (KYL„ft), which is also the soil of the central sections. Ipixuna type
concretions are not found at the surface of the planalto edges, yet Pauamarelo is present. Also elsewhere in the area of the Ligaçào unit, the species is not restricted to
the places with Ipixuna typec.q. Ligaçào type concretions. The tree also occurs on the
very gently sloping concretionless terrains with KYL^ft or RP-KYLvu profile, even
wheretheseterrains are at a considerably lower levelthan the planalto.
It maybenoted that Ligaçàotypeconcretionsand gentlyelopingterrainswith KYL„ft
occur also in the area of inventory unit Açailândia, which lacks Pau amarelo. In this
stretch however, the climate isbelieved to betoo dry for this and several other species
{cj. IV,1.1).
Combining these observations, it can be said that in the Guamä-Imperatriz area Pau
amarelo occurs predominantly on soil with Ipixuna type c.q.Ligaçào type concretions
(RP-KYL, CR-Ipixuna; RP-KYL, CR-Ligaçào) and, to a lesser extent, on very heavy
textured soil (KYL„ft and RP-KYL^^) where this occurs on gently sloping terrain,
i.e. when the forest is not 'cipoalic'. The optimal growing conditions for the species
are apparently found on the concretionary soils classified as RP-KYL, CR-Ipixuna
(respectively Ligaçào),but the speciescan spread to the mentioned veryheavy textured
soils. The latter are located always near the concretionary soils.
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Table 12 Comparison of chemical data of soils with and without Pau amarelo (Euxylophora paraensis)

No. field
descr.
er.de campo

Classification (cf. T a b l e 9)
classificaçâo (cf. Tabela 9)

Location
locaçào
BR-14

Clav
argila

("„)

Cation
ex.ch. capac.
capacidade
de troca
(m.e./lOOg)

p H -- H 2 0

T

SOILS WITH PAl I AMARELO/Woj ' com

202
216
236
204

Ca++

Mg+-

Pau amarelo

R P - K Y L , CR (Ipixuna)
KYI.c/i
RP-KYL,./,
RP-KYL,/,

SOILS WITHOUT PAL' AMARELO/

Exchangeable metallic
cations
bases trocâveis
(m.e./lOOg)

km 109.6
km 291.3
km 232.0
km 172.0

54.3
69.8
63.0
26.7

59.9
90.8
83.5
55.9

13.07 2.91
13.20 3.88
11.26 3.31
10.83 3.28

4.5
5.0
4.2
4.0

5.2
5.2
4.5
4.8

0.66
3.08
0.41
1.08

0.18*
0.33*
0.24*
0.35*

2.11
2.28
0.72
0.75

0.18*
0.33*
0.24*
0.35*

solos sew Pau amarelo

238
205
201

R P - K Y L , CR (Mae do Rio)
R P - K Y L , CR (Paragominas)
KYL-RPr/,

km 43.8
km 175.6
km 117.0

21.9 55.6
17.1 52.7
13.7 32.2

9.29
12.82
5.83

3.31
3.65
2.72

4.7 4.5
4.1 4.7
4.1 4.7

1.98
1.39
0.46

0.24*
0.24*
0.20*

0.84
1.00
0.36

0.24*
0.24*
0.20*
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210**
230**

KYL-RPr/,
KYLW,
K Y L , cvh

km 136.0
km 247.0
km 178.8

33.1 63.2
74.6 88.5
60.3 84.5

11.01
14.86
9.99

3.15
4.56
4.25

3.9 3.9
4.0 4.7
4.4 4.8

0.33
0.87
1.11

0.20*
0.25*
0.26*

0.10
0.98
0.80

0.20*
0.25*
0.26*

208**
194
242

K Y L , cvh
K Y L , Crh
RP-KYLrA

km 69.0
km 63.0
km 256.6

77.2 90.3
14.9 35.3
13.2 48.1

19.46
4.16
6.08

2.92
2.94
2.42

4.0 4.7
4.3 5.0
4.1 4.6

2.52 0.25*
0 . 2 7 ' ' 0.48*
0.31*: 0.16*

237
233
231
206

RP-KYLrA
KYL,,,
KYLm
KYL,«

km 205.8
km 12.7
km 58.0
km 201.0

14.6
6.7
17.9
7.3

5.51
4.20
4.90
5.40

2.15
1.99
2.14
2.33

4.3
4.6
4.6
4.0

0.21*
0.24*
0.15*
0.32*

42.9
19.8
23.9
19.8

4.5
4.5
5.1
4.3

0.29*
0.14*
0.15*
0.32*

I ( C a + + + M g + + ) the half of jointly determinded bivalent cations
a metade dos calions bivalentes determinadosem conjunto
cover of cipoal or 'cipoalic forest'/cobertura de cipoal oufloresta cipoâlica

Any special soil qualities related with very heavy texture cannot be the conditioning
factors for the occurrence of the species because the RP-KYL, CR soil sometimes falls
into other texture classes. Special rooting possibilities are unlikely to be involved, because both the RP-KYL, CR-Ipixuna and the RP-KYL«ft have a rather firm and
compact subsoil, whilst the K Y L „ Ä is deeply friable and porous. Probably, the
species requires a high content of a certain (micro) nutrient, or a specific balance of
nutrients. Comparison of analytical data does not give a congruent difference between
Pau amarelo bearing and non-Pau amarelo bearing soils (cf. Table 12).It is, however,
quite possible that a more refined and elaborate chemical analysis, and/or mineralogical analysis,would reveal a correlation. The plinthite concretionsthemselves may providethe specific chemical qualities ofthe soils,orthefossil soft plinthite often associated. As discussed in 1.4.5.both are related to a land surface of Late Pliocene age, composed of the uppsr strata of the Barreiras or Alter do Châo beds. The Belterra clay,
which forms the parent material of the non-concretionary very heavy textured soils,
was deposited right on top of this, in a time immediately following (Plio-Pleisto202

0.69 0.25*
0.27* 0.48*
0.31* 0.16*
0.21*
0.24*
0.15*
0.32*

0.29*
0.14*
0.15*
0.32*

Tabela 12 Comparaçao de dados quimicos de solos com e sem Pau amarelo (Euxylophora paraensis)

Exchangeable in-ia lic
catiors
bases trociveis
(m.e./IOOg)
K+
a

Active
Available
acidity
P205
acidez atha
assimilâvel
(m.e./lOOg) (mg/100 g)

Kab

il

b

(Al)a

b

PoO n
total

O r g . Ci

N
total

C/'S

P-total
[00 N

P-total
C

P-Bray
a

b

a

b

a

h

a

b

a

h

b

a

a

3.44 0.13
3.60 0.50

0.32 0.03
0.34 0.07

3.1 0.2

60 50
60 50
60 40
40 40

2.99 0.50
2.78 0.37

0.26 0.05
0.23 0.05

0.53 1.59
1.10 0.73
0.89 0.49

3.4 0.2
3.7 0.2
2.7 0.2

50 50
50 80
30 30

2.75 0.17
3.63 0.29
1.20 0.16

0.25 0.02
0.25 0.04
0.11 0.03

11.0 8.5
14.9 7.3
11.0 5.3

2.00 25.0
2.00 20.0
2.71 10.0

18.2 294
13.8 276
25.0 188

0.08 0.06

2.16 1.54
2.16 1.07
0.95 1.03

1.4 0.2
1.2 0.2
2.5 0.2

30
50
80

30
30
60

2.45 0.29
3.61 0.69
2.59 0.63

0.22 0.06
0.33 0.08
0.30 0.08

11.1 4.8
10.9 8.6
8.6 7.9

1.36
1.52
2.76

5.0
3.8
7.5

12.3 103
13.8 44
30.8 95

0.11 0.09
0.06 0.07

0.10 0.05
0.08 0.03
0.04 0.04

2.37 0.62
0.72 0.24
0.89 0.52

2.5 0.1
1.2 0.2
2.2 0.1

70
30
30

60
30
30

5.17 0.42
0.65 0.25
1.37 0.38

0.44 0.07
0.06 0.03
0.12 0.04

11.8 8.4
10.8 8.3
11.4 9.5

1.46 8.5
5.00 10.0
2.50 7.5

13.5 146
46.2 120
21.9 79

0.08 0.08
0.06 0.07
0.08 0.07

0.03 0.03
0.C3 0.03
0.04 0.03

0.93 0.36
0.72 0.64
1.08 0.53

0.10 0.08

0.03 0.02

0.81 0.56

1.7
1.1
1.2
1.7

30
30
30
20

30
30
30
20

1.39
0.88
0.87
1.23

0.11
0.06
0.09
0.08

12.6
14.7
9.7
15.4

2.72 15.0
5.00 15.0
3.32 10.0
2.50 6.7

21.3
34.0
34.4
16.3

0.25 0.08
0.22 0.08
0.21 0.10
0.17 0.07

0.11 0.04
0.08 0.04
3.13 0.03

1.20 0.24
0.29 0.33

0.07 0.07

1.74 0.66
1.55 0.41

0.25 0.11
0.17 0.10
0.11 0.06

0.08 0.08
0.06 0.03
0.0;. 0.03

0.10 0.06

0.05 0.02
0.07 1.03

0.26 0.12
0.12 0.13

0.33 0.11

1.50.1
0.9 0.1

1.90.1

0.1
0.2
0.4
0.1

0.20
0.18
0.22
0.19

0.02
0.02
0.03
0.03

10.8 4.3
10.6 7.1
11.5 10.0
12.1 7.4

10.0
9.0
7.3
6.3

1.87 16.6
1.76 7.0
2.30 8.0
1.74 8.0

17.5
16.7
20.0
14.4

150
167
136
105

a — topsoil (A x horizon, or A n when the former is subdivided)
solosuperficial (HorizonteAiy ouAu quandoo primeiro esta subdividido)
b = subsoil (B 2 horizon, or B 2 i when the former is subdivided)
subsolo (horizm'e #2, °u ^21 quando 0primeiro esta subdividido)

cene). Apeculiarity in parent material, related with these geologic times, is probably
responsible for the uneven occurrence of the Pau amarelo in the Guamâ-Imperatriz
area.
THE ECO-SITE OF MAHOGANY

It is tobeexpected that detailed studies outside the Planicie part of Amazonia, where
the soils vary considerably both chemically and physically, will result inthe establishment ofmore and more definite coincidences between soiland occurrence of individual
tree species than in the Planicie itself. DUCKE and BLACK (1954), for instance, report
that on patches with 'Terra Roxa-like' soil, developed from diabase, the forest cover
has afloristic composition distinctly different from that on adjacent soils.On this relatively rich soil,more soft wooded tree specieswould be present.
The growingsiteof onetree speciesofthe non-Planiciepart of Amazonia, namely the
very valuable Mahogany (Magno: Swietenia macrophylla), was studied in some detail,
namely inthe so-called Araguaia Mahogany area{cf. Appendices 2and 6).This area is
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located inthe transition zone between the Amazon hileia and the savannahs of NorthEastern Brazil. It has a tropical humid climate with a pronounced dry season (Aw in
Köppen's classification, cf. Fig. 2). In the western part of the area, the Pre-Cambrian
crystalline basement outcrops; east of this, strips of Palaeozoic and Mesozoic deposits
occur (Devonian, Carboniferous, Permean, Jurassic, Triassic), which belong to the
sedimentary basin of Maranhäo (cf. Appendix 8). Locally, Quaternary sediments are
present.
The following summarizes thefielddata of thecombinedforest inventory- soilsurvey
executed inthis area:
1. Mahogany is absent in the areas of the mapping units with savannah cover, being
L,QU and KLS,s.Also themapping units L, ssand KLS, T,covered with low and high
shrub vegetation respectively, lack mahogany.
2. The species is very sparsely present in the area of mapping unit DL, s + AF, G, as
wellinthat ofmapping unit L, CH.
3. Low, thin and stunted mahogany trees arefound scattered inthe area of the mapping unit with Hydromorphic Grey Podzolic soil, with high base saturation, Shallow
phase (HP/»;,,s;Profile 46)which has a general vegetative cover of hydromorphic deciduous shrub.
4. Smallquantities ofmahogany arepresent inthearea ofmapping unit KLS, F, which
is under forest cover. Here, the tree is found in the transition strips between the dryland and the bottom lands, which usually have deep Ground Water Humus Podzol
(GP). It isalsofound onthenarrow stripsoflowland alongthe rivulets included in the
mapping unit and havingLow Humic Gley soil(LHG).Thetreedoes not occur regularly on all siteswiththesesoils,but onlylocally. Theimpression is that these localities
have relatively rich ground water, namely that coming from nearby calcareous deposits (chertswith lime-stone).
The mahogany trees found in the area of this mapping unit can become very big,
namely upto diameter class 151.
5. The floodplain and lowland soils of considerable extent are mapped under unit F.
Those alongtheriverAraguaia proper, which areeither Alluvial soil(A)or Low Humic Gley soil (LGH), have no mahogany in their vegetative cover, which is often a
creeperforest.Thosealongthetributaries,which areLowHumicGleysoil(LHG),have
mahogany only locally. As in the case of those mapped under KLS, F(see4),the impression is that these localities have relatively rich ground water, inthis case coming
from nearby located cherts with lime-stones, and calcareous and gypsiferous silt and
clay-stones.
6. Mahogany is found in rather small quantities in the area of mapping unit RPrhbWithin this area, the tree is growing predominantly in the narrow strips of lowland
along the rivulets, with Ground Water Latérite soil, intergrade to Hydromorphic
*)Diameter class 0 stands for 0-4 cm DBH (diameter at breast height), diameter class 1
stands for 5-14 cm DBH; diameter class 2 for 15-24 cm DBH, 3for25-34cmDBH,etc.
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Fig. 25 T'ipos de ftoresta e solos na area Araguaiana de Mogno; levantamenW 100% do Mogno num
blöco de 200ha (para a legenda vejapagina 205 e seq.)
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Fig. 25 Forest types and soils in the Araguaia Mahogany area; 100% survey of mahogany in a 200 ha
block (for the legend seepage 205 seq.)

Grey Podzolic soil, Micaceous phase (GL-HP, M; Profile 16). The tree is found also
where greenish-black, hard schists (epidote and biotite schists) outcrop or nearly outcrop, whether on the strips of lowland or on the undulating to rolling upland. The size
of the mahogany trees in this area can be very large, up to diameter class 15.
7. The bulk of the mahogany of the survey area isfound in the area of mapping unit
H, Hydromorphic soils undifferentiated, where the land is extensively flat. The mahogany is not spread regularly over all the land concerned, but concentrated in large
patcheswherethetreeisoften thepredominant constituent ofthecanopy: canteirosde
mogno. A detailed survey of a 200ha block withinthis area wasexecuted to determine
which ofthevarioushydromorphic soilssupport mahogany (cf. Fig.25;for the mahogany inventory map of this block, cf. GLERUM and SMIT, 1961; or SOMBROEK and
SAMPMO, 1962).The results of this survey are as follows:
A. Forest of small-sized mahogany. Low, rather open canopy, consisting almost exclusively of low,thin (largely diameter classes2,3and 4)and stunted mahogany trees;
high, fairly dense undergrowth, with many thin creepers or climbers; rather closed
fieldlayer. This isfound on Hydromorphic Grey Podzolic soil, with high base saturation, Dark phase (HPA&, D; Profile 45, seealso Photo 23).
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Foto 23 O micro-relêvo de canaletes e a zona herbdcea e subarbustiva dos solos em que ocone freqüentemente o Mogno. Os terrenos relativos säoextensamente planos ede drenagem imperfeila. O solo è
'Hydromorphic Grey Podzolic', com saturaçào de bases aha. À direita e ao centro no fundo ha dois
mognos pequenos. Além daspalmeiras, estas espéciesformam pràticamente as Urticas que constituem o
dossel (area Araguaiana de Mogno, Bloco Piranha)

Photo 23 The micro relief of canaktes and the field layer of the soils on which mahogany isof frequent
occurrence. The terrains concerned are extensively flat and imperfectly drained. The soil is a Hydromorphic Grey Podzolic soil, with high base saturation. On the right and at centre-background are two
stunted mahogany trees. Apart from palms, this species forms practically the only constituent of the
canopy (Araguaia Mahogany area, Bloco Piranha)

B. Forest of normal-sized mahogany. High, almost closed canopy, consisting for a
good part of medium-sized (diameter classes 4 to 7) mahogany trees, in a much more
open pattern than in the forest type A; high, only fairly dense undergrowth, with
rather fewcreepersorclimbers;openfieldlayer.Thisvegetation isfound predominantly on Hydromorphic Grey Podzolic soil, with high base saturation, Ortho {H?hb, o;
Profile 44 ) \ but also on Ground Water Laterite soil, intergrade to Hydromorphic
Grey Podzolic soil, Clay-stone substratum phase (GL-HP, c; Profile 15). The latter
soil however iscommonly found on the edges of the terrain with this forest type, or on
small, encircled patches with less mahogany (interrupted shading on the map; also
applying to acentral patch within the area of forest typeA).
J

) Apatch of this soil,at acorner of thesurveyed block, hasacoverage of denseshrub
forest without mahogany (D). It is supposed that former fires and/or very imperfect
drainage isthecausefor thisdeviatingvegetationtype.
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C. •Cipoalic' forest. High, rather open canopy, consisting of several tree species and
comparatively many palms,butrarely withmahogany; high,fairly dense undergrowth
with common and rather thick creepers or climbers, and afrequent occurrence of high
Sororoca (Ranavalia guianensis); open field layer. This is found on Ground Water
Laterite soil, intergrade to Hydromorphic Grey Podzolic soil, Deep phase (GL-HP,D;
Profile L4), and also on Ground Water Laterite soil, intergrade to Hydromorphic
Grey Podzolicsoil,Clay-stone substratum phase(GL-HP, c; Profile 15).
E. Cipoal (creeper forest). Little or no canopy, and without mahogany; dense undergrowth, largely consisting of thin creepers or climbers; open field layer. This vegetation type isfound on poorly drained patches, with Low Humic Gley soil (LHG).
From these data it becomes evident that in the surveyed area, mahogany grows very
predominantly on terrains with an imperfect drainage, with well developed hydromorphic soils. The occurrence of mahogany is not general on these terrains, but concentrated on afew specific hydromorphic soils, on which the species occurs either scattered or inadensepattern, remainseither low,thin and stunted, or attains medium and in
some partslarge diameters.
The tree occurs scattered in the strips of lowland, with GL-HP, M soil, of the area
where the Pre-Cambrian crystalline basement (serie Araxä) outcrops. The tree occurs
in a dense pattern on extensively flat terrains with HPÄ&, o and HPÄ&, D soils. These
soils have developed from gypsiferous and calcareous silt and clay-stones which belong most probably to the Motuca member of the Pastos Bons beds, of JurassicTriassic age (Piaui beds of the Upper Carboniferous according to other geologists), Where thetree occurs outside theseterrains it isusually wherethe ground water
is rich (high pH), or where rich rock (epidote and biotite schists) outcrops.
The frequented hydromorphic soils (Profile 16,and especially the profiles 44and 45)
are all relatively rich. They have silicate clay minerals of the 2:1 lattice structure; the
baseexchange capacity isrelativelyhigh (25-35 m.e./100 gclay,after correction for the
organicmatter content); the base saturation ismedium, and in the subsoil high; Ca++
is the predominant exchangeable cation, but also exchangeable Mg++ is present in
considerablequantities, especiallyinthe GL-HP, M.
The HPftfc, o and HPft&, Dsoils have a high pH in their deeper subsoil (6-8). In this
subsoil, free anions, namely sulphates, carbonates, and/or chlorides are present. It is
quite possible that these anions, especially the sulphates, are the conditional factor for
the peculiar abundancy of mahogany on the soils.Butthefieldand laboratory data on
mahogany and non-mahogany soils of the area are too few to allow definite conclusions.
The differences in sizeand density ofthe species,particularly ofthe mahogany on the
HP^ft, o and HPM,, Dsoils respectively, warrants discussion. A likely explanation is
that on the HP^j, D soil, with its rich subsoil near the surface, the conditions for regeneration are better, but full development of the trees is hampered by the very poor
physical qualities of the soil,which restrict root penetration. Support for this supposi207

tion is found in the scattered occurrence of small sized mahogany on the Hydromorphic Grey Podzolic soil, with high base saturation, Shallow phase (HP/n,,). The
rich subsoil of this is also rather shallow, and it possesses extremely poor physical
qualities, resulting in a general cover of hydromorphic deciduous shrub. That the
scattered mahogany in the areas of mapping units RPrhb and KLS, Fcan attain a
bigger size than on the HPhb, o is probably explained by taking into account that in
theseareasthephysical qualities ofthesoilsconcerned aregenerally better.
PALMS

The occurrence of palms in the Amazon forests seems to be, in general, more related
withthevariations inclimaticandsoilconditions than that of many dicotylenous tree
species. AUBREVILLE (1958) obtained the impression that every region, and every
milieu of the hileia, has its characteristic large palms. Since most palm species are
comparatively easily noticed and identified, they may therefore be suitable indicator
plantsfor vegetation types and soil units.Quantitative data on occurrence ofpalms are
not available.The growing sites of several species ofthe uplands, particularly Tucumâ,
Babaçû, and Bacaba have however been examined to a degree.
The Tucumâ (Astroearyum vulgare) seems to be concentrated on sandy, low uplands
where a shallow ground water level occurs. The palm is,for instance, characteristic of
the sandy Ground Water Latente soils of the eastern part of Marajó-island, whether
under savannah or forest.
Thecommercially valuable1Babaçû (Orbigniaspeciosa) isoften amain constituent of
the palm forests in the transition zone between the hileia and the savannahs of North
Eastern Brazil. The southern most part of the Guamâ-Imperatriz area contains an
extremity of this zona de cocais.The Babaçû there was found to be concentrated, in a
dense pattern, on comparatively fertile soil. This is the Red Yellow Mediterranean-like soil, (RM; cf.Appendix 1and Profile 41)which has developed on silt-stones
and shales of the Cretaceous Codó beds. Also in the Araguaia Mahogany area
the Babaçû is encountered. The palm occurs there, fairly frequently, on Red Yellow
Podzolic soil, with rather high base saturation (mapping unit RPrhb', cf. Appendix 2).
It is also frequent on the highest parts of the fioodplain of the Araguaia river proper
(mappingunit F),whichhaveAlluvialsoil(A)consistingofvery micaceous siltysands.
The palm has a scattered occurrence in the area of the association of Dark Red Latosol, Shallow phase and Acid Brown Forest-like soil, Gravelly phase (DL, s + AF, G).
On Lithosol, Quartzite substratum phase (L, QU)and Lithosol,Sand-stone substratum
phase (L, ss) the species only occurs locally. The species is absent in the areas of the
other mapping units, where the soils are well-drained but poor (Kaolinitic Latosolic
Sand, Forest phase; KLS, F), or imperfectly drained and relatively rich (Hydromorphicsoils, undifferentiated; H).The palm therefore is confined to the westernpart of the
survey area. It occurs on soils developed on the Pre-Cambrian crystalline basement
*)Stands of Babaçûare often denser where under human influence, owing to repeated
burning of thevegetation between the palms, which themselves are fire-resistant, and to
some enrichment planting.
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(mica schists, quartzites) or on Devonian-Carboniferous deposits (shales, sand-stones,
silt-stones), as well as on young, moderately well-drained soils from recent sediments
(micaceous siltysands).
The above data suggest that the Babaçû predominates on relatively fertile soils with
free or almost free drainage, which may vary in depth and structure. It is, however,
quite possiblethat inthe area of maximal occurrence of the species,which isthe northern part of the State Maranhào, the palm is less exacting as to soil conditions.
Contrary tothe Babaçû,the Bacabapalm (Oenocarpusbacaba) seems to grow predominancy on well-drained, poor sandy soil, in particular on Kaolinitic Latosolic Sand.
In the Araguaia Mahogany area at least, this palm is fully confined to the Kaolinitic
Latosolic Sand, Forest phase (KLS, F; cf. Appendix 2). In the axial part of Amazonia
also, this, palm species is found particularly on the same type of soil. A palm species
not selective as regards soil conditions seems to be the Inajd (Maximiliana regia). In
the Araguaia Mahogany area the species isfound on practically all encountered soils,
except those ofthe savannahs proper.

IV.2 The Uplands with Savannah or Savannah-Forest Cover
A number of places on the uplands have a coverage of savannah or savannah-forest,
instead offorest. These vegetation types are defined and described in1.5.2.As possible
causes of the occurrence of the savannahs and savannah-forests the following should
beconsidered:
1. Local unfavourable climatic conditions, especially as regards relatively low total
annual rainfall and/or arelatively longand pronounced dry season.
2. Local marked influence of man, especially as regards repeated felling, repeated
burning,and animal husbandry.
3. Local unfavourable edaphic conditions. This applies especially to the effective soil
moisture reserve for the period of the year that the evapo-transpiration from a forest
coverage would exceed the precipitation (dry season or lessrainy period).
Effective soilmoisture reserve can be insufficient for various reasons:
1. Theremay beaverylowmoisture storage capacity per unit of soilmaterial. For this
reason verysandy soils,evenwhen theycan bedeeplypenetrated byroots,can be short
of a sufficient soilmoisture reservefor forestgrowth.
2. The:rooting spacemay besmall,becauseofasmallamount ofsoilmaterial. On very
stony soils, and on very shallow soils upon impermeable bedrock, the total stored
moisture may be too small to carry a forest coverage through the dry period, even
whenthe storage capacity per unit ofearth ishigh.
3. Theremaybeintermittentlyimperfect drainage.Ashallowgroundwaterlevel during
the rainy season greatly restricts the depth of penetration of the roots. If on such a site
the ground water leveldrops considerably during the dry season, then the short roots
loose contact with it, and the moisture reserve in the rooted layer alone istoo small to
sustain forest growth.
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Table 13 The savannahs and savannah-forests of Amazonia, in their dependence upon edaphic and nonedaphic factors

Land form
constituiçào da terra

Drainage condition
condiçâo de drenagem

Parts of Early Pleistocene terraces

excessively drained

partes de terraços do Pleistoceno
Inferior

drenagem excessiva

Undulating or mountanous terrains well-drained
outside Planicie
terrenos ondulados ou montanhosos
bôa drenagem
fora da Planicie

Soil
solo

White Sand Regosol
(Giant Podzol)
Regosolo de Areia Branca
(Podzol Gigante)
Lithosol
Litosolo

Pleistocene terraces

well-drained

Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol
Kaolinitic Latosolic Sand
Latosolo Amarelo Caolinitico
Areia Latosólica Caolinitica

terraços do Pleistoceno

boa drenagem

Flat watershed parts of Pleistocene
or Early Holocene terraces; Cretaceous or Early Tertiary peneplanation levels
partes planas, nos divisores de dgua,
de terraços do Pleistoceno ou do
Holoceno Inferior; superficies peneplanadas do Cretdcio ou Tercidrio
Inferior

intermittently imperfectly drained

Ground Water Laterite sou

drenagem intermitentemente imperfeita

solo Laterita Hidromórfica

Elongated patches, often along imperfectly drained
rivers, of Late Pleistocene sandy
terraces
faixas, muitas vezes ao longo dos drenagem imperfeita
rios, de terraços arenosos do Pleistoceno Superior

Ground Water Podzol

idem

imperfectly drained
drenagem imperfeita

Ground Water Podzol
Podzol Hidromórfico

Floodplains and lowlands, of
Holocene age

poorly drained

vdrzeas, de idade Holocena

ma drenagem

Low Humic Gley soil
Humic Gley soil
Saline or Alkali soil
solo Glei Pouco Hi'tmico
solo Glei Humicn
solo Salino ou Alcalino
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Podzol Hidromórfico

Tabela / i As savanas e floresta-savanas da Amazonia, em sua depenclência de fatores edâficos e ntio
edâficos

Vegetation type, in dependence upon the degree of human influences
tipo ae vegetaçao, em dependéncia do grau de influências antropogênicas

PATCHY
SAVANNAH-FOREST
CAM PISA-RAN A
(edetphki eddfico)
SAVANNAH
CAM PC
(edaphic'eddfico)
felling,
burning
H[GH FOREST

Mata alt-j

SECOND,

felling,
burning

y FOREST

cHR1IR
y

derrubaçào, Capoeira derrubaçao,
incendimento
incendimento

SHRUB
Arb s

" '°

felling,
burning,
grazing
^

SAVANNAH
CAMP
„ „ O

derrubaçao, fnon-edaphic/
nào eddfico)
pastaçào e
incendimento

EXTENSIVE
EXTENSIVE
SAVANNAH
burnl
SAVANNAH-FOREST
"g
CAMPO
CAMPINA-RANA
incendimento (masked edaphic/
(edaphic,/eddfico)
eddfico encoberto)

PATCHY
SAVANNAH-FOREST
CAATI NOA
AMAZÓNICA
(edaphic /eddfico)

PATCHY SAVANNAH
CAMPINA
(edaphic/eddfico)

LOWLAND
SAVANNAH
CAMPO DE VÂRZEA
(pà&ï>\\\c/e:lafico)
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4. Impermeable layers may occur in the subsoil (Ortstein; dense soft plinthite). These
layers restrict root development and thus the layer of effective soil moisture reserve.
Actually, the above soil conditions often occur together and are interdependent. For
instance, an impermeable subsoillayercan give a shallow, perched ground water level
during the rainy season. On the other hand, intermittent imperfect drainage results
often in a very sandy topsoil and a dense clayey, or cemented, subsoil. Other soil factors which might be considered as hampering forest growth are: a restricted ground
support, and a low natural fertility. In Amazonia, however, these can be ruled out as
causes of savannah or savannah-forest. As regards a restricted ground support there is
the example of the igapó. Although it has a very shallow rooting,nevertheless a high
forest coverage occurs.Asregards alow natural fertility there isthe fact that practically all forested Planicie soils have a very low base saturation. And even soils with an
extremely low cation exchange capacity, also in their topsoil, often have forest coverage (Kaolinitic Latosolic Sand, White Sand Regosol). The closed-nutrient cycle of the
tropical forest coverage, once established, does apparently not depend upon fertility of
the soil.
With the above considerations in mind, the origin of the various savannahs and savannah-forests of Amazonia willbe discussed, asfar asthis ispossible withthe limited
amount of available data. Their origin isschematised, verytentatively, inTable 13.

IV.2.1 Primarily Non-Edaphic Upland Savannahs
In this subchapter the upland savannahs within the hileia are discussed, which are
believed to have originated primarily by local adverse climatic conditions or human
influence. Many notes on the upland savannahs of eastern Amapâ, of southeastern
Marajó, and of the northbank of the LowerAmazon river are compiled inthe study of
SUTMÖLLER et al. (1963).The savannahs of the northern part of Rio Branco Territory
are not discussed because the area concerned falls outside the hileia.
IV.2.1.1 The UplandSavannahs of Eastern Amapâ Territory
The upland savannahs (campos) of eastern Amapâ Territory are located on flat or
gently undulating terrains which arebetween 5and 50mabovelocal river level. Except
for narrow strips of bottom land, the soils of these savannahs are well-drained. They
are commonly of rather heavy texture, but very heavy textures and very light textures
respectively are also found. A number of them contain plinthite concretions. The soils
with relatively heavy texture have often compact subsoils. In their general characteristicsthe soilsare identicalto forest supporting soilsnearby, for instance those of Porto
Platon, and elsewhere inthe Planicie. They are classified as Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol,
of various texture (KYL), Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, Compact phase of various texture (KYL, c), Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, Concretionary phase (KYL, CR) and Red
Yellow Podzolic soil, intergrade to Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, Concretionary phase
(RP-KYL, CR)respectively. Detailed analyticaldata aregiveninChapter V.
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For southeastern Amapâ Territory, there is a greater amount of climatical data than
for niE.ny other parts of Amazonia. Weather recording stations are installed at Macapä, Santana, Porto Platon and Serra de Navio. Thefirstthree are located inthe savannah area. They each have on an average 3months per year with each lessthan 50 mm,
and 5 months with less than 100mm rainfall. Of Serra de Navio, well in the forested
part, only one year's recordings are available. During that year, only one month had
lessthan 50mm rainfall, andtwo months lessthan 100mm each.
A distinct difference in climate is likely to exist between the savannah area and the
forested area. But the dry season of the savannah area is not more pronounced than
that of many other parts of eastern Amazonia which have a forest coverage (cf. the
Figs. 3 and 4, and Fig. 12). Adverse climatic conditions can therefore not be a main
cause of the savannahs. But even when the present day climate in the savannah area
would have been unfavourable for forest growth, a climatic origin of the savannahs
could not have been taken as proven. A distinct dry season may be the result rather
than a cause of savannah coverage. On extensive open terrains, the air becomes more
heated at day time, resulting in less rainfall from air with the same absolute humidity
as that carried to forested areas (dry season showers in Amazonia usually fall in the
afternoon).
The Amapâ savannahs reportedly already existed in 1600. Patches of Terra Prêta,
sure indicators for former Indian settlements, are frequent. At present, the Amapâ
savannahs are grazed fairly intensively, and burned repeatedly. The boundaries with
the forested part are oftenverywell defined, for instance at Porto Platon. With every
new fire, and helped by shifting cultivation and grazing, the savannah area increases
slightly. This process was observed in the headwater region of Igarapé do Lago.
In summarizing these data, it is concluded that the upland savannahs of eastern
Amapâ are dueprimarily to long-lasting human influence.
IV.2.1.2 The UplandSavannahs of South-Eastern Marajó Island
The upland savannahs of south-eastern Marajó are located on flat terrains, and on
small ridges (tesos) within the central lowlands, both 1 to 3m above the levelof flooding or submergence. The soils of these terrains are often slightly imperfectly drained,
constituting sandy Ground Water Latérite soil(GL).Thehighest parts have Kaolinitic
Latosolic Sand (KLS). Only a few of the savannah terrains, for instance those west of
Mariahi at the medium course ofthe riverAfuâ, have a thick surface layer of bleached
sand, which belongs to the so-called Ground Water Latente soil, Low phase.
Portions of the described lowuplands, with the same soils, have a forest coverage,
though ofrather poor quality. An exampleisthe surrounding of Soure. Thedry season
is distinct in eastern Marajó, although the annual rainfall is high (Soure has a total
rainfall of 2900mm, 3months with lessthan 50mm each, 4months with lessthan 100
mm each).These climatical conditions apparently do not prevent forest growth and are
anyhow not inferior tothose ofmany other parts ofeastern Amazonia.
It is known that in pre-Columbian times, relatively many Indians were living on the
island. Their settling sites were the above mentioned low uplands (patches of Terra
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Prêta, cf. Il1.3.4). At present, the savannahs are repeatedly burned and intensively
grazed. The boundaries with the forested parts of the same uplands are often sharp.
Locally, deforestation is purposely effected for converting the land into pasture.
It is concluded that the origin of the upland savannahs of south-eastern Marajó is
largely anthropogenic, both from former Indians' and present farmers' practices.
Edaphic conditions are marginal.
IV.2.1.3 The UplandSavannahsat the Northbank of theLower Amazon River
The soilsofthe upland savannahs at the Northbank ofthe Lower Amazon river were
studied in a number of places. The narrow strip of savannah on high upland (about
60 m above river level) right alongside the Amazon river, from Prainha to Monte
Alegre, haswellto excessively drained, verysandy soil.This soilis, however, very similar to that of the 'flanco' areas southeast of Santarém that are largely under forest
cover. Both are Kaolinitic Latosolic Sand (KLS)1. Inthe grass covered, approximately
flat centre of the Dome of Monte Alegre, the soils are shallow, while drainage conditions are often imperfect. Ground Water Latérite soil, intergrading to Lithosol {cf.
Profile 17)is rather frequent. The savannahs at about 20 km N of Prainha (Desterro)
where the country is partially very broken, are for a part located on shallow and imperfectly drained soil,classified asGround Water Latéritesoil(cf. Profile 2). Kaolinitic
Latosolic Sand (KLS) and Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, medium textured (KYL m ) are
however also found.
The data ofthe only weather recording station located inthe region (Óbidos) point to
a relatively dry climate. On climatical maps (cf.Fig. 2) often a connection is drawn
with the northern part of Rio Branco Territory which has a pronounced dry season
(Aw type of Koppen). DUCKE and BLACK (1954) report the occurrence of dry and low
forests in the region. In comparison with other parts of Amazonia, the relief is greatly
varied (Dome of Monte Alegre; table lands between Almeirim and Prainha). Already
BOUILLENE (1926) observed that the savannahs in the district between Almeirim and
Óbidos are largely found at the western feet of the elevated parts. He supposed that,
withthe prevailing eastern winds,a smaller amount ofannual rainfall atthe lay-sideis.
besidesconditions of soil, one ofthe determining factors for the savannahs.
All these savannahs are more or less regularly burned. Cattle grazing during the dry
season isofimportance inmany parts.Thepresence ofmany and largepatches ofTerra
Prêta indicate acomparatively strong former Indian influence.
It isconcluded that a combination of adverse climatic conditions and human influence is largely responsible for the occurrence of upland savannahs at the Northbank of
the Lower Amazon river. In several parts adverse soil conditions are a contributing
factor.

*) Directly around Santarém this soil is also covered with savannah.
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IV.2.2 Upland Savannahs and Savannah-Forests of Edaphic Origin
TV.2.2.1 Savannahs and Savannah-Forests of thePlanicie
INTRODUCTION

The above discussed savannahs are all located inthe north-eastern part of Amazonia.
Aconsiderablepercentage ofthe other upland savannahs, and ofthe savannah-forests,
are located inthePlanicie(Fig. 12- onwhichonly the extensive savannahs and savannah-forests are indicated -, cf. Fig. 17).They areallencircled byhigh forest. The relief
isnormally flat. From the weather recording stations, although they are few, it can be
deduced that the climateisapproximately uniform overlarge areas.It cantherefore be
said that these savannahs and savannah-forests are not due to adverse climatic conditions in loco1.
Incontrast tothemajority ofthesavannah-forests (campina-ranas,caatingasamazônicas) and the savannahs of small extent (campinas), allstudied savannahs of large extent (compos) show traces of burning, of varying frequency. It ishowever supposed, in
agreement with DUCKE and BLACK (1954),that burningisnot thecause ofthese savannahs. High forest adjacent to them does not get burned unless felled, and then secondary forest emerges. Only under long-lasting and pronounced human influence this
latter may degenerate into savannah. But the dwelling sites of the present population,
aswell asthose of theformer Indians, are concentrated on the main river banks, while
thecampos arefound inwatershed areasfor agoodpart. Ofcourse,some slow increase
in the area of a savannah, at the expense of the adjacent forest, may have taken place,
but their centres must have had an original vegetative cover that is liable to burning.
The present day vegetation of the campina-ranas, caatingas amazônicas, and campinas may be still the original one, but that of the campos certainly has changed considerably, under influence of burning. The original vegetation of the campos terrains
was probably a kind of savannah-forest. At present, however, the sparse woody plants
are of fire-resistant species, with xerophytic leaves and thick bark (Curatella americana, and others). Because they easily regenerate after fire, tufted grasses are frequent.
Most ofthe campos terrains are not grazed bycattle, or very infrequently. Grazing is
absent in the campinas, campina-ranas and caatingas amazônicas.
It is concluded that neither adverse climatic conditions, nor anthropogenic factors
arecausesoftheexistence oftheareaswith vegetation typesinferior tothe surrounding
high forest.Thepresent-day character ofthesevegetationtypesmaybea modified one,
which is conditioned by fire. But the origin of both the savannahs and the savannahforests in the Planicie, except those discussed in IV.2.1, is to be found with adverse
edaphic factors, notably imperfect drainage, impermeable subsoil layers, and/or very
sandy and bleached topsoils. In the following, all known data about the extent, topo*)Thisdoeshowever not contradict the fact that thepresent-day microand soilclimateof
the savannah terrains may be distinctly different from that of adjacent forested terrains.
Veryinterestingdata inthisrespect arerecorded by SCHULZ(1960)inthecoastalregion of
Surinam, for sites with rain-forest, savannah-forest, and large clearings respectively.
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graphy and soils of the savannahs and savannah-forests of the Planicie that are of
edaphic origin are brought together. The main criteria for the classification of the soils
concerned are summarised first (for full description of the soils cf. I]1.2):
A more or less sandy, non-bleached topsoil (A horizon) over a subsoil (Bhorizon) of
soft plinthite (i.e., dense, normally heavytextured material with many,coarse and prominent mottles of red inawhite or light grey matrix) isa Ground WaterLatérite soil.
A sandy, bleached topsoil over a subsoil of soft plinthite constitutes the so-called
Ground WaterLaterite soil,Low phase.
A sandy, bleached topsoil over a subsoil containing an Ortstein (i.e. a more or less
indurated, homogenous dark brown layer) is a Ground Water (Humus) Podzol.
A very deeply bleached sandy soil isusually called White Sand Regosol, although actually the very thick A horizon of a deep Ground Water Podzol, or of a deep Ground
Water Latérite soil, Low phase, may be involved.
FIELD OBSERVATIONS

The soils ofthe campinas of some extent inthe Bragantina area, for instance the one
of Vigia, are mapped by FILHO et al. (1963) as 'Regosol-Ground Water Podzol'.
DAY (1959) gives data on the region the lower Gurupi river, which ispart of the Caeté-Maracassumé area (cf. Fig. 19and Photo 24).In this region, savannahs and savannah-forests are very frequent. The terrains concerned consist of relatively low upland,
largely submerged with rain water during apart oftheyear. DAY found Ground Water
Laterite soil (the 'Ortho' type) and especially Ground Water Laterite soil, Low phase
to be the common soils.1Ground Water Podzol and White Sand Regosol were found
also, but mostly in small patches.Theywere seenfor instance along the river Maracassumé in the southern part of the survey area, where frequently they occur as a narrow
band alongtheriver. It may benoted that the profile studies inthisareanormally went
to 120cmdepth only.
In the upper part of the Guamâ-Imperatriz area there occurs a narrow terrace along
the rivulets and at 1-3 m above their level (Epi-Monastirian level). The original vegetation on this terrace is largely destroyed at present, but indications are that it was
savannah-forest. The soil is a Ground Water Humus Podzol (cf. Profile 47).
The savannahs and savannah-forests east of the lower Tocantins are indicated on
Appendix 7. HEINSDIJK (1958b), who describes the region concerned as 'very slightly
undulating, 5to 10mabovelocalriver level',reports that thepatcheswith savannah or
savannah-forest directly alongside the Mojü riverhave awhite sandy soilsurface. West
of the river Mojü, and to a lesser extent east of it, large areas inthe watershed regions
arecovered with 'grass and/or shrubs' and havea white sandy soil surface. One such a
plain with grasses, some shrubs and palmlets, located 2km east of Curuçumbaba, was
studied by a pedologist. It proved to be submerged by rain water during a part of the
year, and to have a Ground Water Laterite soil, Low phase profile (SAMPAIO, fieldnotes).
l

) Apart from these, Grey Hydromorphic soil occurs on the terrains concerned (DAY and

BENNEMA, 1958).
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Foto 24 Savanas aberlas de relva (compos) que ocorrem entre a floresta aha em pedacos de extensào
uirkhel. Estasavana éde origem edófica. O solo ede drenagem imperfecta, com uma camada superior de
creia alvejada e urn subsolo denso e argiloso de mosqueados vermelhos prominentes numa matrix
trœica. Solo Laterita Hidromórficajase Baixa (area Caeté-Maracassumé'•;1'40' S.,45'.52'0. fotografia
TH. DAY)
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/Vi.îfe 24 Open grass savannah (campo), occurring in patches of varying extent between high forest.
This savannah is of edaphie origin. The soil is imperfectly drained, with a bleached sandy topsoil, and
a aen.ie clayey subsoil with prominent red mottles in a white matrix: Ground Water Laterite soil, Low
phf.se iCaete - Maraeassume area; 1 .40'S., 45 .52' W. photo T H . D A Y ;

All savannahs and savannah-forests between the lower Tocantins and the Bahia de
Pracui are mapped on Appendix 7. It can be seen that most of them are located in
watershed parts, while small patches may occur alongside the rivers. HEINSDIJK
(1958a) notes that between the Tocantins and the Camaraipi the land is 'flat, only
slightly above river level', and partially submerged during a part of the year. Between
the Camaraipi' and the Bahia de Pracui, the land is'slightly undulating, maximally 5to
10 m above local river level'. The vegetation of the savannahs varies, according to
HEINSD:JK, from nearly bare sand withhereand there somegrass,to amixture of grass,
shrab and patches oftrees. The soilsurface under both coverages isoften white sandy.
The area around Anauerâ river (2°30' S; 49°45' W) was visited by DAY {cf. notes in
HEINSDIJK, 1958a). He reports that in this area practically all savannahs and the surrou idingbands of savannah-forest have soils with a bleached, white sandy top. They
were moist in their upper part at the time of examination, and often wet or saturated
within 1 m depth. DAY called the soils preliminary 'White Sands'. Although his profile
studie-,went to 1 m depth only, one of hisfieldprofile descriptions shows the presence
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of soft plinthitic material inthe subsoil. The soil concerned is therefore believed to be a
G r o u n d Water Laterite soil, Low phase, the same as was found on the other side of
the Tocantins (see above). This is the more probable because of the presence of imperfectly drained soils, preliminary classified as 'Gray Latosols', under nearby average to
poor forest. For a strip of shrub savannah, probably a campina, alongside the river
Tocantins itself (49°.35' W; 2°.25' S),where the terrain is at a level of about 10m above
the river, SAMPAIO (field notes) described a profile with more than 3metres of bleached
white sand: a White Sand Regosol. More upstream, namely near Tucurui, the author
studied the soil of an interior large patch of shrubby savannah with palmlets, which
occurs on flat terrain (6 km from the river; extension unknown; possibly identical
with the 'campina de Breu Branco' of D U C K E and BLACK, 1954). The profile consisted
of white dry sand to 2 m depth, below which grey bands occurred in white wet sand.
Probably a deep Ground Water Podzol is concerned.
The broad strip of savannahs and savannah-forests on the watershed between the
Bahia de Pracui and the lower Xingü also have white sandy topsoils (HEINSDIJK,
1958a).
In contrast to the situation in the regions discussed above, savannahs or savannahforests are sparse in the region between the lower Xingü and the lower Tapajós.
HEINSDIJK (1957) reports the occurrence of only a few small patches, on the lower parts
of the sandy 'flanco' terrains. The soilof thesepatches is'covered with pure white sand'.
In the western half of the region between the lower Tapajós and the lower Madeira,
comprising the areas of forest inventory units Canhumä and Maués, the forest inventory maps show the occurrence of patches of savannah-forest on the flat watershed
terrains. These are 5-8 m above local low river water level in the northern half, 20 to
30 m above low river water level in the southern half of the area (HEINSDIJK, 1958c).
This author's superficial description of the soils of these patches suggests that Ground
Water Laterite soil isinvolved. In the region directly south-west of the inventory area,
namely around Manicoré on the Madeira river, savannahs and savannah-forests are
more frequent. The former are mapped in Fig. 26. It can be seen that they are concentrated on watershed terrains. They partly form large irregular patches and partly
elongated stretches. N o field data are available on their vegetative composition or their
soils. A number of the elongated savannah areas have however on A A F (1942) maps
the notes 'old streambeds with patches of white sand' or 'white sand with scattered
trees'.
The very extensive open savannahs (campos), and the surrounding broad fringes of
savannah-forest, between the middle courses of the Madeira and the Purus (HumaitâLâbrea-Porto Velho triangle), were studied by BRAUN and RAMOS (1959). They occur
on flat watershed areas with imperfect drainage. The soil profile descriptions of
BRAUN and RAMOS show that all subsoils, often already from about 20 cm depth onwards, have strong, reddish mottling in a light grey or white matrix. There can be
little doubt that these subsoils, and the upper section of the underlying material which
is described as argilas mosqueadas da Formaçào Barreiras, are soft plinthitic in character. G r o u n d Water Laterite soils, developed from relatively heavy textured parent ma218

Fig. 26 Savanas naturais na regiäo do baixo rio Madeira. Dos mapas bäsicos da AAF (1942)
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Fig. 26 Natural savannahs in the region of the lower Madeira. From AAF preliminary base maps
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terial must be involved. That this is the case, is already suggested by BRAUN and
RAMOSthemselves inwriting about 'lateritas hidromórficas'.
The numerous small savannahs (campinas) on the uplands between the Trombetas
and the Rio Negro have all, according to DUCKE and BLACK (1954),a surface of black
humus and white sand. The author studied those near Itacoatiara (Photo 25) and especially those north of Manaus. They occur as irregular strips along the rivulets, at a
height of 1 to 5m above them. At all studied sitesthe soil profile constitutes a Ground
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Water Podzol with a well defined Ortstein. This Ortstein occurs sometimes at great
depth, giving the soil the appearance of a White Sand Regosol.
As to the extensive natural clearings south of Barcelos on the Rio Negro, no field
data exist. Their large extent and their location on supposedly flat terrain suggest that
Ground Water Latérite soil predominates.
The soil of the elongated patches of savannah-forest, known as caatinga amazônica,
of the upper Rio Negro has been studied by VIEIRA and F I L H O ( 1 9 6 1 ) . It has a bleached
sandy top and an Ortstein. The mentioned authors suggest that former riverbeds are
involved, on the bottoms of which the Ortstein developed before the beds were filled
with white sand. They therefore classify the soils as Regosol. In the author's opinion
however, real Ground Water Podzol is involved. SIOLI and KLINGE (1961) collected
'Podzol' profiles near Sào Paulo de Olivença, on the Solimöes near Peru. These profiles are presumably located on sites with a cover of caatinga amazônica, and the Podzol isprobably a Ground Water Podzol.
Tiny patches of savannah-forest within normal high forest may occur on relatively
high upland in a freely draining position. On these sites,the soil consists often of bleached sand deeper than augering reached (3 m depth). They seem to be widely distributed
on the sandy parts of the Planicie, including the north-eastern section of it. Such patches were seen, for instance, in the Manaus-Itacoatiara area, at 10 km north of Oroximinâ (cf. Profile 48), and at Porto Platon in Amapâ Territory (for the latter cf. DAY'S
description in PITT, 1961).
It may be mentioned in passing, that in the bleached A 2 horizon of the Ground Water
Laterite soil, Low phase, the formation of a secondary B horizon or even of an Ortstein, just above the soft plinthite, may take place. This phenomenon is reported by
D A Y (1959) for the Caeté-Maracassumé area. The author observed it on the low uplands of south-eastern Marajó island. In the latter area, there are indications that such
secondary profile development has taken place only after clearing of the natural vegetative cover (cf. Photo 14).
It is still noted that the edaphic characterisation of the campina by D U C K E and BLACK
(1954), as having a topsoil of white sand and black humus, does not hold good generally. This is because of the above mentioned fact that campos, through the presence of
G r o u n d Water Latente soil, Low phase, may also have a bleached sandy top.
CONCLUSIONS

F r o m the above observations it is evident that all savannahs and the majority of the
savannah-forests of the Planicie, outside the north-eastern belt, are found on terrains
of imperfect drainage, with hydromorphic soils. They are, for a part, G r o u n d Water
Latente soil, and then often the so-called Low phase of this soil, and for the other part
G r o u n d Water (Humus) Podzol. G r o u n d Water Latérite soil seems to be associated
predominantly with extensive savannahs and surrounding savannah-forests on watershed areas with flat relief (the campos; a part of the campina-ranas). Ground Water
Podzol, in contrast, seems to be predominantly associated with savannahs or savannah-forests on strips of sandy, relatively low upland along the rivers and on sand-filled
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Foto 2'5 Savana de areia branca com coberta defetos e palmeiras pequenas (eampina), que ocorre em
faixas estreitas ao longo de arroios em area que de reslo é florestada. Também esta savana é de origem
édifia. Por baixo de uma camada de uma espessura de urn metro de areia alvejada encontra-se urn
suosclo duro de castanho escuro homogêneo (Ortstein): Podzol Hidromórfico. Neste lugar a areia alvejada foi excavada para fins de construçao. O Ortstein constinn' a base da excavaçào (AM-1, km 10 m.
oum de Itacoatiara)

7* ... .
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Photo 25 White sand savannah with a cover of ferns and palmlets (eampina), occuring as narrow
strips a'ong rivulets in otherwise forested area. This savannah is also of edaphic origin. Below a layer,
abiui one metre thick, of bleached sand, a homogeneous dark brown hardpan (Ortstein) occurs: Ground
Witty Podzol. The bleached sand at this spot is excavated for construction purposes. The Ortstein forms
the floor of the excavation (AM-1, 10km ca.from Itacoatiara)

formerriverbeds(thecampinas;apart ofthecampina-ranas;thecaatingas amazônicas).
Some patches of savannah-forest occur on relatively high, freely draining terrains,
where the soil is deeply white sandy. Such profiles are called White Sand Regosol, although most of them actually seem to have been very deeply and intensively bleached
in situ, and 'Giant Podzol' therefore might be a more adequate classification (cf.
IIT.3.4).
The caatinga amazônica and the eampina apparently occur on comparable types of
terrain and have identical soils. It is likely that the difference in composition of the
vegetative covers isdue to a difference inclimate. Caatinga amazônica isreported only
for the northwestern part of Amazonia, with Af climate;campinas, on the other hand,
occur apparently throughout the other parts of Amazonia, which have Am climate
predominantly (cf. Fig.2).
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IV.2.2.2 Savannahs and Savannah-Forests outside thePlanicie
Forest encircled savannahs or savannah-forests outside the area of the Planicie are
not uncommon. They are the following (cf.1.5.2):
1. the savannahs and savannah-forests on the Brazilian shield at about 7° S latitude.
They are found along the lower Araguaia, along the Xingü in the region of the confluence of the Rio Fresco, and along the Tapajós in the region of thejunction of the Sào
Manuel and the Juruena (Campos de Cururü, Campos de Mucajazal).
2. The savannahs and savannah-forests on the Guiana shield, between the rivers
Trombetas and Jari up to the frontier with the Guianas. To these belong the Campos
de Ariramba, the Campos gérais de Óbidos, and the campos of the upper Paru.
Very little is known about the climatic conditions in the regions of these savannahs
and savannah-forests. Local variations in climate are not to be expected, since pronounced differences in topography do not occur; the terrains concerned are at maximally 600 m altitude, and ore often practically fiat.1 It can therefore be said that the
existence of the savannahs and savannah-forests under discussion is not due to local
adverse climatic conditions. It may, however, bethat the general climate inthe regions
involved has contributed to their extent. This may apply in particular to parts of the
Guiana shield where the rainfall is believed to be comparatively unfavourable (cf.
Figs. 2,3and4).
That anthropogene factors acted as the prime cause is unlikely, because the regions
concerned are far from the navigable waterways, where the former Indian tribes were
concentrated (cf. III.3.4). Human influence may, however, have helped locally in establishing the present day composition and extent of the savannah-forests and particularlyofthe savannahs concerned. SIOLIand KLINGE(1961),for instance,refer to activity
of Indians inthe area ofthe Campos de Cururü. Asregardsthe savannahs ofthe upper
Paru river, the data of DOST (1962) are of interest. He describes the Sipaliwine savannahs, which are the continuation, in the south-western point of Surinam, of the upper
Paru savannahs. DOSTfound artefacts offormer Indian occupation, and noted that the
terrains are stillfrequently burned.
While little can be said with certainty concerning the climatic conditions and the
degree of anthropogene influence, the sameis true for the edaphic conditions of the
majority of the savannahs and the savannah-forests outside the Planicie. Definite soil
data are only available for the forest encircled savannahs or savannah-forests along
the lower Araguaia, viz. the campo, the campo com arbusto, the arbusto and the
floresta com arbusto west of the 48°. 10' W. latitude, as described and mapped by
GLERUM and SMIT (1962b). As is shown on Appendices 2 and 6, they occur largely on
undulating to mountainous terrain, where thesoilsareLithosolsofonetypeor another,
viz. the mapping units Lithosol, Quartzite substratum phase (L, QU), Lithosol, Sandstone substratum phase (L, ss) and Lithosol, Cherty substratum phase (L, CH). A part
of the savannah-forests is found on flat and imperfectly drained terrain, namely in the
*)Except for a part of the lower Araguaia savannahs.
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area of mapping unit Hydromorphic Grey Podzolic soil, with high base saturation,
Shallow Phase(HP ft s, s).
Thi;extent ofthe savannahs alongthe middle courses ofthe Xingü and Tapajós is unknown., In part, even their existence is doubtful. Their geographic position suggests
they are located on an Early Tertiary peneplanation surface (cf. 1.4.1).Their soils are
therefore apt to be largely Lithosols and imperfectly drained soils (Ground Water
L a t e r « soils, Ground Water Podzols), but this is little more than a guess. SIOLI and
KLINGE(1961)collected 'Podzol' profiles from campo along the Cururü (a small river
somewhat north of the SàoManuel).Thiscampoforms probably part of the extensive
savannah area in thisregion. Descriptions of the profiles, of their position, and of the
degreetowhichtheyarerepresentative,arehowevernotgivenbythementionedauthors.
No field data exist as to the extensive savannahs on the Guiana shield. They are believed to be located for the main part on a peneplanation surface supposedly of Early
Tertiary age. KATZER (1903) described the region of the upper Trombetas-upper Paru
as fiat plateau land with numerous lakes.1It seems likely that the main soils on such
extensive, flat, and imperfectly drained terrains with a savannah coverage, are Ground
Water Latérite soils of one type or another. DOST (personal communication) studied
soilprofiles of the part of these savannah areaswhich islocated in Surinam (Sipaliwine savannahs). The profiles are either Lithosolic, or show signs of imperfect drainage,
with strong,reddish mottling inthe subsoil. Ground Water Laterite soiland intergradings of this soil to Lithosol are believed to be involved. GUPPY (1958,related by HEYLIGERS, 1963)saw a small, isolated patch of savannah inthe region ofthe upper Trombetasnear Serra Irikoumé,which had awhite sandy topsoil.
In summarisingthesefew indications,itseemsthat theforest-encircled savannahs and
savar.nah-forests onthe Brazilian and Guiana shields have predominantly Lithosol or
Hydromorphic soilsasa substratum.

IV.3 TheLowlandswith Forest Cover
The relationships between lowland forests and lowland soils are often distinct. Soil
conditions on the lowlands are determined directly by the character of flooding or
submergence. Therearemanyvariationsinthechemicalcomposition ofthewater, and
thequantity andquality ofthemineralmaterialinsuspension (âguaprêta, âguabranca,
âgua limpa, cf. 1.4.4). The frequency, length and depth of flooding vary from place to
place (igapó; vârzeada chuva,-dorio, -domare, -domar, cf.1.5.1.1).For the influence
of these variations on the composition of the forest coverage please refer to the short
*) Quote: 'eine Hochebene die von zahlreichen Seen und Lagunen bedeckt wird und so
wenig ausgesprochene Abdachungen besitzt dass zur Regenzeit Verbindungen zwischen den
nach Norden abfliessenden guyanischen und den nach Süden abfliessenden brasilischen
Flüssen bestehen" (KATZER 1903, p.2).
It is in the region of the upper Paru - upper Trombetas that the early maps of South
America show the presence of a huge lake or interior sea, as well as of the legendary El
Dorado and the tribe of the Amazonas.
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Foto 26 Um dos tipos de vegelaçào que ocorrem nasfaixas estreitas de baixada permanentemente mal
drenada, aolongodearroios emareas deterrafirme (igapó). Neste tipopredominant oGiiarumâ (Ischinosiphon aruma), a a/ta erva no(undo, e a Puxiuba (Iriartia exorrhiza),apalmelra com asraizes estiradas
à direita. O solo é esponjoso e a sua camada superior turfosa: Solo Meio-Turfoso (BR-14, km 110 m.
ou m.)

Photo 26 One of the types of vegetation that occur on the permanently poorly drained narrow strips of
lowland along rivulets in upland areas (igapó). In this type, G«arH/H«((Ischinosiphon aruma), the tall
herb at the hack, and Paxiuba (Iriartia exorrhiza), the palm with the stilt-roots on the right, are predominant. The soil is spongy, and has apeaty top: Half Bog soil (BR-14, km 110 ca.)

description of the lowland forests in 1.5.1.1, which is based largely on notes of DUCKE
and BLACK (1954). No forest inventories were executed in the lowlands, except for an
area in the lower Tocantins river (GLERUM, 1962; area 25 of Fig. 22). This inventory
had as a specific purpose to determine the quantity and the growing site of the
Ucuuba branca(Virola surinamensis). The timber of this tree species is used in the plywood industry, and the floating seeds are collected to serve as a raw material for the
local soap industry. The majority of the Ucuubatrees of the vârzeas inthe studied area
were found on the older islands in the river, between Baiào and Curuçumbaba. These
islands, which have Low Humic Gley soil, are flooded to a shallow depth with river
water (âguabranca) inthe rainy season, and the action oftides causes adaily variation
in water level of 1 to 2m (vârzea domare).Buriti palms (Mauritiaflexuosa) are in this
area an associate ofthe species. Ucuubais howeveralsofound inigapó stretches,where
the soil is often peaty (Bog soil or Half Bogsoil). Dense stands ofthe specieswere seen
in the lowlands along the lower courses of the tributaries of the river Capim that are
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crossed by the BR14-highway. These lowlands are intermediate between vârzea and
igapó (meio-igapó) and their soil was classified as Humic Gley soil, intergrade to
Grour.d Water Podzol.
In rr.any of the lowland forests, palms constitute a prominent feature. Açai (Euterpe
oleiacea), Buriti (Mauritiaflexuosa), Ubuçu (Manicaria saccifera) andPaxiuba (Iriartiaexoniiiza) are some of the palms that, alone or invarying combinations, givesignificant appearances to lowlandforests (cf.Photo 26and27).

IV.4 The Lowlandswith Savannahor Savannah-Forest Cover
SUTMÖLLER et al. (1964) give many data asto the soils and the vegetation on the lowlandswith savannah or savannah-forest coverageineastern Amazonia. Therefore only
afew aspectswillbediscussed here.

IV.4.1 The Lowland Savannahs ofthe Lower Amazon Region
Many discussions have been made as to the cause of the extensive natural floodplain
pastures (campos de vârzea do rio) along the lower Amazon river between Parentins
and the mouth of the Xingü river (cf. SIOLI, 1956).Both upstream and downstream of
this stretch there isaforest coverage, although the soilsinthe whole stretch are similar
when classified to no great detail, namely Low Humic Gley soil or Humic Gley soil.
DtCKE and BLACK (1954) suggest that the comparatively dry climate in the stretch
concerned, accounts for the savannah coverage. The author is, however, convinced
that itspresence isdetermined onlyby an adverselength and depth ofannual flooding;
thus byedaphic factors. The savannahs are 'hydrologicaP savannahs. Upstream of the
savannah stretch, the annual flooding is not long enough, and downstream the flooding is not deep enough to impede forest growth. A strong argument for this point of
view isthe fact that on the highest parts of the floodplain in the savannah stretch (the
levees and point bars) the vegetation is savannah-forest or forest.
Next tothe savannahsonlowlands proper intheLowerAmazon region,there are also
savannahs on terrains that are slightly above the normal high water level, namely in
the areabetweenOroximinâ andFaro (Terra Santa, campos onEarly Holocene massapé terrains, cf. 1.4.4.)Adverse soil conditions (Ground Water Latérite soil;cf. Profile
3) are the cause of these savannahs. Frequent burning, however, conditions their
present-day vegetative composition.

IV.4.2 The Lowland Savannahs of Eastern Marajó Island
There can belittledoubt that the extensive natural grasslands onthe lowland parts of
eastern Marajó (campos de vârzea da chuva) are of edaphic origin. Patches of sandy
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Fote 27 Açaizal. Neste tipo de igapó a peça constituinte quase uniea de vegetaçao é a palmeira Açai
(Euterpe oleracea), que cresce em grupos compactas. Uma camada de folhas palmeiras cobre o solo
ùmido e esponjoso, que é profundamente turfoso (Solo Turfoso)

Photo 27 Açaizal. In this type of igapó the nearly sole component of the vegetation is the palm Açai
(Euterpe oleracea), here growing in big clumps. A layer of dead palm leaves covers the wet, spongv soil,
which ispeaty to a considerable depth (Bog soil)

low uplands (tesos) within the area of the lowlands have a forest coverage, when its
vegetative cover isnot artificially altered.
These lowlands, of presumably Early Holocene age, are submerged with rain water
during several months of the year, in some parts up to 2 m in depth. The soils are
heavy textured and have a bad structure. In part, they have an adverse chemical composition, Na~ and Mg+- beingpredominant onthe exchange complex. The soilswitha
predominance of Na* and Mg++, which often are the most deeply submerged by rain
water (Solonetz, Coastal phase; cf. Profile 52; solonetzic Humic Gley soil, intergrade
to Ground Water Laterite soil,cf. Profile 18),lack even shrubs intheir vegetative cover
(campo limpo). The soils with more regular ratios of the exchangeable cations and
shallow submergence (Ground Water Latérite soil, heavy textured phase, cf. Profile
11) have a coverage of savannah in which shrubs have a scattered occurrence, and
Buriti palms (Mauritiaflexuosa) may be present infairly high quantities.
A situation similar to that in eastern Marajó, prevails in at least a part of the natural
grasslands onthe lowlands ineastern Amapâ Territory.
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V Chemical and Physical Qualities of the Main Amazon Soils,
and their Agricultural Occupation

INTRODUCTION

The Federal Republic of Brazil, seen as a whole, still has vast areas of virgin land
available for its rapidly growing population. This population has hitherto been concentrated in some south-eastern States and in a broad strip along the Atlantic seaboard. With the foundation of the new capital Brasilia, in the interior, and the construction of highways radiating from this capital in all directions, conditions are being
created to permit the occupation of the interior virgin lands. At present, several schemesfor such occupation arebeingdrafted byfederal and regionaldevelopment boards.
Particularly urgent is the procuring of new land for a part of the rural population of
theNorth-Eastern region,where periodicallyrecurring severedroughtsand floods are a
serious drawback for sound rural development. Among the outlet areas for the population of this region, parts of Amazonia are being given much consideration. It is
therefore of immediate importance to evaluate the capabilities of the Amazon soils.
At manyagricultural experiment stations in Brazil,trialswereand still are being executed on new agricultural methods, such as the application of chemical fertilizers,
animal, farm-yard, or green manures, and the planting of cover crops. The manner of
implementation however, and theeconomics of suchmethods arestilllargely unknown
for many of the Brazilian soils. In some areas, modern techniques are already being
largely applied by the farmers, for instance in many parts of Sào Paulo State. But
for a large part of the rural population, the stage of development as an agricultural
community is still relatively low. This many apply particularly to that section of the
Brazilian people which is predominantly of Indian descent, as is the case with the inhabitants ofAmazonia. ThisisbecausetheAmer-Indianswere,and stillare, essentially
hunters, fishermen and foragers. In many parts of Brazil, chemical fertilizers are expensive, due, among other reasons,to the costs oftransporting them over the vast distances. Animal manure isscarse owingto thegrazing ofcattle over wide, often unfencedareas.
For these reasons, the present-day agriculture of Brazil is found predominantly on
soils with high natural fertility (cf. BARROS, DRUMOND, CAMARGO et ah, 1958; LEMOS,
BENNEMA, SANTOSet al., 1960).The shifting cultivation system is also, for that matter,
essentially a utilization oftemporarily high 'natural' fertility.
In view ofthe above, it isunderstandable that, in selecting new settlement areas, soils
with ahigh natural fertility are much more sought after by individual pioneer farmers,
than soils that have a potentially high fertility owing to good physical qualities.
For large-scale settlement schemes, however, the expanse, the homogenity and the
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Foto 28 Arroz de terra firme cullivado em solo de 'plinthite' fóssil. Mais da metade do material
de solo é constituida de pedras de 'plinthite' fossil. Mesmo assim colheitas comumente säo satisfatórias nestes solos, visto que o 'plinthite' sô excepcionalmente constitui um carapaço impenelrâvel e a
terra propria provàvelmente é um pouco mais rica que aquêle de solos cornparäveis sein 'plinthite*
(Fazenda Oriboca, perto de Belém)
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Photo 28 Dryland ricegrowing on soil with fossil plinthite. More than half of the soil material consists
of'stones of fossil plinthite. Crops are nevertheless doing well on these soils, since the plinthite rarely
forms an impenetrable cap and the interjacent earth isprobably slightly richer than that of comparable
non-plinthitic soils (Oriboca Estate, near Belém)

means of access to the area to be selected are of importance, while socio-political
factors are also involved.
In Amazonia, soils with relatively high natural fertility are found on parts of the lowlands, and locally on the uplands outside the Planicie. Generally speaking, such soils
are therefore sparse, often small in area, of difficult accessability, or expensive to reclaim. Theterrains of the Planicie, on the other hand, constitute large tracts of predominantly flat or gently undulating land which is largely in a freely draining position.
These tracts of land are near the main waterways and theexisting roads.The forests on
these terrains have supposedly the greater gross timber volumes of Amazonia, and the
present-day Amazon agriculture is concentrated here. It is for these reasons that the
Planicie part of Amazonia, although the natural fertility of its soils is low, shows promise for large-scale settlement schemes. Special attention will therefore be devoted to
the chemical and physical qualities, the adequate soil management measures and the
agricultural capabilities of the Planicie soils with an unhindered external drainage.
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V.1The Soilsof the Lowlands
As described in III.3.5, the soils of the terrains with Holocene deposits are rather diverse. The;igapó soils(Bog soil, Half Bog soil a.o.) are more or less peaty, of spongy
consistency,and usually very acid. They occur innarrow stretches and are permanently poorly drained.These properties make the soilsgenerally unsuitable for agriculture,
or for cattle herding. Silviculture adapted to these soil conditions may be the most
appropriate, cultivating a valuable oil bearing and/or timber producing tree, such as
the L'cuuba(Virola surinamensis). The same maybe said of the bottom lands within
grass-covered uplands, although here,cattleherding may beafeasible proposition too.
The värzea soils (Low Humic Gley soil, Humic Gley soil, a.o.) are generally nonpeaty, heavy textured soils. The natural fertility varies considerably. The cation exchange capacity isusually much higher than that of the surrounding upland soils, but
the base saturation is low, to very low, on many sites and considerable amounts of
aluminum are'often present(cf.page236).Aportion of the värzea soilsissaline and/or
has a very unfortunate predominance of Na+ and Mg++ in the subsoil. The structure
of the soils is often unfavourable; heavy textured, sticky and compact subsoils are
rather frequent.
After the second world war, because with some crops and with cattle herding favourable results were obtained on some värzea areas, Government agencies paid much
attention to promoting värzea agriculture and grazing (CAMARGO, 1950; LIMA, 1956).
In this respect may be mentioned the growing of jute in the Lower Amazon region,
of rice: and sugar cane in the region west of Belém, and of cocoa along the lower
Tocantinsriver.Alsonotable istheherding ofcattle and buffalos intheLower Amazon
region and inthe eastern part ofMarajó island. Erroneously, apopular impression has
grown that all of the värzeas are much more favourable for occupation than the
surrounding uplands. Actually, land capabilities vary much with the type of värzea.
The main criteria for its evaluation will have to be the chemical qualities of the soils,
(c.q. the richness of the flooding water), and the length and depth of flooding. Except
on narrow, relatively high stretches (vârzeas altas, restingas) and for some especially
adapted crops such asjute, a large scale, all year cultivation on the värzeas of eastern
Amazonia ispossible only after artificial drainage and reclamation. This requires considerable investigation, organization and capital investment. Favourable conditions
for pasturing may be obtained more easily and in some parts already exist naturally
(cf. SUTMÖLLERetal, 1964).

V.2 TheSoilsoftheUplands Outsidethe Planicie
The uplands outside the Planicie are the undulating terrains of outcropping crystalline basement and Paleozoic, Mesozoic or Early Tertiary deposits, aswellasthe peneplanation areas of Cretaceous or Early Tertiary age. These terrains are largely located
far from the population centres. Their accessibility is difficult, due to the rough topo229

graphy, the occurrence of rapids in the rivers, and the presence of dangerous wild
Indians. These are reasons why hitherto little agricultural use has been made of the
land concerned. As discussed in IK.3.1, II1.3.2and II1.3.3, the soils are, according to
indications, very diverse. They vary much in natural fertility, in texture, structure,
depth, stoniness and in drainage condition. Each individual soil is probably present
either rather scattered or in complexes, and the relief can be broken. Only a few parts,
which are of comparatively easy accessibility, are occupied. Examples are the Alenquer-Monte Alegre area, Fordlândia on the lower Tapajós river, and some parts around
Rio Branco do Acre. These are all areas where soils occur with a comparatively high
natural fertility.
The principal criterion for land capability evaluations of the vast unoccupied expanses must be that of high natural fertility of the soils. This is owing to the high cost of
transportation, which make it necessary to obtain maximum returns from the minimum of effort.

V.3 The Freely Draining Kaolinitic Soils of the Planicie
The terrains of the Plio-Pleistocene Amazon planalto and of the Pleistocene terraces,
together called Planicie {cf.1.4),are largely in a position offree drainage. Comparatively many and consistent data are available as to the soils on these freely draining terrains. The soilsconcerned are:
Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol (,Ortho)
KYL
KaoliniticYellow Latosol, Compact phase
KYL, c
Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, Concretionary phase
KYL, CR
Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, intergradeto Dark Horizon Latosol KYL-DHL
Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, intergrade to Red Yellow Podzolic
soil
KYL-RP
Kaolinitic Red Latosol
KRL
Kaolinitic Latosolic Sand
KLS
Red Yellow Podzolic soil,intergrade to Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol
RP-KYL
RedYellow Podzolic soil,intergrade to Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, Concretionary phase
RP-KYL, CR
(For texture classescf. Table9).

The chemical characteristics ofthese soilsare similar to a large extent. The soils have
incommon atotal or nearly total absence, even inthe deeper subsoil, ofprimary mineralsthat are easily weatherable, which would function asa nutrient reserve.The cation
exchange capacities are small, and the base saturation percentage ispractically always
low.Theclayfraction isstrongly kaolinitic; the Kivaluesarenormally between 1.8 and
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2.C, only sometimes as low as 1.5 or as high as 2.3; the Kr values are normally
between 1.5 and 1.8, only sometimes as Iowas 1.4or ashigh as2.0.
Together, the soils will becalledfreely drainingkaolinitic Planiciesoils.

V.3.1 Chemical and Physical Qualities of the Freely Draining Kaolinitic
Planicie Soils
In the following, the chemical and physical qualities will be discussed of the freely
draining kaolinitic Planicie soils, under their natural vegetative cover or varying
degree of human influence. It islargely a compiling of allrelevant field and laboratory
data available at present, asto enablea tentative assessment to be made of the agriculture!potential of the soils and their adequate management, and to provide a basis for
later, detailed research. For this purpose, extreme and mean values are given for each
soilcomponent, and thecorrelation with other components isshown, partly in graphs.
The causal factors for these correlations are not discussed. Such a discussion would
not well fit in the context of the present chapter. The available data are, moreover,
often too elementaryfor that purpose.
V.3.1.1 TheSoils underPrimevalForest Cover
CHEMICAL QUALITIES

For study of the chemical qualities of the freely draining kaolinitic Planicie soils under primeval forest cover, IQA analytical data of 35 relevant profiles are available.
Half ofthem are of the Guamâ-Imperatriz area. The others are from places scattered
overthePlanicieineastern Amazonia.
Organic Matter. Analysis shows that the easily available plant nutrients are highly
concentrated in athin superficial layer ofthe soilwhich contains thebulk ofthe organic matter.
For all horizons of the profiles there is a tendency for the percentage of organic
matter toincrease at ahigher percentage ofclay.
This;isillustrated inthe Figs.27,28,and 29(the data for Figs.27and 28were obtainedmainlybygraphical interpolation from theanalyticaldata ofthehorizonsinvolved).
The increase ofpercentage of Carbon with increaseinpercentage ofclayisgreatest in
the upper part of the profile. At 10cm depth, for instance (Fig. 27),the increase comprises roughly 0.16% Carbon per 10% clay. The variations, at equal percentages of
clay are, however, fairly large. This is because (1) the graphical interpolation of the
data does not give an accurate picture of the actual situation in the soil, (2)the sampling oi'the upper, sometimes very thin horizon was often carried out inaccurately, (3)
no mixed sampling,to compensate for the horizontal variationsin organic matter, was
made and (4)the dispersion of the clay fraction on analysis may not have been complete, due to the comparatively high organic matter content. Apart from these, the
variation isalso caused bydifferences in organic matter content which aredue directly
tothecomposition oftheforest coverage(cf.cipoal, IV.1.2).
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Fig. 27 Relaçùo entre
percentagem deCarbono e
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Probably more reliable, and anyway more clear isthe trend at some depth in the profile, for instance at 100 cm (Fig. 28). The increase of percentage of Carbon with increase in percentage of clay is here much slower, namely roughly 0.035%Carbon per
10% clay. The small increase is due, in part, to the fact that in sandy soils the percentage of organic matter decreases more gradually with increasing depth than in clayey
soils. The former have generally deeper profiles, which shows up in the depth of the
horizon of maximal clay content, i.e. the B2 horizon. More interesting therefore, in
some respect, isthe situation for the B2horizons of the profiles (Fig. 29),where the increaseisroughly 0.06%Carbon per 10%clay.
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Table 14 Cation exchange complex offreely draining kaolinitic Planicie soils, underprimeval forest cover (18
profiles; Guamü Imperatriz area)* or under anthropogenic savannah (6profiles; Amapd Territory)

Honzon
horizonte

T
Potential cation
exchange capacity
capicidade total
de troca
m.e./lOOg)

Exchangeable metallic cations, in % of T
basestrocdveis,em
%deT
Ca + +

Mg++

Kf

Na +

8.0C3.0-17.2)1
6.8(3.5-16.8)**
9.2(5.0-20.0)**
11.1(6.7-19.5)**

1.6C0.9-2.6)1
2.4(1.2-6.3)
2.9(1.0-6.2)
3.1(1.9-4.5)

0.7 (.0.4-1.9)1
1.0(0.5-3.0)
1.6(0.5-5.5)
1.5(0.8-2.3)

6.7(4.5-10.8)**
7.1(4.5-9.7)**
8.1(5.2-10.9)**

1.4(0.3-4.3)
0.9(0.8-1.0)
1.5(0.3-3.5)

0.8(0.3-1.0)
0.6(0.2-1.0)
0.9(0.4-2.2)

FOREST PROFILES/per/is de mata

Ai
A 3 -A 2
B
C***

(3.9-14.8) 1
(2.2-6.9)
(1.4-4.6)
(1.4-3.6)

8.6(3.0-23.0) L
6.8(3.5-16.8)**
9.2(5.0-20.0)**
11.1(6.7-19.5)**

SAVANNAH PROFiLEs/per/w de campo
Aj
(2.2-5.7)
6.7(4.5-10.8)**
A 3 -A a
(2.1-3.5)
7.1(4.5-9.7)**
B
(2.1-2.9)
8.1(5.2-10.9)**
J

) Data within brackets: range of values
* Kaolinitic Red Latosol profiles not included
dadosentreosparéitteses: variaçôesdos valores
PerfisdeLatosolo Vermelho Caoliniticonàoincluidos
Data before brackets: main values
dadosem frente dosparênteses: médiosdosvalores

In Fig. 30the potential cation exchange capacity at pH 7(value T) is compared with
the organic matter content, usingtherelevant data ofallhorizons ofthethirty-five profiles. The trend isvery clear; the increase of T is about 3.9 m.e. per 1 %Carbon. The T
value shows also a positive correlation with the percentage ofclay. In the topsoil, with
its concentration of the organic matter, the T values is always considerably higher
when the soilis heavier. For the B2 horizon, the increase of T with the increase of percentage of clay is only moderately high, as shown in Fig. 31. In horizons with practically no organic matter (C horizons), T is always very low, even when the percentage
of clay is high. This means that practically all the existing cation exchange capacity is
due to the organic matter in the soil. The chemical activity of the clay-sized mineral
particles themselves isvery low (an estimate of the latter may be obtained by the combination of the Figs. 29, 30, and 31;the potential cation exchange capacity per 100g
pure, i.e. organic matter-free, clay-sized mineral material, is between 1.8 and 4.0 m.e.
approximately). It is apparent that with regard to chemical qualities, the mainadvantage of theclayey over thesandy soilsistheirability to createabetter milieufor preservationof thecomparatively veryactiveorganic matter.
The C/N values, which are often an indicator of the type of organic matter, are very
regular in the profiles. In the A1 horizon they are highest. The average value in this
horizon is about 10.5 in the relatively heavy textured profiles. The relatively light
textured profiles have an average ratio of 13.5 in their A1 horizons. In the subsurface
and subsoil horizons there isno difference in average C/N value between the relatively
heavy textured and the relativelylighttextured profiles. At 50cmdepth,the C/N value
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Tabela 14 Complexo detroca catiônica desolos caoliniticos doPlanicie de drenagem livre, sob cobertura florestal
primitivaf IS f erfis;area Guamä-Imperatriz ) * ou savana antropogênica (6 perfis; Territârio do Amapâ)

s
Horizon
horizonte

(Al)Active
acidity
(%ofT)
acidez
ativa
(%deT)

Sum of met.
cations
(%ofT)
soma das
bases
(%deT)

FOREST -piontESJperfis de mata
A,
19(9-43)!
-A.3—Aä
17(10-37)
B
23(14-39)
£*#*
27(18-56)
SAVANNAH pROfiLEs/perfis

A,
A 3 -A :!
B
KCa+

15(2-24)*
23(11-37)
23(6-59)
13(3-39)

H+
pH-dep.
activity
(%ofT)
acidez
pH-depend.
(%deT)

(Al)++ H+
Potential
acidity
r/oOfT)
acidez
potencial
(%deT)

S+ (A1)+
S
Act. cation
Sum of met.
exch. cap.
cations
(%ofT)
(%ofS+(ATr)
cap. de
soma das
troca ativa
bases
(%deT)
<%deS+(AI)+)

66 (50-73) 1
60(46-76)
54(23-76)
60 (39-74)

81 (57-91) 1
83(63-90)
77 (61-86)
73 (44-82)

34(27-50) 1
40 (24-54)
46 (28-73)
40(28-77)

56 (28-95)'
43(21-77)
50 (24-87)
68 (45-95)

60(41-69)
59(55-63)
63 (49-68)

81(67-90)
84 (79-90)
81(75-84)

37(31-45)
41 (38^14)
37 (32-51)

43(29-69)
37(24-51)
52(31-71)

de campo

16(10-24)
16(10-21)
19(16-25)

21 (9-27)
25(21-30)
18(10-35)

+

Mg+ ) The half of jointly determined bivalent cations
A metade dos cations bivalentes determinados em conjunto

*** Data of 10profiles only
Dados de 10 perfis somente

averages9.0,at 100cmdepth 8.0andat200cmdepth 6.5. Variationsfromthese averages
are jp to 4.0 unit.1 For the deeper layers, the value of the ratio as an indicator of the
type of organic matter may however be limited, because of the possibility that N-inmineral-form constitutes there a more than negligible part of the total determined N
(seebelow).
Exchangeable cationsandacidities.With the exception of the Kaolinitic Red Latosol
profiLes, the sum of the exchangeable cations (value S) comprises only a small part of
theTvalue.The base saturation percentage (value V)isalways below 40%. In the topsoil(ALhorizons),the variation of V isbetween 5 % and 40%, with an average of 15 %.
In the subsurface soil (A3 or A2 horizons) the variation is between 5 % and 35 %, with
an average of 14%. In the subsoil (Bhorizons) the variation of Visbetween 10% and
40%,,with an average of 23 %.The deeper subsoil (Chorizons),insofar itwas sampled,
shows a variation between 15 % and 50%, with an average of 29%.
In agreement with the low base saturation, the soils show an 'extremely' or 'very
strongly' acid reaction (terminology of SOIL SURVEY MANUAL, 1950). The pH-H 2 0
slightly increases with increasing depth. The variation of this value in the topsoil (Aj
horizons) isfrom 3.7 to 4.7, in the subsurface soil (A3 or A2 horizons) from 3.8 to 5.2,

!) KLINGE (1962) gives higher values for Amazon forest soils. In two Braunlehm profiles
under high forest, the ratios are as high as 20. Other methods of sample storage and
analysis may account for this difference.
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in the subsoil (B horizons) from 4.0 to 5.4, and in the deeper subsoil (C horizons),
insofar sampled, from 5.0 to 5.5.
The pH-KClisgenerally lessthan one unit below thepH-H 2 0, namely on the average
0.6 in the upper part of the profiles, and on the average 0.8 in their lower part.
The cation exchange complex was analysed in detail for the relevant profiles of the
Guamä-Imperatriz area. The data are given in Table 14.1 Because it is suggested by
COLEMAN et al. (1959), among others, that base saturation percentages calculated on
the active cation exchange capacity are of more value for the study of the chemical
qualities of the soil, in relation to the plant growth, than those calculated on the potential cation exchange capacity, the former percentages are also given.
In the Ax horizons, the percentage of Ca++ is usually slightly higher than that of
Mg++. Topsoils in which Mg++ slightly predominates over Ca++ are however also
found. Whether the same applies for the other horizons of the profiles is not certain,
because there the bivalent cations were determined collectively. The absolute amount
of K+inthe topsoilrarely exceeds0.15m.e./100gof soil.
It can be seen that the exchangeable2 (Al)+, or the active acidity (cf. III.1),is not remarkably high, especially not so in the topsoil and inthe deeper subsoil. The absolute
amounts of (Al)+ are between 0.1 and 2.2 m.e./100 gof soil, with an average value of
0.7 m.e./100 g. Mention may be made of the aluminum content of a number of profilesfrom the centre of the Planicie, which were analysed by the Royal Tropical Institute of Amsterdam, Holland. In eight profiles, the 'easily available' (Al)+ (extraction
with Na-acetate/acetic acid of pH = 4.8 in apastewith a soil:solution ratio of 1:2.5,
shaking time 30 minutes; MORGAN-VENEMA extract) turned out to be nearly always less than 100 mg/1in the A1 horizons, and on the average about 60 mg/1in the
Bhorizons.
That (Al)+ values of the freely draining kaolinitic Planicie soils are not remarkably
high, appears also when they are compared with the data of a number of other Amazon soils. For example, acid hydromorphic soils (those without, or with only little,
annual enrichment bymaterial suspensed inwater, asthere are Ground Water Laterite
soils, a part of the Low Humic Gley and the Humic Gley soils) have often 75%(Al)+
in their B2S, horizons.This is associated with comparatively large pH-H a O-pH-KCl
differences (average of 17 profiles; cf.Appendix 9). The 'easily available' (Al)+ is
150-200mg/1,inthe samehorizon of such soils(average of7profiles).
Nitrogen and Phosphorus. The IQA analysis data as to nitrogen concern only the
total N (N-in-organic-complexes + N-in-mineral-form) in the soil. The percentage of
total N decreases gradually with increasing depth, in correlation with the decrease of
the percentage of organic matter. Apart from this,the percentage of total N isgenerallylower withlowerpercentages of clayinthe soil.
KLINGE (1962) gives a few data on mineral N in Amazon forest soils, admitting that
1

) Seen in their entirety, the profiles of this area seem to have a slightly higher base
saturation in their upper horizons than those of the centreproper of the Planicie.
2

) With the analysis method used, if soluble (Al)+ is present, it is included in the data.
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the values may be incorrect because of possible reactions during the storage of the
samples. In two Braunlehm profiles under forest coverage, the mineral N decreases
from about 5mg per 100gof soil in the topsoil, to about 3mg per 100gof soil in the
subioil. The litter layer contains about 8mg per 100 g. The percentage of mineral N
compared to total N increases however with increasing depth, namely from about 3%
to 8%. With regard to the form of the mineral N, KLINGE gives values for the ratio
N-NH4+ :N-N0 3 ~ that are between 8and 25,with 40inthe litter layer.
Fer ïight forest profiles of freely draining kaolinitic soils of the Plani'cie, the 'easily
available' N was determined, bythe Royal Tropical Institute of Amsterdam, Holland,
in.the MORGAN-VENEMA extract (see before). In the topsoil (0-20 cm; A1 horizons),
thevariation of NH 4 is from 1 to 14mg/1(average 7)and that of NO 3 from3to30mg/l
(average 15). In the subsurface soil (20-60 cm; A3horizons), the variation of NH 4 is
from Ito 12mg/1(average 3.5) and that of N 0 3 from 'traces' to 11mg/1.In the subsoil
(60--100cm; Bhorizons), the variation of NH 4 is from 'traces' to 12,and that of N 0 3
from 'traces'to 18mg/1.It can be seenthat there isa great variation. Thisisonly associated with textural differences to a minor extent. Apart from seasonal fluctuations in
the amounts of NH4+ and N 0 3 _ in the soil, nitrification and denitrification processes
are 1ikely to have occurred in the samples before they were analysed. Such processes
probably have changed, in an uneven manner, the contents of easily available NH4+
and N0 3 ~ asitwasinthe soilsintheir natural position.
It isnoted that, in the Forest Inventory areas in the Planicie (cf. IV.1), normally between 15 and 30% of the enumerated trees belong to the Leguminosae order (the
highest percentages are found in the region between the lower Xingü and the lower
Tapajós; cf. GLERUM, 1960). No data are however available as to the effective root
nodulationofthesetrees.
No data exist on the relative importance of nitrogen fixation, i.e. the conversion of
atmospheric N into a combined form and its incorporation into the forest soil. This is
so, whether non-symbiotic bacteria (Clostridium, Beijerinckia) are concerned, or bacteria that arein symbiosis,via root nodules,with Legumes.
Th? 1QA data on Phosphorus are more interesting. For the thirty-five forest profiles
mentioned before, the availableP was determined according to the TRUOG-method or
the BRAY-method, or both (Truog on 25 profiles, often only their upper horizons;
Bray on 18profiles of the Guamä-Imperatriz area).In the Figs. 32and 33the data on
available P are compared with the depth in the profile. It can be seen that only in the
topsoil (0-10cm)the amounts of available P are appreciable, though the variation is
rather large. Belowthe topsoil, the amounts of available P decrease rapidly, especially
when considering the Bray calues, to very low, and approximately constant, values,
namely about 0.6 mg P 2 0 6 per 100gof soil (Truog) and about 0.15 mg P 2 0 5 per 100g
of soil (Bray). No clear correlation emerges between the amounts of available P and
the soil texture.
For the eighteen profiles of the Guamä-Imperatriz area, there are also data on total
P. Contrary to the situation with the available P, the values for total P are fairly con237
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stant throughout each individual profile, including the topsoil. It is only in the very
heavy textured profiles that a difference may occur in total P betweentopsoil and subsoil, and this isnot more than 20mg P 2 0 5 per 100gof soil. The total P increases with
heavier texture of the soil. For instance, in the medium textured profiles, the amount
is about 30 mg P 2 0 5 per 100 g of soil, and in the very heavy textured profiles about
55mg P 2 0 5 per 100gof soil.1
A comparison of the data for total P with those for available P gives a picture of the
degree to which the P that actually occurs in the soilisfixed.The Bray values are used
for the calculation of the ratio P 2 0 5 -total: P2Os-available, for eighteen of the profiles.
The ratio generally increases with increasing depth in the profile. In Fig. 34,the ratios
of all horizons are compared with the content of organic matter, taking the texture of
the horizon concerned into account. It can be seen that the ratio, or the degree offixation of the soilphosphorus, increases sharply when the percentage of Carbon drops to
below approximately 0.5. The fixation, as determined in this way, is greater when the
texture is heavier, but the percentage of Carbon the same. For the relatively light
') In eight forest profiles, for the most part of medium to rather heavy texture, the amount
of P extracted with 2 5 % HCl was approximately 10 mg/100 g of soil (analysis of Royal
Tropical Institute, Amsterdam, Holland).
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textured profiles the ratio does not exceed 300, while for the relatively heavy textured
profiles itcan beashigh as600.
Becaiuse of their comparatively low percentages of sesquioxides, it may be expected
that the phosphorus fixation capacity of the kaolinitic latosolic soils of the Amazon
Planicie is smaller than that of other latosolic soils, for instance those of Sào Paulo
State(cf. LEMOS, BENNEMA, SANTOSetal., 1960).This can however not befully verified,
sincethe latter are largely under cultivation, because of which the amount of available
P has, changed. It is, however, true that the latosolic soils of Säo Paulo have often
higher values for total P. Relevant data are available on a Dark Red Latosol, under
primeval forest cover, in a part of Amazonia outside the Planicie (cf. Profile 35). As
can be seen in Fig. 34, the Dark Red Latosol, which contains about 40%clay, has a
moreunfavourable ratioP2Os-total:P205-availablethanthekaoliniticlatosolic profiles.
PHYSICAL QUALITIES

Seen in their entirety, the freely draining kaolinitic Planicie soils under forest cover
have a 'good' structure, which applies also to those sections of the profiles that are low
in organic matter. This structure is usually weakly coherent porous massive, or subangular blocky to granular, ofvarying strength. Thegood structure oflatosolicsoilsin
general is thought, by many, to be due to the nature of the clay fraction, on the one
hand, and to a large activity of thesoil fauna, in particular termites, on the other. The
author believes that in the Planicie soils concerned, with their small amounts of sesquioxides, the soil fauna certainly is of great importance in bringing about, and maintaining, the structure as it is under the primeval forest coverage. The activity of ter239

Foto 29 Cigarras. As construçàes das larvas de uma cigarra (Cicadidaefin.) à superficie do solo florestal. As crisälidas no seu ultimo estado, escavam no solo poços de um metro ou mais de profundidade,
cobrindo-os com material de solo revestido de 2 dm de altura m. ou m. O capuz de certo modo constitui
micromonolito viradopara cima doperfildo solo

Photo 29 Cigarras. The constructions of the larvas of' a cicade at the surface of the forest soil. The
larva digs shafts of one metre depth and more and closes this with ahood of coated soil material of about
two dm height. The hoodforms a kind of upturned micro-monolith of the soil profile

mites and associated fungi, that of ants (notably the parasol ants), of larvas of beetles
and crickets, of forest crabs, and also that of rodents, is very apparent everywhere in
the forest soils(cf. Photos 29 and 30).Their effect on porosity and homogenisation of
the soil profile must be enormous. No quantitative data are available regarding this
effect. It is, however, noted that in the relatively heavy textured profiles, termites
(Cupins: Isoptera order) and larvas of a certain cicade (Cigarras: Cicadidae family)
predominate, while in relatively light textured profiles the activity of parasol ants
(Sauvas: Attaspp.) and rodents (e.g. the Tatü: Dasypoda sp.) is most striking. Earth
worms seem to be completely absent.
Permeability. The discussion is limited to the freely draining soils, thus those with
good external drainage. There are differences in the internal drainage of these soils.
The light and very light textured ones (KLS) may have a somewhat excessive internal
drainage, dueto rapid percolation oftherainwater. For severalofthe soils,namely the
KYL, c, the RP-KYL, and the RP-KYL, CR, the subsoil (B horizons) has apparently
a somewhat slow permeability for water, resulting in only a moderately good internal
240

Foto 3D Os montoes de terra deitado por uma colónia de sauvas (Atta spp.). Estas formigas manejam
hor'as defungos em liteira armazenada em cavidades no subsolo. A atividade das sauvas e demais fauna
de solo, é urnfat or importante na homogenizaçào doperfil do solo sob fioresta
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P/7o;c il,1 77;p /ieo/7j of earth thrown out by a colony of parasol ants (sauvas, Atta spp.). These ants
maintain fungus gardens on litter which isstored inexcavated chambers in the subsoil. The activity of the
anis, together with that of other soil fauna is an important factor in the homogenisation of theforest soil
profil:

drainage. There are no measurements available of the permeability of the various horizons o'i'thesoils under discussion.
Mois'ure equivalentsand moisture tension curves. Of great importance is the amount
of moisture that can be stored inthe soilto be used bythe plants during the dry season,
since this season is fairly well defined in most parts of the Planicie (cf. 1.2). It is rather
common to find, on forested terrain, at the end of the dry season, seemingly very dry
subsoils,evenwhen theprofiles are relatively heavy textured.
The capacity of soils to retain moisture in available form depends upon the structure
and porosity of the soil, the percentage and type of clay-sized particles, and upon the
amount of organic matter. The moisture equivalent (M.E., given in gramsof moisture
per 100 g of soil), which gives an indication of the amount of moisture that can be
stored in the freely draining soil, was determined for the disturbed samples of thirtyfive forest profiles. In Fig. 35 the M.E. data of the B2 horizons are compared with the
clay content. The trend isvery clear. The increase of M.E. with the increase in percentage o^clay isnot directly proportional for the whole clay-range, but for general dis241
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cussion it canbe said that the increase amounts to 3.6 g/100 gper 10%clay. The M.E.
is generally low in comparison with that of less weathered soils, as for instance the
Low HumicGleysoiloftheAmazon floodplains. The data arestilllowwhen compared
with those of other latosolic soils rather than the kaolinitic ones of the Planicie.
Fo- latosolic-B horizons of Säo Paulo State, it isreported that inthe medium range of
textures the M.E. value is approximately half of the clay percentage, or 5g/100 g increase per 10% clay (cf. LEMOS, BENNEMA, SANTOSetal, 1960,p.71).
The M.E. data for the topsoils of the thirty-five profiles are only slightly above the
M.E.-% clay curve of the B2 horizons.In Fig. 36 the situation for the A1 horizons is
given. A calculation, for samples with approximately the same clay content, reveals
that 1. %Carbon accounts for about 1.7 g/100 g of the M.E. The part of the M.E. due
to the presence of organic matter is therefore small in comparison to the part due to
themineral material, i.e.the clay fraction.
M.Ei. data alone do not give much insight in the availability of soil moisture for the
plants, especially since the data are for disturbed samples. The availability is actually
determined bythe difference between the so-calledfieldcapacity (F.C.) and the wilting
point percentage (W.P.) respectively. The former isthe maximum amount of moisture
that can be stored inthe freely draining soil,the latter the amount of moisture held by
the soil particles with a force larger than the maximally possible suction by the plant
roots ('hygroscopic water').This maximum suction is generally taken to be about 15
atmospheres.
A method much in use for detailed study of soil moisture availability is the determination of a so-called moisture tension or pF-curve of a natural soil sample (pF being
the common logarithm of the soil moisture tension in cms water column). The Institute for Land and Water Management Research (I.C.W.) of Wageningen, Holland,
kindly determined such curves on a dozen Amazon samples. The ones of subsoils
(Bhorizons)ofthesoilsunder discussion arereproduced in Fig. 37.Themoisture freed
betweenpF 2.0and pF 4.2,marking the F.C. and the W.P. respectively, istaken as the
amount of available moisture (also called 'capillary water')1. This moisture may be
taken to be stored in the smaller pores ('effective' pore diameter 20-0.2 micron). The
lowerpart of the curve,below pF 2.0,concerns thewater contained only atfull saturation of the soil ('gravitational water'), stored in the larger pores ('effective' pore diameter > 20micron).
Only a few determinations are involved, and the samples not all remained quite natural during transport. The curves of samples 231-3, 219-3 and 303-3 suggest neverthelessthat theAmazon kaoliniticLatosolshavethefollowing moisture characteristics:
1. A considerable part of thesoilmoisture isnot available for plant growth because it
istoo strongly held by the soilparticles. When the percentage of clay ishigh, thefixed
moisture isupto 35vol.%.
x

)Sometimes the M.E., which isat about pF 2.5,istaken asthe lowerlimit,instead of the
F.C. of pF 2.0.If this would be adopted for the Amazon soils, then the afore mentioned
M.E. data should be converted, via apparent bulk density, to vol. %. It may be recalled
that these M.E. data concern disturbed samples, not natural ones.
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2. There is a high percentage of larger pores (25vol. % ca.)which will be filled with
air when the soil is in freely draining condition, and therefore do not contribute to the
effective soil moisture storage.
Fig. 37 Curvas de tensào de iimidade de amostras de alguns solos caoliniticos da Plankie de drenagem
livre e de alguns oiitros solos amazônicos. Por obséquio do Instituto FC. W. de Wageningen, Holanda
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Fig. 37 Moisture tension curvesfrom samples of a number offreely kaolinitic Planicie soils, and of some
other Amazon soils. By courtesy of the Institute for Land and Water Management Research (FC. W.) of
Wageningen, Holland

No.
sample
amostra

231-3
219-3
303-3
213-3
279-3

Classification
(cf. Tab. 9)
classificaçào

KYLm
KYL„ ft
KYUft
RP-KYL r Ä
DL, s

Location
localizaçào

BR-14,km58
BR-14, km 324
Curuâ-una, km 14
BR-14, km 258
Araguaia (Rio Corda)

Depth

Clay

profundiargila
dade
(cm)
(%<2(i)
100
80
80
100
50

24
80 ca.
86
40 ca.
40

C
org.

Vol.
weight1

(%)

(g/cm3)

Available
moisture
âgua
disponivel
(vol. %)

1.34
1.09
1.24
1.56
1.54

10.8
9.3
10.5
9.0 ca.
W.1

0.22
0.45 ca.
0.50 ca.
0.30 ca.
0.64

') Volume weight = weight of 1cm3 natural sample in completely dry condition (approximately equal
to apparent bulk density)
peso de 1cm' de amostra natural em condiçao totalmente seca (aproximadamente
igualà massa especifica aparente)
Table 15/Tabela 15 Description of the samples of Fig. 37jDescriçào das amostras da Fig. 37
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3. The amount of soil moisture available for plant growth (the part between pF 2.0
and pF 4.2) issmall. Inthe samples under discussion it isonly about 10vol. %. A fully
r30tedsubsoilof 1 metrethicknesswouldhaveaneffective soilmoisturereservewhich is
equivalent to 100 mm rainfall. PEERLKAMPand BOEKEL (1960) give available moisture
data ranging from 13.5to 33vol. %, for a number of Dutch soils of variable clay and
humus content. Only for very sandy, humus-poor soils they give values that are the
same or smaller than the Amazon ones.
4 Differences in texture have less effect on the amount of available moisture than
might be expected considering the very distinctly higher M.E. values at higher percentages ofclay, and keeping in mind that also the relatively heavy textured soils have the
'good' structure inherent to Latosols. The two very heavy textured subsoils (219-3,
303-3)even, do not have a greater amount of available moisture whatso-ever than the
medium textured subsoil (213-3). Both former subsoils are actually relatively compact
(they are both from central sections of planalto stretches, cf. IV.1.2) although this
compactness is not so outstanding as to classify the soil as KYL, Compact phase. A
really compact subsoil would have comparatively high volume weight and a steeper
pF-curve, as borne out by the subsoil of the Red Yellow Podzolic soil, intergrade to
KaoliniticYellow Latosol (sample213-3).
Heavy andratherheavytextured subsoils that are definitely non-compact are likely to
have some more moisture available than non-compact medium textured subsoils as is
sample 231-3, and non-compact light or very light textured subsoils likewise less available moisture. Preliminary field observations namely, suggest that for non-compact
subsoils there is an increase in porosity with increase in clay content. This will apply
also to the quantity of smaller pores, which largely determine the soil moisture availability. The field observations are being confirmed by the data on the B horizons of
Table 16.Though the porosity data of this table have limited value, because they do
notconcernnatural samples1,the trend ofincreasingporosity with increase inclay content seems clear enough (the B2 horizons of the profiles 216 and 112/42A may still be
compared with the A1 horizon of profile 226, since they have about the same percentage of Carbon).
The influence of the porosity on the soil moisture availability is still illustrated by the
pF-curve of sample 279-3, which is of a Dark Red Latosol. This sample has nearly
twice the amount of available moisture as those of the kaolinitic Latosols. According
to field observations, this Dark Red Latosol profile is strikingly porous. 2 Its pF-curve
bears this out, and the difference in porosity is apparently largely because of a higher
amount ofthe smaller pores.
Thenon-compact subsoils of the kaolinitic Latosols never show ashigh aporosity as
that of the discussed Dark Red Latosol. It seems therefore safe to assume that the
available moisture of the former maximally varies between 5vol. %(for the very light
x

) Apparent bulk density and real bulk density weredetermined on only a limited number
of samples, to which the ones of Fig. 37do not belong.
2
)That the volume weight of the sample is nevertheless high, isprobably due to its much
higher content of iron oxides.
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Table 16 'Natural' porosity of freely draining kaolinitic Planicie soils with non-compact subsoil, all
under primeval forest cover. 'Natural' porosity is 100x (I - apparent bulk density/real bulk density).
Determinations on disturbed samples
No. field
Classifidescr.
cation
numero (cf. Table 9)
descr. classificaçâo
de campo (cf. Tabela9)

Location
localizaçào

Depth
profundidade

Org.
Carb.

(cm)

(%)

Clay
argila

(%<2f,

Bulk density
'Natural'
massa especifica
porosity
apparent
real porosidade
aparente
real
'natural'
(g/cm3) (g/cm3)
(%)

Axhorizonjhorizonte Ai
169
226
206
201
221
216
112/42A

KLS
Curuâ-una, km 3
KRL?«
BR-14, km 429
KYLm
BR-14, km 201
KYL-RP r Ä BR-14, km 117
BR-14, km 341
KYU
KYL„ ft *
BR-14, km 291
KYLv ft *
Curuâ-una, km 6

0-20
0-20
0-15
0- 5
0- 5
0- 2
0-40

0.73
0.69
1.23
1.20
1.34
3.60
3.16

5
7
7
14
19
70
81

1.55
1.49
1.36
1.30
1.30
1.08
0.96

B2 horizonjhorizonte B.
169
226
206
201
221
216
112/42A

KLS
Curuâ-una, km 3
]CRL m
BR-14, km 429
KYLm
BR-14, km 201
KYL-RP,-ABR-14, km 117
KYL ft
BR-14, km 341
KYLrt*
BR-14, km 291
KYL„»*
Curuâ-una, km 6

edge of planalto/ftorrfa deplanalto

300-400 0.08
70-120 0.20
130-210 0.19
65-220 0.14
70-140 0.28
0.50
30-80
100-140**• 0.60

15
15
20
32
64
91
82

1.46
1.61
1.49
1.43
1.26
1.11
1.06

2.59
2.63
2.63
2.57
2.61
2.49
2.45

40.2
43.3
48.3
49.4
51.2
56.6
60.8

2.65
2.66
2.66
2.66
2.70
2.67
2.62

44.9
39.1
44.0
46.2
53.3
58.4
59.5

ï

*B3 horizonlhorizonte Bz

Tabela 16 Porosidade 'natural' de solos caoliniticos da Planicie de drenagem livre, com subsolo nào
compacto, todos cobertos de floresta primitiva. Porosidade 'natural' é 100X (1- massa especifica aparente)massa especifica real). Determinaçào em amostras destorroadas

textured kaolinitic subsoils) and 15vol. % (for the very heavy, if not the heavy and
rather heavy textured kaolinitic subsoils).It should benoted that, for thelight textured
ones,the fineness of the sand fraction may be of more importance for the soil moisture
availability than the percentage of clay (cf. PEERLKAMP and BOEKEL, 1960).
The soil moisture availability situation for the topsoils may be different from that of
the subsoils because of the concentration of the organic matter there. The influence of
the humus on the soil moisture availability is described by several authors. That at
higher levels of humus there is generally more moisture available is apparently not so
much because of the presence of organic matter as such. BAVER (1956), for instance,
shows that the simple adding of organic matter (peat) to soil material, though sharply
raising the maximum moisture holding capacity of the mixture, only little raises the
for plants available moisture, since most of the water is drained below the pF theof
M.E. and also the W.P. percentage somewhat increases. The influence of the organic
matter should be largely indirectly, via its positive influence on the structure, i.e. the
porosity. For the Latosols,withtheir inherent good structure, this influence cannot be
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ve:y targe. From Table 16an impression may be gained on the extent of this influence
fo;- the Amazon kaolinitic Latosols, under their natural forest cover. There is mostly
a fair difference in 'natural' porosity of Aj^horizons and B2horizons respectively with
about the same clay content, but different percentages of Carbon. The topsoils under
discussion therefore, are liable to have somewhat more moisture available than subsoils of comparable clay content. Secondly, for topsoils there is likely to be a more
distinct increase in the amount of available moisture at an increase in the clay content
than in subsoils, owingto alarger increase ofthe percentage of organic matter with increasi; of the percentage of clay(see before). There were no pF curves determined on
topsoils and therefore, exact data about their volume percentages of available moisture are lacking.Bycombining however the relevant data onthe part ofthe M.E. which
is accountedfor bythepresence of organic matter, on maximum percentage of Carbon
intopsoils,and onthe apparent bulk densities,itisestimated that the addition of available moistureintopsoils, incomparison with subsoils,variesmaximally between 1 vol.
% (when very light textures are involved) and 5vol. % (when heavy and very heavy
textures are involved). The range in available moisture of topsoils therefore may be
maximallybetween 6and 20vol. %.
By way of summary, it may be said that the kaolinitic freely draining Planicie soils
under forest cover have, as a whole, only small amounts of available moisture per volume unit. The advantage of the clayey above the sandy soils with regard to moisture
availability is fairly distinct only for topsoils. For subsoils the difference is smaller,
and evennon-existent when theclayey ones are compact.
The phreatic level is very deep in practically all freely draining Planicie soils. Therefore the ground water does normally not constitute a source of moisture for the plants
duringthe dry season. Only ontheyoungest Pleistocene terraces (3-4 m+)it may be of
soms value for the vegetative cover. For the upper part of the Guamâ-Imperatriz area,
for instance, there are indications that the gross timber volume of the primeval forest
on such terraces is slightly higher than on adjoining, higher terraces with soils of the
same texture.
Penetration of roots. The bulk of the roots, and especially the rootlets, of the forest
vegetation, is found very near to the soil surface. A number of the rootlets are even
abovethe soil,particularly inlighttextured soils,namely inthelitter layer.They collect
the nutrients from the decayinglitter, and also rainwater. But thedeeper roots are also
very important, not only in providing ground support for the trees. The available
moisture inthe soilcan only be utilised to thefull iftheroot system is dense and deep.
With 1helow natural fertility of the soils under discussion, a deep rooting system isalsoofimportance for collectingwhatever nutrientsare stillpresent inthedeeper subsoil.
No quantitative data are available on the rooting systems of the components of the
primevalforest, onthevarious freely draining kaolinitic Planicie soils. During the reconnaissance soilsurveys reported inthisthesis itwas,however, noticedthat on several
ofthese soilsthe penetration ofroots ishampered to a degree.This applies particularly
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to the RP-KYL, the RP-K.YL, CR and the KYL, c. The mentioned soils have Bhorizons of a comparatively large compactness and considerable resistance to penetration
with a soil hammer. These B horizons have a firm or rather firm consistence and the
colour transition from theAhorizon isoften clear.
In profile pits and on recently cut road embankments, the hampering of the root
development in these subsoil was easily noticed. Also, fallen trees provided for indications; although the root systems of the various tree species can be very different,
the lump ofearth thrown out with the roots rarely contained more than one or two dm
of such a contrasting Bhorizon. Notably on the RP-KYL, CR of the northern part of
the Guamâ-Imperatriz area, on the RP-KYLrft around km 270of this area and on the
KYL, cvn of the km 140-km 190 section the rooting is relatively shallow. For the
KYL, cVh moreover, the frequency of fallen trees was observed to be comparatively
large. For the rooting situation intheveryheavy textured soils ingeneral (Belterra clay
soils), reference should be made to the discussion on the cause of the cipoal and the
'cipoalic'forest (IV.1.2).
The soil KYL-RPrft of the section around km 110of the Guamâ-Imperatriz area, in
contrast, is deeply rooted. This soil has also a clear colour change from the A to the
Bhorizon, but the latter isfriable and has very little compactness.
A deep rooting is a consistent feature of the medium and light textured soils, such
asthe KYL m and the KLS. In the latter it may comprise several metres.

V.3.1.2 TheSoilsunderInfluenceof Man
THE SOILS UNDER THE SHIFTING CULTIVATION SYSTEM

For Amazonia, no data are available as to the amounts of nutrients accumulated in
theprimevalforest cover. Itispresumed that theseamounts arelargerthan the nutrient
storage in the forest soil itself {cf. also NYE and GREENLAND, 1960), if timber volumes
are not exceptionally low. It is well known that immediately after felling and burning
of the forest, the fertility of the soil increases considerably. This is, because a part of
the nutrients accumulated in the vegetation and litter are stored suddenly, via the ash,
inthe upper soillayer inan easily available form. The temporary high nutrient content
of the topsoil and the increased rate of mineralisation of the humus cause avigourous
growth of the first crops {cf.Photo 31). However, during the rainy seasons that follow
after the burning, the rains, falling on the unprotected surface, cause surface wash
('fertility erosion') and leaching of the soluble salts, that were freed from the ash and
the mineralising humus, to deeper soil horizons. Surface wash and leaching, the irretrievable loss of nutrients by crop removal, and the gradual decrease of soil organic
matter content, are causes of a fairly rapid decline in fertility of the soil once it iscultivated. Only the planting of fast-growing and deeply rooting perennials may keep
such a decline in check. Normally however, cultivated plots are abandoned, also because of the proliferating of weeds, after two or three years, and a new roçais started
elsewhere. The abandoned plot gradually becomes fully covered with weeds and fast
growing, sunlovingsaplings.This isfollowed bybush,and ultimately secondary forest:
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capoeira when young, capoeiräo when old. This fallow, besides smothering of the
weeds, isthought to be able to replenish the body of stable soil humus. It also regains
g-adually, by its deep rooting, the nutrients leached to the deeper subsoil and accumulates them again in the vegetative cover. Eventually, the equilibrium of the primeval
forest and forest soilwill benearly reached (according to LAUDELOUT, 1962,the replenishment of the soil organic matter is ensured within a few years, whilst a full re-accumul.ation of the nutrients in the vegetative cover requires much more time). After a
varying number of years, the secondary forest is felled and burned anew, and a new
cropping cyclestarts.
Not enough data isavailable on freely draining kaolinitic Planlcie soilsunder shifting
cultivation to ascertain general trends in the changes in soil qualities that may take
place under the successive cultivation cycles. An establishment of such trends, and a
comparison with the situation under primeval forest cover, may be possible once the
data of the reconnaissance soil survey of the Bragantina area (FILHO et al., 1963) are
fully known. Reference may also be made to several publications on the effects of

Foto 3.1 O sistema de agricultura itinérante.
Exemplo dacultura doprimeiro anonuma roçada
dentro da floresta primitiva. Entre os troncos de
drvores meio-queimados espalhados pela superficie do solo, plantam-se arroz e milho. No
fundv \ê-se umafaixa demandioca. Perto da casa
sefai lima queimada
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Photo 31 The shifting cultivation system. An
example of the first year crops on a plot of
agriculture (roçada) within the primeval forest.
Between the half-burned tree stems lying strewn
on the soil surface, rice and maize is planted.
In thebackground apatch of cassava canbe seen.
Some burning is taking place near the dwelling
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shifting cultivation elsewhere in the tropics, in particular those concerning West and
Central Africa, which regions have, for a part, soils comparable with those of the
Amazon Planicie {cf. II.2.3). In particular the previously mentioned, comprehensive
studies of NYEand GREENLAND(1960)and LAUDELOUT (1962?)contain many data on
the effects of cropping periods, and of fallow of secondary forest or grassland, on
thequalities freely draining, usually highly weathered soils oftropical Africa.
If the fallow periods are allowed to last long enough, then the long-range decline in
agricultural potential of the soils is apparently very limited. With relatively short fallow periods however, definite degeneration of the land is unavoidable. Re-burning is
done too soon to secure full recovery of theland under the fallow, which now reaches
only the bush stage.In everynew cropping period therefore, lower yields are obtained.
The latter is apparently the case on parts of the Bragantina area, and on the uplands
along the lower Tocantins (Cametâ), which are both regions where shifting cultivation
has been practised for more than fourty years. BIARD and WAGENAAR (1960), for instance, mention that in the Bragantina area much capoeira of six to ten years old is
being used at present, although people are aware that much better results would be
obtained iffellingweredelayed until thecapoeira istwentyyearsold.Aplot ofan eight
years old capoeira,in an areawherethe virgin forest was felled aboutfourty years ago,
wouldyield onlyhalfthe cropvalueofavirginforest plot.
Although in Amazonia, as a whole, land is still abundant, there is an actual shortage
of land around the established rural population centres, such as those of the Bragantina area. This results in alocal overcropping of the land under the shifting cultivation
systeminitspresent day form.
There seemsto be no clearly defined preference for shifting cultivation on one of the
various soils discussed. Very light textured ones,however, are avoided, partly because
theyeasily erode.
The majority of the present-day Amazon shifting cultivation is found on light and
medium textured soils (KLS; KYL m ). Concretionary soils (KYL, CR and RP-KYL,
CR) are also used. The stoniness of the latter is apparently not a major disadvantage.
That the relatively heavy textured soils are little used, is largely because they are normally found farthest from the land and water transport routes. For the very heavy
textured soils ( K Y L ^ ; KYL, cVh), a difficult supply of drinking water, and a slightly
less easy tillage, may constitute additional factors accounting for their sparse occupation.Wherever such Belterra clay soilsare,however,in agricultural use,for instance
south of Santarém,theyieldsarecomparatively very satisfactory.
THE SOILS UNDER ANTHROPOGENIC SAVANNAH

To which changes in soil qualities a repeated burning of thevegetation may lead ultimately, may be ascertained by studying the freely draining kaolinitic Planicie soils
under savannah. As has been discussed in IV.2.1, the savannahs on such soils are considered to be anthropogenic. They occur in Amapâ Territory, in parts of the Lower
Amazon region, and locally ontheeastern part of Marajó island.
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analytical data are available on nine profiles of freely draining kaolinitic Planicie
soils Linder savannah, largely from Amapâ Territory1 (cf. Figs.27to 36).
The percentages of Carbon inthe topsoilsare,on the average,about0.5%Lower than
those of forest topsoils (cf. Fig. 27). At 100 cm depth, and in the B2 horizons respectively, the difference with the forest profiles seems to beless,if it exists at all (cf.Figs.
23 and 29). The ratios between T values and the percentages of Carbon, considering
a 1 horizons, are equal or only slightly below those of forest profiles (cf. Fig. 30). The
above implies that, when compared with the ratios of forest topsoils and forest subsoil»,theratios of T: %clay are probablylower inthe topsoils of the savannah profiles,
bat the same, or only slightly lower, inthe savannah subsoils (cf. Fig. 31).
TheC/N valueof the savannahtopsoils(Axhorizons) is, onthe average, 13.0,both for
the relatively light and for the relatively heavytextured ones. At 50cm depth the averagevalue is 12.0and at 100cm depth 10.0.The C/N values ofthe savannah profiles are
therefore 2to 3units higher than those of forest profiles2.
The exchangeable metallic cations comprise a small part of the T value. The base
saturation is approximately the same asthat in forest profiles.
The savannah profiles are usually slightly less acid than the forest profiles, possibly
owing to the repeated burning. The pH-H 2 0 value in the topsoil (Ax horizons) of the
nine profiles variesbetween 4.7 and 6.3, In the subsurface soil (A3or A2horizons) the
variation is between 4.8 and 5.9, and in the subsoil (B horizons) it is between 5.2 and
6.2. The difference between pH-H 2 0 and pH-KCl is slightly larger than in the forest
profiles. Both inthe upper and the lower part of the savannah profiles it averages 1.0.
The variation ishowever comparatively large.
For six of the nine profiles, thecation exchange complex was analysed in detail(cf.
Table 14). The relative proportions of the exchangeable metallic cations are approximately equal to those of the forest profiles, except for K+ which is clearly lower. The
absolute amounts ofK + rarelyexceed0.06m.e./100g.
The data for active acidity and pH-dependent acidity (Table 14) do not suggest any
consistent difference on the acidity situation with that of the forest profiles.
The few data on available P (mainly Bray method), suggest that there is not such a
great difference between the availability inthetopsoil and that in the subsoil as in the
forest profiles; the amount of available P is comparatively low also in the topsoil(cf.
Fig. 33).Thisisprobably relatedwiththepreviously mentioned difference inthe distribution of the organic matter. The values for total P are comparable to those of forest
profiles. The ratios P 2 0 5 -total: P2Os-Bray do not exceed 150, even in the subsoil with
itslow levelof organic matter content(cf. Fig.34).Thefewdata suggestthat the degree
of fixation of the soil phosphorus may be somewhat less than in forest profiles (the
non-plinthitic savannah samples, indicated in Fig. 34,have all less than 50% clay, the
twoplinthitic onesbothmorethan 50 % clay).
') The data of profiles AP] and AP9, described in the study of CARNEIRO (1955) on the
Amapâ savannahs, might also be used for comparison.
2
) KLINGE (1962) gives much higher values for C/N ratios of Braunlehmor Podzoliger
Braunlehm under savannah, namely up to 90. See also the note at page 235.
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The structure of the savannah profiles is, generally speaking, comparable to that of
the forest profiles. However, the surface is sealed owing to rain splash. In the light
textured profiles gully erosion may be severe, as can be observed at Santarém and
Monte Alegre towns. The very heavy textured ones, on the other hand, may besubject to considerable sheet erosion. With the exception of the very light textured ones,
all savannah soils under discussion havea comparatively large compactness, especially
in the topsoil. Pores are sparse and fine, and the consistencyisoften slightly firm, to
firm. There is also a somewhat larger textural difference between topsoil and subsoil,
when compared with forest profiles of the same over-all texture. The larger textural
difference and the compactness islikely to be related to the fact that, possibly termites
excepted, the activity of the soilfauna isless than in forest profiles.
No pF-curves for samples of savannah profiles were determined, so that no definite
data can be given for the amounts of available moisture. In view of the soil compactness and the lower level of the organic matter content in the topsoil the amounts may
be expected to be lower than in forest profiles of comparable texture. In this respect it
is, however, noteworthy that the data for moisture equivalent of savannah subsoil
(B2horizons)arethesameorslightlyhigher,and those ofsavannah topsoil(A1 horizons)
the same or only slightly lower, than those of forest subsoil and forest topsoil respectively (cf.the Figs.35and36).
By way of summary it can be said that the qualities of the freely draining kaolinitic
Planicie soilsunder long-lasting anthropogenic savannah are stillfairly well comparable to those of forest soils of the same character. The main differences are a somewhat
lower organic matter content of the topsoil - and consequently a somewhat lower
potential cation exchange capacity (T) and lower amounts of exchangeable cations
and anions -, a larger soilcompactness, and presumably a lower quantity of available
moisture. Slight differences are found in the C/N ratios, the values for pH-H a O, and
the degrees of phosphorous fixation. But the picture changes, of course, much to the
disadvantage ofthe savannah soilsif onetakes into account the nutrients accumulated
inthe respective vegetative covers.
THE SOILS INFLUENCED BY PRE-COLUMBIAN INDIAN OCCUPATION

Throughout the Planicie of Amazonia patches of so-called Terra Prêta soil can be
found. InIII.3.4ithasbeendescribedthat thesepatchesareakind of'kitchen-midden',
which have acquired their specific fertility from dung, household garbage, and the
refuses of hunting and fishing. The Terra Prêta (TP) soil of the Planicie is kaolinitic in
character and usually freely draining. It gives therefore an excellent opportunity for
study of the permanent changes in the qualities of freely draining kaolinitic Planicie
soilswhich may take place, under the prevailingwarm and wet climate, asthe result of
soil improvement activities of man over along period of time.1
Although, understandably, there is a great variation in the chemical and physical
:
) Their study is also of importance because of an allegedly smaller susceptibility of
rubber trees,planted on patches of TP, for the notorious fungus Dothidella ulei.
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qualities of the TP profiles, related with stronger or weaker and shorter or longer
lasting;Indian influence, some specific trends can beclearly discerned.
Analytical data of five profiles of TP are available. The profiles are all from patches
now cultivated but not settled on. Two of the profiles are of the common relatively
light textured variant of the soil, having 12to 20% 'silt + clay'; theotherthreeareof
the in.frequently found very heavy textured variant, having more than 80% 'silt +
clay'. (The silt and clay fractions are taken together, because of the probability that,
with the relatively high organic matter content, a good part of the determined 'silt' is
actually non-dispersed clay).
The blackish toplayer, containing pieces of ceramics, is normally less than 50 cm
thick, sometimes asthick as 100cm. In the very heavy textured variant, the percentage
of Carbon is 4 to 5% in the upper 20 cm of this blackish layer, and 1to 2 % in the
part below. In the relatively light textured variant, the percentage of Carbon is 1to
2% in the upper 20cm of the blackish layer, and 0.5% in the lower part. Thus, despite the very humic appearance, the present organic matter content of the blackish
layer isonlymoderatelyhigh.It isroughly twotimes the average valuesfor non-enrichedfreely draining kaolinitic Planicie soilsofcomparable claycontent {cf.Fig.27).The
blackness ofthe colour isprobably due to a complex formation of organic matter and
Ca ++ , which may form a coating on the soil particles. In the yellowish subsoil of the
TP, the percentage of Carbon is nearly identical to that of the B2 horizons of non-enriched soils {cf.Fig.29).It isabout 0.6%inthe very textured variant, and 0.3%in the
relativelylight textured variant.
The C/N values are slightly higher than those of non-enriched profiles. This is true
for the whole of each profile, but especially for the lower part of the blackish layer,
where it is, on the average, 18.In the upper part of the blackish layer the value is, on
theaverage, 14,and intheyellowish subsoil 13.
The potential cation exchange capacity (Tvalue) isrelatively high, even when compared with the higher organic matter content. Fig. 38 shows that the points for the TP
are all abovetheline of the average ratio T:%Carbon of non-enriched forest profiles
{cf. Fig. 30).It is emphasized that, when there is any decrease of the SiOa/A1203 ratio
(Ki value) with increasing depth at all, it comprises maximally 0.08 unit. All horizons
of allfiveprofiles have Ki data between 1.71 and 1.95, except for one subsoil sample
which showed Ki = 2.2. In comparison to this, values slightly over 2.0less rare in the
non-enriched kaolinitic Planicie soils. It can therefore be taken as certain that the
higher T values of the TP are not due to a presence of small amounts of silicate clay
minerals considerably more active than kaolinite. It might be concluded that the chemical activity of the organic matter of the TP is much higher than that of the nonenriched profiles. There are, however, fairly great differences in T value, namely up to
10rn.e., where percentages of Carbon and percentages of clay are identical. It is interesting to note that theTvalues show afairly good correspondence withtheamounts of
phosphate in the TP. The latter are strikingly high, though with a large variation. In
figure 39,the 'surplus value' ofT{i.e.the amount abovethat oftheT-%Carbon lineof
non-enriched forest profiles) is compared with the 'surplus value' of P 2 0 5 -total {i.e.
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the amount of P 2 0 5 -total of the TP, less the small amount of P 2 0 5 -total which is present in non-enriched profiles of comparable clay content; the latter is 0.02% for the
relatively light textured variant, and 0.05% for the very heavy textured variant; cf.
V.l.1). It can be seen that, below 0.30%, the 'surplus value' of T increases about proportionally with the 'surplus value' ofPgOg-total.1In this section, one per cent 'surplus
value' of P2Os-total corresponds with four m.e. 'surplus value' of T. Above 0.30%
'surplus value' of P 2 0 5 -total, the increase of T is apparently more gradual. It may be
wondered how the high amounts of phosphates favourably influence the potential
cation exchange capacity. For thetopsoils,it seemslikelythat thephosphorus enlarges
the activity of the organic matter, by having entered in a complex formation with it.
For the subsoils, however, which are poor in humus, such a complex forming alone
seems no sufficient reason for their higher T values. Reference may be made to the
publication of CATE (1960).He studied in detail two freely draining kaolinitic Planicie
soilsfrom the Curuâ-una centre, beinga KLS and a KYL„ft respectively. He observed
that the potential cation exchange capacity increased considerably after equilibration
of the soil samples concerned with 0.0IN H 3 P0 4 , for 25 hours. Except for the topsoil
of the KLS,the increase was more than 100%,this also being true for the deeper subsoilwithitslow organic matter content.
The exchangeable metalliccationscomprise acomparatively largepart oftheTvalue.
The base saturation V is between 30 and 85%. In the blackish layer the average percentage is 65%,and in the subsoil 50%. The relative proportions of the exchangeable
metalliccations are strikingly different from those ofnon-enriched soils.For 5ofthe6
profiles (in one of the relatively light textured profiles no detailed analysis of the metallic cations was executed), the Ca++varies between 20 and 77%of the T value, and
the average is 55%. In the blackish layer, the percentage is often higher than in the
subsoil; the absolute amounts of Ca++ in the former layer can be as high as 25 m.e./
100g. For Mg++, the variation is between 4 and 16% of the T value, with an average
of 8%. The percentage of Mg++ is normally less than one-fifth of the percentage of
Ca++. The K+ and Na+ together always comprise less than 2% of the T value. Their
relative proportions and their absolute amounts are fully comparable with those in
non-enriched soils.It can be concluded that the enrichment with metallic cations concerned very predominantly Ca++, to a small degree Mg ++ , but no K+ and Na+.
Understandably, the TP soil isless acid than its non-enriched relatives. The pH-H a O
varies between 4.7 and 6.4. In the blackish layer the average value is 5.8 and in the
subsoil 5.3.In both the blackish layer and the subsoil the difference between pH-H 2 0
and pH-KCL isabout 0.9. The active acidity, or the (Al)+, is small, when it exists at
all. In the three profiles of thevery heavy textured variant, (Al)+ comprises less than
3% of the T value in the blackish layer and less than 15%in the subsoil. In these
three profiles thepH-dependent acidity, or the H+,is about 25% of theTvalue in the
blackish layer, and about 40% inthe subsoil.
') The determination of P205-total for the two relatively light textured profiles is less
reliable than the determination for the very heavy textured profiles. The latter were
analysedafewyearslater,whenthemethod for determination of P205-totalwasimproved.
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As already mentioned, the amounts of phosphorus are comparatively veryhigh in the
TP soil. In the very heavy textured variant, the amount of available P (Bray method)
varies between 6.5 and 66.0 mg P2O5/100 g of soil (average 40) in the blackish layer,
and between 3.8 and 65.1 mg/100 gof soil (average 35) inthe subsoil. In the relatively
light textured variant, the amount of available P (Truog method) varies between 3.2
and 98.8 mg P2O5/100gof soil (average 40) inthe blackish layer, and between 6.7 and
31.2mg/100gof soil(average 20)inthe subsoil.
The amounts of total P are between 120 and 1.350 mg P 2 0 5 /100 g of soil (average
950) in the blackish layer of the very heavy textured variant, and between 80 and 300
mg P2O5/100 gof soil (average 150) in its subsoil. In the relatively light textured variant1, the values for P 2 0 5 -total are between 60 and 370 mg/100 g of soil (average 150)
in the blackish layer, and between 70 and 140 mg/100 g (average 100)inthe subsoil.
To assess the degree to which the phosphorus isfixedin the TP soil, the P 2 O s -total :
P2Os-Bray ratios were calculated for the three profiles of the very heavy textured
variant. The values are below 25 in all horizons, even in the subsoil where the percentage of Carbon may belower than 0.5%. Hence the values for the TP soil do not agree
with the curves for non-enriched kaolinitic soils (cf. Fig. 34). It seems that the total
amount of phosphorus of the TP soil is considerably greater than the fixing power of
thehumus-poor soil material.
The relatively high C/N values imply that the nitrogen may be in short supply. It is
noted that KLINGE (1960),who determined Carbon and Nitrogen data for two TP profiles, gives values for mineral N (in percentage of the total N) that are comparable to
those of non-enriched forest profiles.The ratios N-NH4+:N - N 0 3 _ are however lower,
especially intheTPtopsoil, dueto higher valuesfor N-N0 3 ~.
The moisture equivalent data for the three very heavy textured profiles vary from 36
to 41 g/100 g and from 34 to 37 g/100 g, for topsoils and subsoils respectively. In the
relatively light textured profiles, the range is from 8to 12g/100 g and from 7to 9 g/
100 g respectively. These values are comparable to those of topsoils and subsoils of
non-enriched forest profiles {cf.the Figs.35and 36).The amount of available moisture
intheTP islikely to be slightly larger than that ofnon-enriched forest soils.As regards
other physical qualities, the TP seems comparable with its non-enriched relatives.
THE SOILS UNDER MANURING AND FERTILIZING

Chemical fertilizers and animal and green manures are applied locally to the freely
draining kaolinitic Planicie soils, namely on the limited acreage with permanent
agriculture. The latter involves the growing of vegetables and fruits on plots near the
towns, of pepper mainly by Japanese small farmers, and of rubber on recently
established smallholdings and a few commercial estates (Pirelli, Goodyear). A systematiccollection of data concerningtheresponsesto,andtheeconomy of, the applications
offertilizers and manures isbadly lacking.
Fundamental experiments on the effects of fertilizers or manures with annual or
*)Cf. note page 254.
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perennial crops, on the various soils, and with different rotation systems, were completely lacking until a few years ago. However, after the establishment, in 1939, of the
Instiiuto Agronômico do Norte (IAN) at Belém, with several Experimental Substations
throughout Amazonia, research in this respect has gradually been taken up. The data
obtained so far are still piecemeal and little conclusive. Future fully fledged research
will certainly provide for more definite data on the best systems for fertilizing and
minuring.
The IAN trials onfreely draining kaolinitic Planicie soilsconcern mainlythose on the
terrafirmearea of the IAN terrains on the outskirts of Belém. The soils concerned are
relatively light textured (KYL m ) predominantly, while a small part is concretionary.
Much of the area was cleared of its primeval forest cover many years ago. The followingcala arepartly summarised from expositions at thePrimeira ReuniäodeAgronomia
do Norte do Pais, Belém 1962 (the full descriptions of these trials are being
published in the Boletins Técnicos of the Institute).
Beans; (Feijäo: Phaseolus vulgaris), were fertilized with powdered lime one month
before planting. Statistics did not reveal any significant differences inyieldsofthe control plots and those with 2, 4, 6 or 8 ton/ha of lime. The application of N, P and K
(100 kg/ha of chili saltpetre, 500 kg/ha of super phosphate, 200 kg/ha of potassium
chloride), invarious combinations, did not show any significant increasein yield.
Corn (Milho: Zea mais), planted on plotsjust cleared from forest, was treated with
2 ton/ha of lime. The liming resulted in a highly significant increase in yield. On the
other hand, the application of N, P and K (300 kg/ha of chili saltpetre, 400 kg/ha of
super phosphate, 100kg/ha of potassium chloride), in various combinations, did not
result in any significantly higher yields. The same crop was planted on a plot that
already had been cultivated for threeyears,now beingadded 15ton of animal manure,
1ton of lime, 300kg of chili saltpetre, 400kg of super phosphate and 100kg of potassium chloride per ha. The yield compared very favourably with the low yields of corn
normally obtained on such exhausted plots,but thecost ofthefertilizing wasalmost as
highasthe gross revenue.
Oil palm (Dendê) isnot indigenous, and not commercially cultivated as yet in Amazonia. At IAN however, various plots have been planted with the palm (Elaeis
guineensis,Elaeis melanocoeca, and the various varieties and hybrides of these). From
the manner of the growth of the plants it has been concluded by technicians of Unilever Cie and of IRHO 1 , among others, that the palm adapts itself well to Amazon
conditions. Dura X Dura crossings, for instance, have given fairly high yields, although foliar analysis, atthe RoyalTropical Institute inAmsterdam, Holland, showed
a deficiency of K+ and probably also of Ca ++ . Fertilizer trials on these plots are at
present in execution.
l

) Institute de Recherches pour les Huiles et Oléagineux, Ivory Coast.
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Though the planting of rubber (Borracha: Hevea brasiliensisand crossings) in Amazonia has been greatly stimulated, there is no exact data on which to base fertilizing
schemes for this perennial. On TAN terrains the fertilizing takes place according to the
formula N : P : K = 8 : 12 : 10. At Pirelli Estate near Belém, where the soils are
largely concretionary (KYL, CR) the formula applied is 10 : 10 : 10; at Goodyear
Estate, which islocated 100 km east of Belém and has sandy soils (KYL m ; KLS), the
fertilizer application isona 8 :16 :9basis (HUFFNAGEL, 1964).
Pepper (Pimenta doreino: Pipernigrum) was introduced in Amazonia in the thirties,
by Japanese colonists. In recent years, this crop has rapidly expanded, notably at
Tomé-Açu, and in the surroundings of Belém. Fertilizing is essential for this intensive
crop; without it only 1 kgyield per plant may be obtained, while with liberal application of fertilizers 8kg can be reached. At Tomé-Açu colony, where the soils are rather
heavy textured mainly (KYL r ^), the avarage yield of full grown plants is 4 kg when
both inorganic fertilizers and manures are applied. Manuring in the colony comprises
the mulching with grass fodder (Capim-da-colônia: Panicum nimidium) as well as the
application of refuses of oilrendering palm fruits. No use ismade of legumes, because
of associated dangers such as contamination of the soilwith nematodes (by Indigofera
pascuorum) and strangling ofthe pepper plants (byPuerariaphaseoloides). DAY (1961)
estimates yields of 2 to 3 kg per full grown pepper plant, on relatively light textured
soils near Belém (KYL m or KLS), with an application of 0.5 kg of mixed chemical
fertilizer perplant per year.
For silviculture, the application offertilizers isbeingtried too. PITT (1961)reports on
the effect of phosphate addition on the artificial regeneration of several tree species.
The application of 'half a dessert spoon' of rock phosphate or super phosphate did
not show any effect on plots at Curuâ-una centre. Theplots hadjust been cleared from
their primeval forest cover, and were located either on the planalto with itsvery heavy
textured soil (KYL„ft), or on the lower terrains with their light textured soils (KLS).
The application of the same amount of these phosphates was, however, essential for
the growth of tree seedlings on plots inthe upland savannah area of Amapâ territory,
with heavytextured soil (KYL^).
As regards pasturing the following can be said. Data as to the mineral imbalances in
Amazon cattle and the nutrient content of the soils on which they graze, are given in
the combined veterinary- pedological study of SUTMÖLLER et al. (1964). The study
reveals that the soils of the uplandsavannahsin Amapâ territory,in theLower Amazon region and on eastern Marajó island are deficient in several micro nutrients (Cobalt, Manganese), as well as in phosphate and potassium. The soils concerned mainly
are freely draining kaolinitic Planicie soils {cf.IV.2.1). As to the improvement of pastures on kaolinitic Planicie soils, trials may be mentioned on teso terrains1 at the
*)The soils concerned are not quite freely draining (cf. DAY and SANTOS, 1958).
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artificial insemination station of Sào Salvador, near Soure (NIEUWENHUIS, 1960).
IntrodueedF'angolagrass(Digitaria decubens),Elephantgrass (Pennisetumpurpureum),
Mucanù (Stizolobium deeringianum) and tropical Kudzu (Pueraria phaseoloides) were
growing well on these terrains, and responded favourably to the addition of chemical
fertilizers.
An interesting example of mixed farming on freely draining kaolinitic Planicie soilsis
practised locally in the Bragantina area. Tobacco is planted in this area on plots used
previously as temporary pens for cattle which graze on nearby lowlands {cf. SOARES,
1956).
Reference may be made to the favourable results of additions of chemical fertilizers
on trie growth of sugarcane and other crops on the taboleiro uplands near Campos, in
Rio de Janeiro State. These uplands have soils that are much comparable to the
Amazon soils under discussion.
V.3.1.3 TheSoils withHorizons ofFossilPlinthite
The freely draining kaolinitic Planicie soils with horizons of fossil plinthite, hard or
soft, are KYL, CR, and RP-KYL, CR. Seen as a whole, their chemical and physical
qualities are comparable with these of non-plinthiticfreely draining kaolinitic soils.
It is especially noteworthy that plinthitic soilhorizons do not have a higher degree of
fixation of the soil phosphorus present (cf. Fig. 33).Analysed plinthitic topsoils under
forest cover have a base saturation which varies from 34 to 20%, and is therefore
slightly above the average value for non-plinthitic topsoils. For plinthitic subsurface
and subsoil horizons, no consistent difference in this respect appears. Plinthitic topsoils seem to have a comparatively high percentage of organic matter (cf. Fig. 27),
plinthitic subsoils however have a relatively low percentage (cf. the Figs. 28 and 29).
The potential cation exchange capacity (T value) of these subsoils is nevertheless not
consistently different from what may be expected at a given percentage of clay(cf.
Fig. 31). In other words, plinthitic horizons with low percentages of organic matter
have T values which are slightly higher than the average for non-plinthitic horizons
with similar percentages of organic matter. This seems to indicate that, although Ki
data isapproximately the same asthat of the other Planicie soils, the clay fraction of
the plinthitic horizons is slightly less chemically inactive. In this respect it may be
mentioned that on a large rubber estate near Belém,the stripping of the non-plinthitic
surface layer (which contains most of the organic matter!) from the plinthitic soils has
been,found to be advantageous for the growth of rubber saplings.
Owingto their compactness, horizons offossil soft plinthite, such asthe Bhorizon of
the RP-KYL, CR, are not favourable for rooting. Horizons of fossil hard plinthite
however, such as the A horizon of the RP-KYL, CR and the A and Bhorizons of the
KYL, CR, normally are excellent rooting media. Such horizons consist very predominantly of concretions in friable earth (cf. Photo 28); exceptionally the segregates of
sescuioxides form slag-like,impenetrable masses.
Reference may bemade to theremarks in Chapter IV on thenatural vegetative cover
of the freely draining plinthitic Planicie soils.The timber wealth iscertainly not lower
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than onnon-plinthiticfreely draining kaolinitic Planicie soils,and at least one valuable
tree species predominates on one of the plinthitic soils.

V.3.2 Agricultural Land Capability Evaluation for theFreely Draining Kaolinitic Planicie Soils, and their Adequate Management
V.3.2.1 AgriculturalLand CapabilityEvaluation
The main conclusion from the foregoing discussion isthat the natural fertility is low
in all freely draining kaolinitic Planicie soils (except the Terra Prêta). In such a situation,thedifferences which occur insoilqualities suchasorganicmatter storage, availablemoisture reserve, and root penetrability, become very important. Agricultural land
capability evaluation inthe Planicie will have to be based largely upon the differences
in the latter qualities. Such external factors as the topography and drainage pattern of
the land, its accessability, and the degree of geographical coherence of the individual
soils,play apart. Apart from this however, and the soilpreferences ofindividual crops,
it may be stated that the most favourable conditions for crop production are to be
found on those relatively heavytextured forest soilsthat havenon-compact and friable
subsoils.
The Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol (,Ortho), and Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol,intergrade to
Red Yellow Podzolic soil which are of rather heavy, or heavy texture ( K Y L ^ Ä and
KYLs; KYL-RPrft and KYL-RP^) meet these requirements best. On these soils the
highest gross timber volumes of the primeval forest are found (cf. IV.1.2).
Where the above soils are used for shifting cultivation they often have a smaller potential because of the tendency of the small farmers to gradually reduce the length of
thefallow period.
The soils under savannah coverage have definitely less agricultural potential than
those under primeval forest, because of the near absence of a nutrient reserve in the
vegetation, less organic matter in the topsoil, and some degradation in the soil structure which affects unfavourably the available soil moisture and the root penetration.
The soils with horizons of fossil plinthite have about the same potential, when hand
culture methods are applied, asnon-plinthitic soils of the same degree of anthropic influence. Only when machinery is to be used do they obviously become much less
suitable, because oftheir stoniness.
V.3.2.2 Soil Management
The preceding examination of the chemical and physical qualities of the freely draining kaolinitic Planicie soils, under forest or under human influence, enable an assessment to be made asto the best waysfor management ofthese soils after clearing of the
primeval forest cover, as well as for their recuperation after adverse human influence.
MAINTENANCE OF SOIL ORGANIC MATTER

It is evident that the organic matter in the soils is of paramount importance. It is
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practically the sole bearer of the available plant nutrients, determines the nutrient
storagecapacity (Tvalue)to large extent, isthe main source ofnitrogen, and makes the
phosphorus of the soil easily available. The soil organic matter also has a favourable
eïect on the soil moisture availability.
In forest soils, the soil organic matter isconcentrated in a thin superficial layer. Therefore, at the commencement of agricultural activities on these soils, great care has to
be taken to leave intact, as much as possible, the original superficial layer. Any effort
to improve the fertility of the forest soils, and to recuperate the soils under savannah
and those under long-lasting shifting cultivation with short fallow periods,willhave to
take themaintenance, and if possible theenlargement, ofthe soil organic matter has a
basis.
Theoretically, it would be possible to attain gradually a level of soil organic matter
which is comparable to that of the Terra Prêta soil. It has been shown before that
already under thenatural coverthepercentage of organic matter ishigher, both intopsoil and in subsoil, with increasing percentage of clay. In the relatively light textured
forest soils, the layer in which the organic matter is concentrated is often up to 40 cm
thick. A relatively large mass of soil is involved in storing this organic matter. In the
heavy textured soilshowever, averythin superficial layer, often only2to 5cm, suffices
to store agood part ofthenaturally present organic matter. Inthelatter soilsitwillnot
be very difficult to maintain, under permanent cultivation, the natural organic matter
level.This willbe possible by arranging that the organic matter becomes about equally
distributed in the total tilth layer, through increasing the sub-surface section with the
same amount of organic matter whichislost inthethin superficial layer. Evenan absolute enlargement of the organic matter level in such soils seems feasible, namely by
securing an organic matter levelinthe total tilth layer which is ashigh as inthe superficial section of forest profiles. In fact, some of the heavy and very textured profiles
under forest, notably those with very high timber volumes, have remarkably thick
Ax horizons. An example of this isshown by the profile at the planalto edge of Curuâuna centre (112of Fig. 11).This profile, having 80%clay, contains about 3% Carbon
down to 40cm depth, resulting inaT value of 15m.e.per 100gof soilthroughout this
layer!
Whether an increase in the organic matter level in the relatively heavy textured soils
can be realised under non-intensive agriculture, and whether it will be economically
justifiable, is questionable. It is, however, evident that the heavier the texture of the
soil, the better its ability to maintain the level of organic matter in the newly occupied forest soil and to restore it after degeneration of the soil under adverse human
influence.
There are severalmethods of ensuring maintenance, and possibly increase of thelevel
of soil organic matter, such as the planting of cover crops and the application of animal and green manures and compost. Application of some specific green manures
seems to be the most effective and economical. There are however hardly any comparativetrials available to confirm this belief.
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EXPLOITING OF SOIL MOISTURE RESERVE

Tt has been mentioned that a large part of Amazonia has a climate with a dry season,
in which the rainfall is too small and too irregular to provide for unhibited plant
growth. The soil moisture has to be exploited in such periods. The total effective soil
moisture reserve depends upon the amount of available moisture per unit of soil, as
well as upon the intensity and depth of rooting. It seems hardly feasible to obtain an
enlargement of effective soil moisture reserve by mechanical improvement of porosity
and soil penetrability. In topsoils these qualities are normally quite favourable, and
breaking of compact subsoil layers will not be economically justified for most crops.
Because of the influence of the soil organic matter on soil moisture availability and on
root penetrability however, via its influence on the activity of the soil fauna, the maintenance or increase of the organic matter level is an important management measure
also for theeffective soil moisture reserve.
Strange as it might seem for a region with a 'wet' climate, some irrigation, during a
shortperiod oftheyear,maywellbeaneconomicproposition for anumber of droughtsensitive crops. In this case, owing to the supplementary character, irrigation with
flexibleequipment such assprinklers, seemsadvisable.
TILLAGE AND EROSION CONTROL

Normally, the topsoils are friable and easily penetrable, and the dangers of largescale erosion are very small. Exceptions to this are the very heavy textured and the
very light textured soils. The former may be subject to surface sealing and sheet erosion, and on the latter gully erosion can be severe. On these soils, tillage and erosion
control measures require special attention.
FERTILIZING

Immediately after felling and burning of the forest cover, an addition of chemical
fertilizers seems superfluous, owing to the temporary enrichment of the soil by ash
from the vegetation,and the rapid rateof mineralisation of the soilhumus. Afterwards
however, the removal of nutrients from the soil system by crop production or cattle
rearing has to berecompensed by new additions, ifthe nutrient status of theforest soil
isto be fully maintained. Such additions, together with measures taken to maintain or
increase the organic matter content, will also be required for recuperation of exhausted soils and when general soil improvement is envisaged.
With the foregoing soil data, and the few data of fertilizing trials, it is possible to
assess tentatively to what degree applications of chemical fertilizers are necessary
and what their effects will be:
The application of large amounts of limeisprobably notadvantageous,at least notin
so far as it is intended to lessen the acidity. It is true that the soils are generally very
strongly to extremely acid, but the active acidities, or the exchangeable aluminum
percentages, are nevertheless only moderately high. A slight increase of the pH (about
one unit, to approximately pH-H 2 0 = 5.5) is probably sufficient to eliminate the un262

favourable effect of this aluminum on the availability of other nutrients. Owing to the
fact that the potential cation exchange capacities are generally low, such an increase
may beeffected withmoderately smalldoses of lime(asa rough estimate, 1.5 to 2tons/
ha fer atilth layer of 20 cm, not counting possible leaching). A further raising of the
pH is likely to again decrease the availability of several nutrients. This may apply
pa'ticularlyto micro nutrients, of which the total amounts seem to bealready naturally low both in forest and savannah soils. The often very gradual effect of liming on
crop production has to be kept in mind, when the first year's results of the fertilizing
are:evaluated.
The available amount of nitrogen inthe soils is unlikely to be deficient for some time
after the clearing of the forest, because of the relatively high rate of mineralisation of
the organic matter. On long cultivated plots and on savannah areas however, an addition of N-fertilizers may haveconsiderable effect. It willbenecessary to apply nitrogen
wher.green manuring isexecuted with soilcovers other than N-fixating legumes.
It has been shown before that the content of totalphosphorus is low. The fixation of
this element issomewhat larger inclayey soilsthan in sandy soils,but itis, asa whole,
probably less strong than in Latosols other than the main Amazon ones. An enlargement, if necessary, of the content of available phosphorus in the soil, can therefore
probably be obtained with only moderate amounts of phosphates, particularly in the
sandy soils. This is also true, because the exchangeable aluminum is only moderately
highand easilyeliminatedwithsomeliming.Becauseoftherelation betweenthe availability of phosphorus and the percentage of organic matter, an enlargement of the
apparentlytoolowamountofavailable phosphorus inthesavannah soilsimpliesthat an
enlargement of the organic matter content must be effected at the same time. Without
a considerable quantity of organic matter, it will be very difficult to obtain a satisfactory level of available phosphorus (1 mg P 2 O s -Truog per 100 g of soil??). It is most
probably uneconomical to apply such liberal doses of phosphates that the amount of
total phosphorus inthe soilbecomes greater than thefixingpower of the humus-poor
soil material, as is apparently the case in the Terra Prêta subsoil (more than 100 mg
P 2 O s -total per 100gof soil). Such large additions, however, may have an enlargement
ofthe potential cation exchange capacity asan interesting side effect.
Fertilizing with potassium seems to be generally useful, at least when perennials are
involved. SUTMÖLLER et al. (1964) found that potassium déficiences in Amazon cattle
may occur if the amount of exchangeable potassium in the soils concerned is below
0.20 m.e. per 100 g of soil. Reference is made to the evidence from foliar analysis
executed for Amazon oil palms. Experiments with the crop on comparable soils in
West Africa have shown that for this perennial the level of exchangeable potassium
should be at least 0.15 m.e. per 100 g of soil, in the upper 30 to 40 cm of the profile
(IHRO-OLLAGNIER, personal communication). Another minimum value estimation is
1.5 to2%oftheT value.Ifthisisgenerally true for conditions intheAmazon, then not
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only aretheexhausted savannah soilsdeficient inpotassium for thegrowth ofoilpalm,
but also theforest soils (the storage inthe vegetation not taken into account); even the
Terra Prêta soil isat, or below, the minimum necessary level.
The nutritional imbalances in cattle, grazing on the savannah soils, suggest that
fertilizing with several meso and micro nutrients will be effective. On non-exhausted
soils also, when supporting perennials or sustained cultivation of annuals, deficiencies
ofmeso and micro nutrients are a possibility ifno compensation ismade with chemical
fertilizers or compost.
It is stressed that any fertilizing recommendation, made with the aid of the presentday knowledge of soil- plant relationships in Amazonia, is at best a rough estimate.
There arealsothedifferent requirements ofindividual crops.The method of soil tillage
and the system of fertilizer application can have a tremendous influence upon the
effect, if any, of added materials.Also,a shortage of one element, even when a micro
nutrient, may causean apparent lack of response to a fertilizer application which is
totally misleading. With the generally weak buffering of the soils, especially of the
sandy ones, it iseasy, on the other hand, to unwittingly add an excess of one nutrient,
thereby diminishingtheavailability of other nutrients.
V.3.2.3 Systems of CropProduction
At present, the crop production on the freely draining kaolinitic Planicie soils is
carried out very predominantly by native small farmers, with hand culture methods,
and the application ofthe shifting cultivation system. It has been concluded inV.3.1.2,
that this system, as it is practised nowadays in Amazonia, reduces gradually the agricultural potential of the land. Tnview of the low standard of living of the rural populace, and the envisaged immigration from other parts of Brazil, the expanding of crop
production on the Planicie soils is a necessity. This must be done both by improvement of the crop production in the present-day agricultural areas such as the Bragantina area, and bycreating ofagricultural settlements inprimevalforest areas. Stimulating of the establishment of commercial agricultural estates, belonging to specialised
companies, might be an effective way to achieve higher production and they may be o
educative value for the rural population ontheir peripheries. Government agricultura
policies however will aim mainly at improving and enlarging the means of existence o
the native small farmers. For this, the shifting cultivation system can not be discarded
as'obsolete'.Ingeneralthe system secures aliving,though onalowlevel,from tropical
soils with a low natural fertility, in areas where land is superfluous. The choice and
succession of crops after clearing of the fallow isoften the ingeneous result of centurylong experience by the native population in tropical areas where animal manures,
chemical fertilizers and insecticides were not available in the past, nor are they today
an economic proposition. Proposals to introduce 'modern' agricultural practices for
peasant farming have to take full account, not only of the economy ofthe agricultural
products themselves, but also of the socio-economic level of the rural populace.
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Ur.dertheprevailingconditions,the improvement andexpanding ofpeasant farming
on the freely draining kaolinitic Planicie soils of Amazonia has to take the shifting
cultivation as a basis.There seemto be severalways inwhichthe system, as practised
nowadays, may be improved, and gradually transformed into a system of settled agriculture.
One ofthe first and easiestmeasureswould be to allotmorelandto original settlers,
to strictly control the area of forest felled each year, and to allow only the felling of
sufficiently old (15 to 20years) fallow. Secondly, a stimulating of the growth of the
fallow may be feasible, ashas beentried for instance at Yangambi station in Congo,
with the corridorsystem.
A main gap in Amazon agriculture isbelievedto be the practical absence of perennials suchasrubber, cocoa and oilpalm. Suchcrops are a firm stepto settled agriculture.Theywillprovidefor considerable and stablecashwithout requiringmuchtechnical skill, form a good protection against degeneration of the land, and are likely
to react the most favourably to applications of manures and chemicalfertilizers. To
giveanencouragement totheplanting of suchperennials, on apercentage ofthe plots
allottedfor ordinary shifting cultivation, seemstobe aninherentpart of a sound agricultural policy. In fact, this has been propagated in recent years, for the agricultural
colonies established by the Instituto National de Imigraçao e Colonizaçao(INIC) in
general and for rubber in particular, via thejoint project ETA '54 of U.S. A.Ï.D.,
SPVEA and other institutions. However, the strictprecautions that have to be taken
againsttheleafblight Dothidellauleiare one ofthehindrancesto expansion of rubber
planting. Bothtechnically and economically it seemsquitepossibletopromotetheestablishment ofsmallgrovesof oilpalmsalongsimilarlinesasisbeingdonefor rubber.
Smallholding of this perennial seems promising even in those parts of the Planicie
where climatic conditions may not be optimal for the crop. Apart from this, one or
more of the many indigenous oil rendering palm species may prove to be a valuable
perennialcrop.
Alsotheprospectsfor increased growing,bysmallfarmers, of specialssuchas pepper
look favourable. Suchnew crops constitute, in fact, a more intensive use of the land.
The use of fertilizers, green manures and cover crops will be justified by higher and
morestableprofits, andalso annualcropsmay gradually begrown continuously.
It is possible that an adapted system of mixedfarming willprove to be a stable base
foT rural settlement. Besides the profits of livestock husbandry itself, the grass or
legumeley may improve soil conditions and the manure of the penned cattle may be
fully usedfor theenlargement ofcropproduction onthe samefarm. Inthiscase, much
attention has to be given to the quality of the grass ley. The application of adequate
chemical fertilizers, and the introducing of new and highly productive grasses and
palatablelegumes,onartificialpastures,seemtobepromising.
Aacther possibility for improvement ofthe standard oflivingoftherural population
in Amazonia isthe combination of cropproduction with a modern exploitation of the
forests. Several forest production reserves on Planicie areas are proposed or already
established {cf. Fig. 22), in accordance with recommendations made after the FAO265

SPVEA forest inventories. The creation of agricultural settJements on the peripheries
of such reserves would be a safeguard against uncontrolled cutting and felling, and
secure a labour force for the exploitation of the reserve itself; at the same time, it
wouldprovideextracashfor theagricultural community.
It is without doubt that theagricultural research,as started by theInstituto Agronômico do Norte, must be enlarged and deepened. Ttshould comprise studies on crop
rotation and intercroppingschemes,grassleys,typesofgreenmanuresandcovercrops;
trials ontheapplication ofchemicalfertilizers, animalmanure,compost and the waste
from industrial production; trials on cultivation practices such as planting time and
spacing; theintroduction and testingofnew crops, and the selecting ofthe best varieties of local crops; the assessment of the absolute production capacity of the various
soilsand theeconomyofsoilmanagement measures. Theexperiencesinthese respects
in other tropical areas with similar physical conditions, of which particularly West
Africa and Congo (Yangambi)mustbementioned,maybeutilized toalarge extent.
Rural extension work, to a greater degree than beingdone bytheFomento Agricola,
willhave to teach the new methods which haveproved valuable, and to produce and
distribute seeds and other planting material. This may prove to be one of the bottlenecks for the expansion of the Amazon agriculture, because of the preference of the
present-day rural population for extractive activities on the natural vegetative cover,
and theaversion oftraineesfrom spending a considerable time in the interior.In this
respect, the establishment of subsidised pioneer and demonstration farms should be
highly beneficial.
In fact, most measures in the technical agricultural field for improving Amazonian
peasantfarmingarewellunderstood byAmazon agronomists.Otherserviceshowever,
areequallyindispensable. Thesearethesufficient and regularreleaseofworking funds
for agricultural research and rural extension work; cheap agricultural credit; promotion ofprocessingindustries on the spot; pricepoliciesfor cheapprovision of fertilizers,insecticides and implements;easingofimport and export regulations and therestriction offederal, state and municipal taxes on theagriculturalproducts; thepromotion of agricultural cooperatives, of transportation, education and other measures in
thesocialfield.Itisoften rather thelack oftheseservices,ortheirunbalanced or shortterm implementation, which is delaying the emergence of a prosperous agricultural
communityin Amazonia.
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Summary

The present study actually deals with the soils of the Brazilian part of the Amazon
region. The boundaries accepted for this region are the transitions from the belt of
equatorial forest to the savannahs of North-Eastern and Central Brazil and those of
Rio Branco-British Guiana. The eastern half of the region isdiscussed in particular.
PEDOGENETIC FACTORS

Climate. Only a small, north western section of Brazilian Amazonia has a climate
without any dry season (type Af in Köppen's classification; Fig.2).The greater part of
the region has afew months per year with little or no rainfall (type Am).
Geology. Brazilian Amazonia consists of a low, sedimentary area, the Amazon valley
proper, and parts of the crystalline shields of Central Brazil and the Guianas (Fig. 5).
The crystalline shields are of Pre-Cambrian age and mainly consists of granites, gneisses and mica schists. The sedimentary part consists of several basins, namely the basin
of Acre,of the Amazon proper, of Marajó, and that of Maranhäo (Fig. 5and Appendix 8). The sedimentary part of Amazonia has at its surface only narrow bands of
Paleozoic-Mesozoic deposits, of very varying character; the greater part consists of
Tertiary unconsolidated sediments which are kaolinitic clays and quartz sands. The
Pleistocene sediments, which are similar in character to the Tertiary ones, are thin,
and their extent has been reported to be limited. Holocene deposits comprise a small
area, much less than was estimated by early explorers of Amazonia.
Geomorphology. In the watershed regions to the north and south ofthe Amazon river
system the following geomorphological units can be distinguished (Figs. 8, 9 and 17):
1. Undulating terrains with outcropping crystalline basement.
2. Undulating terrains with outcropping Paleozoic, Mesozoic or Early Tertiary deposits.
3. Two peneplanation surfaces insidethe area designated ascrystalline on the geological maps. These surfaces occur at 400-600 and 250-400m altitude and are assumed to
be of Cretaceous and Early Tertiary are respectively. Little can be said with certainty
about these surfaces.
Thebroad axialpart ofAmazonia consists of:
4. Flat plateau land, known asAmazon planalto, and ofPlio-Pleistocene age.
5. Upland terrains at a lower level, fashioned to terraces at various levels, and of
Pleistocene age. (The units (4) and (5) are designated together asPlanicie).
6. Lowlands, of Holocene age.
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The height of the Amazon planalto is usually 150-200 m in the eastern part of the
valley a id somewhat less in the western part. Acharacteristic of this planalto isthat it
has al itssurface a ten to twenty metres thick layer of uniform, veryheavy sedimentary
clay, it issupposed that this so-called Belterra clay had its origin in the erosion of uplifted kaolinitic deposits of the Andes area. The clay must have settled very gradually
and evenly on the flat bottom of a huge shallow inland sea. A large part of Amazonia
was covered by this sea during an age of the Latest Tertiary or Earliest Pleistocene
when the general sea level was high (Calabrian; cf. Table 1).
The upland terrains in the axial part of Amazonia that were fashioned during the
Pleistocene period have agreat expanse. A 500kmlong section oftheupper part of the
recently constructed Belém-Brasilia highway, allowed for a detailed study of the local
géomorphologie constitution (Appendices 4 and 5). Various terraces occur in this
stretch. Some of them are coastal-marine, the others fluviatile. All terrace levels must
have been formed during times when the existing sea level was higher than at present
and therefore they are of interglacial age. For part ofthe stretch, a comparison of the
terrace levels with world wide interglacial sea levels enables the terraces to be tentativelydated indetail (Tables 1 and2).
It islikelythat in other parts of the Amazon valley proper the terrace levels are also
of interglacial age.
The very locally occurring, so-called massapé terrains, and parts of eastern Marajó
island are presumably of Early Holocene age.Theyounger Holocene terrains are commonly divided into värzeas and igapós. In this publication, värzea is defined as lowland that is intermittently waterlogged, and the igapó as lowland that is permanently
waterlogged. The värzeas, which have the largest extent, are subdivided according to
the character of the variation of the water level and to the composition of the water.
Levels offossil plinthite. Along the afore mentioned upper part of the Belém-Brasilia
highway detailed observations were made onthe occurrence of levels offossil plinthite
(Appendices 4and 5).Severaltypes offossil plinthite can bediscerned inthis area, and
each of them has a specific position and area of occurrence. In the stretch traversed by
the highway,themain part ofthe fossil plinthite wasformed insitu. It must have originated during at least two ages of theLateTertiary with flat land surfaces of imperfect
drainage. An age of the Pleistocene produced plinthite of limited expanse.
It is likely that the fossil plinthite in other parts ofeastern Amazonia wasformed also
largely during the Tertiary and the Pleistocene.
Vegetation. Isisconcluded from thegéomorphologieconstitution ofthePlanicie part
of Amazonia and the character of its sediments that both during the Tertiary and the
Pleistocene there were several ages with relatively dry climates (interpluvials). During
these ages there was no forest coverage over large parts of Amazonia.
The present-day vegetative cover is subdivided into several forest types, on the one
hand, and several savannahs and savannah-forests, on the other (Fig. 12).
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THE MAIN AMAZON LATOSOL

The concepts on 'latosol', 'laterite' and 'plinthite' have had already an evolution. The
national Brazilian Soils Commission has recently given a detailed definition of the
Latosol, in an elaboration of the U.S.A. concept. Attention is given to the separation
of Latosols from other red and yellow soils ofthe tropics and subtropics. In particular,
the characteristics of the diagnostic horizon of Latosols, the latosolic-B horizon, are
contrasted (Table 5)with those of the textural-B horizon, which is diagnostic for Red
Yellow Podzolic soilsand others.
Many different terms have been applied to thevarious Latosols found throughout the
world. In Brazil, a subdivision of the Latosols is being worked out which takes as its
principal criterion the composition of the clay fraction in relative amounts of silicate
clay minerals (kaolinite), iron clay minerals (goethite, hematite), and aluminum clay
minerals (gibbsite). These amounts are assessed mainly on the molecular ratios Si0 2 :
Al 2 0 3 :Fe 2 0 3 .
It is shown that the well-drained soils of the Planfcie part of Amazonia have predominantly a latosolic-B horizon as this is defined by the Brazilian Soils Commission.
The molecular ratiosSi0 2 :Al 2 0 3 :Fe 2 0 3point to a strong predominance of kaolinite in
their clay fraction, which is confirmed by several X-ray curves of representative profiles (Tables 7and 8, and Fig. 14a-e).The soils therefore belong to thesubgroup of the
kaolinitic Latosols and are named Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol. For the sandy relatives
of the soils, with less than 15% clay in their B horizon, the name used is Kaolinitic
Latosolic Sand.
The described Amazon soils are comparable with several of the soils in tropical Africa,which are grouped according to other classification systems than used inthis publication.
AMAZON SOILS WITH PLINTHITE

The soils that contain plinthite in one form or another are discussed separately. In
agreement with the Vllth Approximation, 'plinthite' here replaces the old word 'laterite', and a subdivision ismade into hard plinthite (laterite concretions and slabs) and
soft plinthite (Buchanan's laterite or mottled clay).
Soils with recentplinthite. At present plinthite in Amazonia mainly develops on flat
land surfaces with intermittently imperfect drainage. Soft plinthite is formed at some
depth in the soil profile on these sites, viz. in the zone of fluctuation of the phreatic
level, which isfully in agreement with the classical findings of MARBUT (1932).
In some casesthis zone occurs at such a depth that the solum of the soilprofile is not
affected (cf. Profile description 1).Usually, however, the zone is nearer to the surface
and clay-sized mineral particles and sesquioxides are carried from the superficial layer
downward. An imperfectly drained soildevelops with aleached Ahorizon and aBhorizon of soft plinthite, i.e. the Ground Water Latérite soil. There is a great variability
incharacteristics ofthis soil unit (cf.Profiles 2to 18,and Appendix 9),which isgoverned by several factors. The ultimate stage of Ground Water Latérite soil development
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appears to be represented by the profile which has a bleached and light textured, thick
A horizon over a heavy textured, dense and slowly permeable, thick Bhorizon of soft
plinthite, whilst at the transition zone of the two horizons some plinthite material
occurs that has already hardened (the Ground Water Laterite soil, Low phase).
SoHswithfossil plinthite. In Amazonia it is common to encounter layers of soft or
hard plinthite onwell-drained siteswherethe phreatic level occurs at a depth of many
metres. In view of the described present-day formation of plinthite, and in agreement
with most of the recent literature on the subject, such plinthite is considered to be
fossil.
Layers of fossil hard plinthite underlain by fossil soft plinthite are likely to have
forrr ed insitu. The combined layers constitute the relics of a Ground Water Laterite
soil which developed on a former land surface with imperfect drainage. After conditions of imperfect drainage ceased to exist, the profile was geologically eroded to the
point at which all the light textured and loose A horizon, and possibly part of the
plinthitic B horizon, was stripped off. Whilst the lower part of the plinthitic Bhorizon
has remained soft, the upper still present part has become hard plinthite.
Separate layers of fossil hard plinthite are normally of colluvial-alluvial origin. There
are several supplementary characteristics that may help to establish whether plinthite
isrecent or fossil, and whether formed insitu or of colluvial-alluvial origin.
If the fossil plinthite isfound below the solum, it isnot diagnostic for classification of
the soil.If, however, the fossil plinthite forms part of the solum, then the classification
of the soil depends upon the degree of weathering of the parent material, i.e. in this
case the plinthite. In Amazonia the final weathering product consists, with few exceptions, of a mixture of hard concretionary elements andloose friable earthof which the
clay fraction iskaolinitic in character.
Where there is shallow weathering of the plinthite layer the soil is classified as Red
Yellow Podzolic soil, intergrade to Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, Concretionary phase.
When the weathering is deep, and in any case when the fossil plinthite is of colluvialalluvial origin, the soil isclassified as Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, Concretionary phase
(cf. Profiles 19to 23, and Appendix 9).
Ageneral scheme for the different soilsto bedistinguished with the formation, truncation, and burying of Amazon plinthite is given in Fig. 15.
THE SOIL UNITS DISTINGUISHED, AND THEIR GEOGRAPHIC OCCURRENCE

All discerned Amazon soil units (cf. summary in Table 9) are described systematically, by giving a general concept, the range in characteristic, and a representative profile
with itsanalytical data.
The soil maps of two of the areas of which a reconnaissance soil survey was executed
(Appendices 1 and 2),give a picture of the geographic occurrence of the various soils.
The Guamâ-Imperatriz area may be taken as representative of the Planicie part of
Amazonia with its unconsolidated sediments of kaolinitic clays and quartz sands. The
Araguaia Mahogany area may be taken as representative of the non-Planicie part of
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Amazonia, with its wide variation in geologic age and pétrographie constitution. Fig.
17is a sketch of a provisional soil map for the whole of Brazilian Amazonia.
The undulating terrains with outcropping crystalline basement probably have Red
Yellow Latosol asthe predominant soil.The presence of Red Yellow Podzolic soiland
of Lithosols is established.
The undulating terrains with outcropping Paleozoic, Mesozoic or Early Tertiary
deposits have alarge variety of soils. Lithosols appear to be common.
Very little soil data isavailable on the peneplanation surfaces on the crystalline basement.
Most of the soil data of Amazonia relate to the Planicie and the Holocene terrains.
The soils of the Belterra clay covered Amazon planalto have an uniform profile development overlarge distances. Byfar the most common soil is Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol
(,Ortho), very heavy textured. Parts of the planalto in the south-western part of
Amazonia have imperfect drainage, with Ground Water Latente soil or Kaolinitic
Yellow Latosol, intergrade to Ground Water Lateritesoil.
The Pleistocene terraces in the eastern part of Amazonia have Kaolinitic Yellow
Latosol (,Ortho), of medium, rather heavy, or heavy texture and Kaolinitic Latosolic
Sand as the principal soils. Several aspects of profile development of these soils are
related to the texture of the parent material. The terrace level also appears to have
some influence {cf. Table 10). Other well-drained soils are Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol,
Compact phase; Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, intergrade to Red Yellow Podzolic soil;
and Red Yellow Podzolic soil, intergrade to Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol; soils which
are subdivided according to their texture. In addition, there are the plinthitic soils
Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, Concretionary phase and Red Yellow Podzolic soil, intergrade to Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, Concretionary phase.
Imperfectly drained soils are Ground Water Latérite soils and Ground Water (Humus) Podzol.
There are many small patches with a peculiar dark and fertile soil which is called
Terra Prêta. This is a 'man-made' soil, developed on the dwelling sites of the pre-Columbian Indian tribes.
Judging from the data of MARBUT and MANIFOLD (1926)and other informations, the
soilsofthePleistoceneterraces inthewestern part ofAmazonia arelargely comparable
with those ofeastern Amazonia.
On the vârzeas, Low HumicGley and Humic Gley soils predominate, and onthe igapós, Bogs and Half Bogs. Also Ground Water Latérite soils are found on these lowlands. Inthe coastal area Saline and Alkali soils occur.
For description of hitherto unknown forested areas at which the detailed geographic
pattern of the various soils can be shown, the introduction of the concept 'land-unit'
issuggested. Thisdenotes atract ofcountry withinwhichthegeologic,topographic and
hydrographie elements, the climate, pattern of vegetation and pattern of soils are
approximately uniform.
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THE SOILS AND THEIR VEGETATIVE COVER

The c.vailable data on the vegetative cover are oflimited value for the assessment of
the relationships between soils and vegetation, because methods of ecological research proper could not be employed. Adiscussion isnevertheless desirable in view of
the near absence of published data on soil-plant relationships in Amazonia.
Among the characteristics of the upland forests, the mean gross timber volume and
the occurrence of individual tree species are discussed in particular, because it is on
these~hatthe FAO/SPVEA forest inventories providefor data.
The influence ofnon-edaphicfactors ondifferences inforest growth. The highest timber
volunes of the Planicie may be found in areas where the total annual rainfall is not
excessively high and a short dry season occurs. Anumber of differences established in
the occurrence of individual tree species are likely to be determined by differences in
climate aswell.
Anthropogenic influences may have affected forests, even seemingly primeval ones,
over large areas. An example is the selective cutting of certain very valuable tree
species. Apeculiar type of forest, which consists largely of short-lived Guaduaspecies
(tabocal) and isfound in an area along the Belém-Brasilia highway, is very likely due
to the burning practises of Indians.
Edaphkally determined defferences inforest growth. Nearly all forest inventory areas
are located inthe Planicie, the soils ofwhich arevery similar, at the classification level
employed. Established differences in forest characteristics within an area of uniform
climatic conditions and non-existent or uniform anthropogenic influences, are therefore apt to show a correlation with lower category soil differences. Among these are
themoistureholdingcapacity,thetotal availableamountsofthevariousplant nutrients,
and the penetration possibilities for roots. These qualities depend on such factors as
the seiltexture, the compactness of the subsoil and the presence of plinthitic materials.
The coincidence of differences in forest characteristics with differences in these latter
factors are discussed. It is often uncertain what exactly are the causal factors of the
coincidences established.
A relationship existsbetween soiltexture and grosstimber volume.The rather heavy
or heavy textured soils in particular support forest with high timber volume. Very
heavy textured freely draining Planicie soils, the soils derived from Belterra clay,
have in several parts forest of a low timber volume, because it consists fully, or for
a considerable part, of creepers and climbers: cipoal and 'cipoalic' forest. These forest
types can be found on the completely flat central sections of planalto parts, as well
as 011 the oldest Pleistocene terraces where these are covered with reworked Belterra
clay. Cipoal and 'cipoalic' forest prevail on Belterra clay soils with a compact subsoil and a thin At horizon compared with the soils of the immediate surroundings.
With the aid of a number of examples the problem is discussed of any relationship
between soils and individual tree species that have an established variation in occurrence. Acapu (Vouacapoua americana), forinstance, isrestricted to parts ofthe region
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and there found in colonies. These colonies are however found on a variety of soils.
One of the species found concentrated on very heavy textured soils is the Angelim
pedra (Hymenolobium excelsum). The occurrence of Pau amarelo (Euxylophora paraensis) wasstudied inthe Guamä-Imperatrizarea. Inthisarea the speciesapparently has
its optimal growing conditions on soil with concretions of fossil plinthite of a specific
level and age.
A special study was made on the occurrence of the mahogany (Swietenia macrophylla) in a part of the south-eastern transition zone of the belt of tropical forest, the Araguaia Mahogany area.In thisarea,the species mainly grows onterrains with imperfect
drainage and well developed hydromorphic soils that chemically are relatively rich
(Fig.25and Appendix6).
The occurrence of palms in the Amazon forests seemsto be more often related to the
variations in the conditions of climate and soil than is the case with the occurrence
ofdicotylenous treespecies.
Non-edaphic savannahs.Some upland savannahs within the forest belt mainly originated as a result of adverse non-edaphic conditions, usually with a predominance of
anthropogenic factors. These savannahs are located in the north eastern part of Amazonia (upland savannahs in Amapâ Territory, on south-eastern Marajó island and on
thenorth bank ofthe Lower Amazon river).
Savannahs and savannah-forests of edaphicorigin. The other savannahs, and the savannah-forests, of the Planrcie are of edaphic origin. Allthe savannahs concerned and
most of the savannah-forests are found on terrains with imperfect drainage. These
terrains either have a Ground Water Laterite soil (often the Low phase), or a Ground
Water (Humus) Podzol. Extensive savannahs and surrounding savannah-forests, on
watershed areaswithflat relief (the campos, and part of the campina-ranas), have predominantly a Ground Water Laterite soil.Patchy savannahs and savannah-forests, on
narrow strips of low sandy upland along rivers and on sand-filled former river beds
(the campinas, the caatingas amazônicas, part of the campina-ranas), have predominantly the Ground Water Podzol as substratum. Some patches of savannah-forest
(part of the campina-ranas) occur on relatively high, freely draining terrains, with
White Sand Regosol.
Littledata isavailable onthesavannahs and savannah-forests ofthenon-Planfcie part
of Amazonia. They are probably of edaphic origin, with Lithosols and Hydromorphic
soilsaspredominant substrata.
The growing conditions of the various discussed savannahs and savannah-forests are
summarised inTable 13.
Soils and vegetation of the lowlands. As regards the lowlands, differences between
their forests are often considerable and they can often be correlated with the character
of flooding or submergence. The lowland savannahs and savannah-forests of eastern
Amazonia are considered to have originated edaphically.
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TH:= SOILS AND THEIR USE

Ai evaluation of the main Amazon soils from the viewpoint of their agricultural
occupation is of immediate importance. Parts of Amazonia are namely being considered as outlet areas for the large rural population of the North Eastern region of
Brazil with its periodically recurring severe droughts and floods.
With regard to the soils of the lowlands it is emphasized that land capabilities vary
much, with the type of värzea. The main criteria for their evaluation must be the
querr icalqualities of the soils and the depth and length of the flooding. The necessary
artificial drainage and reclamation would require considerable investigation, organisation and capital investment.
Tie soils of the uplands outside the Planicie are very diverse. The natural fertility of
the soils iscertainly a principal criterion for land capability evaluation in these distant
and.inaccessible areas.
Quclhies of thefreely draining kaolinitic soils of the Planicie. The terrains of the
Planicie constitute large tracts of predominantly flat to gently undulating land which
islargely freely draining.These terrains are near the main water-ways and the existing
roads. Their forests have the higher timber volumes, and the present-day Amazon
agriculture is concentrated here. For these reasons the Planicie part of Amazonia,
despite the low natural chemical fertility of its soils, has a potential for large-scale
settlement schemes. Special attention is therefore given to the chemical and physical
qualities, the agricultural capabilities and the adequate management measures of
Planicie soils with good external drainage, i.e. the freely draining kaolinitic Planicie
soils.
Qualities of the soils under their natural vegetative cover. For the assessment of the
chemical qualities of the freely draining kaolinitic Planicie soils under their natural
forest cover, analytical data of 35 relevant profiles are available. These are arranged
and studied on their relationship (cf. Figs. 27to 34).It isapparent that with regard to
chemical qualities the main advantage of the clayey over the sandy soils istheir capacity to create a better milieu for preservation of the comparatively very active organic
matter.
In their physical qualities the soils can differ distinctly from each other. The moisture
holding capacity of the soils is of importance in view of the fact that a large part of
Amazonia has a short dry season. From moisture equivalents, some moisture tension
curves,and other analyticaldata (cf. Figs.35to 37and Table 16),itisdeduced that the
soils under forest cover have, as a whole, only small amounts of available moisture
per volume unit. Clayey soils have a fairly distinct advantage over sandy soils, with
regard to moisture availability, only as regards the topsoil.
Qualitiesof thesoilsunderhuman influence.Thechemical and physical qualities of the
Planicie soils change in several ways, when these soils come under influence of man.
For the soils under shifting cultivation, only qualitative observations are evaluated.
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For those under ancient anthropogenic savannah, however, a number of quantitative
data are available. When the difference in the amount of nutrients stored in the respective vegetative covers is not counted, it can be said that the qualities of these
savannah soils are still fairly comparable to those of forest soils. The main differences
are a somewhat lower organic matter content of the topsoil, and consequently a
somewhat lower potential cation exchange capacity and smaller amounts ofexchangeable cations and anions, greater soil compactness and presumably less available soil
moisture. Slight differences are found in the C/N ratios, the values for pH-H a O, and
the degree of phosphorous fixation.
The permanently beneficial effect of human influence is illustrated by the chemical
qualities of the Terra Prêta (cf. Figs. 38and 39).The potential cation exchange capacityofthis soilisrelatively high, alsowhenthe organic matter content islow. However,
this high cation exchange capacity corresponds with a high amount of phosphates in
the Terra Prêta. This amount often seems considerable higher than thefixingpower of
thehumus-poor soil material.
The effects of chemical fertilizers and of animal and green manures can be assessed
only tentatively, because of the limited number of experimental plots and sites with
permanent agriculture.
The most suitable soils. It is evident that land capability evaluations for the Planicie
should be principally based on such differences in soil qualities as organic matter
storage, soil moisture reserve and root penetrability. For large-scale settlements,
external factors should be considered, such as the topography and drainage pattern
oftheland, itsaccessibility,andthe degree ofgeographic coherence ofthe various soils.
Apart from this,however, and the soilpreferences ofindividual crops, the most favourableconditionsfor cropproduction areto befound onrelativelyheavytextured forest
soils that have non-compact and friable subsoils. The Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol
(,Ortho) and Kaolinitic Yellow Latosol, intergrade to Red Yellow Podzolic soilwhich
are of heavy or rather heavy texture meet these requirements best.
Soil management. The examination of the chemical and physical qualities of the
freely draining kaolinitic Planicie soils under forest cover or under human influence,
enable an assessment to be made as to the best methods of managing these soils after
the primeval forest cover has been cleared, and of recuperating them after adverse
humaninfluence.Themaintenance and,wherepossible,enlargement ofthe soilorganic
matter content is of paramount importance. At the actual state of research, fertilizing
recommendations can onlybetentative.
Shifting cultivation must constitute the basis for improvement and expansion of
peasant farming on the Planicie soils. The present system of shifting cultivation in
Amazonia can be gradually improved in several ways. The introduction of perennials,
especially oil palms, seems desirable. The combination of crop production with
modern management of the forests is a feasibility.
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Sumärio

Oü solos da parte brasileira de regiào amazônica constituem a materia do presente
estudo.
Como fronteiras daquela regiào sào tomadas as transiçoes do cinturào da floresta
equatorial para as savanas do Nordeste e do Brasil Central e para as do território do
Rio Branco e da Guiana inglêsa. Em particular é discutida a metade da parte Leste
da regiào.

F A T O R E S

PEDOGENÉTICOS

Clima. Apenas ume pequena parte da Amazonia brasileira apresenta um clima sem
qualquer estaçào sêca (tipo Af na classificaçâo de Koppen, Fig. 2).Na maior parte da
regiào hâ pouca ou nenhuma precipitaçào durante alguns meses do ano (tipo Aw).
Geologia. A Amazonia brasileira consiste de uma area baixa e sedimentär sendo o
vale amazônicoprôpriamentedito,epartes doscontrafortes cristalinos do Brasil Central edas Guianas (Fig. 5).Essasformaçôes cristalinas remontam ao periodo Pré-cambriano e sào constituidas principalmente de granitos, gneisses e micaxistos. Na parte
sedimentär encontram-se quatro bacias, nominalmente a do Acre, a bacia amazônica
prôpriamente, a da ilha de Marajó e a do Maranhäo (Fig. 6eApéndice 8).Na superficie apresentam-se apenas faixas relativamente estreitas de depósitos PaleozóicosMesozóicos de carateristica muito variâvel; a maior parte da ärea sedimentär constit u t e de sedimentos Terciârios näo consolidados, que se compöem de argilas caoliniticas e areia de quartzo. Os sedimentos Pleistocenos, cuja composiçào se assemelha
aos Terciärios, säo pouco espessos ea sua extensào, conforme aos dados deliteratura,
é liroitada. Tembém os sedimentos Holocenos apenas compreendem uma area limitada. muito inferior à estimativa dos primeiros exploradores da Amazônia.
Geomorfologia. Nas regiöes dos divisores de ägua ao lado Norte e Sul do sistema
fluvial do Amazonas, pode-se distinguir as seguintes unidades geomorfolôgicas (Fig.
8,9 e17).
1. terrenos ondulados de embasamento cristalino aflorante.
2. terrenos ondulados com depósitos aflorantes do Paleozóico, Mesozóico ou Terciârio Inferior.
3. dois niveis depeneplanaçào dentro da area que nos mapas geológicos fica indicada
como cristalina. Estes niveis ocorrem a 400-600 m ea 250-400 m de altura respeti283

vamente eéprovâvel que sejam da idade Cretäcea edoTerciärio Inferior. Destesniveis
hâ, porém, poucos dados certos.
A larga parte axial da Amazônia consiste de:
4. terras planas em platô Plio-pleistoceno, chamado o planalto amazônico,
5. terras firmes mais baixas, modeladas em terraços a niveis diferentes, de idade
Pleistocena (As unidades 4. e 5. conjuntamente sào indicadas como Planicie).
6. baixadas, de idade Holocena.
Na parte Leste do vale, o planalto tem em gérai 150 a 200 m. de altura; na parte
Oeste é um pouco mais baixo. Uma carateristica do planalto é que ele apresenta na
sua superficie uma camada, de dez a vinte métros de espessura, composta de uma
argila sedimentär homógena de textura muito pesada. Esta argila, chamada argila de
Belterra, hâ de ter sua origem em depósitos caoliniticosnos Andes,que- após serem
elevados- foram expostos aerosào forte. Aargilater-se-âdepositado de maneira uniforme e gradativa na base plana de um amplo mar interior de pouca profundidade.
Uma grande parte da Amazônia deve ter sido coberta por esse mar durante certo
periodo doTerciärio Superior ou doPleistoceno Inferior, quando onivel gérai do mar
era elevado (Calabriano).
Os terrenos modelados durante o Pleistoceno,na parte axial da Amazônia, cobrem
uma superficie grande. O traçado de 500 kilomètres de comprimento da parte
superior da recém-construida rodovia entre Belém e Brasilia ofereceu a possibilidade
de estudar em detalhes a geomorfologia local (Apéndices 4 e 5). Neste trecho
apresentam-se vârios terraços. Alguns deles sào costeiros, os demais fluviais. Todos
devem ter sido formados emtempos em que onivelde mar era mais elevado que atualmente, e portanto devem ser de idade interglacial. Comparando os niveis dos terraços
com os niveisglaciais do mar, até mesmo résulta possivel determinar provisôriamente
em detalhes asidades dos terraços numa parte da area em aprêço (Tabelas 1 e2).
E' provâvel que todos os terraços nas demais partes do vale amazônica prèpriamente dito, também sejam de idade interglacial.
Os chamados terrenos de massapé, de ocorrência muito local, e partes da Marajó
oriental remontam provàvelmente do Holoceno Inferior. Osterrenos Holocenos mais
récentes sào comumente subdivididos em vârzeas e igapós. Neste estudo a vârzea é
defmida como baixada intermitentemente inundada, e o igapó como baixada permanentemente inundada.
As vârzeas, que constituem a maior parte das baixadas, sào subdivididas de acôrdo
com ocaräter dasflutuacöes do nivelde âgua e sua composiçào.
Niveis do 'plinthite' fossil. Ao longo da referida parte superior da rodovia BelémBrasilia foi feito um estudo detalhado da ocorrência de niveis de 'plinthite' fossil
(Apéndices 4e 5).O 'plinthite' fóssil duro nesta area pode dividir-se em vârios tipos
e cada um dêles tem sua posiçào e area de ocorrência especificas. Deduziu-se que a
maior parte do 'plinthite' fossil foi formada insitu. Deve ter tido sua origem durante
pelo menos duas épocas do Terciärio Superior, quando nesta ârea havia superficies
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planas de drenagem imperfeita. Durante alguma época Pleistocena também deve ter
sidci i'ormado 'plinthite', seja em quantidade limitada.
E"provâvel quetambém nas demaispartes da Amazônia o'plinthite' fóssil mormente
fosse formado durante oTerciârio eo Pleistoceno.
Vegetaçào. Da composicào geomorfológica da PJanîcie amazônica edo carâter dos
ssdimentos présentes é deduzido que assim durante o Terciârio como durante o
Pleistoceno havia varias épocas com climas relativamente sêcos(interpluviais), durante as quais grandes partes da Amazônia näo tinham cobertura florestal.
A cobertura vegetal atual é subdividida em vârios tipos florestais por um lado e
varias savanas e florestas-savanas por outro lado (Fig. 12).
C) LÀTOSOLO AMAZÔNICO MAIS IMPORTANTE

Osconceitos 'latosoP, 'laterite'e'plinthite'jâ têmtido uma evoluçào historica. A Comissào de Solos do C.N.E.P.A. hâ pouco deu uma elaboraçào extensa do conceito
'latosol' na base usada nos Estados Unidos. Nela seprestou atençào para a maneira
de distinguir os Latosolos de outro solosvermelhos eamarelos dostrópicos e subtrópicos. Nomeadamente as carateristicas do B-latosólico e do B-textural, que säo os
horizontes carateristicos de Latosolos, respetivamentedesolos Podzólicos VermelhoAmarelo e outros, säo contrastadas.
Os;vârios Latosolos no mundo têm recebido as mais variadas denominaçôes. Hoje
esté,sendo desenvolvido no Brasil um sistema de subdivisào dos Latosolos, usando-se
como principal critério a composicào da fraçào de argila, a saber a mûtua relaçào
entre as quantidades minerais-de-argila de silicato (caolinita), minerais-de-argila de
ferro (goetita, hematita) eminerais-de-argila de aluminio (hidrargilita). Êsses minerais
sào avaliados por meio das razöesmoleculares SiOa:Al 2 0 3 :Fe 2 0 3 .
Fica demostrado que a maior parte dos solos bem drenados da Planicie amazônica
têm um B-latosólico conforme à definiçào da Comissào de Solos. Hâ nêles uma predominância muito forte de caolinita em sua fraçào argilosa, o que fica comfirmado
por alguns Roentgengramas de amostras representativas de solo (Fig. 14a-e e as
Tabelas 7 e 8). Êsses solos pertencem portante ao grupo dos Latosolos caolinfticos,
e nêste estudo sào denominados Latosolo Amarelo Caolinitico. Os solos arenosos
comparâveis com eles, ou seja os que no seu horizonte B contêm menos de 15% de
argila, sào denominados Areia Latosólica Caolinitica.
Os solos amazônicos acima descritos sào iguais a vârios solos da Africa tropical,
agrupados segundo outros sistemas de classificaçào que o usado neste estudo.

SOLOS A M A Z Ô N I C O S C O M

'PLINTHITE'

Os solos que contêm 'plinthite' em qualquer forma sào discutidos separadamente.
Conforme à Seventh Approximation, o 'plinthite' substitui a palavra antiga laterita.
O 'plinthite' fica subdividido em 'plinthite' duro (cascalho e pedras de laterita) e
'plinthite' macio (laterita de Buchanan; argila mosqueada).
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Solos de'plinthite' recente. Aformaçào atual de'plinthite' na Amazônia ocorre quase
exclusivamente nos terrenos pianos de drenagem intermitentemente imperfeita. Em
tais lugares é formado o 'plinthite' macio a pouca profundidade, a saber na zona na
quai oscila o nîvel freâtico, perfeitamente de acôrdo com as achadas clâssicas de
MARBUT (1932). Em alguns casos a zona em aprêço ocorre a tal profundidade que
nào pode afetar o solum do perfil (Perfil 1). Usualmente, porém, a zona acha-se tào
próxima à superficie que lixiviam as partîculas minerais mais finas e os sesquióxidos
da zona superficial. Forma-se entäo um perfil de drenagem imperfeita com urn
horizonte A eluviado e um horizonte B que se compöe de 'plinthite' macio: o perfil
Laterita Hidromórfica. Hâ grande variabilidade nas carateristicas desta unidade
de solo (Perfis 2-18 e Tabela 9), regulada por vârios fatores. Como condiçào final
da evoluçào Laterita Hidromórfica pode considerar-se o perfil que se compôe de
um horizonte A espesso, alvejado e arenoso e um horizonte B espesso, argiloso e
pouco permeâvel de 'plinthite' macio, com- na zona detransiçâo- algum material de
'plinthite'ja endurecido (neste estudo denominado solo Laterita Hidromórfica, fase
Baixa).
Solos com 'plinthite''fossil. Muitas vezes ocorrem na Amazônia zonas de 'plinthite'
duro ou macio em lugares bem drenados onde o nivel freâtico apenas se encontra a
muitosmétrosdeprofundidade. Tendo emvista aformaçào recentede 'plinthite' como
descrita acima, este é considerado como fóssil, o que é de acôrdo com a maior parte
da literatura mais recente sobre este assunto.
As zonas de 'plinthite' duro fóssil, que sobrepöem uma de 'plinthite' macio fossil
usualmente têm sido formadas insitu. Aszonas constituem conjuntamente o relicârio
de um perfil Laterita Hidromórfica, que se desenvolveu numa superficie anterior,
de drenagem imperfeita. Este perfil, após superados os impedimentos de drenagem,
terâ sofrido uma erosào de tal magnitude, que desapareceu todo o horizonte A
arenoso e sôlto, e talvez parte do B argiloso de 'plinthite'. Enquanto a parte mais
profunda do Bde 'plinthite' ainda presente permaneceu macia, a parte superior vinha
transformando-se em 'plinthite' duro.
Camadas individuals de 'plinthite' duro fóssil sào normalmente de origem aluvialcoluvial. Hâ varias carateristicas suplementares üteis para esclarecer si o 'plinthite' é
recente ou fóssil, e si foi formado insitu ou é de origem aluvial-coluvial.
Quando o 'plinthite' fóssil apenas seencontra por baixo do solum, nào importa para
a classificaçào do solo. Quando o 'plinthite' fóssil constitui uma parte do solum, a
classificaçàodêssesolodépende do graudemeteorizaçàodo 'plinthite', que emta! caso
constitui a rocha-màe. Na Amazônia o material meteorizado final consiste quase
sempre de uma mistura de elementos concrecionârios duros e terra friâvel, cuja fraçào de argila tem carâter caolinitico.
Onde a meteorizaçào da zona de 'plinthite' apenas tem pouca profundidade, o solo
é classificado como solo Podzólico Vermelho-Amarelo, 'intergrade' para Latosolo
Amarelo Caolinitico,fase Concrecionâria. Quandoameteorizaçào dazona é profunda,
o solo é denominado Latosolo Amarelo Caolinitico, fase Concrecionâria. A ultima
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denorrinaçào é sempre aplicâvel quando o 'plinthite' fóssil é de origem aluvial-coluvial (Perds 19-23 e Apéndice 9).
Na Figura 15 é dada uma esquema gérai para os diferentes solos que se podem
distingua na formaçào, respetivamente a truncaçào ecobrimentaçâo de 'plinthite' na
Amazonia.
AS UNIDADES DE SOLO DISTÏNGUIDAS ESUA OCORRÊNCIA GEOGRÂFICA

As diferentes unidades de solo da Amazônia conhecidas (veja résumo da Tabela 9)
sào descritas sistemàticamente, dando o conceito gérai, as possiveis variaçoes nas
carateristicas e um perfil representative com seus dados analiticos.
Os mapas de solo de duas das areas de levantamento expedite (Apéndices 1 e 2)
dào nma idéia da oeorrêneia espacial das diferentes unidades de solo. A primeira
area de levantamento expedito, a ârea Guamâ-Imperatriz, pode ser tomada como um
exemplo da Planicie, com seus sedimentos nào consolidados, compostos de arguas
caolim'ticas e areias de quartzo. A ârea Araguaiana de Mogno é exemplo da parte da
Amazônia fora da Planicie,com sua ampla variaçào em idade geológica econstituiçào
petrogräiiea. A Fig. 17éum esbôço de um mapa de solos para toda a Amazônia.
Nos terrenos ondulados com embasamento cristalino aflorante, ocorre como solo
provàvelmente mais importante, o Latosolo Vermelho-Amarelo. Ocorrem também
solos FodzólicosVermelho-Amarelo e Litosolos.
Hâ grande variedade de solos nos terrenos ondulados de depósitos aflorantes do
Paleozóico, Mesozóico ou do Ferciârio Inferior. Provàvelmente os Litosolos sào os
que ocorrem com maior freqiiência.
Contamos com muito poucos dados sobre os solos dos niveis de peneplanaçào na
area do embasamento cristalino.
A maior parte dos conhecimentos pedológicos sobre a Amazônia sào concernentes
à Planicie e as baixadas Holocenas. Os solos do planalto amazônico coberto de
argila de Belterra apresentam um desenvolvimento de perfil uniforme sobre grandes
distâneias. Prédomina o Latosolo Amarelo Caolinitico (,Orto) de textura muito pesada. Algumas partes do planalto na zona sudoeste de Amazônia apresentam uma drenagern imperfeita, de forma que la o solo é de Laterita Hidromôrfica ou Latosolo
Amarelo Caolinitico, 'intergrade' para solo Laterita Hidromôrfica.
Os solos principals dos terraços Pleistocenos da parte leste da Amazônia sào Latosolo Amarelo Caolinitico (,Orto) de textura média, meio pesada ou pesada, e seu
equivalente de textura leve ou muito leve, a Areia Latosôlica Caolinitica. Varias tendêneias no desenvolvimento do perfil desses solos demostram uma relaçào com a
textura dos sedimentos. Fambém o nivel de terraço faz um papel, o que possibilita
uma avaliaçào da influência do fator tempo na formaçào de solo (Fabela 10). Outros
solos bem drenados sào o Latosolo Amarelo Caolinitico, 'intergrade' para solo
Pod5:ôlico Vermelho-Amarelo; Latosolo Amarelo Caolinitico, fase Compacta e solo
PodzôlicoVermelho-Amarelo, 'intergrade' para Latosolo Amarelo Caolinitico; solos
êsses que sào subdivididos de acôrdo com a textura do horizonte B. Em adiçào hâ
os soloscom 'plinthite' fossil:oLatosolo AmareloCaolinitico,fase Concrecionäria eo
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solo Podzólico Vermelho-Amarelo, 'intergrade' para Latosolo Amarelo Caolinitico,
fase Concrecionâria.
Os principais solos imperfeitamente drenados sào os solos Laterita Hidromórfica e
osPodzols Hidromórficos.
Nos terraços pleistocenos de Amazonia oriental ocorrem ocasionalmente solos que
sào marcadamente escuros eférteis, denominados Terra Prêta. Sào solos antropogênicos, desenvolvidos nos provoados das tribos de ïndios pré-colombianos. Considerando osdadosde MARBUTand MANIFOLDeoutrossobreestaarea,ossolosdosterraços
Pleistocenos na parte oeste da Amazônia devem ser por grande parte iguais aos do
lesteda Amazonia.
Nas vârzeas predominam os solos Glei Pouco Humico eos solos Glei Hümico, enos
igapós, solos turfosos. Também ocorrem solos Laterita Hidromórfica. Na zona
costeira ocorrem solos salinos ealcalinos.
Para descrever areas florestais até hoje desconhecidas, prestando-se atençào para o
padräo detalhado dos diferentes solos, é introduzido o conceito de 'unidade de terra'.
Como tal é considerada uma area dentro da qual as condicöes geológicas, topogräficasehidrograficas, oclima, opadräo da vegetaçàoeopadräo dos solossào iguais.
R E L A C Ö E S ENTRE OS SOLOS E A

VEGETAÇÀO

Para determinar as relacöes entre os solos e a vegetaçào da Amazônia, os dados
disponiveis apenastêmvalor limitado, visto queainda nào puderam serfeitas nalguma
escala pesquisas de carâter puramente ecológico. Todavia, por faltarem quase inteiramente dados publicados sobre a relaçào solo e vegetaçào na Amazônia, é aconselhâvel uma discussào do assunto.
Entre as carateristicas da floresta, nomeadamente sào discutidos o volume bruto de
madeira ea ocorrência deespécies individuals de ârvores,pois ésobre estes elementos
que existem dados, devidos a uma série de inventârios florestais.
A influência defatores nao-edâficos nas diferenças na vegetaçào florestal. Os mais
elevados volumes de madeira da Planicie podem ser encontrados nas areas onde a
precipitaçao anual näo émuito elevada e onde hâ estaçào sêca decurta duraçâo.
E provâvel que parte das diferenças na ocorrência de espécies individuals de ârvores
também sejam dévidas a diferenças climatológicas.
É possivel que areas extensas de ftorestas aparentemente primitivas podem ser
afetadas por fatores antropogênicos. Um exemplo é o corte seletivo de certas madeiras muito valiosas. Urn tipo peculiar de floresta constituida em grande parte de espécies Guaduadecurto ciclo de vida (tabocal) eque ocorre em certo trecho darodovia
Belém-Brasilia, com grande probabilidade pode ser atribuido a prâticas de incendimento departe dos îndios.
Diferenças de origem edâficana vegetaçào florestal. Quase todas as areas de inventârio florestal acham-se localizadas na Planicie, onde os solos dedrenagem livre, no
nîvel aplicado de classificaçào, apresentam um alto grau de semelhança. Assim, dife288

re:iç;.is estabelecidas nas carateristicas de floresta, que ocorrem em areas de condiçoes
climatológicas uniformes e de falta ou ocorrência uniforme de infiuências antropogêaieas,hào deserestudadas na suacorrelaçàoeventual comasdiferenças encontradas
nas carateristicas de solos de categoria mais baixa, como a capacidade de retençào de
agita, a soma total dos vârios nutrientes disponiveis para asplantas, eas possibilidad.es de penetraçào de raizes. Estas qualidades dependem de fatores tais como a
textura do solo, a compacidade do subsolo e a presença de materia de 'plinthite'.
Résulta que diferenças em carateristicas fiorestais freqüentemente coincidem com
diferenças nêstes fatores. Em gérai é dificil, porém, estabelecer quais sào os fatôres
metivadores destas coincidências.
Existeuma relaçào entretextura do solo e volume bruto de madeira. Em particular
os solos de textura pesada emeio-pesada freqüentemente suportam fîorestas com alto
volume de madeira. Os solos de textura muito pesada da Planicie, porém, ou seja os
solos desenvolvidosna argila de Belterra, em vârios trechos estào cobertos com florestas de baixo volume de madeira, por consistir inteiramente oupor parte considerâvel
de cipós (cipoal ou floresta cipoâlica). Estes tipos de floresta ocorrem no centro completainente piano dos terrenos de planalto, bemcomo nos terraços Pleistocenos mais
antigos nas partes onde estes estào cobertos com argila de Belterra remodelada.
Deduziu-se que o cipoal e a floresta cipoâlica prevalescem nos solos de argila de Belterra que,comparados comossolosnasimediaçoes, apresentam urnsubsolo compacto
e um horizonte Ax delgado. Parece que também em outras partes da Amazônia as
fîorestas ricas emcipósprevalescem em solosdepouca penetraçào deraîzes, bem osde
uma baixacomo osdeuma alta fertilidade natural.
Com alguns exemplos édescutida a relaçào possivelentre solos eespécies individuais
de ârvores de distribuiçào desigual. O Acapû (Voucapoua americana), por exemplo,
apenas ocorre em algumas partes da regiào, onde é encontrado em grupos. Estes
grupos, porém, fleam em solos variados. A Angelim pedra (Hymenolobium excelswn)
é uma das espécies encontrada mormente em solos detextura muito pesada. A espécie
Pau amarelo (Euxylophora paraensis) na ârea Guamâ-Imperatriz, onde foi estudada
sua ocorrência, encontra as suas melhores condiçoes de crescimento em solos de
concreçôes de 'plinthite' fóssil de determinado nîvel e idade.
Uma investigaçào especial foi feita dos lugares de crescimento de Mogno (Swietenia
macvophylla), emparte da zona detransiçào sudeste docinturào do floresta equatorial.
Résulta que nesta ârea a espécie cresce quase exclusivamente em terrenos de drenagemimperfeita comsoloshidromórficos bem desenvolvidos, especialmente osque quimicamente sào ricos (Fig. 25 e Apéndice 6).
A ocorrência de espécies de palmeiras nas fîorestas amazônicas parece quemaisse
acha relacionada com as variaçoes nas condiçoes de clima e solo do que é o caso na
ocorrência de espécies de ârvores dicotilas.
As savanas nao-edâficas. Algumas savanas de terra firme dentro do cinturào de
floresta principalmente foram causadas por fatores adversos nào-edâficos, usualmente
com uma predominância de infiuências antropogênicas. Essas savanas acham-se
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localizadas na parte nordeste da Amazonia: o território do Amapâ, a parte sudeste
da ilha de Marajó ea parte ao lado norte do Baixo Amazonas.
Savanas e florestas-savanas de origem edâfica. As outras savanas da Planicie e as
florestas-savanas sào de origem edâfica. Essas savanas e florestas-savanas acham-se
em terrenos de drenagem imperfeita. Os solos dêsses sào ou solo Laterita Hidromórfica - muitas vezes a chamada fase Baixa dele - ou Podzol Hidromórfico. Extensas savanas e as florestas-savanas que as circundam, encontradas nos terrenos planos
nos divisores de âgua (os campos; parte dascampina-ranas), encontram-se principalmente em solos Laterita Hidromórfica. As savanas e florestas-savanas de pouca
extensäo, que ocorrem em faixas estreitas de terreno baixo earenoso ao longo de rios
ou sobre antigos leitos de rios enchidos de areia (ascampinas; as caatingas amazônicas; parte das campina-ranas), ocorrem sobretudo em Podzols Hidromórficos.
Alguns lugares de floresta-savana (parte das campina-ranas) acham-se em terrenos
relativamente altos de drenagem livre, com Regosolo de Areia Branca.
Hâ poucos dados disponiveis sobre as savanas eas florestas-savanas fora da Planicie.
É provävel que sejam de origem edâfica e ficam mormente em Litosolos e solos hidromórficos.
Na tabela 13 aparece urn esquema das condicöes de crescimento das diferentes
savanas e florestas-savanas discutidas.
Solos e vegetaçàonasbaixadas. As mütuas diferenças entre as florestas das baixadas
sào muitas vezes claras, e é possivel relacionâ-las com o carâter da inundaçào. As
savanas e florestas-savanas que ocorrem nas baixadas do este da Amazônia sào de
origem edâfica.
A POTENCIALIDADE DOS PRINCIPAIS SOLOS AMAZÔNICOS PARA FINS AGRlcOLAS

Uma avaliaçào dos principais solos amazônicos para fins agricolas é de importância
imediata. Isto é porque partes da Amazônia sào consideradas como podendo ser
usados de escoadouros para a densa populaçào rural do Nordeste, regiào esta periódicamente sujeita a sêcas ou inundaçôes calamitosas.
Com respeito as baixadas hâ de salientar que seu valor agricola dépende muito do
tipo de vârzea. Os critérios dominantes para sua avaliaçào terào de ser as qualidades
quimicas de seus solos e o carâter da inundaçào. Os melhoramentos hidrâulicos da
terra requereriam investigaçào, organizaçào e investimento de capital numa escala
vultosa.
Os solos de terra firme fora da Planicie sào muito diversos. A fertilidade quimica
natural do solo é certamente urn critério essencial para avaliar as potencialidades da
terra naquelas areas remotas e de dificil acesso.
Qualidades dossoloscaoliniticosdaPlaniciededrenagemlivre. A Planicie compoe-se
mormente de terrenos pianos ou levemente ondulados de drenagem livre. Estes terrenos acham-se nas proximidades dos principais cursos de âgua e das poucas rodovias
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existentes na regiào. As fiorestas naquelas areas têm um volume de madeira relativamente alto e as areas agricolas amazônicas atuais ficam concentradas nestes terrenos.
Assim a Planicie amazônica, embora a fertilidade quîmica natural do solo seja baixa,
représenta uma possibilidade para a colonizaçào agricola em grande escala. Portanto
convém prestar atençào especial para as qualidades quimicas e fisicas daquêles solos
da Planicie que tenham boa drenagem externa, os chamados solos caoliniticos da
Planicie de drenagem livre.
Qualidades dos solos sob sua vegetaçàonatural. Para discutir as qualidades quimicas dos solos caoliniticos da Planicie de drenagem livre sob sua vegetaçào florestal
natural, contamos com dados analiticos de 35perfis. Estesdados sào agrupados eestudados em suas mutuas relaçoes (Figs 27-34) E' evidente que a capacidade de criar
um rneio mais adequado à preservaçào da materia orgânica relativamente muito ativa
é aprincipal vantagem dos solos argilosos sobre as solos arenosos quanto as qualidades quimicas. As diferenças entre osdiversos solosresidem por parte considerâvel nas
suas qualidades fisicas. Importa a capacidade de retençào de âgua dos solos, visto
que grande parte da Amazônia tem uma estaçào sêca de alguma importância. De
équivalentes de umidade, algumas curvas de tensào de umidade e outros dados analiticos (Figs. 35-37 eTabela 16)deduz-se que os solos sob sua vegetaçào florestal, visto
no conjunto, apenas tem pequenas quantidades de âgua aproveitâvel por unidade de
volume. Apenasna zona em que seacha quantidade considerâvel demateria orgânica,
os solos argilosos - no que diz respeito à quantidade de âgua disponivel - têm vantagem evidente sobre os solos arenosos.
Qualidadesdossolossobinfluênciahumana.Quando ossoloscaoliniticosdaPlaniciede
drenagem livre chegam sob influência humana, vào modificando-se suas qualidades
quimicas efisicas. Para ossolosusados para agricultura itinérante apenas hâ observaçôes.qualitativas. Para ossolosdas savanas antropogênicas existenteshâ muito tempo,
contamos,porém,comumnumerodedadosquantitativos.Nàoconsiderando a diferença na quantidade de nutrientes armazenados nasvegetaçôes respetivas, podemos dizer
que, no que diz respeito as qualidades quimicas e fisicas, os solos das savanas em
aprêço ainda se assemelham bastante aos solos sob floresta. As principais diferenças
sào asseguintes:uma quantidade algo menor demateria orgânicada camada superior
do solo, maior densidade de solo de topo e possivelmente menor quantidade de
âgua disponivel. Pequenas diferenças foram registradas nas razöes C/N, nos valores
para o pH-H 2 0 eno grau de fixaçào de fósforo.
Os efeitos benéficos que a influência humana pode ocasionar, sào ilustrados pelas
propriedad.es quimicas da Terra Prêta (Figs. 38e 39).A capacidade total de troca dos
cations dêste solo é relativamente elevada, mesmo onde o teor da materia orgânica
seja baixo. A alta capacidade de troca dos cations na Terra Prêta,porém, vai acompanhada de grandes quantidades de fosfatos, as que parecem muitas vezes ser considéravelmente maiores que o poder de fixaçào do solo pobre em humus.
Osefeitos deadubos quimicos,estrume eadubosverdes,apenaspodem ser aproxima291

dos em parte, por ser limitado até hoje o numero de quadros de ensaio e terras de
agricultura permanente.
Ossolosmaisadequados. A estimativa do potenticial agricola dos solos da Planicie
de drenagem livre hâ de basear-se principalmente nas diferenças das qualidades
dos solos tais como o teor de materia orgânica, a capacidade de retençào de âgua e
a penetrabilidade por raizes. Para projetos de colonizaçào agricola em grande
escala é natural que também desempenham um papel fatores externos, como a topografia e o padrào de drenagem da terra, sua acessibilidade e o grau de coerência geogrâfica dos vârios solos. Nào considerando, porém, estes fatores e as exigências das
culturas individuais, pode-se afirmar que as condiçôes mais favorâveis para a agricultura se encontram nos solos florestais de textura relativamente pesada, de subsolo
nào-compacto. O Latosolo Amarelo Caolinitico (,Orto) de textura pesada e meio
pesada e o Latosolo Amarelo Caolinitico, 'intergrade' para solo Podzólico VermelhoAmarelo säo osque melhor seprestam para aquela finalidade.
Manejo da terra. O exame das qualidades quimicas e fisicas dos solos sob floresta
primitiva ou sujeitos à influência humana, dâ indicaçoes para os meios mais adequados para manter a potencialidade dos solos após ser derrubada a floresta primitiva,
bem como para seu melhoramento após uma interferência humana adversa. A conservaçào e- na medida do possivel- o aumento do teor da materia orgânica dos solos
é de suma importância. Considerando o estado atual das investigaçoes, apenas poderào ser aproximativas asrecomendaçoesrelativas à fertilizaçào.
Sera preciso tornar o sistema itinérante como ponto de partida para o fomento da
agricultura. Aos poucos poderâ ser melhorada em muitos respeitos a aplicaçào que
este sistema tem hoje na Amazônia. Parece recomendâvel uma ampliaçào da ârea
com perenes arbóreos, particularmente do dendê. Poderâ ter vantagens a combinaçào
da agricultura com uma moderna explotaçào das florestas.
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